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INTRODUCTION ON CERTAINTY.

BY " Natural Religion " is meant the relation of man

to God as taught by reason alone, apart from any

supernatural source. How far such knowledge can

be obtained with certainty has been long debated,

and with very opposite results. " Regarding the

gods," wrote Protagoras in the fifth century before

Christ, " I know neither whether they exist or not.

. . . There is much to prevent one attaining this

knowledge—the obscurity of the subject and the

shortness of human life." For these words and what

followed, Protagoras was found guilty of impiety :

his treatise was burnt, and he himself was sentenced

to death.1 At Athens, then, at least irreligion was

accounted a crime, and atheism in any form an offence

to be punished by the State. It is not so now. The

modern professor of Agnosticism meets with very dif-

_^ ferent treatment. His writings obtain a wide circu-

^ lation, and he himself is regarded as a master in

._ ) Stock], Geschichte der Philosophic, from which work the historical

portion of this preface is chiefly drawn. The English excellent trans

lation of the first volume of Stock!, by J. A. Finlay, S.J., has been

much used, and often verbally followed.
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science, and his sceptical conclusions as the necessary

product of patient research, logical exactness, and

fearless love of truth.

How it is that, after nineteen centuries of Chris

tianity, belief in God should have less hold on men,s

reason and conscience than it had before Christ came,

may seem at first sight strange ; but a brief consi

deration of the historical development of the old and

new philosophies will perhaps best explain why they

arrived at their respective results.

In the first period, then, of Greek philosophy, as far

as it is manifested in history, men,s minds were in an

infantine state. They occupied themselves only with

the investigation of external Nature. They were wholly

interested, like children, in what their senses showed

them in objects of sight and touch. But in its second

epoch, under the guidance of Socrates and his followers,

men turned from the contemplation of the world with

out to the consideration of themselves within. To aid

him in his search for truth, which was now his object,

the Greek philosopher possessed religious traditions,

which, though corrupt, still showed traces of the

primal revelation delivered to man. And within him

dwelt his natural reason, obscured indeed by the fall,

but yet essentially sound. With these two guides, he

succeeded, after much labour, in defining and fixing

the first principles of reason, which form the basis of

all sound argument and the necessary laws of thought ;

and further, he had demonstrated and established as

certain a considerable number of important natural

*
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truths. Among these may be reckoned the objective

reality of the external world, the essential and abiding

difference between right and wrong, and the existence

of a Creator who was at once the ruler and judge of

mankind. No doubt these truths were intermixed

with much error, and often succumbed to the attacks

of materialism and scepticism, to which they were

ever exposed. But the fragmentary knowledge he

possessed, and the consciousness of his inability to

attain to truth complete, alike quickened in the

earnest heathen that longing for a revelation which

in some passages of Plato read almost like the prayer

of a saint.

Now, whatever of truth the ancient philosophy con

tained in any branch of human science or reasoning,

the Fathers of the Church adopted and made their

own. They did so not because theology, as St.

Thomas says, " was of itself insufficient to prove its

own doctrines, but because of the defect of our under

standing, which is more easily led by the knowledge

of the truth which it has acquired for itself to the

knowledge of those truths which are above reason,

and which theology imparts." 1 And thus the Church

employed philosophy both to give expression to divine

mysteries in human terms, to develop and illustrate

them by human reasoning, and to defend the doctrines

of faith against heretical attack. Science now became

the handmaid of faith, and philosophy, illumined by

revelation, acquired an unity and a comprehensiveness

1 S. I, Qu. i. Art. 5.
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unknown in any other system of thought. One and

unchangeable were now its fundamental principles

because guaranteed by the authority of faith. Univer

sal the range of its inquiry, because, omne scibile, all

sciences, human or divine, are but rays of the one

eternal light. In so wide a field of thought contro

versies necessarily arose. Disputants fought till death

over single propositions. New schools and new

systems arose. Yet, amidst all the incessant strife,

neither side ever forgot their essential agreement, not

only in doctrines of faith, but in the first principles

of human thought. Thus man advanced in know

ledge from objects of sense to truths of reason, and

from these by a strictly logical sequence, to God ; and

in the divine synthesis attained by faith, what human

analysis had only collected after long labour, was at

once perfected and confirmed.

The modern system has moved in an exactly oppo

site direction. It dates from the Information, and

that movement is often spoken of as having given

it birth. No Reformer,s name, however, is to be

found in any history of philosophy, for no Reformer

based his teaching on logical proof. On the contrary,

their chief reproach against the scholastics was the

employment of human arguments in the matter of

Divine truth. Luther,s appeal to the Bible alone,

Calvin,s to predestination, Cranmer,s to the royal

supremacy, were all outside the domain of reason,

and rested only on the teacher,s ipse dixit, and on

the secular power which supported him. The
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,,Divine simplicity of the new Gospel" had this

advantage, that as it was not grounded on any

logical argument, neither could it be upset thereby.

The Reformers, then, so far from setting free human

reason, gagged it and turned it out of court.

But what the Reformers never thought of doing

directly they did indirectly originate, for they had

laid down a principle which spread far beyond the

sphere of religion. That principle—and it was their

sole bond of internal connection—was one of destruc

tion, a clean break with the past, with tradition or

authority in any shape. And as the Reformers displayed

their zeal by hewing and hacking to pieces every

memorial of that past, whether in architecture, paint

ing, or sculpture, as organ and antiphon which spoke

of it were silenced, and all the noblest creations of

human art were swept away, so was it in the intel

lectual world. All the learning, all the principles of

knowledge, all that the master-minds of Paganism

or Christianity had thought out, amassed, and made

sure, was with one blow effaced. And thus, as in the

sphere of revelation no authority was henceforth to be

recognised as infallible in matters of faith, so in the

domain of reason no principle, no fact, was to be

admitted as certainly true.

Hence the new philosophy, being founded on this

principle of universal negation, opens with Descartes,

system of " scientific doubt ; " which means that in the

logical order of thought, doubt is prior to certainty,

and that everything is to be assumed as doubtful till
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it be proved true. On the subsequent products of

this system, how it recoiled from idealism to mate

rialism or sensationalism, from these back again to

idealism, and then sank to absolute scepticism, we

have neither time nor space to dwell. The present

phase is similar to that under which it first appeared,

and is termed Agnosticism, which its teachers explain

as the doctrine that no man has a right to believe

anything for which he cannot produce logical satisfac

tory evidence ; l what is meant by " logic " or by

" evidence " being studiously undetermined. Its prac

tical outcome, however, is as follows, and it is well

to contrast it with the results obtained by the older

heathen philosophy. The external world, then, as

we are now taught to regard it, is but a mass of

phenomena, and of phenomena only manifested under

conceptions of space and time, and viewed, therefore,

apart from these conditions, may have no objective

reality. Of our own being within we have again but

fleeting phenomenal impressions ; and whether these

be the product of sense or intelligence, whether free

or determined, we cannot tell. Morality is thus but

a subjective sentiment, and right and wrong may

change sides according as men are educated. How

things came to be, what they are, and what their

future, are all alike unknown, for we have no certain

data of knowledge ; nor, if we had, are we possessed of

any certain principle by which to establish their truth.

1 Of. Huxley, Aynosticism and Christianity, Nineteenth Century,

148, June 1889.
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Thus the wisdom of to-day is to doubt our senses, to

doubt our reason, its dictates as expressed by con

science, and to doubt ourselves. And as God is only

manifested to man through effects in the visible world

without, and the laws of reason and conscience within,

the modern philosopher, if questioned as to the exist

ence of deity, can only reply, Non aynosco, I know not.

And if we consider that the same philosophy knows no

law for human conduct above the human will, and that

therefore every individual is logically free to do what

he likes, and to gratify at once and to the full every

impulse of his animal appetites, the wonder is not

that Agnosticism has found acceptance in a fallen

race, but that a single credo is ever heard.

Such, then, is a brief outline of the genesis of the

two philosophies, and of the reasonings productive of

their respective results. Let us now consider on

what grounds Christian philosophy affirms the cer

tainty of those natural truths which it is the province

of Agnosticism to deny.1 By certainty, then, we mean

" a firm assent to any proposition, without fear of

error." Thus certainty, like its contradictory doubt, is

a subjective disposition of the mind, and must be dis

tinguished from the motive or object which determines

its assent.

Certainty is of two kinds, natural and philosophical.

The certainty which all men possess, and on which

1 The philosophical arguments which follow are taken mainly from

the article on " Certainty" in Kleutgen, Philosophic der Vorzcit, vol. ii.i

rightly called by Stockl " a classical work."
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all alike practically act, and which is therefore called

natural, is direct and simple, and is obtained before

the mind has by any reflective process determined the

motive of its assent. Philosophic certainty, on the

contrary, is reflex and demonstrative, and is only

obtained after the motive of assent has been explicitly

determined. What Agnostics contend then is, that

natural certainty, because it arises prior to proof, is

necessarily untrustworthy ; that it is the product of

feeling or instinct, but not of reason and evidence.

The schoolmen, on the other hand, affirm that natural

certainty is not only true and reasonable in itself, but

that it is the sole basis of philosophic certainty and of

all sound human reasonings.

They argue thus : All knowledge is the result of

two factors—the faculty which knows, and the object

known. This faculty, the mind, like the eye can only

know or see objects which come within the range of

its vision. Of objects beyond that range of itself it

knows nothing, but of those within that range it can

and does speak with certainty. Thus all knowledge

is primarily objective, and, as we are constituted, is

derived first from sense objects. This then is the

force of the axiom, " Nihil in intellectn, nisi prius in

sensu."

Again, since certainty excludes doubt, I can only be

certain of that which is clearly, visibly, and unmis

takably presented to my mind. What is doubtfully

presented or seen in a haze can only beget a dubious

or hesitating assent. The motive, then, of all certainty
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is the objective infallible evidence of the truth or fact

proposed.

Is, then, natural certainty possessed of this evi

dence ? We have three sources of knowledge, which,

taken in the order of their genesis, are our senses

internal and external, intellectual ideas and our reason

ings thereon, and the information which we accept

on the information of others. These three kinds

of knowledge, the senses, thought, and belief, have

each their own natural certainty, viz., physical, meta

physical, moral ; and of each kind of certainty the

determining motive is the same, the infallible evidence

of the truth proposed, and, in the case of faith, the

infallible veracity of our informant. Yet—and this is

most important—though we cannot form a certain

assent without an infallible motive determining us

thereto, we are often unable to state explicitly what

that motive is. Thus we may be quite certain that a

stone is hard without being able to give scientific or

demonstrative proof of the fact ; and it is this diffi

culty in demonstrating by argument or evidence the

credibility of natural certainty, or, in other words, of

converting natural into scientific certainty, which opens

the door to doubt, and by reason of which the cer

tainty of these three kinds of knowledge has been

called in question. Thus we find the Materialists deny

the certainty of ideas, i.e., of any supersensible know

ledge ; the Idealists and Pantheists, that of matter ;

while the Sceptics pure and simple deny the certainty

of mind and matter alike.
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All truth, all certainty, then, can be denied. The

point, therefore, is not what we can doubt, but what

we ought not to doubt, or of what we ought to be

certain, seeing the evidence in support.

It is assumed that we can be certain of some

thing, if only for the reason that whoever affirms

that nothing is certain, by his very affirmation—his

certainty of his uncertainty— necessarily contradicts

himself.

This possibility of forming certain assents arises

from the reflective faculty (principium reflexivuin) of

oar reason, by which we mean the power that the

soul has of knowing itself, or of its consciousness of

its own acts.

Now this self-consciousness is not obtained by the

soul beholding itself in itself, or by direct sight of its

essence. Were this so, the soul would never cease to

know itself, and we should always see in our souls all

the knowledge that we had ever acquired. The soul

thus knows itself not immediately, but mediately by its

acts or operation. Actual self-knowledge, therefore,

means that we feel that we feel, that we know that we

knoiv, and therefore recognise ourselves as the cause

or principle of these sentient or intelligent acts.

Habitual self-knowledge 1 means that the soul always

retains the power of knowing itself by its acts without

any further medium, just as a man is said to speak

French who, though not then actually speaking that

language, can do so at once if he please.

1 St. Thomas, De Verit., Qu. x. Art. 8.
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Our natural and certain self-consciousness testifies

then to two important certainties. First, the certainty

of our existence l obtained from the certainty of our

acts ; and secondly, the certainty that we are capable

of knowing not only phenomena, but the realities or

essences of things, since we have recognised ourselves

as certainly existing through our consciousness of our

acts.

But we know not only that we are, but what we

nre, and as we have obtained the fact of our being

from the fact of our acts, so we can deduce the quality

of our being from the quality of our acts. Now simple

consciousness gives us the thought with its object,

and this again clothed with all the accidents and

phenomena of its concrete existence. But to know

the quality of our thought, we must separate the act

from the object, or the thought from the thing thought

of, and then divest it of all that is merely phenomenal

and accidental. Only by means of this abstraction

can we distinguish our intellectual from our sense

knowledge, and at the same time recognise the depen

dence of the former on the latter, and thereby learn

the nature of our intellectual faculty. It is by this

process of abstraction that our reason learns what

things really are in their immutable, necessary, and

perfect essences, apart from the changeable and con

tingent conditions of actual existence.

1 "No one can assent to the thought that he is not, for in the very

fact of thinking he perceives that he is" (De Veiit., Qu. x. Art. 12,

&c.). Thus St. Thomas had expressed in his own sense the formula of

Descartes.
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Now it is by this same method of analysis and

comparison that the certainty of our various kinds

of knowledge is established. Take first our internal

perceptions. We are conscious of a change of some

kind, painful or pleasant, taking place within us ;

but certainty means more than a simple perception.

It is a firm assent, and includes therefore a judgment ;

for we are only certain when we have decided that the

senses report truly, i.e., that the thing perceived—(he

thiny in us, in the language of modern philosophy—

really is. The senses then give us a likeness which

enables us to see the object. But to form a judg

ment, we must compare one likeness with another,

and further know their relation with the object repre

sented. I feel a pain in my foot. If I have had

the gout a few weeks previously, and on comparing

the characteristics of my present sensation with those

of my former attack, I find they coincide, then and

then only I am certain that I am suffering from

another attack of that malady. If I have never

experienced any pain similar to what I now feel, I

am uncertain as to its nature. Or, again, I may form

a certain judgment by comparing the perception of

one sense with that of another. I feel, for instance, on

recovering from a surgical operation, a pain in my left

hand, but my right hand tells me when I apply it to

the spot that my left arm has been amputated. I

therefore decide against my feeling, and am certain

that it has no objective reality in that member. In

both these cases, it is my rational self-knowledge or
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reflective judgment on the evidence adduced which

has attested the certainty of the nature and reality,

or non-reality of my feelings.

This point is the more important as demonstrating

further that even our external sense-perceptions obtain

their certainty on a judgment of reason, and are

therefore essentially different from the mere sense-

perceptions of the brute. The latter, depending only

on sense-faculties, instinctively regards the object

presented to them as real. Thus, a scarecrow will

protect a field of young wheat from birds for months

together. Would a lay figure of a policeman simi

larly secure against burglars an otherwise unguarded

jeweller,s shop ? Why not ? The bird has the

keener sight, but is guided only by sense, while the

man, even in his sense-perception, acts on reason.

He knows that self-movement is an essential charac

teristic of life. He compares the lay figure with its

known living original, and as he finds that essential

note wanting, he forms a certain judgment that the

figure before him is lifeless. Thus, too, is it with

ourselves. When our sense-perceptions are no longer

guided by reason, that is, when they are no longer

human but animal, as in sleep, we too, like the brute,

instinctively determine the object presented to us as

necessarily real. Hence the terror caused by images

or situations, however impossible, which phantasy de

picts in dreams. Yet the terror ceases the moment

we awake, because with consciousness reason resumes

its sway, compares the distressing image with the

b
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objective realities of life, pronounces it a chimera, and

dismisses it at once.

The natural certainty of our sense-knowledge is, then,

determined by the objective evidence presented, and is

therefore rational and logical. Now, as regards intel

lectual truths, which prescind from sense-experience, the

same motive determines their certainty, and with even

greater force. Why are we certain, and certain at

once, that the whole is greater than one of its parts ?

Only because the objective evidence of this truth is

at once apparent. The identity of the subject and

predicate is unmistakable. We see the part within

the periphery of the whole, and the converse propo

sition that a part is equal to or greater than its whole

is unthinkable. Hence such truths are called self-

evident, and the certainty begotten by them meta

physical, because it is determined by evidence superior

to that furnished by the laws of physical nature, and is

dependent solely on the connection of the ideas in them

selves. Had extended matter with its whole and parts

but a phenomenal existence, the proposition, " Totum

majns est sua parte," would still be self-evideutly true.

Supreme in this class of metaphysical truths rank first

principles. They are so called because they are demon

strated by no higher proof, but both prove themselves

and form the basis of all demonstrative argument.

Had we not these first undemonstrable truths, every

argument would depend upon an infinite series of

proofs, and no certain conclusion would be possible.

Though undemonstrable in themselves, the truth of
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these first principles is seen from the fact that the

least deviation from them produces error.

These primal verities constitute the laws of thought,

and it is important to observe that the mind is as

completely subject to these laws as the body is to

those of health. If a man contravenes the law of

health and eats what is poisonous, he sickens or dies ;

and if he transgress the laws of thought and argues

on a false premiss, he contradicts himself and com

mits intellectual suicide. There is no such thing,

then, as absolute liberty of thought. Man is indeed

free to think or not to think, and so far is subject

to no compulsion. But if he does think, he is free

neither as to the matter or manner of his thought ;

the matter being determined, as has been said, by

the range of his intellect, the manner by the laws

which govern it ; and every man who thinks according

to these laws obtains spontaneously a rational cer

tainty both as to the objective reality of the external

world and of his own thoughts and feelings within.

The primal truths of our reason, then, are necessarily

incapable of demonstration, and the Agnostic presumes

on our ignorance in telling us to believe only what

can be proved. We have evidence of the highest kind

for these truths. But this evidence is not subject

to proof, precisely because it is supreme, just as we

have no light by which to test the solar rays save

their own effulgence, or no measure of time but time

itself. Philosophic inquiry adds nothing to our certainty

of these truths, but only examines the ground on which
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it rests in order to learn the nature of the mind, just

as physicians examine the structure and operations of

the bodily organs to determine the laws of health, but

with no thought of modifying them.1

How far, then, does this natural certainty teach us

the existence of God. We have dealt with two kinds

of certain truths. First, those in which the motive of

assent is immediately and self-evidently apparent, as

that the whole is greater than the part. This kind

is called an a priori truth, because we behold the

effect in the cause and assent to the proposition on a

conclusion derived from premises of which the truth

is previously known. But the essence of God is in

conceivable to the human mind and inaccessible to

human sense. The fact, therefore, of His existence, is

not self-evident to us, just as the idea of a part would

not be self-evident to one who had no idea of a whole.

But we have considered another kind of certain

truths, viz., those in which we have deduced not the

effects from the cause, but the cause from the effects.

Thus we have demonstrated with certainty the exist

ence of the external world from its sensible pheno

mena, the existence of our soul from our consciousness

of its operations, and thus, too, we demonstrate with

certainty the existence of God from the world and

ourselves, as the effects of His power. For the same

law of reasoning which teaches us that we are, teaches

us also that we must have had a cause, and, secondly,

that that cause could not have been ourselves. For

1 Cf. Natural Reliyion, p. 7.
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we began to be but a few years since, and before that

time were not. We could not, then, at the same time

and in the same way both have existed as our cause

and not existed as the effect produced. As this is true

of ourselves, so is it also of all things around us. All

that we see is subject to change, has its beginning

and end, and is created and contingent, and therefore

implies the existence of some being distinct from this

world who is its cause, and is itself unchangeable,

unmoved, and necessary ; and this Being is God. God

is therefore our Creator and Sovereign Lord, and to

Him we owe all.

Now all practical truths which are naturally and

certainly known, beget duties which must be as cer

tainly fulfilled, and the obligation of discharging these

natural duties with certainty is recognised by the

common sense of mankind. Thus a physician who

uses doubtful remedies, the cashier who pays in doubt

ful coin, the writer who publishes a doubtful report

injurious to another,s character, all these, if proved to

have acted with a doubt, are severally condemned as

guilty of manslaughter, fraud, and libel ; and with

justice, for every man has a right that his life and

goods and character should not be imperilled by the

doubtful, and therefore dangerous, action of others.

But our duties to God of faith and worship are more

certain than those we owe to any creature. For man

may forfeit his rights to his life, character, or property,

and his rights are therefore relative, dependent, and

contingent; but God,s rights are absolute, because He
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is God, and these rights are manifested with abso

lute certainty to every human being. For the proof

which we have given of the being of God is so mani

fest, that it appears, though not immediately yet spon

taneously,1 to all who do not offer violence to their

common sense. Not to recognise this truth or to

doubt the certainty of God,s existence is an inexcusable

sin.2 So spoke the Apostle to the heathen world of his

time ; so spoke the inspired sage to the idolaters around

him a thousand years before ; 3 so speaks the Church in

our own days ; 4 for the evidence on which this truth

Tests is unchangeable. It follows per ea quce facta

sunt, from those things which are made and from the

necessary law of reason that an effect must have its

cause. No discovery in science, no advance in Biblical

criticism, no dictum of modern thought can in the

least degree lessen the force of a proof the denial of

which necessarily implies the denial of a self-evident

truth.

But it is said, Surely an Agnostic can be perfectly

sincere. If he really have intellectual difficulties

which he cannot conscientiously overcome, he must

be considered an honest doubter. The objection is

founded on a misapprehension of what conscience

1 "Dei cognitio nobis innata dicitur esse, in quantum per principia

nobis innata de facili percipere possumus Deum esse " (Opusc. 70,

Super. Boeth. de Trin.). '

2 Rom. i. 19-20. * Wisd. i. 13.

4 "Si quis dixerit, Deuin unum et verum, Creatorem et Dominum

nostrum per ea quae facta sunt, natural! rationis humaiue lumine certo

cognosci non posse, Anathema sit " (Vat. Cone. Can. i.).
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means. Conscience is not the law of morals, but our

application of that law to ourselves, just as the eye is

not the light, but the means by which we see the light

and what it contains. And as the eye by ill-usage

may become colour-blind and see all things indis

tinctly, so conscience by repeated evil acts may be so

warped or strained as to utter only dubious or false

judgments. Now, the habitual sinner of any kind

acts, as a rule, with a false conscience ; for since a

habit implies promptitude, ease, and pleasure in the

acts performed, no evil habit could be formed till

conscience had been made an accomplice. Thus the

usual justification for continuance in any habit of sin

is that the offender did not see his guilt, or in his

special circumstances is excused from wrong ; and it

is precisely this ignorance which makes such sin so

heinous ; because the sinner did not know what he

ought to have known, because he doubted where he

ought to be certain. His ignorance, though of the

mind, was also of the will. It was voluntary and

culpable, because only begotten by voluntary contempt

for the supreme and certain law of morals, which was

naturally and certainly in possession. So is it with

the Agnostic. Not to assent to the fuct of God,s

existence is an act of the intellect, but its motive

principle is in the will, which, for some self-interest,

refuses to recognise an evident truth, and there

fore sins in that refusal. And thus Agnosticism or

Atheism is not a sin of frailty or of ignorance, but a

crime of the most heinous malice possible in human
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act.1 As homicide ia the most grievous sin man can

commit against his fellow, because it assails his actual

substance, so infidelity is the most grievous sin against

the whole law of morals, because it directly attacks the

life and Being of God. An infidel—for his reason is

still sound—may be honest, true, kind, and just in his

dealings with his fellow-creatures, just as a man with

heart disease 2 may be healthy in his other organs.

But the principle of life is vitiated, where the heart

is affected, and the principle of morals is gone, where

God is denied.3

The truth of God's existence is then attested by

the certainty of our sense-knowledge and by the laws

of reason, which affirm certainly that we owe our being to

Him. But we have, as has been said, another channel

of information, namely, belief, or what we accept on

the authority of others ; and here again the truth of

God's existence is attested with moral certainty by the

universal consent of mankind. Now the certainty of

belief rests on the same motive as the certainty of

sense or thought, viz., the infallible evidence adduced.

But there is this difference, that while the certainty of

sense or thought rests on the evidence of the truth itself,

that of faith is determined by the evident veracity of

the speaker. But it is not on that account the less

1 "Quia per infidelitatis peccatum homines magis a Deo separantur

quam per caetera ; ideo maximum eo um peccatum est, qua? contingunt

in morum perversitate " (S. II., ii. q. x. cone).

2 S. I. ii. q. lxxiii., a. 3. cone.

3 The proposition, "That all the acts of an infidel are sins," was

condemned by Pius V., but is, of course, still a Calvinist formula.
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an assent of reason. Every assent of certainty not

immediately proved is the product of three factors :

the determining infallible motive of the assent (objectuin

formale, ratio inotiva) ; the rule or measure which

defines the matter assented to (in faith, reyula fidei) '

the matter thus defined (objectum matcriale). Thus,

in sense-knowledge I am certain that a figure in

the distance is the friend I expect ; the motive of un

certainty is the objective evidence of the identity of

the figure seen with that of my friend ; the rule is the

application of my ideal friend to the likeness impressed ;

the matter is the judgment obtained therefrom, viz., the

certainty that the notes of my ideal friend and of the

figure before me coincide. In other words, the cer

tainty that he is my friend. Now as regards tho

universal testimony of mankind to the existence of God,

we do not believe such testimony because all men say

it, but because what all men say is true. Tho infallible

motive of our assent is the objective veracity of that

testimony ; the rule is the fact of their testimony ; tho

matter what that testimony contains. Such a consent

furnishes a maximum of evidence, for the confession

of a Deity is opposed to every evil desire of fallen

man, and yet is universally heard. Atheists, indeed,

appear in larger or smaller numbers in every age, but

only to confirm as exceptions the truth they deny,

as monsters or abortions in the physical order prove

by their abnormal deformity the true type of the

species.

Our natural certainty of God,s existence, whether
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obtained from sense, thought, or belief, i.e., physical,

metaphysical, or moral, is then in each case rational

and trustworthy, and proportionately infallible. But

it may be asked, Is not man fallible, and infallibility

proper to God alone ? Theologians reply that God

alone is essentially infallible, for He alone contains

the sum of all perfections, yet that He communicates

His perfections to creatures under ordained conditions

and in a limited degree. Though creatures of them

selves are nothing, to all He communicates being; to

some life, vegetative and sensitive ; to others, intelli

gence. And further, He endows each kind of being

with what is necessary for its preservation, develop

ment, and perfection. And thus, as He has endowed

man with a cognitive faculty, he has accorded to

him also the power of knowing certain truths infallibly,1

without which the gift of knowledge would be in vain.

These truths are the first principles which immediately

command our assent, and those conclusions which so

necessarily flow therefrom that their denial involves

the contradiction of a self-evident truth. To this

class belong the existence of God and the primary

precepts of the Decalogue. And the power of re

cognising these truths is obtained prior to learning

or argument from the reflected light of the Divine

image in the soul, the gift of reason proper to every

man. But to apply these truths to practice we need

1 Intellect™ circa illas propositiones errare non potest, quae statim

cognoscuntur, cognita terminorum quidditate ; sicut accidit circa prima

principia ex quibus accidit infallibilitas veritatis secundum certitu-

dinem scientiae circa conclusioues (S. I., q. lxxxv. a. 6).

"
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experimental knowledge, which depends for its value

on our power of observation, analysis, and comparison,

and on a series of arguments, physical and meta

physical, in any one of which fallacies may occur.

What clearness of thought, accuracy of expression,

exhaustive comparison, one correct definition implies !

And further are needed moral qualities of a high

order, calmness, reflection, modest estimation of one,s

own powers, impartiality, and sustained application.

If, then, a man commences his investigation, hampered

and weighted with passion, prejudice, false principles,

and corrupt examples, can we wonder that he fails to

find the truth ? Consider how he opens his inquiry

in the matter of religion, the relation of God and

man. God, conceived by him, is too often a deity

at once capricious, vindictive, irrational, and unjust,

who creates man to damn him, that He may then

dwell with complacency on his tortures ; and man,

as now drawn in lineal descent from his ape-ancestors,

is alike bereft of human intelligence or the instinct

of the brute. For a creature thus placed midway

between spirit and matter, with a mind enveloped in

a mist of ignorance impenetrable and universal, a will

enslaved by passions more degrading than the beasts,

making for a destiny alike irrevocable and unknown,

what hope is left ? If every human being be truly

this, and there be but the God of Calvin above and

Darwinian man below, then, though there be no hell

in eternity, there is at least one on earth. And it ia

into this abyss of doubt and despair that men and
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women, young men and maidens, are drifting daily.

They may be moral, as the world calls it, and even

pious, but they have contracted a habit of glib and

flippant reasoning ; they have formed a vitiated taste

for paradox and sophistry, and they have lost, with

the love of truth, the power of discerning it. And

all this, again, is due, not to any consciously evil pur

pose, but to the practice of imbibing any " nostrum "

placed within reach if it be only labelled " science,"

or is compounded of modern thought.

The disease, as we have said, is by no means new.

Of the Sophists we are told that they disbelieved in

the reality of being, and consequently in the possi

bility of attaining to any objective truth. They pro

fessed to be foremost in historical learning and

physical science, and they displayed brilliant powers

of oratory. This skill in rhetoric they employed to

represent things most diverse as identical, to sub

stitute expediency for virtue, and any new fallacy for

truth. In a democratic age, as theirs was, when

every man wanted to be a philosopher, an orator, or a

politician, these teachers became very popular, for they

went from city to city advertising themselves as profes

sional thinkers, and offering their knowledge for sale.

Yet for all this, Socrates did not cease to uphold

the cause of truth. To the boastful Sophist, with his

brilliant paradoxes, he opposed his plain common sense

and his " irony," by which he at once adopted and

refuted their fallacies, while he taught reverence for

the morality they despised by insisting on the
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ciple that knowledge and virtue are one.1 We believe

that the same remedies avail in all times. Error is

only permitted for the clearer manifestation of truth.

But to be preserved from its snares certain principles

must be adhered to, of which a few are subjoined.

1 . The seeker of truth must believe in its enduring and

immutable reality, and that its possession alone gives

value to life. He must hold in contempt and hatred all

false reasoning, however specious, which would rob him

of natural certainty and the truths it teaches. " Qiti

sophistice loquitur odibilis cst," Eccl. xxxvii. He must

abhor and reject scepticism or sophistry in any form ;

for once within the soul, it will poison every well-

spring of knowledge or faith. Of the Agnostics of

his time St. Augustine says : " As regards this un

certainty about everything which Varro alleges to be

the special characteristic of the New Academy, the City

of God thoroughly detests such doubt as madness."

And he gives as his reason that our mind, within its

limits, is possessed of most absolute certainty, and

that the evidence of the senses and the testimony of

credible witnesses are alike to be believed.2

2. It is of primary importance in distinguishing

truth from falsehood to define clearly the meaning of

the terms employed. This process alone has disposed

of many modern shibboleths. What does " natural

selection " mean ? Is it cause or effect ? If the

former, is it an intelligent creator distinct from the

1 Cf. StochI, History of Philosophy, Finlay's trans., pp. 57, 58, 64, 65,

2 De. Civ. Dei, xix. 1 8.
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visible universe, or blind chance coincident with it ?

Or is it both, as with Spinoza, natura naturans as

cause, natura naturata as effect ? Again, what is

the meaning of mind, matter, force, and life ? What

sense does the professor of Agnosticism attach to

truth, goodness, morality ?

3. As every science has its own proper object and

its own method of proof, that method only must be

applied to objects within that science or to sciences

subordinated thereto. This principle is ignored by

materialists, who deny the existence of an immate

rial soul, because its existence cannot be proved by

material or physical tests.

4. Physical science treats only of extended matter,

and its demonstrations are confined to physical proof.

Cause, effect, inference, or assumption are alike

beyond its sphere. " Of the origin and destiny of

Nature," Tyndall says, " science knows nothing. Who

or what made the sun and gave his rays their alleged

power ? Who or what made and bestowed upon the

ultimate particles of matter their wondrous power of

interaction, science does not know." 1

5 . Any proposition not purely speculative is capable

of practical application, and its truth can be tried by

that test. Hume said of scepticism that " all human

life must perish were its principles universally and

steadily to prevail." 2 The same holds good propor

tionately of all false teaching.

1 Frayments of Science, 5th edit., p. 456.

3 Inquiry Concerniny Human Understandiny, sect. xii. p. 2.
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6. And lastly, though natural religion rests upon

the surest basis of reason, yet seeing the difficulty

men experience in understanding the force of demon

strative argument, or in recognising with certainty

what is most evidently proved ; and seeing further

the doubts begotten by the conflicting theories of

those who are reputed wise,1 therefore God has

provided for all a safe means of knowing what is

needed for salvation. And as, by the help of grace,

the weakest souls can observe the moral law and

walk secure from grave sin, so by means of revelation

all, whatever their unfitness for study or the pressing

nature of their occupations, may attain with certainty

to divine truth. But to obtain this illumination from

above, the inquirer must pray, like the blind man by

the wayside, who more and more cried out, " Lord,

that I may see."2 The light may be long in rising,

for God,s ways are not as ours, but the Church teaches

that it will be granted to all who pray earnestly,

and place no obstacle to its reception. And when

the ray of God,s truth enters the soul, doubt and

uncertainty disappear and the convictions of faith

succeed.

There was one who had long but vainly sought

truth and certainty in the contending schools of philo

sophy, yet always believed that God would give him

light. At length his hope was granted, and when

Justin—for it was he—stood upon trial for the faith

1 Contra Gent., lib. i. c. 4.

2 Luc. xviii. 39-41.
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he had now confessed, " Do you think," said the

Prefect, " that by dying you will enter heaven and

be rewarded by God?" His life was in the balance.

" I do not think," he replied, " I know ; " and he only

repeated the Apostle,s words, " Scio cui credidi et

certus sum,"—" I know in whom I have believed,

and I am certain." l

1 2 Tim. i. 22.

,

 



EDITOR'S PREFACE.

THE Apoloyie des Christenthums consists of five volumes,

of which the first two are entitled " Evidences of Chris

tianity," the remaining three " Dogmas of Christianity."

An English translation of the whole work was in pre

paration under the editorship of the Rev. P. Dal-

gairna, of the London Oratory, in 1874, but his

death and other circumstances prevented its publica

tion. " Natural Religion," the present version of the

first volume of the " Evidences of Christianity," ia

from the sixth German edition (Wurzburg, 1885), and

has been much curtailed. From the first the Apoloyie,

abounded in quotations, which the author,s wide and

varied learning readily supplied, and which increased

in number with every subsequent edition. Whatever

then seemed, at least in its English form, redundant

either in quotation or in argument, has been omitted,

and, as a consequence, several passages have been trans

posed and recast. The Editor was emboldened to take

these liberties as his similar treatment of Dr. Hettin-

ger,s work on\Dante met with the author,s complete

approval.
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All matter in appendices has been incorporated in

their respective chapters, and new titles have been

given to Chapters VI., VII., and IX. Two disserta

tions, one on Darwinism, expanding further the argu

ments given in Chapter VII., and another on Hartmann,s

Philosophy of the Unconscious, have been omitted. The

references to Aristotle are to Didot,s edition, Paris, and

frequently do not tally with those of Becker. The foot

notes have been translated, with the exception of a few

quotations from Goethe in verse.

The author,s constructive arguments are based on

the teaching of the schools, and he follows St. Thomas

throughout. At the same time he arranges his matter

in his own way, as will be seen in the chapter On God,

where the moral argument from history comes first,

and the order of the metaphysical arguments is trans

posed, that from movement being placed third, instead

of first, as with St. Thomas. As infidelity in Germany

has found expression in its only two logical products

Materialism and Pantheism, against these the author

directs his attack, and he deals but incidentally with

Agnosticism, the less offensive alias assumed by

atheism with us. The Editor has therefore prefixed

to this version a short introduction on the nature of

certainty, its motive and rule, drawn from approved

authorities.

A defence of religion based on arguments unsound

or inconclusive, or ignoring the sceptical objections

of the day, may only suggest new doubt, and do

more harm than good. We believe the present work
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to be safe from this peril.1 Composed under the fire

of German infidel criticism, the Apoloyie has obtained

a wide circulation in nearly every European country,

and has secured its author,s fame as one of the first

theologians and controversialists of Germany. His

knowledge of natural science, as shown especially in

his examination of the evolutionary theory, gives his

book a special value. It is hoped that " Natural

Religion " may help to enforce the fact that the only

enemy to belief is falsehood, and that truth, wherever

found, every fact in science, every argument in reason,

every event in history, if seen as they really are in

themselves, their relations, and their consequences,

confirm the faith.

The translation is by the same hands as Dr. Het-

tinger,s work on Dante, and has been prepared with

the same pains and accuracy. To bis fellow-workers,

and to all who have assisted him in the translation,

revision, or censorship of the volume, the Editor begs

to offer his most grateful thanks. He himself is alone

responsible for whatever defects its pages may contain.

Whilst this version was preparing for press the author

of the Apoloyie reached the term of his pilgrimage. For

over forty years he has lived, toiled, and fought with

one object—to destroy falsehood and to defend the cause

of truth. His pages testify not only to his learning as a

professor, but to the higher insight into spiritual things

1 Cf. the admirable preface to the French translation of the Apoloyie

by J. B. Jeannin, 1869.
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proper to a priest. Some pages of his, especially those

which treat of Christian dogmas, display an unction and

a sacred fire which come only from above. Nor is this

surprising, since we learn that for the forty-four years of

his priesthood he offered the adorable Sacrifice day by

day. Gifted and learned yet single-minded, humble

and warm-hearted, Franz von Hettinger stood out to

do battle for the faith like some well-appointed knight

of old, and he died lance in hand, as the knight of

old hoped to die, for God and His Church. Our loss

is then, we trust, his gain, for they that are learned as

he was "shall shine as the brightness of the firmament,

and they that instruct many to justice, as stars for all

eternity " (Dan. xii. 3).

 

I



AUTHOR'S PEEFACE.

THE following conferences were addressed primarily to

the students of the University of Wurzburg, and some

of them were also delivered to large audiences of edu

cated laity. Their purpose is to show the agreement

of Christian faith with all that is true in the domain of

reason, to correct erroneous theories, and to heal the

wounds which error causes in souls. The apologist of

every age, however diverse the minds or the needs of each

period, has always the same task—to give a calm, clear

statement of theories and facts, and to employ such a

mode of expression that, without loss of scientific exact

ness, his matter may be, as far as possible, intelligible

and interesting to the general reader. Such, then, has

been the author,s aim. He has preferred to establish

principles on a solid basis rather than to answer every

possible objection ; for when principles are firmly fixed,

error, whatever its guise, is powerless to deceive. How

far he has succeeded competent critics must decide.

To some his work will seem meagre and inadequate, to

others too scholastic. The author can only plead that

for long years he has devoted himself to his task as a
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sacred duty, and one dear to his heart. " Demonstratio

Christiana," or " Evidences of Christianity," as the

heading of the first division of this work (the two first

volumes) is named, is a title familiar to theologians,

and no other could be found more brief or expressive.

May, then, this book go forth to the world, and the

blessing of God go with it. If it help to confirm but

one believer in the joy of the faith, or to strengthen

conviction in one soul tempted with doubt, the author

will be amply rewarded.
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NATURAL RELIGION.

CHAPTER I.

DOUBT IN RELIGION.

FACE to face, nineteen centuries since, stood two men,

representing each those antagonistic principles which

in this world of ours are necessarily and ever in con

flict. These two were Christ and Pilate, and in them

were confronted, visibly and directly, as never before

or since, light and darkness, truth and falsehood, right

and wrong, hope and despair. Adjured to say who He

was, Christ replied, "I came to give testimony Christ and

to the truth." With the half-sceptical rejoinder, Pilate-

" What is truth ? " l Pilate went away. Doubtless,

like most men of his age, he had discarded the fantastic

forms of mythology, and the conflicting and contradic

tory systems of philosophy then prevailing. Perchance

the word " Truth " recalled days when he had striven

and hoped for its possession, but now that hope was

past. Of what use, then, this inquiry ? Could a

1 John xviii. 38.
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poor Galilean criminal succeed where the sages of

Greece and the masters of antiquity had failed ? l Yet

Christ still stands before men giving testimony to

the truth. In spite of the world,s unceasing ridicule,

contempt, and antagonism, Christianity exists, and

with an existence which cannot be ignored. Merely

as a human system it is unrivalled, both in the power

and extent of its sway. In every line of human

thought its claims are found, and by every human

soul these claims must be accepted or denied. And on

the Church, as on its Founder, the same conflicting

judgments are passed : " Some said, He is a good man,

and others said, No, but He seduceth the people." 2

Faith and On the one hand, clear, definite faith ; on the

Qoubt. other, scepticism no less decided. The fana

tical hatred of Christianity, which with the disciples

of Voltaire was the mark of a true philosopher,

may perhaps now be comparatively rare,3 yet indiffer

ence and unbelief are widely spread. Many persons,

1 " Veri nihil omnia ficta," says Scipio,s friend, the poet Lucilius,

speaking of the gods (Frayment, ex Sat., lib. 20). Not only poets like

Lucilius, Virgil, Ovid, and Horace, but also statesmen, such as Caesar

and Cato, were agreed that death ended all things (Sallitst. Catilin. ,

51, et seq.). Before their time Lucretius had already shaken the belief

in the gods, of whose existence, according to Cicero also, philosophy

offered nothing but probabilities (Quccst. Tusmdan., I. 9 ; De Invent.,

I. 29),

2 John vii. 12.

* "Thus," M. Kenan says, "the generation after the Revolution

showed by their return to the interior life, that they felt both the need

of faith in themselves and of communion in faith with others ; . . . anil

that, rather than remain in a system of negation which had become in

tolerable, they would make trial of the very doctrines which their fathers

had overthrown " (L,fyude d,Uis'oire Reliyieuse, Preface; Paris, 1859).
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whose minds are thus affected, shrink from open

hostility to religion from a feeling inexplicable to

themselves, which yet verifies Tertullian,s saying that

" the soul of man is Christian by nature ; " * but

Christians in the true sense, outspoken in profes

sion, undoubting in faith, are the few. It is

i -,-I--,T -i ' i i Christi-

commonly admitted, indeed, and with a show anitystm

of impartiality, that the Church has had a

mighty influence in the development both of society

and individuals, and has inspired the most perfect

ideals of poetry and art ; but the divine origin of

Christianity, on which the whole fabric rests—the

necessary and uncompromising issues of her teaching

both in theory and practice—all these are, by the

world at large, utterly ignored. To most men the

Church presents but a great enigma in the world,s

history, and nothing more. Thus they too exclaim,

" What is truth ? " This uncertainty on the supreme

problem of life cripples the best energies of man and

1 De Testimonio Animal, Cap. V. "These testimonies of the soul

are as simple as they are true, as trite as they are simple, as common

as they are trite, as natural as they are common, as divine as they are

natural" (Cf. Apoloy., 17; C. Marc., I. 10). "With the majority of

mankind/, says Renan again, " the established religion practically

assumes the worship of the Ideal." But religion is not, as Schleiermacher

pretends, a mere sentiment unconnected with definite thoughts, for

since man is essentially one being, his feelings and thoughts are insepar

able, and a religious system which is not based on reason cannot satisfy

the affections. So said Goethe in his youth :—

" Wer Wissenschaft und Kunst besitzt,

Hat auch Religion ;

Wer jene beiden nicht besitzt,

Der habe Religion."
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depresses and paralyses the soul. It could not be

otherwise. Earnest convictions can alone rouse man

to heroic deeds. Doubt can destroy, but it has no

power to create or renew.1 And where the disease

spreads, whether in individuals or masses, there succeed

darkness, desolation, and death.

The object, then, of this introductory chapter is to

inquire into the causes of doubt. Since, as Goethe

The causes savs, "there is but one supreme theme in

of doubt. the W0ri(ils2 history, viz., the conflict between

faith and unbelief," and since, after nigh two thousand

years of this conflict, the Church remains still quick

ened with immortality,3 how can she be other than

divine ?

The primary cause of religious doubt lies in the

false and one-sided views which prevail, both as to the

1 "All epochs," says Goethe, "in which faith is dominant are

brilliant, elevating, and pregnant for the present and the future.

Those, on the contrary, which are under the sway of a miserable

scepticism dazzle for a moment, but are soon forgotten, because worth

less in the knowledge which bears no fruit. Unbelief belongs to weak,

shallow, retrograding and narrow minds " (Farberdehre, II. p. 163).

Thiers once said—" If I had the gift of faith in my hands, I would

pour it over my country. For my part, I prefer a hundred times a

nation with faith to one without. The former has more enthusiasm

for enterprise, more heroism in defending its greatness" (Dupanloup

centre Renan, 1864).

3 Westostlichen Divan.

1 " We guard our faith, which is delivered to us by the Church, and

which, being ever renewed by the Spirit of God as a priceless treasure

in a good vessel, itself renews the vessel in which it is contained. For

that divine gift has been committed to the Church for the quickening

of the body, so that all her members, in receiving it, are quickened

thereby, and in it is communicated fellowship with Christ ; that is, the

Holy Spirit,—the pledge of immortality" (Ircnccus adv. Hares, III. 24)
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nature and the needs of man's intellect, and of the

true modes of acquiring knowledge. With the seed

of faith, first nurtured in the child's mind by a pious

mother or revered teacher, are developed the accom

panying graces of purity, hope, and joy. The

child becomes a youth. He is told that he is inquiry
^ does not

intellectual ; he believes it already, and has £<«£»

no mean idea of his intellectual powers. But doubt

such gifts must not be thrown away. A mind such

as his should be content only, like that of Faust, to

probe and master the whole realm of truth. Eager

then to learn, but with a mind wholly untrained,

he hears that a truly scientific student accepts as

true only what can be proved, and proved to him.1

The universal consent of past ages, the concurring

weight of all authority, the examples of the greatest

geniuses, the sacred nature of the propositions them

selves, are to go for naught. The youth's individual

judgment is to decide on all subjects by the evidence

submitted to it. Does Goethe2 declare that nature

1 "For if we refuse to accept, nay, reject as false, everything of

which doubt can be entertained, the denial of the existence of God, of

the heavens, of bodies, can we see, soon follow " (Prineip. Philos., P. I.

n. 7). " As regards my own earlier tenets, I felt clear that I could

consistently efface them all from my mind " (Descartes, Dissert, de

Methodo, n. 3V

2 "Therefore myself to magic I give,

In hope, through spirit, voice, and might,

Secrets now veiled to bring to light.

That I no more, with aching brow,

Need speak of what I nothing know.

That I the voice may recognise

That binds creation's inmost energies,
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herself is replete with mysteries even in the full

light of day ? Was it Pascal,s experience that the

further man advances in every science, the deeper is

the abyss which he finds unexplored before him ? It

matters not. The doctrine of negation stimulates and

flatters the young man,s pride. He adopts it as his

own, and starts with the principle that doubt is the

first step in the path of knowledge.

Now, every lawful endeavour to advance in know

ledge is to be recommended, but that this advance

must begin with doubt is a principle which, as

regards any science, natural or revealed, is altogether

false.1

The difference between the scholar and the rustic is

Her vital powers, her embryo seeds survey,

And fling the trade in empty words awav."

(Faust,s dialogue in the opening scene, Sicanwich Trans).

1 Of the proposition that we have no right in philosophy to make

any assumption whatever, and that we ought to begin with a universal

doubt, Cardinal Newman says : " This, however, is, of all assumptions,

the greatest, and to forbid them is to forbid it. Doubt itself is a posi

tive state, and implies a definite habit of mind, and thereby necessarily

involves a system of principles and doctrines of its own. Again, if

nothing is to be assumed, what is our very method of reasoning but an

assumption? And what our nature itself? The very sense of plea

sure and pain which is one of the most intimate portions of ourselves,

inevitably translates itself into intellectual assumptions. Of the two,

I would rather have to maintain that we ought to begin with believ

ing everything that is offered to our acceptance than that it is our

duty to doubt of everything. This, indeed, seems the true way of

learning. In that case, we soon discover and discard what is contra

dictory and error, having always some portion of truth in it, and the

truth having a reality which error has not, we may expect that, when

there is an honest purpose and fair talents, we shall somehow make

our way forward, the error falling off from the mind, and the truth

developing and occupying it" (Grammar of Assent, p. 376).
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•not that the convictions of the former have been re

constructed on a basis of doubt, while those of

the latter have never wavered. What educa- prior to
proof,

tion gives is merely this—the power to bring

to light and to demonstrate by scientific method the

evidence for those great verities, religious and moral,

which the mass of men hold as true immediately ; not,

indeed, without sufficient motive, but prior to any

reflective process. " Certainty," Balmes truly says,

" does not originate in reflection ; it is the spontaneous

product of man,s nature, and is annexed to the direct

act of the intellectual and sensitive faculties. . . . He

who created all things out of nothing has provided

them with all that is necessary for the exercise of their

respective faculties, and one of the first necessities of

an intelligent being is certainty of some truths. . . .

Philosophy simply examines the grounds of certainty

in order, solely, to know more thoroughly the human

mind, without changing anything in practice. Just

as astronomers observe the orbits of the stars, and

determine the laws they obey, without therefore pre

suming to modify them. If, on the contrary, philo

sophers were only to accept what can be absolutely

proved, and refused to admit all that is as yet incap

able of demonstration, certainty would be unattainable.

For those first principles which are the basis of all

evidence are themselves incapable of proof."1

1 Fundamental Philosophy, I. ch. 3. This explains why the great

philosophers, alike Pagan and Christian, Aristotle, St. Augustine, and

St. Thomas, used in only a restricted sense Descartes, axiom, " Cogito

ergo sum." St. Augustine especially (Chit. Dei., II. 26; Soliloq.,
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All sound reasoning depends, then, not oil doubt,

but on certainty as its basis ; that is, the certitude of

its first principles. And just as the attempt of Hermes

to build a system of theology on the groundwork of

doubt proved an absolute failure, so the d priori

application of doubt to rational truths ends only in

scepticism. " The theory," says Kiihn, " that the

mind must proceed from doubt to truth and
"Scientific .... j , , ., .

doubt" certainty is unsound, repugnant to the nature

of the intellect, and arbitrarily frustrates the

craving for truth. The results are Idealism and

Pantheism, partial truth, imperfect in itself, and known

only to a learned few ; not the whole truth itself, or

that which is accepted as true because so attested by

the convictions of mankind. Either truth is certain in

itself, and objectively true to me, or it is the purely

Subjective product of my own mind, dependent for its

certainty solely on my own consciousness." * But to

resume our theme.

The first subject of our youth,s investigation will

probably be religion, and the teaching he has received

therefrom. The field is large, for Christianity in

cludes the principles of all true metaphysics, a com-

II. l), and St. Thomas (I. xix. a. 2) repeatedly declare the incontestable

certainty of the primitive fact of self-consciousness. " Nullin» potest

cogitare, se non ease cum assensu," he says (De Ver., 2 I. Art. 9, and

Art. 12 ad 7), " in hoc enim, quod cogitat, percipit se esse." But they

rightly employ it as a relative, not an absolute thesis, and as an

argument with sceptics. The truth of Descartes, axiom depends upon

the truth and certainty of our intellectual operations, without which

no logic, and therefore no conclusion, no " cogito ergo sum," is possible.

1 Kuhn, Doymatil; II. 296.
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plete system of ethics, and the history of man from

his beginning. The youth starts without, perhaps,

any aversion to religion, simply, as he says, to remove

doubt, and to build up anew his faith. And he ex

pects religion to solve for him at once every problem

of science and unveil the wonders of Creation.

But he is disappointed. Universal knowledge, the

Church replies, is not attainable by the slow steps of

logic, nor by any creature, still less by man, who,

embedded in matter, is the lowest of intellectual

beings.1 The perfect comprehension of all things is

proper to God alone, who sees all at once and in Him

self. Man must wait, then, for the vision of the

Eternal to obtain the clear sight of truth. Mysteries
mi f v ' i. uu(iemon-

The purpose of religion, moreover, is not stvauie. but
r r ° ' , reasonably

primarily to instruct man in natural science, credible,

but to teach him by faith mysteries concerning God

and things divine. Now, mystery to the man of

mature thought is both the natural limitation of the

human intellect and the authentic seal of a divine

religion, an impress of an infinite Intelligence, which

men may worship but can never sound. A well-

trained mind knows, further, that, as the Divine

Wisdom proportions means to their end, a revelation

from on high is not given in vain. Its purpose,

therefore, must be to disclose, not what we could natu

rally see or understand, but, on the contrary, what is

1 " The perfection of the universe required that there should be diverse

grades in things. But, according to the order of nature, humaji souls

are undoubtedly the lowest among intellectual substances" (S. I,

q. 89, a. i).
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beyond our comprehension. To a shallow inquirer,

however, all that is beyond reason is at once contrary

thereto. The incomprehensible is necessarily impos

sible, and our youth rejects as unworthy of his intel

ligence the mysteries proposed to him. This tempta

tion is the more subtle because it enlists in antagonism

to the faith man,s best and noblest craving—his

thirst for truth.

St. Augustine, in his youth, was vanquished by

this snare. " You know," he says in his letter to

Honoratus, " that we surrendered ourselves to these

people (the Manichees) for no other reason than this,

that they proclaimed their emancipation from the

heavy yoke of faith, and promised to lead their fol

lowers to God, and to deliver them from every error

by the way of science alone. What else induced me

to despise the religion implanted in my heart from

my earliest childhood by my parents, and to hear

and follow these people with ardour ? Naught but

their teaching, that we are frightened by supersti

tion, and that faith is demanded of us before our

reason is enlightened ; whilst they demanded faith of no

one, but began by discussing and reasoning out

of rational- the truth. Was it wonderful that the heart,

ism.

especially of a youth yearning after truth, should

be captivated by such promises ? Moreover, when I

came across these people, who despised as nursery tales

the truths of religion, I was already made proud and

forward by the disputations in the schools of certain

learned men, and burned with desire to see and
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possess, unveiled and clear, the truth they promised

me."1

Nor must we forget the influence of prevailing

theories on the mind of a youth. " The education of

classic times," says Montesquieu,2 "had one great Modern

advantage over ours—it never contradicted f,fedc™a-

itself. Epaminondas, in his later days, spoke,

heard, saw, and did the same things as at the commence

ment of his education. But in the present day we

receive three different and conflicting educations—from

our parents, our teachers, and the world, which last upsets

all previous ideas." The higher instruction of a boy

is now usually limited to those branches of knowledge

which will best qualify him to fill, as early as possible,

a good position in life. Hence the preference given

to the study of physical science, and the exclusion of

all subjects which do not in some way serve that end.

The result is, that for the deeper study of metaphysical

truths, of the origin and end of all things, neither taste

nor ability remain, and science, in its true and older

sense, is no more. The consequences of this one-sided

direction of education are thus admitted by a distin

guished scientist. " The natural sciences," Detarlorat.

says Wagner,3 "can never form the basis of j"fS°r

true intellectual culture, nor satisfy the higher "™aturaf

aspirations of the soul; consequently the

people who make them their chief study become

1 De Util. Credendi., C. I.

3 Esprit des Lois, p. 206 ; Edit. Firnim. Didot.

3 Der Kampf um die Seele von t'tandpunkt der Wissenschajt ;

Gottinyen, 1857.
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stunted alike in heart and intellect, and are imbued

with a gross materialism, and worship only the golden

calf. This fetichism, now so prevalent both in science

and practical life, springs from the deification of matter

and the eager pursuit of riches and ease." Men,

indeed, whose only realities are reckoned by number,

weight, and measure, have already adopted the prin

ciples of materialism both in theory and practice.

Superficially viewed, the experimental sciences wear,

indeed, the garb of a philosophy very pleasing to

human pride and self-sufficiency. The uniformity of

the laws by which the world is governed, the facility

with which they find expression in mathematical

formulas, render physical science all-sufficient for the

student who cares not to look beyond the surface.

To him, all subjects incapable of mathematical or

physical proof—-time and eternity, free-will and justi

fication—are unworthy of scientific attention, which is

limited only to what is positive, that is, material and

tangible. Thus he ceases to inquire at the very

point where scientific reflection truly begins ; where

the uniformity of the law points to the existence of a

lawgiver, and the fixed continuity of phenomena to

some first cause. " But one in a thousand," says

Lessing, " perseveres with reflective thought when the

process becomes laborious." Many renounce faith for

science, not because they go too far, but because they

stop short in their search for truth. " Truth," says

Hamann, " is not to be gauged by the facility with

which it is grasped. There are facts of a higher order,
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for which the elements of this world offer no point of

comparison." The exclusive study, then, of the natural

sciences obscures the mind, not because the inquirer

seeks his own interests in opposition to the truth, but

because he thus becomes absorbed in mere temporal

interests, and forgets those higher aims in which man,s

earthly welfare is really identified ; or, again, because

he prefers his personal ends to those which, being

universal, necessarily include his own.1

Balmes remarks :—" The refusal to admit any

fact because it is extraordinary is no sure sign

of the philosophic mind. To the theist M sterle,

who admits the fact of creation, revelation tyTu1epu-

should present no logical difficulty. That " "'"'

the God who made man should speak to him has

nothing in it extraordinary. The second miracle is

but a sequel to the first. Nor does the negation of

the sceptic exclude what is extraordinary. If man

were not created, whence was he ? How was the

human race propagated, or man,s mind developed ?

Natural selection, proceeding from the lowest grades

of living organisms, by reptiles or aquatic monsters,

and again through apes, to a Newton, Bossuet,

Leibnitz, is most extraordinary, and simply without a

parallel. Whatever theory we adopt, the origin of

the world, and the laws which govern it, are enshrouded

in mystery." 2 And if from earth we lift our eyes

above, the same truths meet us. Gaze upwards at

1 Fechner, Diedrei Motive vnd Grilnde ties Glaubens, p. 113, 1863.

J Balmes, Letter to a Doubter.
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the starlit heavens; tell the countless ages through

which those stars have shone ; measure the boundless

space in which, with unceasing regularity, the planets

describe their orbits ; say what unknown systems lie

beyond them, hidden to sight, and then realise your

own insignificance. Viewed only by reason, your

very individuality seems lost, when measured by the

universe. How irrational, then, is any system of

thought which rejects all that transcends our reason !

" Show me a system," said Rousseau, " which is without

mystery." l

Further, our young man hears unceasingly the

A Mae demand for constant and universal progress.2

Idea of _ ...

progress. This cry, though just and legitimate in itself,

is often used, on the pretext of social, civil, or religious

1 Rousseau, Lettre d M.

2 In the first centuries Vincent of Lerins had already gauged and

described, in the following eloquent words, the conditions and nature

of true progress :—" Is there, then, to be no progress in the Church of

God ? God forbid ! Only, it must be progress, not alteration in the

faith. The idea of progress is yrowth in identity—alteration means a

change from one thing to another. May the whole Church, and each

one of the faithful, grow in wisdom and knowledge ; not altering, but

advancing in the same doctrine, mind, and faith. The doctrines of

the divine philosophy of Christianity may be developed, defined, and

perfected, but they cannot be altered, diminished, or mutilated without

Bin. They may, indeed, gain additional proof, light, and definiteness,

but to do so they must retain their fulness, integrity, and essence."

These words were adopted and confirmed by the Brief of Pope

Pius IX., I /th March 1856, to the Bishops of Austria. Of. also

St. Thorn, in I. Ethic, lib. ii., and S. II. ii. 2, i. a, 10; Suarez de Fide,

Disp. II. sec. vi. 14. History testifies that to Christianity first and

solely is due the freedom of the human race, for it is only among

Christian nations that the idea of the freedom, dignity, and personal

destiny of man is fully realised and carried into practice.
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freedom, to cover an attack on every principle of faith.

Can we wonder that, beset by so much prejudice,

positive religion should become ever more discredited,

or that a youth thus perplexed should cast it from

him as a fable of his childhood, though the loss leave

a life-long pain ? Not a few, doubtless, pass safely

through the fires of doubt, and now treasure their

faith as a priceless jewel ; but how many are perpetu

ally tossed on the sea of scepticism, driven hither and

thither by every wind of doctrine, without any definite

knowledge of God, of themselves, or any fixed purpose

in life ? Again, there are many by nature good and

noble, who have gone astray solely through misdirected

study, and of these we need not despair. The angels

in " Faust " sing :—

" Whoever

Strives forward with unswerving will,

Him can we aye deliver."

And this but expresses the Church,s teaching that grace

never fails those who do what lies in their power.1

But, alas ! faith is exposed to moral as well as

intellectual temptation. Hatred of self-knowledgp,

shrinking from honest inquiry, the multiform

distractions of life, the daily pressing rou- cmsesof
doubt

tine of professional pursuits, indifference to

higher things,—all these beget a mass of false ideas,

1 " Pacienti quod in se est, Dens non denegat gratiam." This, of

course, dons not mean that any mere natural endeavour can merit a

supernatural reward, but that God gives to all sufficient grace for faith

and salvation, if man, on his part, place no impediment to the divina

Call (Suar., P. I. lib. iv., cap. xii.-xv.).
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prejudice, and a state of ignorance regarding higher

truths which cannot be excused. Add to these the

Ment .1 dis- mental dissipation which follows so much

Bipation. mO(]em reading. " Superficial culture," says

a German writer,1 " or a mere smattering of know

ledge, to the neglect of all real study, is the more

to be dreaded, now that the field of knowledge is

so wide, and that so much more is expected from edu

cated persons, for in the very attempt to master all

subjects, nothing is thoroughly learnt. The ultimate

product of this shallow learning is a contempt for all

higher knowledge or loftier aims, with its unfailing

companion, gross and unrestrained immorality." But

not only the frivolous and superficial live
L»ve of ma- -

teriai en- solely lor the present. Ihe avowed aim of
Joynient.

modern political economy, and of every

scheme of popular education, is the material prosperity

of the masses ; how so to increase the enjoyments

and lessen the miseries of life that each individual

may spend his few short years in ease and comfort.

Amid the strife of political parties these principles are

common to all, though the Communist alone carries

them to their logical development. " Happiness," says a

well-known Socialist, "is the end of man; but he alone is

happy who is able to satisfy his wants, and to convert

this satisfaction into enjoyment. The measure of hap

piness, then, depends upon the measure of enjoyment,

1 Beckers :—" Ueber das Bediirfniss einer zeitgemassen Regelnnjj

der allgemeinen Studien an DcutschlancU Hoch-Schulen " (Miinchen,

1862), p. I1.
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and this, again, upon the multiplicity of wants. The

more a man wants, the more he will be tempted to

produce, and the more, again, will he spend on his

enjoyments. This reciprocity is the root of all pro

gress in natural life, and this theory has done more to

uplift old Europe from its hinges than all the theories

of the politicians of the Revolution." l Now, we have

no thought of depreciating the value, in its proper

place, of material science, or of the triumphs Industrtes

it has, in modern times, achieved. Dante JheMUdd-"

says, with truth, that human art, which in- Ages-

eludes all industries and inventions, is " second in

descent from God." 2 As nature expresses the divine

exemplar, art, in turn, imitates nature. But natural

science must be subordinate to man,s spiritual life, as

means to an end. "Riches are to virtue," says Bacon,

" what baggage is to the army." 3 The Church, the

State, and commerce form one scheme, and as divine

works are ever ordered in harmony, its several parts

can never be mutually opposed. That sound indus

trial progress and the healthy legitimate enjoyment of

life are perfectly compatible with the highest spiritual

aims was fully seen in the Middle Ages. There grew

1 Radowitz, Gesprache aus der Geyenwart in Staat und Kirche, p. 1 25.

2 Hell, xL 103.

3 St. Thomas would have the sovereign seek fur riches, but not

make the happiness of his people consist therein (De Rcyim. Princip.,

li. 7). Adam Smith, whatever the value of his writings under other

aspects, was the first to treat economical questions entirely apart from

morality. Cf. Schulze, Lchrbuch dcr National- Ocl'onomif, p. 185 ;

Coutzen, Thomas von Aquin, alt volkswirthschaftlicher Schriftstcller,

p. 14.

B
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Tip then under the shadow of mighty cathedrals,

those centres of commerce, each a very forest of

towers and spires, of palaces, with whose magnificence

the residences of no modern millionaires can compare.

And all those marvels of mediasval art, of which only

a few memorials remain, were not wrought by the

toil of an overcrowded, destitute poor, as is now too

often the case. On the contrary, Guicciardini, a trust

worthy contemporary historian, relates that in Flanders,

then at the height of its commercial splendour, the

humblest, as well as the highest, shared in its pros

perity. The great works thus achieved in the ages

of faith, with most imperfect means, prove that Chris

tianity, far from stifling, fosters that spirit of practical

masculine enterprise which spurs man on to master the

material world around him and make it minister to

his will.1 It is not, therefore, the legitimate but the

exclusive pursuit of natural science which is preju

dicial to faith. " By no means," says Lord Bacon,

" do physical causes lead men from God. On the

contrary, those very philosophers who are engaged in

explaining them find they can only do so by referring

all at last to Divine Providence." 2

But, once more, earnest, laborious search is needed

for the acquisition of truth. " Religion," says Pascal,

indiffe- " *s so stupendous a reality, that those who

reuusm. wjjj not. fa^ fae trouble to study it:? obscu

1 Cf. Reichensperger, Deutschlands nachstc Aufyabe, p. 73 ; Mascher,

Das deutschc Geicerbcwesen, 1866, p. 278.

* De Auyment. Scient,
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rities are justly deprived of its benefits.1 As man

must eat his bread by the sweat of his brow, so only

can he obtain food for his soul. The wisest men of

every age have insisted on this truth. Bacon, who

coined the axiom, " Knowledge is power," 2 says also,

" It is an assured truth, and a conclusion of experi

ence, that a little or superficial knowledge of philosophy

may incline the mind of man to atheism ; but a further

proceeding therein doth bring the mind back again

to religion, for in the entrance of philosophy, when

the second causes, which are next unto the senses, do

offer themselves to the mind, if it dwell and stay there

it may induce some oblivion of the highest cause ; but

when a man passeth on farther and seeth the depend

ence of causes and the works of Providence, then,

according to the allegory of the poets, he will easily

believe that the highest link of nature's chain must

needs be tied to the foot of Jupiter's chair." 3 Niebuhr

confirms this truth as regards historic, and Meyer 4 as

regards mechanical, science : both sciences, thoroughly

studied, lead men to God.

If this be so, how do so many men lose their early

faith ? Have they tried to guard it by accurate learning,

sober reflection, solid studies in philosophy and history,

so that they may, as the Apostle says, give a reason for

1 Pensees sur la Religion, P. 2, Art. 1 7.

a Novum Organum, Aphor. iii. "Scientia et potentia idem coin-

ciduut."

3 Advancement in Learning, i. 3.

' The discoverer of the theory of mechanical heat. Vortrag auf der

Vcrsammlung Deulscher Naturforscher, 1869,
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(Jig hope that is in them.1 Have they, above all, a

self-sacrificing love of truth ? No ; more numerous

than we should imagine are those who have neither

taste nor capacity for serious reading or thought, or

earnestness of any kind. Yet, of these, not one, how

ever shallow, ignorant, or slothful, but will declare,

from the lofty vantage-ground of scientific impartiality,

" that all religions are equally true, that religion con

sists in the fulfilment of our duty," and this without a

thought of what truth and duty really mean. " And

yet this very indifference," Manzoni truly says, " is by

many regarded as a mark of learning and advanced

culture, and as the most formidable enemy of religion,

which it is finally to overthrow. But the truth is

exactly the reverse. Indifference was the earliest

enemy of Christianity. To the mass of mankind

from the first, the new religion was not worth a second

thought. "When the apostles proclaimed those doc

trines which were to enlighten and satisfy the greatest

intellects, and to civilise and transform the world, their

hearers thought them ' full of new wine., " 2 Again,

when, on the Areopagus, St. Paul taught the poorest

woman a philosophy higher than that of any classic

sage, the reply was, " We will hear thee again on

this matter." 3 They believed, but other things claimed

their attention of far more importance than God and

1 I Peter iii. 1 8.

2 " Others mocking said, These men are full of new wine " (Acts ii.

IS)-

3 " Some indeed mocked, but others said, We will hear thee again

on this matter " (Acts xvii. 32).
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man, the soul and its salvation. So, too, Festus inter

rupted the same Apostle,s message of redemption with

the cry, " Paul, thou art beside thyself; much learning

hath made thee mad." l Thus now, as at first, indif

ference confronts Christianity, for it was never promised

that the Church should destroy all her enemies, but

" that they should never prevail against her. " 2 And

so we find the Fathers, in every age, complaining of

this callousness. Tertullian, in the third century, says,

" We only ask not to be condemned unheard ; " 3 and

St. Cyril of Alexandria witnesses to the same temper

of mind two hundred years later. " A crude and

uncultured mind," he says, " glories in unbelief, and

rejects as false all that it cannot understand ; thus,

the grossest ignorance goes haud in hand with bound

less self-conceit." 4

A third cause of religious doubt is the passions,

however specious may be their disguise. We do not

mean by this that faith is given only to those in The Paa.

whom the flesh is perfectly subjugated to the

spirit—that complete dominion follows and does not

precede possession of the truth. " It is the truth

which shall make you free." 5 But though not yet

free from the slavery of the lower appetites, the soul

which would find the truth must desire earnestly this

1 " And Paul said, I am not mad, most excellent Festus, but I speak

the words of truth and soberness " (Acts xxvi. 24, 25).

1 Osservazionc sulla morale Cattolica, Prato, 1841.

s " Hoc unum gestit, ne ignorata damnetur " (Apul. i.).

4 In Joan, vi. 53.

8 John viii. 32.
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freedom, and strive to obtain it. The whole man,

body and sonl, must work for that one end. " The

troth of God is not to be detained in injustice."1

"Every one that doeth evil hateth the light, and

cometh not to the light, that his works may not be

reproved." 2 It was at the thought of justice, chastity,

and judgment to come that Felix hesitated and dis

missed the Apostle for a more convenient season.3

Even those who have once possessed the truth may,

St. Paul tells us, by the loss of a good conscience,

make shipwreck concerning the faith.4 " And this

is a just saying," is the comment of St. Chrysostom,

Moral do- " *^a' ^e &n^ doctrine should correspond.

£teiie«u»i Hence many have even fallen back into

idolatry. For they strive, at all costs, to con

vince themselves that what religion teaches is false, lest

they should bo condemned by fear of the future." 5 If,

then, we would seek the cause of ancient Paganism,

with its monstrous idolatries and cruelties, or of

modern incredulity in any form, we find the same

principle too often holds good. Intellectual errors result

influence from mOTal defects. Nor is it difficult to see

SnYhV"11 wnv this i3- The soul of man is one and

indivisible, and the intellect and will are but

diverse faculties of this one indivisible soul. By reason,

then, of the living personal unity from which they

spring, they mutually interpenetrate and complete each

1 Rom. i. 18. s John iii. 20.

1 Acts xxiv. 25. 4 I Tim. i. 19.

• Hum. v. i, fn Epist. I ad Timnth.
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otter. As one speck of dust obscures the sight, so

one disordered affection will influence and pervert the

judgment. And this the more powerfully because its

action is so often unperceived. A modern writer truly

observes : " In all human science and knowledge the

will is the immediate and principal agent. For it is

the will which finally determines the intelligence, and

which, by its own power, can reject any conclusion,

whether necessary or deduced. If I will not to un

derstand, not to accept a self-evident truth, nor to

recognise my own individual well-being and nature as

measured by this standard, I shall end by understand

ing nothing."1

Of this power of prejudice to warp the judgment,

Hobbes had before remarked,2 that if men had any

interests at stake, they would doubt and deny the

axioms of Euclid. Or as another writer puts it : " If

the proposition that the three angles of a triangle

equalled two right angles involved any moral obliga

tion, its truth would soon be called in question."3

It matters not, then, that the Christian religion

corresponds to the primary dictates of our conscience,

1 Ulrici, Grundprincip der Philosophic, i. 73.

2 Syst&me de la Nature, i. 4.

3 De Bonald, Demonstration Philosophique. So, too, Lord Bacon

"The human intellect is not a dry light, but receives a tincture from

the will and the affections ; hence it generates knowledge according to

its wishes, for what a man would rather was true, that he more

easily believes " (;Vou«m Oryanum, i. 49).

" As the man is, so is his God ;

Therefore is God so often mocked "

(Goethe; Zahme Xenien, iv.).
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that it alone satisfies every need of our nature, or that

its divine origin rests on evidence more certain than

that of any historic fact.1 All this fails to persuade a

perverse will.2

It must be remembered that in all questions,

whether of theory or practice, it is far easier to raise

difficulties than to solve them. When a man

f»ith *n- has once deliberately entertained a doubt.
compatible.

however often his present objections be met,

others will immediately arise. In the case of faith,

the sceptic, by his voluntary doubt, has already

accepted a brief against revelation.3 And he will

always attach more weight to his own arguments than

1 " Do yon venture to assert that the Gospel history is an invention ?

It has nothing of that character. The inventor would be more won

derful than the hero himself. There is less evidence for the history

of Socrates, of which no one doubts, than for that of Jesus Christ"

(Rousseau, Emile, iv.).

2 Hence St. Thomas says that the will, as agent, moves all the

faculties of the soul to their respective acts ; and that, thus, if the will

be considered in relation to its object, the good, taken generally

(in commitni), and the intellect as a special faculty, with its act and

object the truth, as a special good ; then, thus considered, the will is

higher than the intellect, and can move it" (S. I. 9. Ixxxiv. a. 2).

3 ["And so, again, when a man has become a Catholic, were he to

set about following out a doubt which has occurred to him, he has

already disbelieved. I have not to warn him against losing his faith ;

he is not merely in danger of losing it, he has lost it ; he fell from grace

at the moment when he deliberately entertained and pursued his doubt.

No one can determine to doubt what he is sure of ; but if he is not

sure that the Church is from God, he does not believe it. It is not I

who forbid him to doubt ; he has taken the matter into his own hands

when he determined on asking for leave ; he has begun, not ended, in

unbelief ; his very wish, his purpose, is his sin. I do not make it so ; it

is such from the very state of the case "] (Newman, Discourses to Mixed

Conyreyations, sixth edition).
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to those of his opponent, simply because they are his

own. He is defending his own reasonings. He has

weighed them more attentively, and values them most.

Facts in detail, which are incontestable, he admits, but

his preconception, like a concave mirror, distorts his

view of the whole. Thus the doubter will admit the

genesis of Christianity, but he will deny the doctrines

it teaches ; and as these are not, like a proposition of

Euclid, capable of mathematical demonstration, he can

always, if so willed, withhold his assent. Nor, Irapartl.

again, in this matter of religion, is any one religion

free from bias. The cry, so often repeated, lmP°B»1ble-

that the evidences of Christianity are to be examined

with absolute impartiality has no real sense. The

teaching of faith embraces and penetrates man,s whole

being, and gives a new and determined bent to his

future life. Such a subject can never be treated with

complete indifference.

As a witness to this important truth, we will quote

Strauss, who, be it remembered, based his qualification

as a critic of the Gospels especially on his impartiality.

In his Leben Jcsu he says:1 "In writing the annals

of the rulers of ancient Ninive, or of the Pharaos

of Egypt, we have a purely historic interest, but

Christianity is a living power, and the question of

its origin is so intimately bound up with our actual

interests that a man must be devoid of sense who

regards it as a mere matter of history." Again, Dr.

Dollinger tells us how some historians, from mere

1 1864, p. 13.
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prejudice, impute motives and pervert facts ; while

others, from their moral sense alone, see through

these misrepresentations and clearly discern the truth.

" This," he continues, " shows that all knowledge must

be based on morals, or, at least, has its moral side ;

otherwise, even in the discernment of good and evil,

intellectual persons would have an unfair advantage

over the unlearned and poor. But this is not so ; for,

by a law as wise as it is just, man cannot grasp with

his intellect truths which his heart rejects, since, in

hardening his will, he hardens also his understanding

against the truth." l Hence is confirmed the teaching

of St. Augustine 2 and of Suarez, that " all error is, in

a certain sense, founded on sin." 3 " It is certain," says

Dollinger again, " that, in its moral aspect, error is not

something involuntary, nor an accident, nor a neces

sity, but a personal choice and act, and which, even

when derived from others, still remains the free pro

duct of our individual mind and will. The immediate

cause of error is, indeed, in the darkening of the under

standing, but its root lies in corruption of the will

and its revolt from God. For we repeat, to make it

1 Irrthum, Zweifd, Wahrhcit, eine Rede, p. 33. Munich, 1845.

2 " As to the source of deceit, the objects themselves do not deceive

us, for they only present to the senses that appearance which each

bears according to its appointed degree of fairness ; neither do the

senses deceive us, for they merely make known to the mind, which

rules within, those impressions which the bodily dispositions of each

have enabled them to receive. No ; sin alone deceives the soul when,

after deserting and despising the truth, it seeks to find what is true "

(Dt Vera Reliyionc, c. xxxv.).

* Suarez, Metapltys., Disp. ix. sect. 2.
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quite clear, the source of error is not ignorance but

self-deceit, that deceit which leads us to imagine that

we can judge of things of which we know either little

or nothing, and generally to form our decisions on

insufficient grounds." l

Truth, then, being the object of .the intellect, and

certainty the normal state of the soul, doubt can only

be a transitory condition, and should urge man to

attain to that certainty for which he naturally craves.

As regards the Christian faith, its proofs are evidently

credible, and within the grasp of all.2 Therefore the

man who remains voluntarily in a state of

doubt in this matter does an outrage to his doubt im
moral.

rational nature. Hence the proposition is con

demned that " an infidel refusing to believe is not to be

held guilty of infidelity if he follow a somewhat pro

bable opinion." Such a state of mind is wrong, because

a man, in a matter of such importance, is bound to be

certain.3 Hence, again, one who has faith is bound not

1 Db'llinger, ad loc. cil., p. 21. "The will," he continues, "is

always the root of all the errors of the intellect. When a man judges

of that he does not know he deceives himself ; this ignorance is volun

tary, and therefore sinful, since it is the result of sloth, carelessness,

and indifference to the truth. But the perverse will is also guilty

when a man stifles the pure ideas which things present to him, that is,

as they really are, and follows the false illusions of the senses or

imagination. The chief sources of our errors are, then, to be found in

the will. Indeed, we never discover the moral character of an error

until we have overcome and rejected it ; then its connection with

our inclinations and faults is plain."

2 " Christianity rests on most certain proofs, and suited to the intel

ligence of all" (Vat. Condi, de Fide., iii., of the evidences of Christi

anity).

3 " Ab infidelitate excusabitur infidelis non credens, ductus opinione
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to admit a doubt, because doubt is incompatible with

the certainty which faith demands, and which man is

naturally and morally bound to obtain.1 Even Goethe

saw this, for he says,2 "It is impossible to remain

tranquilly in a state of doubt ; for doubt itself spurs

the mind to more energetic inquiry, to deeper and

more complete examination of the subject, till in the

end certitude is obtained, the true goal of the soul, in

which man finds perfect rest." Many, of course, must

pass through a state of doubt or negation before they

reach the truth ; the moral guilt begins with the

voluntary acquiescence in that state, and the deli

berate preference of the ease and pleasures of life to

the earnest search for truth. Without presuming to

judge any individual case, there are only two alterna

tives : a man either desires to know the truth, or he

dreads to do so. In proportion to his moral declen-

Eamest sion» ne hates the truth, which condemns him,

fi"iqds"y and strives to silence its reproaches. But

tiuth. lie W.J]o fears noj. jts vojce receives with its

minus probabili" (Prop. 4). [A "less probable" opinion is one which

has a true and solid probability, but is of less weight than the opposite

opinion. It must not, however, be concluded from this that a more

probable opinion is a sufficient motive for an assent of faith. In a

matter of such gravity, as is said in the text, the inquirer is bound to

proceed till certainty be attained.]

1 " Assensus fidei supernaturalis et utilis ad salutem stat cum noti-

tia solum probabili revelationis, imo cum fonnidine, qua quis formidet,

ne non sit locutus Deus " (Prop. 2i). These propositions were con

demned by Innocent XI., May 2, 1679. On the evident credi

bility of the mysteries of faith, cf. Suarez, Tom. ix., Tract i., Disp. iv.

sect. 3.

3 Eckerman,s Gcsprache, \. p. 350.
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accents light from above, and advances with rapid,

unwearying step, till he attain to truth complete.

Why did the Greek philosophy attain, under Socrates,

so high a position ? Why did that science, which,

before his time and with his contemporaries the

Sophists, served only for an intellectual pastime or

rhetorical display, acquire with him suddenly reality

and force ? Because in all his speculations he never

lost sight of the moral element. His ideal and his

aim were a higher morality, the practice of virtue in

daily life. " Socrates," says Cicero,1 " first called down

wisdom from heaven, established it in the cities, and

introduced it even into private houses. He, further,

began the inquiry as to life and manners, and as to

things good and evil." 2 For the attainment of Chris

tian truth and of faith in revelation this inward purity

is above all necessary, and the words of Rousseau

have their full meaning : " My son, so keep thy soul

that thou mayest always desire there be a God, and

thou wilt never doubt His existence."

But the return of the soul to faith and truth is the

work, not of man, but of God. His grace sweetly

but irresistibly overcomes the rebellious But Knm

soul, " makes known what was hidden, and ueeded-

pleasant what did not please." " This," continues St.

Augustine, " is the light which enlightens our dark

ness, and the sweetness by which our land bears

1 Tuscul., v. 4.

3 Cf. Aristot., Metapk., i. 6 ; Schwegler, Octchichte der Griechlschen

Philosophic.
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fruit." l Every conversion is a new birth, which needs

indeed the co-operation of man, but is begun and com

pleted by God.2 How else can be explained the mira

culous conversions which have continued from that of

Saul the persecutor down to the present time ? But

grace works by external guidance, as well as by

it comes interior inspiration. In the world,s his-

rowhand" tory are seen tne three horsemen of the

triaL Apocalypse, on the red, white, and pale-

coloured steeds—war, famine, and pestilence ; and in

the life of individuals are found three corresponding

scourges—sorrow, oppression, and suffering. Now,

the sorrow, which under Divine guidance leads to

the truth, springs from disappointment with the

world, its vanities and falsehoods, and from the void

1 St. Aug. : " Ut innotescat, quod latebat, et suave fiat quod non

delectabat" (De Peccatorum Merilis, I. ii. xvii.). " Lux qua illuminantur

tcnebrse, et suavitas, qua dat fructum suum terra nostra " (Ibid., cap.

xix.).

2 " If any one say that, without the prevenient inspiration and aid

of the Holy Spirit, man can believe, hope, love, or repent, as he ought,

... let him be anathema" (Cancil. Trent., Seas. vi. Can. 2). "Has

the Church," says St. Augustine, " ever ceased to pray that her enemies

and infidels might have the gift of faith ? But if she asked this of

God, believing it to be in her gift, her prayers would be, not sincere,

but perfunctory, which God forbid. For who could sincerely implore

and desire to receive from God, what he believed he could obtain for him

self, without God ? " (Dc Dono Persev, c. xxiii.). The Council of Trent

teaches also thus expressly the co-operation of man in the work of faith

and justification : " If any one say that the free-will of man, being

moved by God, in no way co-operates by its assent to hear God,s im

pulse and calls, by which man disposes and prepares himself to obtain

the grace of justification, and that he cannot, if he would, refuse this

grace, but that, like a mere lifeless thing, he does nothing whatever, and

remains purely passive, ... let him be anathema " (Sess. vi. Can. 4).
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they leave. The oppression of a troubled conscience,

and the galling tyranny of a sinful habit make man

cry for grace and pardon. The suffering unto God is

found in that home-sickness, that feeling of loneliness

and desertion, which prompts the soul even amid every

worldly pleasure to thirst for some Heart to which it

can sacrifice itself entirely, and therein find rest.

To sum up—we have assigned as three causes of

doubt, a false idea of the nature and object of science ;

secondly, indifference ; and thirdly, the passions. We

have treated them separately, but in actual life they

often combine, and then the wound they cause is deeper

and the conflict more severe. It is easy to doubt; to

do so needs not argument ; a simple " no " suffices.

It is tempting thus to assume a show of learning,

or to make a smart hit. " I have known men of the

Revolution," says De Tocqueville, " who strove to make

amends for their servility to the lowest official by their

blasphemy against God." 1 All this may do well

enough in the days of youth or health, but how is it as

life declines ? " When we think of what is obtained in

exchange for the wisdom of Christ, we are reminded of

the king who, Sancho Panza tells us, sold his kingdom

for a flock of geese." 2 " Gebt mir grosse Gedanken "—

" Give me great thoughts," said the dying Herder.

In that hour when our very being is undone

faith and certainty can alone give the strength sustains in
' death.

we need. Of all systems Christianity alone

1 L,Ancicn Rtyime dc la Revolution.

3 Schelling, Vorrcdc su Stc/cns nachydassmcn Schriftcn.
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offers that certainty, and in the sorrows of life " alone

has taught men to wipe away a tear." l To the doubter

of to-day, then, we would say, in the words of Plato :

" Neither you nor your companions are the first who

have entertained ideas such as yours about the

Deity. In every age there have been those, whether

few or many, who have suffered from the same malady

as yourselves. And since I have had dealings with

many such, I can safely assure you that I never knew

any one who, though he denied the Deity in his youth,

persevered in this denial in old age. What may be the

true doctrine, if you have patience and take time, you

will discover ; meanwhile, do not presume to blaspheme

the gods."2

1 Montalembert, Vie de Ste. Elizabeth de Uonyrie.

3 DC Leyy., x. p. 888.



CHAPTER II.

THE THREE ORDERS OF TRUTH.

IN the preceding chapter we have considered the cause

of that habit of doubt which, in every age and under

the most varied forms, has opposed Christian truth.

We have further seen that though doubt is in itself

but a mental defect, and of no scientific importance,

yet that its influence is great, both as flattering the

vanity of little minds, and offering an escape from the

labour of serious thought and a specious justification

for a self-indulgent life. We now propose to investi

gate more closely the great questions of truth and cer

tainty. As the very nature of the mind proves the

possibility of its attaining certainty in the three orders

of truth, viz., sensible, intellectual, and religious know

ledge, so the mind can, by its nature, equally reject

the three corresponding forms of doubt, viz., scepticism,

materialism, and rationalism.

That our desire for knowledge is innate and

irresistible was taught by Aristotle of old, and is

practically confirmed by each individual experience.

It is, indeed, the intellect which is divine in man.1

1 Plato, De Refublica, x. p. 611.
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As the material sun enlightens us without, so God,

Tmth the intellectual Sun, illumines us within, since

thoinui- the innate light of reason is an illumination

from God Himself.1 Now, the intellect, like

every other faculty, has its corresponding object, for

which it has been created, and in which alone it can

find its perfection and rest. The object, then, which

actuates, feeds, and sustains the intellect, which alone

can satisfy its needs, is truth. The bread of the spirit

is truth, and while a lie kills the soul,2 truth is its life,

its strength, and its peace.

What, then, is truth, and what is true ? "I will

give my definition," says St. Augustine, " and I have

no fear of its being rejected for its brevity : ' Verum

mihi videtur esse id quod est'—'Truth seems to me

to be that which is. " s " Falseness," he says again,

"begins when that which is not is believed to be."4

Therefore, so long and so surely as a thing is, it is

true. Can the mind, then, find the truth ? Can it

know what is ? Or is its thirst never to be quenched ?

Man was created for the truth, and seeks its light.

He loves it better than the body in which he dwells,

better, indeed, than life itself.5 The flowers absorb

the sunbeam, the eye drinks in the light :

scepticism. man a]one, some say, must live in darkness,

and know no break of day. True, then, the old world

poet's words :—

1 S. I., II., Qu. cix. Art. I. s Wisdom, i. II. 3 Soliloq., ii. 8.

4 De.Vera Religione, c. xxxvi.: "Cui illud manifestum est, falsitatem

esse, qua id putatur esse, quod non est. "

* St. Augustine, De 1/endac, c. vii.

"
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"•Wretched mortal ! For of all that breathe

And walk upon the earth, or creep, is naught

More wretched than th, unhappy race of man." 1

True, too, the despairing accents of the Roman

sceptic : 2 " Man is a being full of contradictions, and

the most unfortunate. Other creatures know no

'rants beyond their assigned limits. Man,s needs and

lesires are unsatiable. His very nature is a lie, the

deepest misery joined to the loftiest pretensions.

Amid so many and so great evils, the power of self-

destruction is his best gift." It was the thought that

nothing could be known which burnt into the heart

of Faust ; 3 and he only echoes the words of Seneca,

who says, " Unless I could attain to a knowledge of

truth, it were not worth being born. For why should

I rejoice in being numbered among the living, if my

only aim be to stuff this decaying, languishing, and

miserable body, and my only end in life to serve an

invalid ? " 4

Hence scepticism, or the doctrine of absolute uni

versal doubt, has ever been repudiated by mankind

as a whole. And it is in the universal con

science of mankind that we see what the generally

human mind really thinks.5 When it has found

a partial acceptance, as during the decline of Greece,

1 Homer,s Iliad, xvii. 446 ; translated by Earl of Derby. Cf.

xviii. 130.

2 Plinius, Hist. Nutur., ii. 7.

3 " Das wir nicht» wissen konnen

Das will mir sohier das Herz verbrennen."

* Qucest. Natur. Prcef.

6 What is commonly affirmed by all cannot possibly be entirely false,
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or when the Roman Empire was falling to pieces of its

own corruption, scepticism has been a symptom of

political decay, internal weakness,1 or an inevitable

reaction against Pantheistic doctrines, such as that

which marked the commencement of the present cen

tury. For both in theory and practice scepticism is

necessarily self-destructive. In theory, since it both

affirms that ideas are determined by external impres

sions, and, at the same time, questions the existence

of the objects which produce those impressions, and

correspond to them. As to practice, no sceptics,

however bold in theory, ever put their principles to

actual test. Hume, who doubted the existence of

external objects, writes as follows :—" A Stoic or

Epicurean displays 2 principles which may not only bo

durable, but which have an effect on conduct and

behaviour. But a Pyrrhonian (or sceptic)

impractic- cannot expect that his philosophy will have

aWe- . n 1 ' '/' '

any constant influence on the mmd, or, if it

had, that its influence would be beneficial to society.

On the contrary, he must acknowledge, if he acknow

for a false opinion is a certain infirmity of the intellect. But an infir

mity is an accidental quality (per accidcns est), and cannot possibly

be always and in all (St. Thom. Aq., Contra Qentcs., ii. 34). Thus

Catholicity, the "quod semper, quod ubique, quod in omnibus creditum

est " of St. Vincent Lerins, is the criterion of truth in the sphere of

reason, as of revelation.

1 Cf. Zeller, Die PhiiosopJtie dcr GriccJten.

2 Pyrrhus, one of the earliest sceptics, excused himself for running

away from a mad dog by saying, "It is difficult utterly to renounce

one,s human nature" (Cf. Dii.jcn. Lacrt., xi. 66). ["Berkeley and

I," said Hume, " both deny existence of bodies, but we eat our dinners

like other people."]
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ledges anything, that all human life must perish were

his principles universally and steadily to prevail. All

discourse, all action, would immediately cease, and re

main in a total lethargy, till the necessities of nature,

unsatisfied, put an end to their miserable existence.

It is true so fatal an error is very little to be dreaded.

Nature is always too strong for principle, and though

a Pyrrhonian may throw himself and others into

momentary amazement and confusion by his profound

reasonings, the first and most trivial event in life will

put to flight all his doubts and scruples, and leave him

the same in every point of action and speculation,

with the philosophers of every other sect, or with those

who never concerned themselves in any philosophical

researches." l

One cause of the evil, and one which, to a certain

extent, has justified its spread, has been that exagger

ated dogmatism which, with equal falseness, claim to

lays claim to universal knowledge. The man encea
• . cause of

who would know everything ends by knowing scepticism.

nothing. As the heights of knowledge are beyond

his powers, he despairs of attaining even what is

within his reach. Both extremes are alike false—

that man knows nothing, or that he knows all. He

can attain to knowledge which is positive and certain,

for " what would an understanding be which under

stood naught ? " 2 But his knowledge is finite and

conditional, and, like the intellect itself, necessarily

i Hume, Inquiry Concerniny Human Understandiny, Sect. xii. p. 2,

* Jacob!.
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limited in all its operations. Knowledge is perfect

when the object known is fully and completely pre

sented to the knowing mind, so that no portion of it

remains hid. The idea of the object then adequately

corresponds to the object itself. Thus we know just

BO far as we can distinguish what is true from what is

false, and no further. But this power of discrimina

tion depends again upon the action of external objects,

and the impressions they produce. This limit may

be extended, but never broken through. The mind

itself is conscious of this. The highest and the lowest

—God and the atom—are alike beyond the compre

hension of the most penetrating intellect, because in

each is that which is never presented to the sense

or intelligence. " These questions," says Humboldt,

"about the mysterious operations of nature or the

primal creative action can never be solved. They lie

in regions beyond onr reach. Such researches are

like those theories about the moon, three-sevenths of

whose surface are, and must remain, entirely hidden

from us, unless some hitherto unknown means of

investigation bring them to sight." 1

And yet, though man,s knowledge is thus limited,

how great is its extent ! A mere speck upon the

earth,s surface, he now weighs this terrestrial sphere,

and measures its height, its breadth, and depth.

Astronomy classifies the stars which revolve in

space— calculates their orbits, and subjects to its

formulas the mechanism of the heavens. Geology

1 Humboldt, Cosmos, i. p. 164.
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descends into the bowels of the earth, and pene

trates into the mysteries of its origin and forma

tion. Natural Philosophy determines the laws Eltentof

which govern the movements and changes of ™i£™

the material world. Chemistry shows the "m1" "

elements by whose combination or separation bodies

either exist or disappear, fixes with mathematical pre

cision their constituent parts, and creates a micro

cosm in the laboratory of art.1 Physiology reveals the

formative process of organisms, and the continuity of

their fundamental types, from the lowest up to the

highest, that of the human body. The application

and connection of the natural sciences, and in parti

cular by recent discoveries in chemistry, physics, and

anatomy, have opened a new era to medicine. Owing

to this rapid development of experimental science, the

powers of nature have become in a marvellous way the

servants of man, who has appropriated their treasures,

and subjected half the world,s area to his sway.

Though his life passes like a shadow, his glance

embraces all time. The pages of history reveal to

him the whole course of the human race, marshal

before his eyes the people of buried ages, and recall

to life the old world cities of the dead. Comparative

philology gives him an insight into the structure of

language, and by showing the wonderful relations

existing between its various families, discovers for

him in one common root the mother-tongue of man.

Guided by these affinities, he traces the pedigree and

1 Humphrey Davy, Last Days of a Philosopher.
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kinship of the nations of the earth, follows their migra

tions from the remotest East to the shores of the

Mediterranean, and anticipates their subsequent fate.

Such are some of the marvellous results of expe

rimental science. And yet man is not satisfied.

Science reveals to him only what space and
Therefore

insufficient, time discover, and of them he knows only
as not giv- J

"ifi)cFlie!l Par>k But were the world revealed with all

it contains to him, his knowledge would be

still unsatisfied. He asks not only what

exists, but how. He would learn the first

principles and the cause of things : if there be aught

imperishable, eternal, necessarily true, what may be

the purpose of all things, and above all, of himself.

Who knows this can alone, says the sage,1 call him

self, with truth, a learned man. Thus Plato 2 com

pares sense-knowledge to the impression produced

by objects seen only in shadow, and that obscurely ;

intellectual knowledge to the sight of those same

objects viewed in themselves, and by the clear light of

day. And to obtain this intellectual knowledge man

must look within. He must, as the Delphic motto

ran, "know himself;" or as St. Augustine puts it

more completely : " To learn the truth he must go,

not abroad, but re-enter into himself, where truth

resides." 3 Here, within himself, he finds a second and

a higher world—the world of the spirit, the realm of

1 Aristotle, Anal. Post., ii. 1 1.

8 De RepiMica, vii. p. 514.

* De Vera Reliy., c. xxxix.
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thought. Compared to that vast kingdom, this visible

world is but a small fraction ; for, as has been said

by teachers old and new : " One thought of the

thinking mind is greater than all besides." x

Thus the examination of the material world and

its forces leads us to investigate the mind itself, the

nature of its operations, and the laws which Hence

govern them. And these laws are certain sconce1

of themselves, and their certainty is attested to,nTeta-1"1

not by mere feeling, nor " by an act of faith p

of the reason," 2 but by their own immediate evidence.

That they are undemonstrable is the effect not of

deficient but of superabundant light. It is the result

of their manifest clearness and certainty. Hence

Aristotle said s that the desire to prove first prin

ciples showed a want of philosophic training. Reason

did not frame these laws, but is so absolutely

subject to them in all its operations that the least

departure therefrom at once produces error. The

mind, in fact, is no more free from the laws of reason

than the body from those of health. The thesis that

absolute freedom of thought can coexist with actual

objective truth is a contradiction in terms. How can

1 " All corporeal substances, the firmament, the earth, and the king

doms thereof, equal not the value of the least spiritual being ; for the

spirit knows all these other things and itself as well, while bodies know

nothing" (Pascal, Pensies, ii., Art. 10). Hegel repeats thia thought

which Aristotle had long since uttered. So St. Thomas : " Every

bodily creature, however immense, must be inferior to man, by reason

of his intellect " (ii. Dist. 1. Qu. ii. Art. 3).

• Thus Jacobi, Works, vol. ii. pp. 20-59, vol. iii. pp. 32-35.

3 Metaphysics, iv. 4.
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truth exist objectively and independently of the mind,

and the mind itself be free to think what it will of

that truth ? Man is indeed free to think or
Laws of

fix^1ctr not to tflink) and so far ne is subject to no

^lemi?1, compulsion. But if he does think, he is not

strabie. £ree ejj.l]er as f.o ^e matter or manner of his

thought.1 For it is the evidence, the innate necessity

to think this and not that, which constitutes the ulti

mate guarantee of truth, and which determines his

mental conception, as necessarily as the visible object

does the action of his sight. Arbitrary selection in

Absolute thought, beyond and contrary to the laws of

thought*1 the mind, is simply voluntary error, a deli-

absurd. berate wilful trespass, the result of momentary

caprice, or of the sophistry of passion. The reign of

law is universal, and just as the harmony, the cos

mos, of the visible world results from its unvarying

obedience in its every part to the laws which govern

it, so is it with the world of spirit. By conformity to

law alone can the intellect attain to its perfection,

which is beatitude through the truth. Outside this

kingdom of law are found naught but falsehood, error,

and delusion.

Now, when the mind looks in upon itself what does

it discover? According to some, the mind is an

absolute void. Thought is but a purely passive effect,

a mere copy of sensible impressions, or the product of

1 [The matter being linrted by the extent of his knowledge ; the

manner in which that knowledge is acquired being determined by the

laws of the mind.]
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molecular combinations. According to others the

mind has an active faculty of its own, which, when

informed and quickened by sense impressions, can

develop therefrom certain general principles and funda

mental ideas, which form the basis of every science,

of all intellectual, moral, and social life.

We hold the latter view, and on these grounds.

"The mind," as St. Thomas says, "has its essence

innate in itself." l In other words, reason, because it

is reason, when actuated by external objects, begets

immediately and necessarily, with thought, the ideas

of being and existence, of truth and goodness, of

duty and right, of cause and effect, of the finite and

infinite. We call these ideas necessary, for

no man would be considered sane who denied first prin
ciples.

them, and because our utterance does not

create them in the mind of the hearer, nor introduce

them as new, but only gives him the opportunity of

eliciting them in himself; that is, we simply awaken

thoughts which lie dormant as in germ within him.

1 De 3fentc, Art. 6: "Essentia ipsa sibi (menti) innata est."

Again he says: " There pro-exist in us certain seeds of knowledge,

namely, the first conceptions of the intellect. From these universal

principles all principles are deduced. When, then, the mind is led.

from these universal ideas to recognise particular existing objects,

which before were only known in potentiality and under the uni

versal idea, then is a man said to acquire knowledge. . . . Know

ledge, therefore, pre-exists in the learner in a faculty not purely

passive but active" (St. Thom. Quccst. de Maylstr., Art. I). Cf.

St. Augustine, De, Mnyialr., 11 : "We judge the truth of what we

understand under universal ideas, not by the word which sounds

without, but by the mind which commands within, though the words

perhaps prompt us to form the judgment."
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Moreover, while the experimental sciences are the

privilege and possession of the few, these primary ideas

are the common privilege of all men, even of the most

simple and ignorant, on attaining the use of reason.

On the knowledge of them are based the laws of human

conduct and of all true human life. Thus, while the

sciences so called form the professor, these ideas make

the sage.

We now come to the second kind of doubt, that of

sensualism or materialism. The materialist does not,

Second kind ^e the sceptic, deny the certainty of all

matjStil knowledge, but he admits only as certain

ism' what is obtained by the sense perception—all

else is transcendental, and belongs not to science but

to faith. And faith here means not a certitude founded

on a real objective basis, but an opinion, a sentiment,

a fancy, which every one may form as ho pleases, for

its truth is absolutely incapable of proof.1

Now, the worthlessness of materialism can be seen

1 Virchow, Archiv fur patholoy. Studien, ii. p. 9: " The knowledge

of the naturalist does not extend beyond bodies and their properties.

All beyond he terms transcendental, and regards as an aberration

of the intellect." Moleschott, Kreislauf des Lebcns, p. 387 : " I have

already shown in my second letter that beyond the relations of the

material world towards our senses we can grasp nothing." So also

Czolbe, Buchner, and others. These doctrines were rife in the

last century, and are borrowed in ylobo from the writings of such

authors as Locke, Essay concerniny Human U»derstandi»y, London,

1690; Condillac, Kssaisur I' Onyine des ConnaissancesIIumaines, Amster

dam, 1746 ; De la Mettraie, L,Histoire Naturelle de I'Ame, Si La Haye,

1745 ; and L' Ilomme machine, I'Hommeplante, aLeyde, 1749; Diderot,

D,Alembert, and the other writers in the Encyclopedia ; Baron von

Holbach, author of the Systems de la Nature, London, 1770; Helvetius,

and others.
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at once, if we consider that the exclusion of all but

sense knowledge would be fatal to every science, the

experimental included. For every science is based on

certain universal and necessary ideas, such as those we

have mentioned,—being, existence, means and
, '-', , Centra-

end, cause and effect, all which can neither be t11°tj^by

seen, nor perceived by the senses. How can £3™-

the idea of truth or the law of adequate reason in^e'ry1

be visibly represented or measured, since of

every mathematical measure or equation it is itself the

determining standard ? Again, what would nature be

to us, stripped of its order, law, relations ? Yet all

these are supersensuous ideas. Our senses, devoid of

intelligence, would perceive objects only as accidental

and particular phenomena, and would have no notion of

their purport, importance, mutual relations, or of the

universe, considered as a whole. The very notion of

law would be lost, nor could we form a conception of

what it meant.1 So, too, says St. Augustine,2 " The

idea of unity is attained by reason, not by the senses ;

for whatever the senses grasp is not one, but necessarily

1 "Some," says St. Augustine (Epistle Ivi. in Ps. 4i), "refuse to

admit that our thoughts have any other origin than the perceptions

of our senses ; as if we had not countless thoughts, for which no

sensible images exist, such as the idea of truth itself. But if such

persons have never reflected upon truth, how can they dispute

about it ? Or, if they do so reflect, can they tell me under what

sensible image truth can be represented ? Can they, e.y., describe

the colour of wisdom ? We can indeed reflect on the idea of

justice, but we cannot hear or smell or touch it. There is, then,

something which the mind perceives, not by the senses, but by

itself."

2 De Liber. AMtr., ii. 8.
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multiple." Thus it is the mind which diffuses light

over all nature, or, rather, perceives the light diffused ;

in other words, the objective reason,1 which in nature

is represented to us.

Most important, again, and entirely supersensuous,

is the law of morals. " Two things," says Kant,2

"excite my admiration, the starry heavens

IdeS1 above me and the voice of conscience within."

™perhscn'.° Goodness, duty, and justice are not the dreams

luous. o£ an overwroug]1t; brain, nor scholastic subtle

ties, nor worn-out delusions. Necessarily and invo

luntarily these ideas enter into our mental operations,

and force us to decide on the actions of others, and

on our own as good or bad. Thus, if any great

crime has been committed, we at once ask, " Where ?

who ? when ? how ? " and at once pass sentence on the

moral character of the deed.3

1 i.e., the divine idea or design.

- Kritik der praktischen Vernunft.

3 " On hearing of a murder we at once ask, , When, where, by

whom, and wherefore 1 , This shows that our mind is guided by

the universal and necessary principles of time and space, of causa

tion and of the first cause. If love or ambition be the alleged

motive of the act, we at once imagine the murderer a lover or an

ambitious man, showing that in our mind an act demands an agent,

and any phenomenon a substance, that is, an actual and real sub

ject. Again, if the accused denied his identity, and represented

that since the commission of the crime his personality had changed,

we should proclaim him as an impostor or mad, thus showing that

we regard person and being as necessarily unchangeable. If the

accused urged in his defence that this murder was to

ideas. promote his own happiness ; that, as to his victim, his

life was so miserable he was glad to be rid of it ; that

the country was no loser, since, instead of two useless citizens, it

had now gained one useful subject ; that the human race would
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For every thought of the mind is guided by these

first principles, which are both the constituents and

tests of its very being-. " If the laws of our
J " First prin-

reason," says (Erstedt, "did not exist in ^^,f

nature, we should vainly attempt to impose S^S°r'J,

them on her ; and if the laws of nature did le,dge,of"

not exist in our reason, we should never be

able to comprehend them." l When, then, a champion

of materialism 2 affirms that science is not concerned

with the origin or purpose of this visible universe,

but only with what exists, he misapprehends not only

the supreme end of all science, but the very nature of

the mind itself, since the very knowledge which he

ignores can alone satisfy its needs.3 These ideas,

not become extinct by the loss of one individual, &c. ; we simply

reply, that this murder, however useful to its author, was none

the less unjust, and in spite of every plea, utterly unjustifiable "

(V. Cousin, Du. Vrai, du Beauct du Bien, p. 24, Paris, 1853). "In a

higher light," says Bossuet, " we see the invariable moral laws, and

that some things are our bounden duty. . . . Thus, a right-thinking

man is satisfied that the rights of property, and the police and

their duties should be regulated by the civil code ; but he himself

listens to the inviolable law of his conscience, which tells him that

he must not wrong any one. The man who sees these truths,

judges himself by them, and when he violates them is self-con

demned ; or, rather, these truths are his judges, for they do not bend

to human judgments, but man,s judgment must bend to them"

(Traits de la Connai»sance de Dieu, ch. iv.).

1 "Why is it that the same laws are found in being and in

thought, in the mind and in nature, and are united in the intelli

gence 1 Because these laws have a higher common cause, an ori

ginal reason, which is also primordial force—in a word, which is

God" (TheSoul inNature, i. p. 4i).

2 Biichner, Macrocosmos.

s " He alone is properly called wise who makes the purpose of

the universe his study since it is the office of the wise man
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then, few in number, but important beyond measure,

are alone required to conduct man to the higher

realm, that of rational knowledge, the science of the

mind. And in this science the idea of truth neces

sarily leads to the recognition of a first and primal

truth, and the idea of the good to the conception of

one infinite, absolute, and supreme good ; and this

first truth and first good we find in God.

Thus the knowledge of God is possible to every

man, and all men see Him. " We see Him every

where." l We hear Him ; 2 we feel after Him.3 Nor

can He be ignored without grave personal guilt ; for

the necessary operations of the mind lead logi

cally to the knowledge of His existence.4 As the eye,

Know. says Plato,5 sees first the light, and then the

Gixiiu sun its source, so the mental vision opens
nature

poi»ts to first to the truth : and. secondly, to the Fontal
areyela- ,

Won. Truth, the sun of the spiritual world, to God.

Now, this recognition of God as the Primal Truth and

to consider things in their highest causes " (St. Thom., Cont. Gent.,

i. i ). Cf. Aristotle, Metaphys., i. 1. 15 ; Anal Post., ii. 1 1 ; Mctaphys., i.

1. 25 ; Plato, Sympos., p. 211.

1 " All men see Him ; every one beholdeth afar off " (Job xxxvi.

25).

2 " The heavens show forth the glory of God, and the firmament

declareth the work of His hands" (Ps. xviii. i).

3 "God hath made of one, all mankind, . . . that they should

seek God, if happily they may feel after Him, or find Him : al

though He be not far from every one us : for in Him we live and

move " (Acts xvii. 26).

4 , ' We are said to see all things in God, and to judge of all things

by Him, inasmuch as we know and judge of all things seen by the

participation of His light " (St. Thom. Aqu., S. I., Qu. xii. Art. Ii).

* De Jiepub., vii. p. 508.
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the first essential Right constitutes in man the basis

of religion, and religion is thus the final utterance of

science and the perfection of human reason. Still,

the knowledge of God, thus gained by creatures from

reason alone, is limited and insufficient for the cravings

of the human soul, and it would know more. Nor is

this desire unlawful. An intellectual being, whose

knowledge is only finite, relative, and conditional, is

intended by its very nature to seek for the fulness of

truth. But its very effort to advance exposes it also

to the danger of deception. God alone is infallible.

And the history of science, which is also that of the

human mind, shows us that while man is ever sink

ing deep shafts for knowledge, he works in obscurity,

and seldom brings to light truth unmixed with error.

" We know in part only, and see through a glass

in a dark manner." 1 What Socrates taught still

holds true : " He is the wisest of men 2 who accounts

his wisdom as naught." Thus confession of his igno

rance is the conclusion at which man arrives, after

searching for absolute knowledge either by investigation

of nature or by philosophy. We have learnt, indeed,

that God exists, but what is He in His nature, in His

hidden inner life, and what our own immortality ?

God alone can tell us these things. Has He then ever

spoken ? Has the Divine Word ever appeared, for

whom Plato longed, that he might thereby cross ag

in a trusty vessel the stormy sea of life ?

1 I Cor. xiii. 9, 12 ; Aristotle, Metaphys., ii. 1. 3.

3 Plato, Apoliy. Socrat., p. 21, &c.

D
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The idea of such a communication between the

Creator and the creature is neither inconceivable nor

impossible. If He who is the absolute reason

A revelation , _ ...

notimi.rob- awakens our hrst thoughts by the principles

He has implanted in our intellectual nature,

cannot He also speak a higher word, and thereby

complete and perfect that first utterance ? 1 Again,

if we, as intelligent beings, hold mutual converse by

articulate speech, why should not Ho also, the Creator

Himself, address us through the same medium, either

externally and audibly, such as we speak to Him, or

immediately and interiorly by secret illumination, or

new infused ideas ?

And it is just at this point where reason ends that

faith begins. But faith is not a purely subjective

conviction, nor an arbitrary opinion, nor the effect of

credulity or religious sentiment, nor a creature of the

phantasy, but, as Pascal says, the highest intellectual

act. The process is this. Having learnt by experi

ence its own finite capacity, and being logically and

certainly convinced that a revelation exists, reason,

because it is reason, assents freely, from the triumphant

force of truth alone, to what that revelation contains.2

1 Even supposing that between man and man no immediate

influence of one soul upon another was possible, this would by no

means exclude the possibility of an immediate Divine influence

upon the soul. For the idea of God implies not only the possibility,

but the fact of such an operation (Ulrici, Gott und die Natur, p. 614 ;

Leipzig, 1862).

2 In every assent of faith the formal motive (objectum formaJe

ratio motii-a) is the infallible testimony of God speaking. The rule

of faith (rerjula fdel) is the creeds based on Holy Scripture and
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" The Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,

full of grace and truth." l Here, then, is a second

knowledge of God, above what reason could It9realisa

teach, imparted by the Divine Truth itself. tion-

He has made Himself known and descended on us,

not by visible demonstration, but by the spoken Word,

in which we are to believe.2 And faith, again, in the

Word prepares the soul for the third and supreme

degree of knowledge, when, not by symbols or shadows

or partial revelation, but face to face, we gaze on the

essential Truth, God Himself. And in Him, thus seen,

every desire for knowledge is, as Plato said, fully

satisfied.

" Man," says Maine de Biran,3 " has a threefold life.

First, the animal or organised life ; secondly, the free

and rational ; thirdly, the spiritual, derived from a

higher source. The second, or the life of reason, is

bestowed on man in order to raise him to the third,

tradition. The matter (objectum materiak) is the doctrines they

contain.

1 John i. 14.

2 St. Thomas thus sums up the threefold ascent of man to God.

First, by the natural light through creatures to the knowledge of

Him. Secondly, by faith in the revelation which the Divine Truth

itself, transcending all human reason, brought down to us. Thirdly,

when the mind is raised to the perfect intuition of what revelation

contains (Contr. Gent., iv. i). By the discursive knowledge of

reason man thus ascends from effects to their first cause, and God

is thus recognised as the supreme ideal of Wisdom, Omnipotence, .

Holiness, Perfection. The intuitive knowledge of God, on the other

hand, is not an ideal of Him obtained by inductive reasoning, but is

the immediate clear manifestation of the Godhead, seen, not in signa

or through faith, but as He is in Himself.

* Sa Vie et ses PeHsf.a, par E. Naville, Dec. 1821, Sept. 1823.
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which is above the life both of sense and of reason.

True philosophy recognises this third and higher life,

which ennobles all man,s spiritual powers ; but to this

he cannot attain save by the Holy Spirit. In that

higher life man finds a wisdom transcending all

human science, and his human nature perfected beyond

all human means." We thus distinguish a threefold

light and a threefold life of man on earth—the light

of the body and the life of sense : the light of reason

and the intellectual life : the light of grace and the

life of faith by which the just man liveth ; ] and for all

who lead this life we can pray, " Lux perpetua luceat

eis," for it leads to the light of glory.

Even the heathen philosophers had a presentiment

of this supreme and immediate knowledge. Plato

speaks of the longing of the soul to penetrate
Why un- . .

attained by into the essence of things, and of its never
hcatbeus. _ ...

resting until it discovers the self-existent and

essential Good, the source of all truth.2 " The philo

sophers" (Platonists), says St. Augustine,3 "appre

hended the invisible, immutable, and immaterial Essence

of the Divine Nature, but they despised the way which

leads to it ; for Christ crucified, Who is Himself the

Way, seemed to them folly. Thus they could not

enter into the inner sanctuary of peace, even God Him

self, though they discerned His light from afar." In

order to reach that sanctuary and to gaze on that light

1 Rom. i. 1 7.

1 De Repub., vii. pp. 515-532 ; Phadr., p. 27.

1 Eplst., cxx. 1.
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three things are needed : Faith, by which man believes

in the truth of the Vision he seeks ; Hope, by which

he trusts finally to attain to sight ; Charity, by which

he daily unites himself to God now unseen. At length

to faith and hope succeed sight and possession. He

gazes on the eternal truth unveiled. Reason performs

the highest possible intellectual act, and is perfected

thereby. The soul has attained beatitude in the

Vision of God.

Thus faith in Jesus Christ is the necessary comple

ment of all philosophy ; but faith is not opposed to

science,1 for truth can never contradict itself. Faith mA

On the contrary, faith recognises in the secular »clence-

sciences symbols of ideas derived from God, while the

sciences themselves find their real value and higher

symbolism in revealed truth. By enlisting into its

service the highest powers of the intellect, faith has

enabled science to render important service to revela

tion, and at the same time has created a sublime

science for herself. For science, by demonstrating cer

tain fundamental truths,2 such as the existence of God

1 "Although faith be above reason, yet there can never be found

any real strife or variance between them, for they both spring from

the one and the same fount of immutable truth, the great and

good God, and therefore mutually assist each other" (Prop, i.,

Sao; Conyrey., Indie., d. n., Jan. 1855) ; Cone. Vatic. Constit. Doym.

De Fid. Catk., cap. iv.

2 Preambula Fidei, cf. Propp. S. C. I1., Jan. 1855, Prop. ii. :—

" Arguments from reason can prove with certainty the existence

of God, the spirituality of the soul, and the liberty of man. Faith

comes after revelation, and therefore cannot be suitably urged to

prove the existence of God against the atheist, or the spirituality or

liberty of the rational soul against the adherent of naturalism or
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and the immortality of the soul, prepares the way for

faith, and, again, by historical investigation and philoso

phical argument establishes the existence of revealed

faith. To science are due the definition and prin

ciples of logic and ontology by which theology has

formulated in human terms the mysteries of faith.

Lastly, it is this science which, by presenting in

one complete system the doctrines of religion, has

defended them against rationalistic attack. " And

although the reason," says St. Thomas,1 " gains but an

imperfect insight into these truths of revelation, it

should not for that abandon the endeavour ; for the

mind profits greatly by the least advance in the know

ledge of matters so important and so sublime." For

fatalism." Prop. iv. :—" The use of reason precedes faith and leads

man to faith with the aid of revelation and of grace."

1 S. I., Qu. i. Art. 5. " The Christian, while maintaining his faith

as undoubtingly as possible, ought always to seek the reasons for it "

(of. A melm adv. Rosed. , L. ii. ). " In a threefold manner, corresponding

to three classes of men, the reasoning method helps to promote faith.

There are the adversaries of the faith—those whose faith is perfect,

and those whose faith is weak. Use of logical discourse helps first to

confound our adversaries. Hence, St. Augustine says against those

garrulous disputants whose conceit exceeds their wit, that

Their Catholic reasonings and fitting parallels serve both to

ass,is™1 defend and assert the faith. Secondly, it strengthens

ance. the weak. As God nourishes the charity of the weak by

temporal benefits, so He confirms the faith of the weak by

probable arguments. For if they found any lack of reasons in sup

port of the faith, and an abundance of objections against it, not one

of them would hold out. Thirdly, this method offers great delight

to the perfect. For in the understanding of what it firmly holds by

faith the soul experiences wonderful joy. Hence Bernard,s saying,

, The greatest pleasure the mind can have is understanding what it

already believes , " (Bonav. in I Sentent. Pram., Qutest. ii.).
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the same reason, the Fathers regarded pre-Christian

philosophy as a preparation for the faith. Clement of

Alexandria l says that philosophy was to the Greeks

what the law was to the Hebrews, a pedagogue lead

ing them to Christ. And Origen says : 2 " As, accord

ing to the teaching of the Greeks, the whole circle

of sciences, geometry, music, grammar, rhetoric, and

astronomy, are a preparation for philosophy, so Greek

philosophy itself is a preparation for Christianity."

Thus his biographer, St. Gregory Thaumaturgus,3 re

lates that he urged his disciples to study the collec

tive wisdom of the ancients, both Greek and barbarian.

While the ancient religions possessed various mytho

logies, theology, the science of faith, is the creation

of Christianity alone, which, as the one abso-

... . ^ Grandeur

lute truth, fears nothing, ignores nothing, and of theo-

logy.

makes all its own. Theology alone gathers up

all that is true—the acquisitions of man,s intellect, in

nature and history, in matter and spirit, in the starry

heavens, in the dust of earth. Theology alone uses

metaphysical science, all laws of ethics, to demonstrate,

illustrate, and establish the truths of faith. St. Francis

used to collect and preserve every piece of paper with

writing on it, for he said, " Of these letters, my son,

God,s glorious name is spelt, Fili, literoe sunt, ex

qiiibus componitur ylorississimum nomen Dei." 4 Thua

1 Stmmat., vii. 3.

2 Epist. ad Greyor., i.

* Paneyyric in Oriyen, p. 67.

Vita, di San Francesco Tkoina di Celano.t
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all science is an alphabet which God employs to write

His name upon the mind of man, as legibly as He

has inscribed it by the stars on the heavens.

But all these natural arguments for supernatural

truth are denied by rationalism, which is the third

degree of unbelieving doubt. Against the

sceptic, the rationalist maintains, indeed, the

. certainty of sense knowledge, and against

the materialist the existence of supersensible

truth ; but nature is to him the sole and adequate

revelation, and human reason the one source of know

ledge. His axiom is, " Reason includes all things ;

beyond it there is nothing " 1 Thus, if the rationalist

1 Schelling, Zeitschrift fur speculative Physile, ii. 2. The words

are true of divine, but false of human reason. Rationalism has

appeared within the Church in our own days. The following is an

extract from the Brief " Gravissimus," Pius IX., December 1 1, 1862,

against the errors of Froschammer, who held that all dogmas of faith,

as well as natural verities, if once proposed as objects of knowledge,

could be proved by reason. " True and sound philosophy holds a

very exalted position. Its office is diligently to search out truth, to

teach carefully and correctly human reason, which, though obscured

by the fall of the first man, is by no means extinct. To it belong the

perception, the right comprehension and explanation, of all that

which is the object of rational knowledge, and of numerous truths ;

, thus philosophy demonstrates a number of those verities

nation of which the faith proposes for our belief ; for example, the

Froschum- existence of God, His nature, His attributes, and demon

strates, justifies, and defends these by arguments based

on premisses of reason. Thus it prepares the way for a more

correct adhesion of faith to these dogmas, and even those which are

known to us only at first by faith are made, in a manner, intelligible

by the aid of philosophy. Such is the function, such the subject

matter, of the austere and most beautiful science of true philo

sophy. . . . But in such a matter of most grave importance we can

never permit all things to be rashly confounded, or that reason
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seems to admit a revelation as possible or necessary,

he means only the promulgation of those truths which

lie within the limit and gauge of human thought.1

This system has assumed many varied forms. But

whether in the wild theories of Pantheism, which con

struct, d priori, a God, a universe, and a history of

its own fancy, or in the rationalismus vulyaris, the

should lay hold of and disturb matters belonging to faith. For

most certain and manifest are the limits beyond which reason can

never lawfully pass." On the same matter are the following proposi

tions condemned by the Syllabus, December 8, 1864 :—" III. Human

reason, without any regard whatever to God, is the one judge of

truth and falsehood, of good and evil ; it is a law to itself, and

suffices by its natural strength for providing for the good of men

and people. IV. All the truths of religion flow from the natural

force of human reason ; hence reason is the chief rule by which

man can and ought to arrive at the knowledge of every kind of

truth. . . . VI. The faith of Christ is opposed to human reason,

and a divine revelation profits naught, but even thwarts man's

perfection. . . . VIII. Since human reason is in all things equal

to religion, theological science must be treated on the same basis

as other philosophical subjects."

1 " A religion may be natural in substance, and yet, in the form

of its first manifestation, revealed ; that is, if it be such that man

might and ought to have arrived at the knowledge of it by reason

alone. The revelation of such a religion at a certain place and

period may be wisely ordained and highly beneficial to the human

race. But when the religion thus introduced is once established,

its truth must be demonstrable to the reason of all men " (Kant,

Die Reliyion iunerltalb der Grcnzen dtr menscfdiclten Vernunft, iv.

p. 184). A Catholic, on the contrary, assents to the fact of a

revealed religion, partly indeed upon reason; that is, from its

external evidence or historic facts (e.y., that there is a Church

bearing the four notes of the creed, one holy, Catholic, apostolic).

These form the motives of credibility. But his assent to what

that revelation teaches, or his motive of faith, is based solely on

belief in the veracity of God speaking, revealed dogmas being

necessarily above reason,s domain.
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vulgar and narrow-minded negation of everything,

which Goethe * likens to the Indian king who denied

the existence of ice because he had not seen it.
Ration- .

aii»tic rationalism is opposed alike to science and
religion. _ l l

truth. It is a philosophy which confounds the

subjective consciousness of the individual with the

absolute reason, in which " the part 2 measures the

whole ; the drop contains the ocean, the finite spans the

infinite." The rationalists then have no right to their

name, and they err, as Schelling says, if they imagine

that we blame them for freethinking. Our com-

Panthe- plaint is that by freedom of thought they mean

freedom not to think, and that of their so-called

freedom they make an unwarrantable use. History has

long shown that a speedy Nemesis overtakes reason,

which thus rebels against faith and depends solely on its

own light. In our own times the German Pantheists

boasted that they had wrested from the Deity His attri

bute of omniscience, and had seated themselves on the

throne of God. Yet within a very few years these men

1 Vide Faust, p. 2.

2 Leibnitz, Discours Preliminaire sur la Conformite de la Fui avec

la Raison, p. 46.

3 The left wing of the Hegelian school were pure Pantheists,

and looked on God and man as one and the same being. Thus,

Strauss, a prominent teacher of this party, writes: "Seeing

where philosophy has now brought us, how, we ask, could the

Spirit renounce His right and judgment over that which He

recognises as His own offspring, and efface the recollection of

all which He, as the unconscious mind of nature, has Himself

created ? Could He forget completely and past recall, how He

ordered the relations of the stars, formed the earths and metals,

ordained the organic structure of plants and animals ? Could
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were forced to confess their boast a delusion, and to see

their vaunted science succumb to absolute scepticism

or to a degrading materialism 1 which denied the very

existence of reason and reduced man to the OI.to»ccil-

level of a brute. Could confession of in

tellectual impotency be more complete than is con

tained in the following words of Fichte, a champion

of rationalism ?—" There is nothing lasting either with

in me or outside me, but everywhere ceaseless change.

I know nothing whatever of any other being, and

nothing of myself. There is no being. I myself

know absolutely nothing, and I am nothing, linages

exist. They alone are, and they know themselves

after the nature of images—images which flit by,

without there being anything before which they flit ;

images which by images depend upon images ; which

represent nothing, and are without meaning and with

out end. I myself am one of these images ; indeed I

am not even this, but merely a confused image of

these images. All reality becomes a mysterious dream :

without life as the object, or intellect as the subject

of this dream : a dream which itself depends solely

upon a dream. Sight is a dream, thought, the source

of all being and of all reality, which I imagine to

any part of that which He, as a conscious human mind, brought

forth become so hardened as to be impenetrable even to its Maker ? "

(Glaubenslchre, i. 350).

1 " The 'soul , is a collective term for the various nerve functions

in the higher animals : man, like the beast, is a mere machine, his

intellect the result of a certain bodily organisation " (Vogt, Hilda

aus dem Tkierleberi).
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myself of my own being, my powers, my destiny, is

the dream of this dream." l It was to these, his

blinded contemporaries, that Goethe addressed in

bitter irony the following lines :—

"Useless your labour, fruitless your pain,

Though swift your course you run in vain,

Clutch, and tear the heavy veil,

Life,s secrets it will ne,er reveal.

The mysteries of life, of the night, of the day,

Hast thou read them yet ? Canst thou tell them, say ?

Ask it of Heaven, bid the grave give light,

Heaven is silent ; the grave shines bright.

A flash for a moment enlightens the grave :

A moment only—there is nought to save.

Above, below, whatever may seem,

You wander and wander from dream to dream "

(Zauberfliite, p. ii.).

Thus also the eighteenth century, which, having deified

the human intellect, styled itself the philosophic age,

fitly closed its cycle with the worship of a courtesan as

the goddess of reason, the guillotine and its victims

as its altar and its sacrifice.

But, asked Rousseau in words worthy of his shallow

and frivolous mind, " How can I commit a crime in

worshipping God according to the light of nature ?

By my reason I can obtain a fitting conception of God.

What need then of a revelation ? Why am I to be

bound by the obligation of faith ? " 2 To which we

1 Ueber die Bestimmuny des Menschen, ii.

3 Rousseau, Emile, T. iii. p. 122. So also Tindal and the Deists of

the last century. Long since St. Thomas had proposed their objec

tion (Summ. Thco., II. ii., Qu. ii. Art. 3). Faith in aught beyond

the truths of reason seems unnecessary for salvation, since what
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answer : First, that it is not for the created mind to

limit the absolute Mind in its plans and operations

with regard to man, nor to dictate the nature of its

revelations. Secondly, that revelation and faith have

from the beginning been the primal source of the

naturntty belongs to anything would appear to be sufficient for its

perfection. To which he answers, that man's end is not merely

natural, but supernatural, and therefore only to be attained Wh

by supernatural means. His argument may be summarised natural

as follows :—Two things concur to perfect inferior natures j^,^j"n "

—their own action, and the action on them of a superior fideut for

nature. Thus water tends by its own movement to the I0a"-

centre of the earth, but owing to the influences received from

the moon, it ebbs and flows on the surface of the earth. Now,

while the lower creatures participate in the Divine goodness in

one particular quality only, as, for instance, Being, in the case

of inanimate things, or vegetative life in plants, or the sense-

knowledge of particular things, as in animals, reasonable crea

tures know Good and Being not only as determined in this or

that object, but as universal ideas, and are thus in immediate rela

tion with the cause of all Being. Their perfection then consists not

only in that which is proper to their own nature, but also in that

which belongs to them by the supernatural participation in the

Divine goodness. Man,s final beatitude consists, then, in the super

natural vision of God, to which he cannot attain unless he be in

structed by God as a disciple by his Master, according to the words

of St. John vi. 45 : " Every one that hath heard of the Father and

hath learned cometh to Me." And as man does not acquire this

science immediately, but successively, in conformity to his nature, he

must first believe as a disciple in God, as his teacher, before he can

see Him face to face. (Were man not created for a supernatural

end, he would arrive at a natural beatitude by the knowledge and love

of God as the author of nature only. See Suarez, iv., Disp. xv., xvi.,

Summa.) In recent times this objection has been again condemned.

" As if philosophy, which is wholly engaged in investigating natural

truth, ought to reject those things which the supreme and most

merciful God, the author of all nature and of all things in it, has

deigned, of His singular beneficence and mercy, to make known,

in order that men may attain true happiness and salvation " (of.

Encyd. Pius IX., I. c.).
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religion and moral life of the nations of the world.

The life of a nation, its government and customs, are

based upon traditions and find their roots in an historical

past. The religion of rationalism has no consecration

of the past, nor is it even the product of actual real

life. It is but a cold and dead formula, and can never

urge man to heroism in virtue, nor sustain him against

the assaults of passion. Philosophy and intellectual

culture cannot save a nation. The Greeks

ratiouai- fell into sensualism and frivolity, into mental
Ism.

and political decrepitude. Even when their

art reached its zenith, when it shone forth in all ita

power and glory, the great problems of life and life,s

sufferings were only masked, nor could the mightiest

genius solve or soothe them. The eyes of the idol

were still closed. The spirit was still nature,s slave.

Hence the sense of pain which mars the harmonies of

Greek poetry, and breaks out discordantly in the Greek

chorus. Its echo is heard even in the bacchanalian

mirth of Aristophanes, and the experienced eye can

detect this feeling of sadness even in their plastic

models.1

We have now, as we proposed, examined the three

forms of doubt—scepticism, the doubt absolute, or the

negation of all truth ; materialism or sensualism, the

negation of intellectual truth ; naturalism or rational

ism, the negation of religious or revealed truth.2 On

1 Schnaase, Kunstyescldchte, ii. p. 353.

2 " Since man in his whole being depends upon God as his Creator

and Lord, and the created reason is altogether subject to the un
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the other hand, we have endeavoured to demonstrate

the certainty of human knowledge, and of the exist

ence of the truth in and for the mind of man. Truth

in its triple order is his possession, the truth of sense-

knowledge through the operation of the senses ; the

truth of intellectual knowledge through the operation

of the reason and of thought ; the truth of religious

knowledge through faith in the Triune God, Who has

revealed Himself to HS.

It remains, indeed, a strange phenomenon, seeing the

importance of truth and the strength of the evidence

in its support, that it should be found by so Earnest

few. Want of earnestness is too often the Deeded for

reason. " Many men consume their time," faith'

says De Lamennais, " in stringing together phrases and

created truth, we are bound to render a full obedience of intellect

and will to God when He makes a revelation to us" (Vat. Cone.,

chap, iii., De Fide). Canon I. De Fide runs thus:— "If any one

shall say that human reason is so independent that faith can

not be imposed on it by God,s command, anathema sit." " And not

only can faith and right reason never be really at variance, but they

lend to each other a mutual support, since right reason demonstrates

the foundations of faith, and, illuminated by its light, cultivates the

science of divine things; while faith liberates and defends reason

from error and enriches it with abundant knowledge. Wherefore

the Church is so far from being opposed to the action of human arts

and sciences that in many ways it assists and promotes them. For

she neither ignores nor despises the advantages which human life

derives from them, but rather confesses that, in so far as they pro

ceed from God, the Lord of all knowledge, if they are rightly

handled, they lead us to God by the help of His grace. Neither,

truly, does she forbid that each of these sciences, in its own sphere,

should employ its own principles and peculiar method, but she care

fully watches lest, by withstanding divine doctrine, they assimilate

errors, or, transgressing their proper limits, should encroach upon

anJ disturb the things which are of faith " (chap, iv., De Fide).
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in working out relations of numbers or the pro

perties of matter, and therewith completely occupy

their mighty minds. Speak not of God to that

famous chemist. He is absorbed in analysing a new

acid. When his discovery is perfected he may per

chance care to hear of Him Who created the uni

verse and all that it contains. That author is writing

a poem, play, or romance, on which his fame depends :

leave him alone, for time presses. How intolerable the

loss to mankind if death came before he had given the

finishing touch to his work ! True, he is ignorant of

indiffer- his own nature, of his place in creation or his

result of future. He knows not whether there be a
worldli-

ness. God or a truth, a heaven or a hell, but long

since he has decided not to concern himself about these

matters. He feels no disquiet ; he does not give them

a thought. They are not certain, he says, and he acts

as though they were certainly but idle dreams."

To such as these the words of St. John may well

be applied : " Thou hast the name of being alive, but

thou art dead" (Apoc. iii. i). To all who fix their

end in self and here, whether their aim be ambition

or gain, these words of the dying Socrates apply :

" Men of Athens, I love and respect you ; yet I will

obey God rather than man ; and whilst I breathe, I

shall not cease, whenever we meet, to exhort and ad

monish each one of you, according to my custom. My

good man, art thou not ashamed, that, intent upon

amassing riches, honour, and fame, thou carest not for

understanding or truth, or the ennobling of thy soul ?
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Why dost thou not fear ? And I shall continue thus to

question and reproach him who esteems slightly what

is most precious, and prizes highly that which is of

little worth. Here my sole occupation is to persuade

you not to labour more diligently for your bodies than

for your souls, for man does not gain virtue from

riches, but riches, and all other good things, both for

the individual and the State, are the fruit of virtue." l

But, once more, if truth is to be found, the heart

as well as the mind must search for it. " He that doth

the truth cometh to the light." 2 A rebellious Trnth

will blinds the reason. " Unless we seek for sought"

truth with all the powers of our soul," says St.

Augustine, " we shall never find it. But if we seek

the truth as it wills to be sought, it will not long be

hidden from our eyes." " Ask, and it shall be given

you ; seek, and ye shall find ; knock, and it shall be

opened unto you. The love of truth asks, love seeks,

love knocks." 3

1 Apoloy. Socrates, xvii.

2 John iii. 21.

* De iforibus Ecclcs., i. 31-



CHAPTER III.

GOD, HIS EXISTENCE AND ESSENCE.

The youngest child readily pronounces the name of

God, and understands its meaning more easily than

that of any mathematical formula or axiom of logic.

"Why is this ? Because the idea of a Supreme Being

is natural to the human mind, and is spontaneously

awakened with the first beginnings of consciousness.

Theideaof The child's belief in God is, then, the assent

natLrai'to of unclouded human nature, and the spoken

word only expresses the interior aspiration of

the soul for the Infinite, its instinctive sense of the

Divine.1

The idea of God, then, presents itself at the begin

1 [Since, according to the teaching of the Scholastics, all our in

tellectual knowledge is derived primarily by abstraction from sense

objects, we have no innate or intuitive knowledge of God properly

bo called.] " Our knowledge of Him is only said to be innate in so

far as, by principles of thought which are innate, we easily perceive

that He is " (St. Thorn., Opusc. 70, Super Boeth de Trin). Cf. Bonavent.

Itinerar Ment., c. i. ssq., et in I. Dist. qu. i. sqq. The Fathers call

man BsoSiSakTos, on account of his immanent knowledge of God, in

the sense explained (Thomassin, Dogm. Theol. De Deo, L. i. c 3 tqq.).

Thus in the Constit. Apostol., viii. 12, it is said: " Thou hast given

man an innate law, vbixov l/itpvTov, so that he may have within and

by himself the seeds of the knowledge of God." firvs otnoBtr rat

trap eivroO ?xov ra <nr^uara tt}s dcuyvwaloi.
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ning of life, and, like a rainbow of peace, spans

our whole existence. The stream of time flows on,

successive generations appear and pass, but the

idea of God remains ; and the word, " I am the

Lord thy God,"1 finds a response in every human

breast.

To apprehend more clearly the evidence of the

Being of God, let us consider it as manifested—

1. In the history of the past. Threo
proofs of

2. In nature around us. God's ex

istence—
3. In the reason within us. i.Hutory.

^ a. Nature.

In every portion of the inhabited globe, every 3- Mind,

human tongue, however poor and rude, still has one

word which means God. Thus, the reply of Cicero,

spoken more than two thousand years ago, still

holds good : " No people is without faith in a Tho Idea

God, although they may be ignorant of His touidUn

nature."2 And the discovery of new worlds and

new races has only confirmed its truth. The sentiment

of religion is, then, universal. Is it therefore true ?

May it not be founded on a delusion ? The idea is

inconceivable. In the fundamental questions of life

mankind, as a whole, is never deceived.3 Its voice

is the voice of nature, and the language of truth, for

nature is truth.

1 Dent. v. 6.

3 De Leyy., i. 24. Cf. Aristotle, De Ccelo, i. 3.

3 No one man has succeeded in deceiving all men ; neither has

the universal voice of mankind ever deceived any man. "Nemo

omnes, neminem omnes fefellerunt," says Pliny the younger

(Paneyyr. "'raj. n. 62).
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But was not religion, then, the invention of priests

or statesman ? 1 Strange, indeed, were this the case.

Not in- ^e Deepest feelings of the heart cannot

invented. Nor could priests have existed

religion began ; on the contrary, it was

religion, realised and felt, as history shows us, which

called for their service. The fact that law-givers

like Midas, Solon, Lycurgus, and Numa recognise

religion as no less necessary for the stability of

the civil order, than patriotism, honour, and the like,

proves that religious belief is a living power deeply

rooted in the soul of man. Moreover, history, while

it relates the origin of the various arts and professions,

down from the time of Tubalcain, never records the

invention of religion. " When the Rationalist," says

Lotze, " traces back the origin of the State to a primi

tive compact, made in the assembly of its first citizens,

and that of language to a mutual agreement for the

use of certain sounds, as the best means of inter

communication ; when he ascribes the code of morals

partly to the universal recognition of certain rules

of conduct, which were gradually found to be useful,

partly to the teaching of instructors ; finally, when he

1 This hypothesis finds its fitting counterpart in the equally

absurd theory of Hobbes and Rousseau, that the State originated in

a "social contract." Both history and reason show that man has

never lived but in community ; to live alone he must be God or brute.

" If religion be a mere human invention," says Lactantius (De Ira.

Dei, c. x), "and we are deceived in believing in God, then the

sages of antiquity were deceived ; and great must have been the

power of lying, which could deceive not only the unlearned, but

impose on Socrates and Plato and the leaders of the first schools."
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attributes the rise of religion to man,s natural tendency

to superstition, a tendency artfully played upon by

priestcraft, the Rationalist thereby assumes as his

primary cause an organised combination, which was

itself only possible in an already advanced stage of

civilisation." *

May not, however, religion owe its birth to the awe

produced by the wonders of nature ? 2 But, firstly,

this fear, which man shares with the brute nor based

creation, is purely material and wholly distinct natural °£

from religious fear, which is founded on rever- pj,"'"t"

ence, and includes hope, love, and thanksgiving.

Secondly, if the consciousness of God did not pre

exist in the soul, how could it be evolved by the

phenomena of nature ? 3 The most powerful impres

sion of a sensible cause could never produce of itself

a supersensible effect. Unquestionably the gigantic

forces and awful catastrophes of nature do awaken

and intensify the religious sentiment, but they do

so simply because that sentiment is inherent in the

1 Microcosmos, iii. p. 54.

2 Thus an anonymous writer in Petronius : " Fear first made

Gods to be." So also Raynal, Hume, H. Voss, in the last century ;

and in this, Vogt and Strauss (Her alte und neue Glaube, p. 95, 6th

Edition, 1873).

3 "By calling God Lord, Master, Father, man shows that his idea

of God is not the result of fear. It is also noticeable that music,

poetry, dancing, and the other arts have always been employed in

Divine worship, and so inseparable is the idea of rejoicing from

that of a festival that the word " feast " is everywhere synonymous

with a religious solemnity " (De Maistre, Soirees de S. Petersbury).

" If thou art a God," said the Scythians to Alexander, " thou must

show it by doing good, not evil" (Quint. Curt'ms, vii. 8).
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human mind. And herein we understand how men

came to worship nature ; how in myth and fable the

elements became gods and goddesses, as man saw

embodied in them his innate idea of the Divine.

This is so even in fetichism, the most debased form

of religion, which worships a separate deity in each

external object, without connection or unity. In

these early stages of development, where man scarce

reflects and his imagination is actuated almost entirely

by outward impressions, he seeks the Divine in the

immediate objects around him. The rationalist theory,

then, is founded upon the completely false assumption

The™ that man,s primitive state was savage,1 his

natural religion polytheistic, and that he has advanced

therefrom by a necessary law of development

to civilisation and belief in God. Were this so, were

man by nature savage and destined to advance from bar

barism to civilisation,he would display a constantnatural

tendency to progress, whereas the exact contrary is the

fact. The nearer man approaches to the savage state,

the more hopeless is his intellectual stagnation. The

wandering tribes which were found scattered on the

confines of the ancient world have not advanced one

step towards civilisation. The natives of those shores

1 No trace of man in this pretended state of nature has ever

been found : the lowest type of savage displays, on the contrary, the

vices most opposed to natural development—polygamy, drunken-

cess, impurity— and before any contact with European races,

numerous diseases and a gradually decreasing population. Rous

seau,s ideal men of nature (retoumons li la nature), like the gorilla-

man of to-day, are pure figments of the imagination (Cf. Waitz,

AntJtrofol., i. p. 160; p. 336, ct passim).
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visited by Nearchos, an admiral of Alexander the Great,

are now what they were two thousand years ago. It

is the same with the savages described by Agathar-

cides more than a century before the Christian era,

and by Knight Bruce in our own day. Ages have

passed over these populations without any sign of pro

gress, inventions, or improvement.1

But, further, not only is the savage indifferent to

civilisation, he shows a deliberate preference for bar

barism, "He sees," says De Maistre,2 "our Bl,tmau

arts, laws, refinement, enjoyments of all Md'chai

kinds, and our incontestable superiority, which

would excite envy in minds susceptible of such a

feeling ; but to him civilisation offers no attractions,

and he ever returns to his like. If, then, the savage

of to-day, who can compare—as he often can—

the two states, remains immovable in his own, what

1 Benjamin Constant chcz Deschamps, Le Christ ct hi Antichrists.

5 Soir/!es de S. Petersbury, ii. p. 17. " As to the usual empirical

explanations of the origin of religion," remarks Schelling, "some

ascribe the first idea of God to fear, gratitude, or other emotions

of the soul, and see in it a mere psychological phenomenon ;

others ascribe it to priestcraft ; but all fail to explain how any

man could have conceived the idea of constituting himself the law

giver of a nation, or of making use of religion to inspire terror,

unless he derived these ideas from a source external and prior

to himself. Among the many false and inane works of recent

times, these so-called histories of the primitive race of man are

pre-eminent ; for their theories of the original condition of man

are based upon the accounts of travellers, and their descriptions

of the characteristics of savage tribes, in which these savages play

the principal part. There is, then, no phase of barbarism which has

not originated in a debased civilisation. Man, in his pure natural

state, believed in God ; nor was this belief founded on a myth ,

(Vorlesunyen iibcr die Mcthode dcs Acadcmitchcn Studiums, p. 167)
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possible ground is there for supposing that he should

have deliberately issued therefrom to adopt a con

dition of life of which he was wholly ignorant ?

Society, then, is as ancient as man, and the savage can

only be man degraded and chastised. Indeed, the fact

seems manifest to any man of common sense, not bent

on sophistry." " The grand fable of God and the life

to come," says a recent philosophical writer,1 " would

never have been so widely spread or firmly maintained

had it been but a fable." Truth and error are alike

Pro a transmitted from age to age, but with this

difference, that, while there is no limit to the

spread of truth, error inevitably finds its term.

Thus propagation serves the cause of truth, but

is fatal to that of error. No doctrine can endure

unless it be based on realities and correspond to the

true need of man. In proportion, therefore, to its

duration and spread, error necessarily comes into

acuter conflict with the nature of things, and as its

baneful consequences are more fully realised, the more

certain becomes its doom. Hence we see false systems

expire in succession, while truth, strengthened and

confirmed by the benefits it confers, ever wins new

conquests. Thus the efficaciousness of a principle

proves its existence, though the principle be in itself

undemonstrable, and its nature seldom if ever fully

understood. Now belief in the existence of God is

diffused throughout the nations of the world, as every

Fechner, Die drei Motive und Griinde da Glaubens, p. 62 ;

Leipzig, 1863.
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page of history proves. We trace the descent of this

belief from primitive times, and watch its unbroken

course through subsequent ages. Thus seen, it every

where appears as a natural growth, not only among

races capable of the highest civilisation, but amongst the

most debased savages ; and this belief gains more than

it loses with every advance in civilisation, and every

stage in the development of human nature. Amid the

strife of conflicting opinions this fundamental belief

maintains its supremacy, and remains ever the one

universal bond of union among human beings. The

vitality, then, of this belief, its absolute indepen

dence of space and time, are a clear proof of its

truth.

Let us now consider some of the alleged instances

of races wholly without religion. According to Bur-

meister,1 among the Coroados, the early rulers Allegcd

of Rio de Janeiro, there is no sign that the need ""atheist

of religion was ever felt. The South American

savage has no religious notions ; he submits to be bap

tized, without understanding what it means. Haskarl

relates that among the aborigines of Australia the idea

of a Creator or moral Governor of the world is unknown,

and all attempts to instruct them in this truth end

in a senseless jargon of words, or come to a dead stop.

But of what weight are these isolated instances? As

to the facts, the observations of travellers are often

so superficial, and their accounts so uncertain, that

they may reasonably be questioned from more than one

1 Quoted by Buchner, Force and Matter, p. 185.
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point of view.1 Again, European inquirers often judge

of these races by their own religious standard, which

has nothing in common with that of savages. Religion

in the savage usually takes the form of fear of evil

spirits.2 Thus Waitz writes : " It is true that belief in

God in the sense of civilised nations is not found among

all peoples, that is, belief in higher beings who dispose

of all things here below at their will. But if we under

stand by religious belief the conviction of the existence

of mysterious, and for the most part unseen, powers

whose will is able to interfere in manifold ways with the

course of nature, so that man,s destiny depends upon

their favour, we may then safely conclude that every

nation has some kind of religion. But among

found, th« races in the lowest grade of civilisation religion
result is

degrada- is little more than a general belief in spirits,
tion. ° , _ '

although we must not overlook the religious

element, which it undoubtedly contains." 3 Tylor tells

us that, "judging from the mass of evidence before

1 In his Philosophy of Mytholoyy Schelling singles out Azara,s testi

mony as exceptionally worthy of credit. The " Savants " of the

last century travelled in quest of a race of atheists, which has

not yet been discovered. The saying of Artemidorus, the learned

author of the Treaty of Dreams, still holds good : " There exists

no nation without God ; some honour Him in one way, some in

another" ^QveipaKpmK&v, i. 9).

3 Anthropoloyie der H'aturvolker, i. p. 324 : " We always find some

kind of priestcraft or witchcraft, some belief in the influence of

evil spirits, and in the power of their fetiches" (/aid., i. p. 322,

sq. ). On the natives of New Holland see Quatrefages, Revue des

Deux Morvies, 1860, p. 829; 1861, p. 354. Of. Ausland, 1862, p.

471, on the Andaman islanders, supposed formerly to have no

religion.

3 Anlhropoloyie der Naturviilker, i. 324.
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us, we are forced to admit that the belief in spiritual

beings is universal among the lower types of huma

nity ; whilst the contrary assertion is based on modern

sources more or less untrustworthy. For the state

ment that there are races without religion rests

upon testimony often misapplied, and never conclusive.

Such alleged instances resemble the stories of tribes

yet undiscoverd who are said to be without language,

and to be ignorant of the use of fire. That there are

races without religion is still more incredible, and both

statements are equally destitute of the proofs we have

a right to demand for conditions so exceptional." 1 So

also Max Miiller : " The real point to settle before we

adopt one or other views (the religion or irreligion of

savages) is whi.t kind of authority can be deduced from

those whose opinions we quote : did they really know

the language, and did they know it, not only sufficiently

well to converse on ordinary subjects, but to enter into

a friendly and unreserved conversation on topics on

which even highly educated people are so apt to mis

understand each other ? We want informants, in fact,

like Dr. Callaway and Dr. Bleek, men who are both

scholars and philosophers. Savages are shy and silent

in the presence of white men, and they have a super

stitious reluctance against mentioning even the names

of their gods and heroes. Not many years ago it was

supposed, on good authority, that the Zulus had no

religious ideas at all ; at present our very Bishops

(Protestant) have been silenced by their theological

1 Primitive Culture, i. p. 378.
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inquiries." l We are justified, then, in saying that as yet

we have no reliable evidence of any single nation utterly

devoid of religious sentiment. And, further, that in

those isolated groups which are wholly irreligious

their reasoning faculty is absolutely undeveloped, and

that their condition simply amounts to brutish.2 This

degradation of man to a state of brutishness and im

becility is the characteristic effect of atheism, whether

found among isolated savage tribes or individuals of

a civilised race.

When, therefore, the atheist says, " Give me proof

of your God," we simply reply, " Man from the be-

TiieUm ginning has known God, and faith in God

posies" *" is his normal possession.3 Do you disprove

this natural right of his, and show that his

faith has been one long delusion." The owner of an

immemorial inheritance has not to prove his title ; it

is for his opponent to disprove it. And this atheism

cannot do, although it may, and does, question the

evidence of history, common sense, and philosophy for

the existence of God.

But let us ask, " Have we these proofs of the

existence of God ? or are they hard to find ? I can

not see God, and yet everywhere I behold Him ;

1 Lectures on the Science of Reliyion, 1873, p. 53.

- According to Azara, the races without religion have only an

external resemblance to man, and, like the beasts of the field, are

without social organisation.

3 One of its earliest advocates (Cabanis) acknowledges that

atheism contradicts our most direct impressions and the universal

voice of mankind (Lettre sur les Causes Premidrcs. Publici par

Berard).
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wherever I go, I walk in His presence, for ' He left

not Himself without testimony., " 1 The whole creation

silently but eloquently declares the presence Proof from

of an invisible Being. " That we are obliged nature'

to prove the existence of God," says Mb'hler, " is a

sign that the Divine Image is miserably obscured

in us, but that we can prove it shows that it is not

obliterated." 2 " That which is known of God is mani

fest in them," says the Apostle, " for God hath mani

fested it unto them. For the invisible things of Him

from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being

manifested by the things that are made ; His Eternal

Power also and Divinity, so that they are inexcusable."3

1 Acts Ap. xiv. 1 6.

2 Gcsammelte Aufsiitze, ii. p. 154.

3 Kom. i. 19 sq. That the Apostle is here speaking of the

natural evidence of God is manifest. First, the words, " For the

invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are clearly

seen," are an universal affirmation, and cannot without violence

be restricted to signify only a primitive revelation. Secondly, the

Apostle here contrasts the law of Moses and the Jews, trans

gressions of their positive revelation with the natural law of the

heathen and their offences against the same (Rom. i. 21-23; "'

12-15). This law, being written in their hearts, was to them the

deepest and surest sign of their intellectual nature. Thirdly, the

Apostle refers to Wisdom xiii. i sq. (as proved by the identity

of many of his expressions), a passage which treats also of the

knowledge of God to be gained through the contemplation of nature

alone, apart from revelation. In fact, were this not so, the heathen,

with his false notions of God and nature, would have been guiltless

of sin in denying Him, and, for the same reason, he could never

have attained to faith ; for known truth can alone correct error.

Ulrici well says that "Kant,s theory that the existence of God is

incapable of proof has become widely spread, both among believers

and unbelievers. Even theologians (Protestant) concur in this view,

and imagine that by so doing they serve the faith which they pro-

-
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Now, how does nature witness to the existence

of God ? In three ways. First, the visible world

First exists ; therefore there is One by and through

Cause- Whom it exists: that is, God. Secondly, in

the visible world there is movement, activity, and life ;

therefore there exists One, from Whom all movement

and life first proceeded : that is, God. Thirdly, in the

visible world there is order ; therefore there is One

Who has designed and Who regulates this order, and

this Being is God.

Let us examine in detail this triple proof. There

is a God, from Whom the visible world and all things

in it proceed. The visible things around us,

uotaseif- and we ourselves, exist. Whence are we ?

demand a Whence are they ? We do not proceed from
Creator. J r

ourselves, for it is not long since we began to

exist. Had we proceeded from ourselves, our exist

ence must have been, not contingent, nor in time,

but necessary and eternal. Nor do the visible things

around us exist of themselves ; for if man is not self-

existent, still less are they, for they are of a lower

grade than the human intellect; they spring up and

disappear. Thus all which exists derives its being,

fess to teach. Modern theology, in so readily abandoning the proofs

of God,s existence, not only renounces its claims to be considered a

science, but uproots the very foundations of the faith, and of tho

religion, to which it belongs. Such writers do not reflect that fait h

founded upon authority presupposes faith in authority, and that

faith without solid foundation becomes a mere arbitrary subjective

assent" (GM und die Natur, Leipzig, 1862, Pref.). Cf. St. Thomas,

Comment in Epist. Paull ad. Rom., ch. i. sect. vi. Cf. Cone. Vatic.

Constit. Dojm. de Fide Calh., cap i. can. 1.

\1
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not from itself, but from another, Whose Being

originates, not in any other, but in Himself; Who is

therefore unconditional and independent of all others ;

that is, the absolute, essential, and supreme Being.

And this Being is God.1

To express the same idea in another form. There

are beings who may or may not exist ; that is to

say, possible and contingent beings : there

fore there is a Being Who always exists, and contm-
. Bent P™-

always must have existed ; that is. a neces- suppose

* au abso-

sary Being. For if a being for whom j^

existence or non-existence is possible de facto

exists, there must be a cause for his existence.

Bat he does not possess this cause in himself,

since, as a merely possible being, his non-existence

is equally possible. Therefore the cause of his

existence must be found in Another—in a neces

sary absolute Being, Who by His essence always

exists, outside of and above the world ; that is,

above the totality of these conditional beings, as an

absolute, unconditional Being, governing and limiting

all alike.2

But may there not have been an endless series of

1 In reply to Kant,s objection to this argument, Hegel well says :

" If, as Kant maintains, thought never gets beyond the region of

the senses, we must first understand how it came there. . . .

Unless we think of reason and the ideas belonging to it as indepen

dent of the material world and self-subsistent, reason has no mean

ing" ( Works, xii. p. 377). St. Thomas, Cont. Gent., i. c. 12, both states

and refutes this objection.

2 Cf. St. Thomas, S. I. Qu. ii. Art. 3.
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beings, each of which determines the other, and thus

each in turn gives and receives life ? *

This objection, however cleverly disguised under

philosophical garb or poetic images, contains a radical

Aninfi. contradiction and absurdity. For this imagi-

Hf crea- " nary unending series, being augmented by

each newly created being, gives us an infinity

of mere finite beings ; in other words, a positive total

obtained by the addition of zeros. But the objection,

apart from its essential unsoundness, simply evades,

and does not solve the question. Aristotle says 2 that

in an enumeration of causes we cannot go back to

an endless series, and must therefore necessarily admit

One First, Superior Cause, without Whom we cannot

conceive any intermediate causes. For in this imagi

nary series of determined and determining
i» a con- *

tradition causes, none can claim to be the sufficient
in terrus.

cause of another, but each is simply an inter

mediate cause. If this be true of the individuals,

it is equally true of the entire series, for the fact of

their sequence does not change their nature as merely

intermediate causes. Such a sequence is like a chain

whose first link is suspended in air, and yet must

sustain the weight of the whole. We must, then, ad

mit one independent Supreme Cause, from Whom the

whole series proceeds, and upon Whom it rests ; that

is God. Moreover, according to the above hypothesis,

1 See Moleschott,s Krcidauf dcs Lebens, where this objection is

stated.

3 Metaphys. ii. 2.
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we should have to assume as many sequences as

there are organic beings each one only producing

its like.1

But the history of the earth and of man alike

disprove the theory of a past without beginning.

" We admit with Deluc," says Saussure,2 " that the

actual condition of our terrestrial globe is not as ancient

as some philosophers had imagined." " Deluc,s
1 ' '-' Disproved

works have enlightened me as to a fact." says also by
'-> > J natural

Dolomien,3 " which I am prepared to defend, jj^0"

and which appears to me unassailable, a fact

attested by every page of history and by the phenomena

of nature, that the existing condition of our continent is

by no means ancient." " If geology proves anything,"

says Cuvier,4 " it is that the surface of our globe was

the theatre of a great and sudden revolution, not more

than five or six thousand years ago." " Philosophers,"

says Liebig,5 " have affirmed that life has had

no bemnninri ; that it has existed from all history of
man.

eternity. But scientific research has proved

that at a certain period the temperature of the

earth made organic life impossible, since at 78°

1 Czolbe actually maintains this absurdity. According to him,

all species of crystals, animals, and plants are eternal (Neue Dar-

steUuny des Sensualismu», p. 150 ss.).

2 Voyaye dcs Alpcs, s. 625.

3 Journal de Physique, i. p. 42 ; Paris, 1792.

4 Discourssurles Revolutions du Olobe, p. 342. Among recent authors

cf. Burmeister, Geschidite der Sciidpfuny, p. 270 ss. He distin

guishes three periods : man only appears in the third and last (the

diluvium). See also Quenstedt, Ejlochcn dcr Nalur, p. 61 ; Sonst

itnd Jct'-t, p. 235 ss.

5 Gazette d,Auysbury, No. 24.

F
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(2 1 2° F.) of heat the blood becomes coagulated. This

shows that organic life upon earth had a beginning."

Lucretius himself, the poet of atheism, could not but

testify to the recent origin of the human race. He

thus speaks :—

"Yet grant this heaven, this earth the heaven surrounds,

Time ne,er produced, eternal of themselves.

Whence, ere the Theban war and fate of Troy,

Have earlier bards no earlier actions sung?

Whence fell each chief unhonoured 1 and his deeds

Shut from the tablet of immortal fame?"

(De Natura Rerum, v. 338).

Historic certainty commences, indeed, among all

nations at the same period ; that is, about the eighth

century before our era,1 and we can trace historically

the first beginnings of the arts and sciences, which

have been gradually developed to their present per

fection. These facts are incompatible with an endless

series of human beings in the past ; that is, with the

eternity of the human race.2

1 In his Discours sur lcs Revolutions da Globe, Cuvier asks, " Can it

be mere chance that tradition places the origin of the Assyrian,

Indian, and Chinese Empires at the same date, about 2000 years

before Christ, or forty centuries before our own time ? Would the

ideas of nations who have so little in common be likely to agree

on this point if it were not true ? " (Du Maistre, Soirees de St. Peters-

Imry, i. 90). " The Pentateuch," says Rcnan, " records primitive

facts which bring us very near to the origin of the human race "

(Ilistolrc du Peuplc d,Israel). According to Cuvier, "it is the

oldest book in the world" (Hid., 6th Edition, p. 17i).

2 Aristotle,s opinion, that every art and science had been count

less times discovered and lost again, rests on no objective grounds,

but is the necessary consequence of his erroneous view of a timo

without beginning or end (Mctaphys., xii. 8 ; DC Cash, i. 3; Pulit.
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Let us pass on to the second proof. The universe

exists, not as a dead, inert mass, but instinct with

movement, activity, and life. The vast orbits of the

heavenly bodies, the crystals forming secretly in the

earth,s depth, the butterfly fluttering in the First

sunshine, the lion prowling in the forest, the Mover-

worm crawling in the dust, the current of thought in

the human intellect, all this is movement, and move

ment not self-caused, but received. As the will raises

the arm to sling the stone which thus hits the mark,

so through the universe a current of mechanical move

ment, of organic and intellectual life, flows constantly,

and necessarily proceeding from some first mover which

is itself unmoved.1 A hundred trucks on a rail, impelled

by a movement successively communicated from the

first, necessarily presuppose a hand and will as cause

of the original impulse ; and though the hand were

vii. 18). The antiquity ascribed to the earth, especially in the

chronology of Eastern nations, is a mythical invention, to express

the duration of their imaginary gods. So Liicken tells us (Die

Traditionen des MenschenyesMechts), and he has with him the ancient

historians, who all considered this chronology unreliable (Cicero,

De Dirin., i. 19; Diodorus, i. 26 ; Macrobius, Saturn, i. ). Real astro

nomical observations were for the first time made in Chaldea,

B.C. 721 (Humboldt, Kosmos, ii. p. 196). The antiquity of the Nile

valley Kitter places about B.C. 2960. Luxor or Thebes in Upper

Egypt must have been built about B.C. 1400. This result comes

from calculations founded on the ascertained rise in the level of

the ground, caused by the yearly deposits of the Nile floods.

1 The ancients define movement as "actus entis in potentia,

quatenus est ens in potentia " (Of. Aristotle, Physic., iii. 1. ; St. Thom.,

iniii. Physic., L. ii. ; S. Joan., Damasccn. Dialect, c. Ixi.). We under

stand by " movement " not merely change of place, but in the sense

of modern natural science, which affirms the " unity of the forces

of nature."
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unseen, we should not therefore doubt its existence.1

Who then is the Origin and Source of all that lives

and moves in the universe ? God, for God is Life, Life

itself, essential energy, essential mind.2 " How," says

Aristotle,3 " can anything be set in motion without the

existence of a motive power ? Therefore God, Who is

supreme, pure Spirit, does exist." 4

1 De Maistre, Soirtes de St. Petersbury, i. 286.

2 Actus purus.

3 Metaphys., iv. 6. Clarke, the disciple of Newton, speaking of

the attraction on which depends all movement of the heavenly

bodies—" It may be the effect of an impulse, which is certainly

not material ; but is that of an immaterial cause " (Physique de

Rohault, Latin translation by Clarke, II. c. xi. 15). " The only

Being," says Cauchy (Comptes rendus Ilebdomadaires des Stances de

I,Academic des Sciences, vol. xxi., Paris, 1845), "from whom physical

force can proceed is the necessary Being. Force is the expression

of His Will. The various forces of equilibrium and movement are

secondary causes. Universal gravitation, that is, the attraction of

two bodies in inverse proportion to the square of their distance,

is a law, which is the expression of the Divine Will." Newton him

self had said, " I by no means affirm that gravity is essential to

bodies;" and Leibnitz (Cont. Atheist.) : "Mobility, not movement,

is a property of bodies." Again: "We see that matter now follows

the infallible laws which govern it, and which maintain invariable

regularity ; but there must have been a first impulse, which ordered

all, for all time. Even those deviations from its laws which we

observe in the admirable system of the heavens attest the actual

and indefectible presence of their Creator. Everywhere we find

the supernatural, and science must be satisfied to solve certain

problems by other means than that of observation, which is im

practicable. Now, the origin of all things is one of those problems

which, under the cloak of a prudent reserve, men are afraid to

face. But this question is imperative, and to attempt to evade it

is useless" (Barthdlemy de St. Hilaire, Journal des Savants, 1862,

p. 607).

4 P. Janet, in his work, Le Matcrialisme en Allemayne, has also

made use of this proof, now discredited by certain philosophers :

" We know those laws of motion to which all bodies are subject,
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Our third proof confirms this statement. The move

ment of life which we observe throughout the universe

does not proceed from a chance or random
Argument

impulse, but is throughout ordered on a fixed j™^n

and definite design. All that exists in the

visible world, whether considered as a whole or in

each several organism, shows unmistakably adaptation

to an end. These ends form collectively a grand

teleological system. The laws of the non-organic

world subserve the existence of organic beings, each

individual of which is again ordained for the preser

vation of the whole. But order and conformity to

end reveal an ordaining and adapting Intelligence.

Therefore, the visible world is the creation of an. Intel

ligence which established all things in this order from

the first ; and this infinite Intelligence is God. This

argument from design is more readily grasped than

the direct metaphysical proofs already given, for

although man,s own intellectual life is nearer to him

than the outer world, and, as St. Augustine says,1

" Truth is found within," yet he turns first to the

life of the senses, before he withdraws within to con

template himself. Thus, in Greek philosophy, physics

preceded ethics ; for Socrates " first brought philosophy

but not their cause. If we say gravitation is this cause, we only

give it a name without defining its essence. Gravitation alone does

not explain the courses of material bodies, since there must be

some independent force which gives the first impulse " (B. Cotta,

Qeuloyie der Geyenwart, p. 32l).

1 "In teipsum redi, in interiori homine habitat veritas" (Dt

Vera Reliyinne, c. 39).
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from heaven to earth," and epic poetry, which is the

poetic representation of the outer world, came before

lyric poetry, which represents the inward life.

But atheism contends that this order and conformity

to design, manifested throughout nature, is but the

result of chance.1 What, then, is chance ? A word,

and nothing more—the x of our sums, a conven

tional sign, employed to signify an unknown quantity.

To make, then, chance a cause, to the exclusion of

the true Cause, is to set up an empty negation as the

order of cause of existence and order, and to affirm a

uotfortui- fact without a cause.2 " If the fortuitous con

currence of atoms," says Cicero, " could create

the universe, why has it never produced a temple, a

1 " But from this boundless mass of matter first

How heaven, and earth and ocean, sun and moon,

Rose in nice order now the Muse shall tell ;

For never, doubtless, from result of thought

Or mutual compact could primordial seeds

First harmonise, or move with powers precise,

But countltss crowds, in countless manners urged

From time eternal, by intrinsic weight

And ceaseless repercussion, to combine

In all the possibilities of forms

Of actions and connections, and exert

In every change some effort to create,

Reared the rude frame at length—abruptly reared,

Which, when once gendered, must the basis prove

Of things sublime ; and whence eventual rose

Heaven, earth and ocean, and the tribes of sense "

(Lucretius, Book V., v. 43i).

2 Hence even Democritus said, " Only the ignorant ascribe things

to chance, for in reality there is no such thing " (Stobaeus, Ecloy.

Ethic, p. 344). No better answer was ever made to the mechanical

theory of nature.
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portico, a city, or house, the construction of any of

which objects would be far more simple ? " 1 " The

perfect harmony which we find in all parts of the

universe," says Madler, " proves the existence of a

volition, intelligent, self-conscious, and free in its

action ; e.y., the comets are irrefragable signs that

an All-wise, Almighty Being governs the universe." 2

Agassiz 3 tells us that " the world is the manifestation

of an Intelligence as mighty as it is productive ; of a

Goodness as infinite as it is wise ; furnishing thereby

the clear evidence of the existence of a personal God,

Creator of all things, Ruler of the universe, Dispenser

of all good."

The assertion of some atheists, that the forces and

laws of nature are necessarily in action, is simply

another subterfuge. Strauss 4 argues, " We have sariiy

no right to conclude that because man cannot

produce a work requiring the adaptation of means

to an end without consciously aiming at that end,

therefore such works in nature must be similarly

produced ; that is, by an intelligent Creator. For," ho

rejoins, " nature herself proves that her adapted

work does not imply conscious intelligence in ofnatu-

the worker." But. on the contrary, this neces- proof of
lawgiver.

sarily fixed action of the forces of nature,

and conformity to their purpose, are an additional

argument for the existence of a cause which has deter

1 De Natura Rerum, L. ii.

2 Die Kometen.

* Ueber diefossllen Flsche, i. p. 171.

4 Der alle und dcr neve Glcmltc, p. 117.
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mined this fixedness and conformity.1 Nor can the

result be ascribed, as others say, to different products,

resulting from differentiated motive forces ; for who,

or what, differentiated these forces, so as to produce

these different effects, each of which expresses a

different idea ? Who so ordered this marvellous

variety, that the most perfect harmony arises there

from?2

Again, Strauss appeals to the instincts of animals :

" Just as instinct is an action which seeins directed to

a known end, and yet is not so, so also it is
Animals . _" .

endowed with the works of nature. Now, instinct
with in-
intern "r not omly sevns, but is conformable to its end.

1=!™? Instinct works with known and determined

iiiiteiiigeut purpose, although the animal is as unconscious

of it as the plant is unconscious of the purpose

of its growth. The brute,s and the plant,s uncon

sciousness of their purposes in creation simply proves

that they did not appoint them.4 Man acts with an

end, and is conscious of so acting. And as, accord

1 Cf. Trendelenburg, Loyiselte Untcrsuchunyen, ii. p. 24.

2 Cf. Ibid., p. 26 : " Atoms are to the different organisms what the

letters of the alphabet are to Homer,s Iliad ; their proximate and

material cause (causa efficiens et materialis), but not their adequate

cause (causa finalis et formalii) ; and the adequate cause alone made

the poem and the body what they are. That cause was, in one

case, the idea in the poet,s mind, preceding the poem ; in the other,

the idea in the mind of the Creator, preceding the organism, and

determining that which was in itself indifferent."

3 Der alte und dir neue Qlaube, 1873, p. 117.

4 " These things, which are without knowledge, only tend to their

end by direction of some agent, who has both knowledge and intelli

gence, as the arrow directed by the archer " (S. I., Qu. ii. Art. 3).
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ing even to the materalists, man himself is a part of

nature, his designed action is surely evidence of design

in nature,s works.

Plato declares that it is a prejudice of the ignorant

multitude " to believe that all students of astronomy

or science are prone to deny the Gods, because they

ascribe everything to the action of necessary laws,

without the intervention of an intelligent free Cause ;

but that, in fact, the exact opposite is true, namely,

that the soul is the first and most ancient of all

existences, the original source of movement and order.

Even in primitive times, those who investigated this

matter more closely surmised, what is now firmly

established, that it would be impossible for soulless

bodies, devoid of intelligence, to preserve such regular

uniformity, and an order so accurately determined.

And some found courage to express their conviction

that this perfect ordering of all things under heaven

must be the work of a Supreme Intelligence." 1

Again it is argued, " that the order which reigns in

the world proves at most the existence of an Archi

tect, who fashions all with materials ready pre- Form of

pared to his hand, not that of a Creator, to not ace!?

whose idea all is subject, or who is the abso- bntenen-
' tial, shows

.
tentmn-

intentional form of things in nature is not acci- alis-"

dental or external ; it is their interior, essential, and

substantial form ; i.e., their very idea, nature, and

1 De Lcyy, xii. p. 967 ; ApolOj. Socrat., p. 18.

2 Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, p. 100.
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essence ; and is, consequently, absolutely inalienable

from the things themselves. It does not merely belong

to them ; it is within them ; one with them ; and is

inalienably identified with the idea we form of them.1

Thus conformity to design is the essential mark of an

organism, without which it cannot be conceived. And

as He Who determined the form determined also the

essence—for we are speaking of essential forms—this

same Being must be not merely the Architect, but

the Creator of the world.2

But is it indeed true that order and design prevail

throughout the universe ? Nature presents a very

incongruous scene, a mixture of good and bad. When

the rains and sunshine of spring have so fittingly

developed the germs and blossoms, what more in

congruous than a destructive frost ? 3 But does our

ignorance of the purpose of one particular event destroy

the evidence of harmony and design offered by the

1 "To nh yap n elrri Kla TO oC evcKa. ev «m " (Aristotle, Physic, ii. 7. )

2 " The natural necessity inherent in those things which are

determined to one type, is a Divine impress directing them to that

end, just as the necessity by which the arrow is directed to a

determined mark is impressed, not by the arrow, but by the

archer. There is, however, this difference : the Divine impress

gives creatures their nature ; the human impress only acts violently

on the nature already created" (S. I., Qu. ciii. Art i).

"Art," says Buffon, "finds its models in the works of nature:

all man,s inventions are only rude imitations of what nature has

created in perfection" (vol. ix. p. 12).

3 Strauss, Glaubensleltre, ii. p. 3^4. " The untoward events or

failure of purpose in the history of individuals and of nations is a

subject largely made use of by Voltaire in his well-known satires

against Divine Providence" (Candide, The Earthquake of Lisbon,

&c.). C/. S. T., Qu. xxii. Art. 2. nd. 2.
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universe as a whole ? "A chronometer," says De

Maistre, " found by some savage in the forests

of America, is as clear a proof to him of the imtted m
parts for

skill and intelligence of its maker as it is to e°°&°i
0 whole.

the greatest astronomer." What to our limited

vision and individual interests appears incongruous,

finds its purpose when viewed in relation to creation

at large ? " All is ordered," says St. Augustine,1

" in subservience and conformity to the completeness

and beauty of the universe as a whole, so that details,

which, viewed individually, seem incongruous, in their

relation to the whole are found therewith to be in

perfect harmony." Nor do we contend that this

general conformity to design is always evident ; still

less, that its final purpose is the immediate and

suitable provision of the wants of man,s daily life.

We only say that the world, as a whole, affords un

mistakable evidence of design and harmony ; and, as

Vanini remarks, " this design, seen in a blade of grass,

presupposes an All-wise and Almighty Creator." The

apparent imperfections in single organisms may be

necessary for the preservation of the whole, which

is the primary end of nature.2 Many germs of life

1 De Vera Rdiyione, xi. 76. He compares those things in the

world of whose purpose we are ignorant to the implements in a

workshop whose use we do not know. Only a fool, he adds, would

therefore infer that they are useless (In. Gen., i 16).

2 " God, nature, and every agent, of whatever kind, acts for what

is best for the whole, not for what is best for each part, except in

order to the whole. . . . Thus many good things would cease to be

if God forbade any evil to exist. Thus fire is only generated by
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perish because their unlimited production would entail

the destruction of all.1 " In very few years," says

Bertbolt, " insects, at their rapid rate of increase,

The bene- wou^ multiply a milliardfold, and strata

Btm"tinn would be formed of the bodies of worms and

o msec . grjibg. Swarms of winged insects would

obscure the atmosphere. The sea and rivers would

overflow with shoals of fish ; and on land the increase

of prolific swarms of reptiles, birds, and quad

rupeds would be enormous." 2 Karl E. v. Baer

justly remarks3 that the idea of a waste of vital

force, such as P. A. Lange advocates,4 is only the

result of judging the working of nature by the

standard of human action. The energy of nature

depends upon universal forces and relations, whose

result is secured by their very universality. When

the plants are refreshed by rain, we must not think

it wasted if it falls also on dusty roads, barren rocks,

or dry watercourses. For it is thus nature produces

a wealth of germs, especially among the Cryptogamia

and the lower types of animal life, which are exposed

to many perils, in order, by their extraordinary pro

ductivity, to preserve them from extinction ; whilst,

at the same time, she sets limits to their excessive

increase.

corruption of air, and the lion preserves his life only by the destruc

tion of the ass " (S. I., Qn. xlviii. Art. 2).

1 Heer, Die Urwclt der Schweitz.

* Die Hemchaft der Zwechnassigkeit in der Nulur, 1877, p. 92.

* Sludien aus dem Gebitte der Natunoissenschnft, Part ii.

* Qesch. des Materialismus, ii. p. 248.
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Even Huxley's theory requires teleology as a com

plement to a purely mechanical explanation of the

universe. " The whole creation, living and
. Huxley

not living, is the result of the mutual inter- andLyeii
D7 on design.

action, according to definite laws, of the forces

possessed by the molecules of which the primitive

nebulosity of the universe was composed. If this be

true, it is no less certain that the existing world lay,

potentially, in the cosmic vapour ; and that a sufficient

intelligence could, from a knowledge of the properties

of the molecules of that vapour, e.g., have predicted

the state of the fauna of Britain in 1869, with as

much certainty as we can say what will happen to the

vapour of the breath on a cold winter's day. . . . The

teleological and the mechanical views of nature are

not necessarily mutually exclusive. On the contrary,

the more purely a mechanist the speculator is, the

more firmly does he assume a primordial molecular

arrangement, of which all the phenomena of the

universe are the consequence." 1 Again, Lyell says :

" In whatever direction we pursue our researches,

we discover everywhere the clear proofs of a creative

Intelligence, and of His foresight, wisdom, and power.

As geologists, we learn that it is not only the present

condition of the globe that is suited to the accommo

dation of myriads of living creatures, but that many

former states also were adapted to the organisation

and habits of former races of beings. The disposition

of the seas, continents, and islands, and the climates,

1 The Academy, vol. i. p. 13, 1869.
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have varied, the species likewise have been changed,

and yet they have all been so modelled on types

analogous to those of existing plants and animals as

to indicate throughout a perfect harmony of design

and unity of purpose." * This principle of design is

also displayed in the science of anatomy. Recent

discoveries show that the construction of the ligaments

which support and keep in place the human thigh-bone

exactly corresponds to the rules of modern mechanics,

founded on mathematical laws of strain and resistance

as now applied to railways.2

But a Creator implies an Almighty Being. To

bridge over the yawning abyss between nothing and

existence is the prerogative of God alone.3 The finite

and contingent being is dependent upon and limited

by matter, which he forms, fashions, and

» DivSe shapes ; but he does not create that which

act

already existed in substance ; his own essence

being conditional, his action is also necessarily con

ditioned thereby.4 How, then, are we to repre-

1 Prlncifks of Geoloyy, ii. 613, 1868.

3 Cf Verkandlunyen. der physikalisch mcdicinischcn Gesdlschqft in

Wiirzbury, 1872, p. 142.

3 "To have been created simply denotes the transition from

nothing to being " (NViilum iui ct subjecti).

4 " God," says St. Thomas, " is pure activity (arjcns tanlum), and

absolutely free in His action (S. I., xliv. 4). He has no end to

gain or lose, and no limit as to His power. Finite causes are not

simply active, but both active and passive, because dependent on

the end they desire to attain, and limited by the matter on which

they act. To this idea of God, as the Supreme Being, pure activity,

essential mind, corresponds creation, that is, a free creation, which

is solely the effect of the Divine Will and Goodness. Only because
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sent to ourselves the creative power of God ? We

conceive, recognise, and assume it, for thus far

we are necessarily led by external things : but we

can never represent ifc, as it is in itself;

for the finite mind can only represent to prehen-
* , idble to

itself that which is within its sphere, and the cre»-
1 ' ture.

has entered within the range of its visible

phenomena. " We shall never discover," says an

able writer,1 " how essence or existence is called into

being. Had we to create a world, the solution of

<his problem would be important for us ; but as we

have only to do with what already exists, we are ready

to admit that all being is a mystery, whose eternal 2

existence we have to take for granted, but whose

origin we simply acknowledge as a fact without being

able to fathom the manner of its production." " State

umana gente al quia?" was the wise saying of the poet.

The axiom of the Epicureans, " From nothing,

nothing is made," which our modern philosophers

quote so triumphantly, is of no real weight. As an

argument against the theory of creation, its strength

rests only in the imagination, which substitutes phan-

creation was out of nothing is God the First, Absolute, and Essential

Cause of all things ; and since He is this, Creator is His exclusive

attribute. "The most universal effects must always be referred to

the most universal and primary causes. But, amongst all effects,

the most universal is being itself, which can, therefore, only be

the effect of the First and most universal Cause ; and this Cause is

God" (S. I., Qu. xlv. Art. 5). Therefore, to speak of a secondary

creative power is a contradiction in terms.

1 Lotze, Medieinische Psycholoyic, p. 152.

2 Christian philosophy admits only one eternal Being, the Creator

Himself.
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tasms for intellectual ideas, and then represents crea-

tion as the act by which this imaginary no-
" Out of 'J a J

lathing is thing is changed into the universe, just as the

JUerefy earth itself, by the organic process of assimila-

istenceTf tion, is changed into flowers and fruits. Hence,

prior to if the phrase "out of nothing" means pre-exist-
creutiou. . ....

ing matter, which is transformed into and has

become the world, the axiom, "Out of nothing, nothing

is made," is true, and it does not require any great

acuteness to apprehend this. But the phrase, " God

created the world out of nothing," was employed to

exclude any idea of pre-existing matter, and it is by

a direct perversion of its sense that " nothing " can be

understood as the matrix, origin, and matter of being.1

Let us now consider how reason within us, as well

in. Proof as tne external world and history, bears wit-

human™ ness to the existence of God.

In the previous chapter we have shown

that the first principles of our reason regulate all our

Truth ob intellectual acts and beget all our knowledge,

andYmfc"- whether mental or moral. The primary ideas

of"then* of logic, mathematics, metaphysics, and ethics

are objectively true, and are not merely

the product of any individual mind. Whence,

then, comes their truth ? Is it the work of our

1 " When we say that anything is made out of nothing, we mean

to deny the existence of any material cause" (S. I., Qu. xlv. Art. j).

"When we affirm," says St. Augustine, "that God created the

world out of nothing, we do not thereby grant that nothing has

any existence, but we simply mean to distinguish the Divine

Essence from the essence of created things " (Op. Impcrf. Cont.

Julian., v. 3i).
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reason ? No ! For " if I had created truth," says

St. Augustine, " I might say ' my truth., " But

who has ever said this ? l " Truth is not mine, or

thine ; nor does it belong to a third person, but is

common to us all. Thou callest us, 0 God, to fellow

ship in the truth, and thus Thou teachest us, not to

regard truth as our private possession, lest we should

be deprived of it.2 For he who desires that as his

property, which belongs to all, is driven from what is

in common to his own, that is, from truth to a lie ;

for he who ' speaketh a lie speaketh of his own., " s

Nor can we say that that only is true which is

conformable to our reason ; for truth is eternal. That

the whole is greater than the part, that we must do

good and avoid evil, would still be true even if our

reason, or other created reason, had no existence ; just

as light exists whether the eye sees it or not. Truth,

then, is not a product of reason, but reason was

given for the understanding of truth. Once granted

a created reason, the reasonableness or essence of this

reason consists in its apprehending truth ; just as the

material eye needs but to open in order to see light,

because it is organised for sight. And thus truth is

a law above and prior to reason, nor can reason

renounce truth without falling away from itself and

becoming irrational.

1 Conf«Siio,H, xii. 25.

2 " Ut nnlimua earn habere privatam ne privemur ea."

3 John viii. 44. Heraclitus had before pointed out that the isola.

tion of thought, the result of breaking away from the objective Divine

Keason, is the root of all error. Cf, Sextus, Empiric., vii. 133.

U
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Whence, then, is truth, and where is its abode ?

Does it abide in those things which we call true ? Not

so ; for these things appear and vanish, whilst

tetenTta*" truth remains for ever unchangeable and eter-

which arj nal. Things are contingent ; they can either

contin" i "

gent, be or not be ; but truth must necessarily be.

while "

truth ta jfad a geometrical figure never existed, the
absolute ' ; - ' '

eternal- propositions of geometry would still hold;

and when we call a past action good, or

demonstrate a geometrical proposition by a figure,

we only apply to the reality the measure of the idea

which existed prior to, and external to that reality,

and which, independently of it, is true.

Or does truth exist of and by itself? This is im

possible ; for what is truth apart from and external to

the reason which perceives it, or what is thought with

out the thinking mind? Truth, then, presupposes

one universal supreme reason, in and through which

the fundamental truths of the intellect are clearly

manifest in their unity and connection. This supreme

and primal reason, the prototype and principle of

human intelligence, is not merely a mental abstrac

tion, for it would not then be independent of our

minds or constitute the law of thought. Moreover, a

mere abstraction has no real existence outside the

mind; it is non ens? a mere nullity; and, as such,

1 "An abstract universal includes two ideas: the nature of the

thing itself, e.g., man, and the universal idea abstracted therefrom,

e.g., humanity. The nature exists only in sinyulars (i.e., in living

men) ; the universal idea abstracted from the nature is in the mind "

(S. I., Qu. Ixxxv. Art. 2, ad.).
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could never be the source of truth and reason. But

as truth exists, though it exists only in the mind, as

the mind is its sole habitat, therefore eternal
, and

truth demands an Eternal Mind, a Supreme "J^*"™

Intelligence, as its basis. And this Supreme ^^me

Intelligence is God. God is Truth, and Truth Listing

is God. And the fundamental ideas of the

human reason constitute the image, the reflection of

the Divine Reason in the human mind.1

" The necessary truths of reason," says St. Thomas,2

" are eternal truths ; not that what is eternal can

exist apart from God, but because they exist from all

eternity in the Divine Mind." He elsewhere 3 demon

strates most forcibly the existence of God as supreme

1 Even Plato recognises this when he says : " On the extreme

limits of the intelligent world we find the idea of Good. Though

scarcely perceptible, when once distinguished we recognise it as

the source of all beauty and goodness, of all truth and reason, in

the world of intelligence ; as it is of light, and of the luminaries

which give light in the visible world" (De Repub., vii. 517). And

again : " In its upward flight the soul contemplates justice, wisdom,

and science ; not science as subject to change, and different in dif

ferent beings, but science as it exists in Him Who is the one

self-existent Being " (J'hcedr., p. 27). " La vraie raison et essentielle

loge dans le sein de Dieu ; c,est 1U sou glte et sa retraite ; c,est de

IJi qu,elle part, quand il plait it Dieu nous en de'partir quelques

rayons" (Montaigne, Essais, ii. 4i). "All these created goods must

be good by reason of some one good, and that the Good itself. All

other goods are more or less good, in so far as they participate in

that one Good, which is itself the supreme and highest Good " (St.

Anselm, Monaloy., cap. i.). Cf. Ibid., cap. xviii. ; De Verit, cap. x.

13. We find the same proof in Aristotle, Schol., p. 487, Edit, de

Berlin., De Ccdo., i. 9.

2 S. I., Qn. x. Art. 3.

3 Qucest. Disp. Qucest. Unica de Sp. Creat., Art, 10.

209559
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reason. " We must necessarily admit," says he, " an

Intelligence higher than the human mind, upon which

asl3 its knowledge depends; for all that belongs

"y0^" to anything by participation must exist in

homas, anotner jn essence and cause. Now, the

human mind does not know by its essence ; otherwise

it would be pure intelligence ; but it is intelligent

only as regards one of its faculties, that of knowledge.

There must then exist something which is intelligent

wholly and essentially according to its nature, from

which the intellectual faculty of the mind proceeds,

and on which it depends. Moreover, act must always

be prior to the faculty or potentiality of action ; what

is perfect must always precede the imperfect. But

at first the mind has only the faculty of knowledge,

and its knowledge is imperfect, since in this life it

never knows all. Thus we must admit the existence

of a reason superior to human reason, which knows

all and is in full possession of all truth." l " We know,

then, all things in God. He is the measure by which

we estimate and measure all in His Truth which

Augus- He has communicated to us." As St. Augus

tine says : " Ideas are the enduring proto

types and unchanging forms of things, not created,

1 So also Aristotle, Metaphys., xii. 7 : " The first is not the seed

(the simply possible, the imperfect), but the perfect." And Plato,

De Leyy., xiii. : "The leader precedes him who is led; the guide

him who is guided." And Descartes, Medit., p. 18 : " It is manifest

to reason that there must be, at least, in the efficient and total

cause whatever is found in the effect."

2 S. I., Qu. xii. Art. I1.
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but eternal, and therefore the ever-true exemplars

of the Divine Intelligence. They know neither birth

nor death, but all that is born or dies is modelled on

them. . . . But where thinkest thou ideas can dwell

save in the Mind of the Creator ? " 1

Man, howover, is not mere intelligence. He is

also, and in an especial manner, as we have seen, a

moral agent. As truth is the law of his
i ' -i « i -i- Man also

understanding, so the idea of moral good is amoral
°' . ° agent.

the law by which he judges every act in

himself and in others, and estimates its moral merit.

And this law is objective and inflexible, independent

of, nay, often opposed to, self-interest, and superior to

the attractions or repugnances which the senses feel to

merely natural good or evil. Again, this law is mani

fested to us, not as a theory of morals, but as a rule of

life, which enforces its precepts by the sense

of obligation it imposes on the will. This science1

...-.-,..« ... witnesses

law is universal, admits ot no exception, is to amoral

unchangeable and eternal in its sense and

application; obedience to its precepts brings its own

1 Q.Q. Div. Ixxxiii. Qu. 46. Bossuet justly remarks, (Euwe»,

Paris, 1841, Tom. i. p. 79 : " Supposing we were the only intelligent

beings in the world, we should still be, with our imperfect intelli

gence, of more value than all other things, which are wholly brutal

and stupid. It would then ever remain incomprehensible how this

intelligent part could have sprung from an unintelligent whole, for

intelligence cannot be born of what is brutal and senseless. Hence

we must admit one perfect intelligence, from which all else receives

its measure and faculty of intelligence." Bossuet states St. Thomas,s

argument in various ways, and always with equal acuteness and

power.
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reward, their violation its own punishment, as our

conscience constantly bears witness.1

" A God doth whisper softly in our hearts,

Softly, yet audibly, doth counsel us,

Both what we ought to seek and what to shun."

•—TASSO, iii. 2.

Whence, then, come the laws of the moral order ?

Whence is conscience ? It is not the work of man,

for man,s creations are transient, and conscience exists

always and everywhere ; conscience is within man,

not by his own act, but in spite of him, and against

his will. Or is this moral law the creation of human

wi.ich as reason ? Reason recognises but does not

and h"L- create truth, whether metaphysical or moral ;

pendent, gtin less can it ]eg;slate for fae will. A law

can only be promulgated by a superior, and man can

not be at once superior and subject. Moreover, every

1 The ancients expressed themselves admirably upon the power

of conscience—e.y., Tacitus, Annal., vi. 6, and Suetonius, Vita

Neroni, c. 3+: "And yet he could not endure the consciousness of

his crime, and often confessed that he was tormented by the imaye

of his mother, by the blows of the Furies, and by burning torches."

And Cicero, Pro Roscio Amerino, c. xxiv. : " A man,s chief torturer is

his own fraud and error. His own crime is that which torments

him and drives him mad. His own evil thoughts and conscience

are the terror of his soul." Cf. iEschylus, Chcephor, 1010-1062 ;

Euripides, Orestes, 284-292; and Juvenal, Satir., xiii. 190-250. The

law of Manu says : "Sinners flatter themselves that none see them ;

but the Gods see them, and the spirit which lives in them : the

greatest Deities of heaven know the acts of all creatures. If thou

sayest, ,I am alone with myself,, there dwells perpetually in thy

innermost soul that Supreme Being who is the attentive and silent

witness of all good and evil. This judge, who dwells within thy

koul, is a stern judge, an inexorable avenger."
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act of legislation is an act of the will. Reason, then,

cannot create the moral law ; it is not self-governing,

autonomous, nor its own lawgiver, but only the herald

by which the supreme pre-existing law is promulgated

to the mind.

If, then, right and justice are not mere empty

terms, if the moral order be indeed man,s most

precious possession, it must emanate, not from cau orj ^

the finite intellect, but from a Supreme Law- ^Slewm

giver, Who is Himself the moral Ideal and ° ,

moral Good. And this is God, "Who alone is good," l

Whose goodness is the source of all that is good, just

as His truth is the source of all that is true.

We have, then, demonstrated the existence of God

in three ways—from history, nature, and the human

mind. Since, then, God exists, What is God ? Must

our knowledge of Him be only a vague, undefined,

and undefinable sentiment such as the poet describes?2

1 St. Matt. xix. 17 :" One is good, God."

2 " Who can name Him, and, knowing what He says,

Say, , I believe in Him ? , And who can feel,

And with self-violence to conscience,

Hardening his heart, say, , I believe Him not 1 ,

And does not all that is, seen and unseen,

Mysterious all, around thee, and within,

Untiring agency, press on thy heart and mind !

Fill thy whole heart with it, and when thou art

Lost in the consciousness of happiness,

Then call it what thou wilt.

Happiness! Heart! Love! God!

I have no name for it—Feeliny is all,

Name, sound and smoke,

Dimming the glass of heaven."

—GOETHE, Faust, Ft. I. chap. iii. 3090-3115.
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True, it was through our feelings that God first

revealed Himself, when, in the dawning conscious

ness of our childhood, the secret presage of the

Infinite thrilled through our souls. But man is

given intelligence that he may seek out and bring to

light what is at first but a vague feeling, and that

he may set in definite terms his primal, mysterious

notion of God. He must find that Being, who is

within him ; he must grasp as far as possible

nuknow- that truth, which is the object of his know

ledge. Nor is the task above him. The

Creator is, indeed, unutterable by human lips, and

incomprehensible to the finite mind, but none the less

He can bo known, inadequately indeed, but in truth.

Thus it is we have recognised God as the " I am, Who

am," the one self-existent, necessary, and absolute

Though Being. God is Infinite, because bound neither

Ilia""? by condition nor limit, but not indefinite, in

defi0ite. ^ genso Of an empf;y abstraction, who has

no personal existence, nor as the sum and aggregate of

all finite existences, for then He would be not One

Being, but many. Rather, He is Infinite, because He

is the Absolute Being, the Source of all existence.

And from this Source flows that Being, which He

communicates in limited measure to creatures, from

whom again, by reason of their limitation, He, the

Infinite, is essentially distinct.1

1 Thus God is not the universal, indeterminate Being of Pan-

thei-ra, tho tut commune of the ancients. God is not Being, but He

in "He Who is," Thu phrase "God is Being" expresses the pan-
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But this is not all. Our knowledge of God is not

merely negative, nor expressed by denying of Him the

imperfections essential to a creature. We know not

merely what He is not ; we know, inadequately

indeed, but still certainly, what He is. God, then,

is not merely the unconditioned, necessary Existence.

He is at the same time the Origin and Principle

of all existence, of all that lives in His creation.

All that is good, true, or perfect, of every kind, in

creation must exist primarily in God, only in an

infinitely higher, purer, and more perfect form, as

the idea of the Divine Essence demands, for what

ever appears in the effect must necessarily be con

tained in a far higher degree of perfection in the

Cause. And all these perfections in Him

. . T ' T One, but

are not, as in unite beings, distinct and sepa- virtually
' ° ' l multiple.

rate from one another, but together form one,

simple, infinite perfection of the One infinitely simple

perfect Being. To the finite mind the Divine perfec

tions appear separable, because it only views them,

theistio view of the infinite as something common to all and inde

terminate. The use of the Infinitive denotes the personification of

the abstraction, and confuses it with the concrete ; das ychen, hiiren,

denken, walking, hearing, thinking, have no actual existence in

themselves, but only in the walker, hearer, thinker. " By placing

the Article before the Infinitive," remarks Aucillon (Perrone, Prcelect,

Thcolnrj., vol. iii., Part iii. sect. i. cap. i, note), "the German meta

physicians change that which is in itself absolutely undetermined

into a determined being, with fatal results to German philosophy."

Groundless too, as we have seen, is the objection of Spinoza and

the pantheists that we limit the Divine Essence by defining it,

" Omnis determinatio est negatio," for limitation is precisely that

which is denied of God when He is defined as Infinite.
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reflected in the mirror of creation, as broken and scat

tered rays of the Divine Essence ; l just as the eye sees

divers colours in the rainbow, although there is but one

sun.2 For the Infinity of the Divine Nature demands

that its one, indivisible, simple Essence should be con

ceived by the finite mind under the most varied aspects.3

1 When Jacob! asserts that in creating man God necessarily

made him in a divine likeness, and that in recognising God

man necessarily imagines Him under human attributes, he is

right in a certain sense; for "every creature has, by reason

of its own species, that by which it participates in a certain

resemblance to the Divine Essence" (S. I., Qu. xv. Art. 2). "As

God is the first Exemplar of all things" (S. I., Qu. xlv. Art. 3),

the knowledge of Him is possible, " but that which we obtain of

Him from creatures extends only so far as they represent Him "

(Hid., Qu. xiii. Art. 2). Hence such knowledge of God is inadequate

and only analogous, being based upon the relations of creatures to

their Maker, in so far as they are realised by a finite mind. " For no

creature represents Him as being of the same genus or species with

itself ; but as a super-eminent principle, the idea of which is never

fully represented by the effects which it produces, though they may

possess some likeness of it " (Ibid., I. c.).

3 In like manner, St. Augustine (Serm., cxli. ; De Sanat., n. 8)

seeks to reconcile the Unity of the Divine Essence with our different

conceptions of it. "Whatever things you say of God, He is not

understood as being any one or all of them, nor can anything be

said worthy of Him. For these are but the expressions of minds

illumined by a certain ray of His light, and affected by its qualities,

as bodies are by the shining of the visible light ; for when the visible

light disappears all bodies are of the same colour, but when it shines

each receives a different tint, according to the nature of each,

though the light itself is one and the same."

3 " If His attributes," says Schleiermacher, "represent to us some

thing of the Divine Essence, it follows that each of these must ex

press something in God which is not expressed by the others "

(Glaubinslchre, p. 280). His premises are right, but his conclusions

utterly false ; namely, that " if knowledge is proportionate to its

object, it follows that, as this knowledge is composite, so also must

be its object." Each attribute is only a quality of being. Now, as
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These ideas present to the mind a true, objective know

ledge of God, although they represent His Essence only

in its analogies with Creation.1

God is the one and only one Divine Being ; for only

because He is the one God is He absolutely supreme. A

subordinate deity would cease to be the Infinite, One

Supreme Being, God. He alone is the Supreme s"picmo-

Being, Who, limited by no secondary being, governs

all, without limitation.2 Reason forbids the idea of

more than one absolute Being, for if several absolutes

God is the one perfect Being, He possesses in Himself all those attri

butes by which creatures in finite and diverse degrees resemble

Him ; but in Him these attributes are infinite, and undistinguished

from His Essence. A higher nature always includes the lower, but

in greater degree ; as, e.y., the human soul possesses the functions

of animal and vegetable life without therefore ceasing to be a

simple being. A logical and a real distinction are essentially

diverse ; nor does the former in any way imply the latter. Catholic

theology does not, then, as Strauss says, contradict itself in teach

ing that the attributes of God are virtually distinct, though His

Essence is one. Our conception of justice (ratio formalis) is really

distinct from our conception of mercy, and as we are forced to

speak of God in a human way, we call these attributes virtually

distinguished in Him, because, though in Him they are one, they

are realised only under distinct conceptions by us. Cf. S. I., Qu. xiii.

Art. 3.

1 "If I ascribe omniscience to God," says Strauss (ad. loc. cit.),

"I am not certain whether limitation (!) and finality (!) are not

essentially bound up with that idea of omniscience, or that it is

conceivable without them." As a demonstration he quotes a say

ing of Spinoza (Ep. Ix.) : " If a triangle could speak, it would main

tain that God is in supreme degree triangular," which is true. But

man alone can speak, that is, think and perceive; and thus man

alone of visible creatures, as a finite intelligence, is the image of

the Infinite Intelligence, and is capable of knowing God.

a Lactantius, De Ira. Dei., c. xi. ; Tertullian, Cosit. Marc., i. 2.
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were possible, an infinite number would be equally

possible, which is a contradiction in terms.
A Spirit, 1

God, being supreme and simple, is therefore

pure Act ; that is, pure Spirit ; 1 for matter has in

nnd itself no principle of activity. Thus God is

iS-™ Supreme Intelligence. " He that planted the

*''""*' ear, shall He not hear ? or He that formed

the eye, doth He not consider?"2 Aristotle defines God,

the Supreme Cause of all things, as Thought ; the abso

lute, eternal, thinking Essence, distinct from matter ;

Thought, ever the same and unchanged, whose object

is supreme perfection. God is Himself the Object of

His Thought—the unity of Thought and Being, having

perfect knowledge of Himself, and therefore He is the

One supremely perfect and ever-blessed Being.3 God is

And free, for free will is the immediate consequence

hS"8 of intelligence. Again, because God is infinite,

gent, free. JJQ js nofc ijmjt0(j ^v t|je boun(js of the finite,

by space and time, but is Omnipresent, Immortal,

and Eternal. The world is not God Himself, nor

is it outside God,4 but it is in God, and He in

1 God is pure Act—A ctus purus. All that is truly in act is only

so because it exercises a certain activity. Thus the mineral, for

instance, exists because of the forces of cohesion and repulsion, and

without their action it would be dissolved. In God there is no

faculty nor potentiality, but He is all act, all life. This can never

be the case in creatures, neither in bodily things, as we have

seen, nor in created intelligences, whose faculties are not always

in action.

* Ps. cxiii. 9.

3 Mctaphys., xii. 7-9.

4 'I'.i' ndoii' tan, /col Tt&yrtav turk (Cyrill. Hieroa. Catech., iv. 5).
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it, by His Essence and His power. The world

proceeds from God ; in Him it rests. All power,

all energy, all life in the world proceed from Him

alone ; all finds in Him its beginning and end. As

He created the world by His Power, Wisdom, and

Love, so by them He preserves it and guides it to

Himself, its last end; and all evil and all sin, which

He permits, must finally subserve His Eternal Scheme.

" For it is but a portion of that power, which still

would do the evil, and yet always does the good." 1

If the sufferings of the just in this life and the

prosperity of the wicked be urged against the doctrine

of Divine Providence, we deny that here the Suffetlng»

just are always miserable and the unjust for*their**

happy, for the latter are as often, or more prob-ltlon-

often miserable than the former. But the question

would be better put, " Why is the just man not always

happy, and the sinner unhappy ? " To which we

reply, that then virtue would have no merit, and that

this life is not the end of the Divine Action, but only

a means to its attainment.

Against the atheist, who denies the existence of

God, or the Deist,' who will not admit His Providence,

we have shown that God is, and that our God is not a

dumb idol or inaccessible phantom2 who leaves the world

1 " Bin Theil von jener Kraft,

Die stets das Bb'se will, und stets das Gate schafft."

, , For, 0 ye powers divine, whose tranquil lives

Flow free from care, with ceaseless sunshine blest,

Who the vast whole could guide, ,midst all your ranks,

Who grasp the reins that curb th, entire of things ? "

—LUCKETIUS, ii. v. 1105.
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to chance, but the One Omnipresent Creator and Sove

reign Lord of all. And it is this, the true knowledge

Faith in o^ ^o(^» which alone explains the reality and

S£T grandeur of this earthly life. Life is not a

&^. Q£ aitemating forces, without starting-

point or final aim, nor a progress towards an uncer

tain and indefinite future. Life is a Divine Thouyht,

designed from all eternity to be realised by mankind,

and by each individual man, only, indeed, through

Divine help and guidance, but to be accomplished by

man,s free will. Neither aimless chance nor blind

necessity governs the destinies of man. Ages ago

the Eye and Hand of God determined the goal and

appointed to each his path, and those only who refuse

His guidance are finally abandoned to the destruction

they have chosen for themselves.

Without God there is no future life ; for immor

tality is only from God, of and for Him, Who is the

God, not of the dead, but of the living,1 before Whom

the dead live 2 for ever. Without God this life, so

full of toil, suffering, and conflict, sinks into ever-

deeper gloom. Without Him, each day a portion of

our life—our whole life—passes away if for us there is

no other ; each fleeting hour rends away a portion of

our very souls, and with it our courage, energy, and

joy. Let us, then, draw near to God, and He will

draw near to us, and we shall know by experience

1 St. Mark rii. 27.

s " Regem, cui omnia vivunt " (Ojpe. Mart.).
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that with Him there is neither bitterness nor desola

tion of spirit, but unending peace—" Thinking these

things with myself, and pondering them in my heart,

that to be allied to wisdom is immortality, and that

there is great delight in her friendship, and inex

haustible riches in the works of her hands, and in the.

exercise of conference with her, wisdom and glory in

the communication of her words ; I went about seek

ing, that I might take her to myself." 1

1 Wisdom viii. 17, 18.



CHAPTER IV.

MATERIALISM.

There is, then, a God, and before all time God was.

In Him is the Fount of life, and from this infinite

Source He drew forth life, and communicated it to

others, which till then were not.1 This did He from

love, for God is love ; and it is of the nature of love

to communicate of its own. Thus God is the Creator,

and the world, which He made by His power His

wisdom and goodness, is an image of Himself, and an

indelible reflection of His glory. Man is, then, with

out excuse if he, " being delighted with the beauty of

created things, takes them to be Gods." 2

In these words, Holy Scripture, many thousand

years since, condemned the false doctrine which deifies

the world, or confounds God with it. Yet this

ism and" same error appears throughout history, re-

aiikedeny peated with varying modifications, under two
aught . ,

beyond chief forms, materialism and pantheism. They
nature.

agree, in that they both make God and the

world, or nature,3 one and the same thing. They

1 "God alone is His Being, creatures have only participated

being" (S. I., Qu. xlv. Art. i). 2 Wisdom xiii. 3.

» Hence the name of " naturalism," often given to materialism.
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differ, in that the materialist ascribes the origin of the

universe to a multitude of fundamental principles or

atoms, while the pantheist regards as the first cause one

supreme principle, which, however, is" indistinguish

able from the world, and is coincident with it. Though

neither system in any way explains the origin or nature

of things, they both supply a new and indirect proof

of the existence of God as Creator and Sovereign

Lord.

Materialism, then, starts with the theory that matter,

a primordial substance, without consciousness or life,

is the origin and principle of all that exists, from the

inorganic stone up to man.1 Matter alone really exists.

Matter is eternal, contains all things, and be

yond it there is nothing: no soul or conscience ; itmm*k'«

. ' , 1 1 ' /-in matter tha

no virtue nor intelligence ; no God. source of
every-

This doctrine is by no means new. It was "«"g. and
eter0al.

that of the Ionian philosophers, Thales, Anaxi-

menes, and Anaximander ; for in these rude beginnings

of thought men naturally turned first, like children, to

what they saw and touched. " The ancient philoso

phers," remarks St. Thomas,2 " only attained by degrees

to the knowledge of the truth ; for at first, involved

in material conceptions, they knew of none The error

other than sensible bodies." Thus Aristotle notuew-

rightly says 3 that Anaxagoras, in maintaining that

1 The implication of modern materialism to man, his nature and

end, is dealt with in Chapters VI. and VII.

2 S. I., Qu. xlv. Art. 2.

3 Mctapltys., i. 3.

n
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reason was the principle of the world, spoke like a

reasonable man ; whilst those before him only talked at

random. The French materialists of the last century,

Diderot, D'Alembert, and especially La Mettrie and

Helvetius, regarded this return to the philosophy of

childhood (as Cuvier1 calls the Ionian philosophy) as

the intellectual achievement of their ago. Nor have

our modern materialists, Feuerbach, Vogt, Moleschott,2

advanced any new argument. They have only re

furbished the worn-out weapons with a new and

pompous phraseology, and presented them to the

public as the final utterance of science and the pana

cea for every ill.

Materialism, then, declares that " matter is every

thing, that there is nothing else."3 "Matter is the

primeval cause of all being."4 " Creation is only the

affinity of matter,"3 from which "earth, air, and

water are evolved into growing and intelligent being."

1 Systeme de Physiologic, i. p. 10.

3 And their French imitators, Littre\ Taine, &c.

3 " If any shall not blush to affirm that besides matter there is

nothing, let him be anathema" (Cone. Vatic. Consti. Dojm. de Fid.

Calh. : De Deo Serum Omnium Crcatore, Can. ii.).

4 Bttchner, Kraft und Stoff., p. 31.

» " The carbon and nitrogen imbibed by plants from the earth and

air become successively grass, clover, and wheat, man and beast,

and revert at last into mould and ammonia. This is the marvel of

the circle of life. For in this sublime creation which we daily wit

ness nothing is suffered to decay or to perish ; everywhere air and

plants, men and beasts, unite to purify, develop, renovate, and en

noble one another ; so that the individual is sacrificed to the species,

and death is only the condition of immortality for the whole circle

of life" (Moleschott, Kreislau/des Lebcns, p. 84).

>
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But what then is matter? "The materialist," says

Feuchtersleben, "imagines that he has silenced his

antagonist by asking, , What is the soul ? , what )s

but can he say what is the body?" The essence mattor?

and nature of matter is, of all things, most obscure

and most inexplicable, and whatever progress science

has made, the question remains insoluble. Yet the

materialists make little of this fundamental difficulty.

"Materialism is a truth," says Biichner,1 "which,

notwithstanding its clearness, simplicity, and certainty,

is far from being universally accepted by scientists of

the present day. Matter is immortal, inde

structible ; not a grain of dust in the world, structi-
8 bility,

whether great or small, is ever added to or

taken from it. By the laws of gravitation, we are

bound to admit that the addition or subtraction of

the least atom would throw the world into confusion,

derange its laws and the necessary and fixed equilibrium

of matter. During the last twenty years chemistry

has done us good service by clearly demonstrating

that the continuous daily changes in things around

us, the appearance and disappearance of organic forms,

do not, as formerly supposed, depend upon the forma

tion and disappearance of non-preexistent matter,

but are simply due to the constant metamorphoses of

original matter, which, both in quality and quantity,

remains always the same. Atoms are by nature

incorruptible and indestructible ; they appear first in

one, then in another combination, under the endless

1 Adloc. cit. p. I1.
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variety of forms in which matter, in ceaseless change,

is presented to our senses."

It has often been said of systems of error, that

what is true in them is not new, and that what is

new is not true. But in materialism neither its

truths nor errors are new. The fact that all the various

forms of the material world are but successive modifi

cations, by destruction and reformation of one

piato and original substance, has always been taught by

Catholic science,1 and by Plato and Aristotle 2

of old. The materialist doctrine is only the revival of

1 If there did not remain a material element, that passes out of

the body which perishes into the new body which is formed—as,

e.y., the sap into the blossom, the blossom into the fruit, and so on—

we could not speak of the formation of new bodies, which would

not then be formed, but be newly created. " Inferior bodies," savs

St. Thomas, "are subject to substantial change, because the matter

of which they are composed can continue even when they have

lost their substantial form " (S. I., Qu. ix. Art. 2).

2 " Primary matter," 8X77, as Aristotle terms it, " is the foundation

of all that is created : it is absolutely undetermined, and is deter

mined only by the addition of form (eldos |J.op\j/ri), which makes each

being into that which it is " (Metaphys., xii. 5), called by Scholastics

" forma substantialis." St. Augustine relates how he arrived at the

idea of a common unconditional primary matter. " And I bent my

self to the bodies themselves, and looked more deeply into their

changeableness, by which they cease to be what they have been,

and begin to be what they were not : and this same shifting from

form to form I suspected to be through a certain formless state,

r.ot through a mere nothing. . . . For this changeableness of change

able things is itself capable of all those forms into which these

changeable things are changed. And this changeableness, what is

it ? Is it soul ? Is it body ? Is it that which constitutes soul or

body ? Might we say a , nothing something,, an ' is, is not,' I would

say, this were it ; and yet in some way was it, even then, as being

capable of receiving these visible and compound forms " ( Conf. , xii. 6).

Loc. cit., c. 7, he calls matter " prope nihil," "nearly nothing"
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Epicurus,s fallacy that the world was created by the

fortuitous encounter of atoms or molecules of

matter, infinite in number, independent of theory of
Kpicurus.

one another, and existing from eternity.

Lucretius thus graphically describes this system :—'

" Atoms immmerous, that in countless modes

From time eternal have been so convulsed

By repercussions, by intrinsic weight

So urged and altered, and, in every form

(De Genes, ad Lilt., L. i. c. 15). He interprets the words of Genesis,

"Terra erat inanis et vacua," "The earth was without form and

void," to signify, not formless existing matter, since matter cannot

exist without some form, but that the imperfect world, as it existed

prior to the six days, had been created out of " materia prima," which

had no form, and which came into existence by the addition of form

thereto. The formless matter and the form to which it and .

was united were simultaneously created, and the word St. Angus-

"inanis" points to priority of origin, not of time: "for e-

the Holy Scripture, in narrating, can distinguish times which, in

the creation itself, were undistinguishable." In the same passage he

compares the voice to the matter of the words, and the words to

formed voice, " vox formata ; " and as the speaker does not first utter

formless words, and then compose them in a certain form, so God

did not create first formless matter, which He afterward determined

by form, but created at first and from the beginning matter and

form. Burmeister says the same, but with an absurd conclusion:—

" In every natural body, form alone is perishable. If a natural

body ceases to exist, only the individual, as such, disappears. The

matter of which it was formed returns to its amorphic material

primordial form ; . . . for matter does not die ; it does not perish.

Rather, it is indestructible and eternal ; from the beginning it has

been present, and is beyond all finite limitations." That is, because

every being consists of matter and form, and because matter is re

ceptive of different forms, matter must be eternal. By a parity of

reasoning, as of the same marble the sculptor can mould a Minerva

or a Faun, marble must be eternal ! And this is logic 1 Besides,

the expression "amorphic, primary form," is as absurd as "formless

form " would be.
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Combined, coining still some action new,

In every mass some effort to create ;

That nought stupendous seems it, they at length

Should gain those stations, those connections gain,

Whence sprang th' Entire of all things, and subsists,

E'en though the rise of things I ne'er could prove,

Yet dare I, from the heavens' defective frame,

And many a scene alike perverse, affirm

No power divine this mass material reared

With ills so gross, so palpable to sight." l

Let us now examine this theory in detail. It

assumes matter to be the first cause of all being.

But as matter has no unity, it cannot be this sole

cause. On the contrary, since all things are said to

proceed from innumerable atoms or molecules, there

must be an endless number of first causes. Here are

at once a whole array of contradictions. How do

materialists know that there are atoms? For even

admitting that they exist, since they are the minutest

of bodies, indivisible and without extension, they are

imperceptible to the senses. Their existence then is

at least only an inference, and incapable of experi

mental proof. Yet materialism postulates sense per

ception as the one test of truth, and affirms that the

"investigations of the microscope, and physical measure

and weight are the only media of true knowledge and

exact definition," 2 and hence the first cause of all

1 De Natura Rerum, bk. v. 197, trans. Good.

1 "The natural philosopher," says Buchner (Kraft und Stoff, 5th

Edit., p. 247), "only recognises bodies and bodily qualities. All

beyond this he calls transcendental, and transcendentalism is with

,him an aberration of the human intellect." " Sensible experience

is the limit of human thought " (Vogt, KiiUergl tmd WisientchaftK
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creatures, according to their own showing, cannot bo

demonstrated. Even Virchow allows that "physical

phenomena lead back to certain general prin- A,ornio

ciples, few of which are capable of positive SndeuKm.

demonstration ; whilst the greater number »t,"ble-

are so hypothetical that it is very doubtful whether

they can form a lasting basis for science. This is

especially the case with the atomic theory. No one

has yet ventured to assert that it offers a satisfactory

solution of the world,s problem." l

Again, an infinite number of elementary causes,

i.e., of atoms, is assumed.2 But an infinite number

is inconceivable and impossible ; for we can add

An infinite

new units to any number or sum. but that number uf
... . . atoms

which is capable of addition is plainlv finite, ln?on-
1 , ccivable.

otherwise the infinite would become still more

infinite 3 by the increase of each unit, which is a con

tradiction in terms. Accordingly, atoms can at most

only be regarded as a number of necessary absolute

and eternal existences. But this is wholly repugnant

to reason, for the conception of the universe points,

p. 108). " In my second letter I showed that, outside the relations

of the corporeal world, we cannot grasp anything with our senses.

All our knowledge is sensible" (Moleschott, Krndauf, p. 387).

1 Archiv filr patkoloyische Anatomic, vol. ix. p. 12.

2 " We call an infinitesimal portion of matter an atom, which we

take to be no longer divisible, or, at least, not divided ; and we hold

that all matter is composed of atoms " (Biichner, ad loc. cit., p. 2).

3 "Materialism hazards the most senseless theories of all kinds ;

such as time without beginning or end, endless space, an absolutely

infinite number of atoms, as if these base infinities (as Hegel says)

were not self-contradictory " (F. Hoffmann, Zur Widerleyunj dcr

abaoluteit und balinyten Atomistik, p. 22).
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not to a multiplicity of causes, but to one abso

lute Being, one First Cause.1 And as atoms, however

Their numerous, must always form in the total a

piSci'tya definite number, upon what ground are we

their ° bound to accept that number of atoms, neither

more nor less, instead of the one First Cause ?

Does not their very multiplicity show that they were

created.2

Thirdly, if these atoms are absolute and eternal,

they must also be immutable, for as time is the

measure of change, so eternity is the measure

contradic of immutability. But atoms are not immut-

able, since mutability is the essential property

of all bodies, which are supposed to be formed from

them. If they exist absolutely and solely of them

selves, whence come their mutual limitation and

dependence, and whence the " affinity of matter"

and its "creative force?" Again, these atoms are

simple and indivisible, and yet by their aggrega

tion they form bodies, which are divisible. Again,

they are unconscious, and yet consciousness is

evolved from them ; they are not free, and yet produce

freedom : thus movement, life, and soul proceed from

that which is blind, inert, and unintelligent.3 They

1 " A half-conscions awe of the unity of the forces of nature, and

of the mysterious links between the sensible and the supersensible,

is common, even among savage races " (Humboldt's Cwmo3, i. p. 16).

2 " As creation is the result of design, all created things," says

St. Thomas, "are contained under (or correspond to) a fixed num

ber, and an infinite multitude of creatures in act, even per aeeident

is an impossibility" (S. I., Qn. vii. Art. 4).

3 " It would be hard to find in any theory of creation such a mass
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have no determinate properties,1 yet are differentiated,

and produce the world, with its manifold variety of

life ! If materialists allege, in reply, that these
& , f 11 Tilc law

different qualities and beings proceed from the ", y°e7jer

various configurations, grouping, and combina- S^"""

tions of matter, which is itself without proper- Sltdi^ent

ties, still more do we insist : Whence come

these differences of forms, grouping, and combinations ?

Whence have these atoms this order and form, and an

order and form which endures as a permanent rule and

law ? If from themselves, they must be intelligent

beings ; they must be mind and not matter. If they

proceed from another who determined their being, their

different combinations, and their conformity to law,

then that other must be He Who the Scripture says,

ordered all things in number, weight, and measure.2

But, according to the materialist, " affinity of mat

ter is the creative power of the universe." 3 " The

of contradictions as in that of materialism. We are told that the

mutable proceeds from the immutable, the finite from the infinite,

movement from inaction, life from what is dead, sense from the

senseless, spirit from that which is unspiritual " (F. Hoffmann,

Jbid.).

1 " In our judgment, all matter is compounded of these atoms,

and both exists and retains its properties by their reciprocal impulse

and repulsion" (Buchner, Ibid., p. 21).

2 Wisdom, xi. 21. Richter, the author of StcecJiiometry, took this

text for his motto.

3 "How puerile," says Cuvier, "are those philosophers who

speak of nature as if it had a personal existence, apart from the

Creator, apart from the laws which He made, and which are im

pressed on all His creatures ; apart from the characteristics and

forms with which He endowed them, and which determine their

action ! " (cf. Journal des Savants, 1863, p. 623).
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affinity of atoms to one another is that which con

trols and disposes of the units ; and without affinity

nothing would have existed ; so that atoms

Nottlie .

Hffinity of are not the sole, efficient, active cause ot all
atoms, but

the prin- things, but the primary Cause is rather to be

produced found in the principle which produced the

Ii'ity.'the " affinity of atoms," and the diversity and

cause of multiplicity of bodies thence derived. To sum

all things. ... .

up the foregoing argument in the words of a

modern writer, " Everything which is conditional

presupposes a condition, which, as such, is necessarily

unconditioned and absolute. Atoms are reciprocally

conditioned by one another. But this reciprocal con

ditionally cannot exist in the atoms themselves, other

wise they would be at once conditioned and uncondi

tioned. Consequently the existence of atoms presup

poses something absolute and unconditional, which, as

it is the cause of their conditionality, must necessarily

be also the cause of their existence." 1

Nor can materialism fall back on incomprehensi

bilities,2 for what is self-contradictory is not only

incomprehensible, but inconceivable and impossible ;

and a system claiming the exclusive monopoly of

" clearness, simplicity, and scientific precision " has

no right to take refuge in mystery.

1 Ulrici, Gott und die Natur, Leipzig, 1862, p. 314. "Every com

posite has its cause ; for things diverse in themselves could not

come together in the same subject save by means of some cause

uniting them " (S. I., Qu. iii. Art. 7).

2 Buchner, he. eit., pp. 132, 191. Strauss, Glaubenslehre, i. p. 685:

" Let 11s here again own how inadequate is our conception."
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But there are other errors. By the hypothesis,

everything has been spontaneously developed from

matter; but development necessarily implies motion.

Now, matter in itself is inert ; that is to say, indifferent

to rest or motion : it remains quiescent until set in

motion by some external impetus. Once set in motion,

it moves onward until some opposing force Matter

arrests its course. For instance, a round ball produce

placed upon a level surface remains stationary mOTement-

until struck, and when struck it commences to roll,

and continues rolling until arrested by the friction on

its surface. Whence then comes movement ? Whence

all development and life ? Virchow says that, , , as

the motion of a projectile is not from its own inhe

rent power, nor the force of its impact from its own

material properties, nor the course of celestial bodies

from their form and organisation, neither can the

phenomena of life be fully explained by the properties

of their component matter." l " The first Being," says

St. Thomas, " must be in act, and in no kind of

potentiality. As regards time, potentiality is doubt

less prior to act, in a being which passes from one to

the other of these states. But as regards the thing

in itself absolutely, act is prior to potentiality, for

1 Gesammelte Abhandlunycn. Bayle (Diction. Criti., art. Leucippe)

himself says : " According to our ideas, the nature of an atom con

sists of extension and hardness, which does not include the power

of movement : this is foreign to and beyond our notions of the

body, and of extension." On the indifference of matter cf. Euler

(Jlriefe an eine Deutsche Furstin, t. ii. Brief 5) and Laplace (Systint

du Monde).
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what is in potentiality cannot be actuated, save by

what is already in act. Now, every body as such is in

potentiality to (or receptive of) movement." 1 Hence

De Maistre argues that, as " matter cannot act except

by motion, and all motion is an effect, it follows that

and sup- & Physical material cause, is, strictly speakiny,

5S»iover an absurdity, a contradiction in terms. The

bl1imma-* mover must always precede that which is

moved, the leader that which is led. Matter

can of itself do nothing, and is only the evidence of

mind." 2 Thus motion presupposes a mover, this again

a First Mover, Who acts of Himself, Who does not

derive motion from an external impetus, Who is of.

and by Himself, movement and energy and pure

intelligence.3

The assumption, then, that matter was necessarily

in movement from all eternity4 is purely gratuitous,

and the idea is absurd, for eternal movement implies

eternal time and a temporal eternity, i.e., an eternity

which day by day becomes more eternal, and a time

1 S. I., Qu. iii. Art. i.

2 Soirdes, p. 294.

3 According to Plato (De Lcyy., x. 892 seq., xii. 967), the first, ade

quate cause does not reside in anything corporeal, because no body

has the power of self-movement. The first cause of movement

must, therefore, be in a spiritual principle. He points out the fallacy

of the assumption that matter existed before mind, since mind is

the origin of the existence and movement of all things, the original

motive force, the primal cause of all being.

4 " Eternal matter is necessarily endowed with perpetual motion.

Therefore the movement of matter is eternal as itself. Why matter

was first set in a certain motion at a given time we have no possible

means of knowing " (Biichner, ad Joe. eit., p. 55).
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which has no beginning, i.e., which is no time. More

over, attraction can only occur between two or more

molecules or bodies, since no body contains

within itself the principle of its attraction aiism
contra-

and movement ; therefore no body is self- l^c|jj

sufficing or possesses an unconditioned, absolute

existence. If this is true of one, it is also true of the

whole, for a sum total of conditioned beings does not

constitute one unconditioned being. " We attribute,"

says Virchow, "the universal attraction of matter,

which we cannot explain, to the force of attraction or

gravitation, although we are unable to say how this is

effected." l And Newton expressly declares " that the

laws of gravitation by no means explain the origin of

movement."2 "It is inconceivable," he says,3 "that

inanimate brute matter should, without the mediation

of something else which is not material, operate upon

and affect other matter without mutual contact,

as it must do if gravitation be essential to, not the
origin of

and inherent in it. That gravity should be r»ove-
-3 * ment.

innate, inherent, and essential to matter, so

that one body may act upon another at a distance,

through a vacuum, without the mediation of anything

else by and through which this action and force may

be conveyed from one to another, is to ine so great an

1 Ad Inc. cit., p. 13.

2 " They continue, indeed, in their orbits by the laws of gravitation,

but they could never have first acquired the undeviating position of

their orbits through these laws" (Philos. Natur. Princip., I. iii., Sclt0l,

Gen.).

* Letter to D. Bcntley, iii. p. 438, Edit. Horsley

-

;
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absurdity that I believe no man who has in philoso

phical matters a competent faculty of thinking can

fall into it. Gravity must be caused by an agent

acting constantly, according to fixed laws." l

But there is not only movement in the world ;

everywhere movement has the character of design :

all that moves is ordained to a definite end.

orga0ised This adaptation to end 2 is especially apparent

in organised bodies, from the smallest blade of

grass to the framework of the human body. The

structure of each organic body, with the laws and

forces proper to its nature, is such as it would have

been if it were undoubtedly designed by an All-

1 "Gravitation," says Kastner (Hohcre Mechanik, iii. s. 130), "is

the effect of a simultaneous fixed action in two bodies which are

reciprocally attracted. In its essence it is not twofold, not dualism,

but both are propelled by a higher Unity." Euler (Briefe an cine

Deutsche Filretin, 68 Brief) urges the use of the expression "im

pulse " (impuliw) in preference to "attraction" (attractio), because

',we cannot see how two distant bodies could act upon one another."

Arago (Remarques Scientifiques, vol. iii. p. Soo) and Biot (Janet, ad

loc. cit., p. 70) also consider that attraction, in itself, is not an ade

quate explanation of the movement of heavenly bodies.

2 Biichner points to monstrosities, or abnormal beings, as evidence

against " conformity to design " in nature, as if exceptions, refer

able to certain external influences, did not serve to confirm the rule.

The very word " deformity " points to conformity to design as the

law. As St. Thomas remarks, " The very fact that casualties are

found in things of this kind proves that they are subject to some

one Being who governs them. For unless these corruptible creatures

were governed by some Superior they would have no purpose, espe

cially those which are irrational ; in which case nothing unpur-

posed (prater intentionem) would be found in them to suggest the

idea of chance " (S. I., Qu. ciii. Art. 5). " Every deformity is a failure

in nature, which is often to be accounted for by some hindrance to

her free action " (Schaaffhausen, Archivfiir Anthropolorjic, v. iii, p. 99).
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controlling Intelligence for a preconceived end. And

every such combination of forces and material, called

an organism, bearing in its effects the stamp of design,

is a special selection among innumerable possible com

binations which would not have fulfilled this end. This

internal evidence of design, undeniably manifest in all

living beings, testifies to a power which both provides

for and absolutely governs the natural forces of motion.

" In the microscopic drop of the yet inert fluid of

every germ, a spiritual type or prototype is at work.

Wherever anything is to be produced, whether it be

a work of nature or of true art, the primary requisite

for its production, and one which must have existed

from eternity, is the conception, the law, which must

precede the realisation of the created organism ; just

as the plan of a projected building must exist in the

architect,s mind before the stones can be raised. In

every germ the form is still inert, and, as seen through

the microscope, it appears a simple cell, filled with

colourless fluid. This is the beginning of all known

organisms ; nor can the subtlest anatomy distinguish

between the primary germ of bird, fish, or even man." l

" So carefully," says Trendelenberg,2 " does nature con

ceal her laboratories, that she appears designedly to pre

clude any possible clue to the causes of her mysteries.

For instance, if the eye, during its formation, were

exposed to the light, we should naturally conclude

1 Carus, Oryanon dcr L'rkcnntntss dcr Nalur und dcs Geialcs, Leipzig,

1856, p. 82.

2 Lnyischc Untersuchunycn, ii. p. 26.
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that this marvellous organ was fashioned by exposure

to luminous rays. But the eye is formed in the

obscurity of the womb, to respond to the light

birth- So also is it with the other
for

senses. Between the light and the eye, be-

obj«is. tween sound and the ear, between the ground

on which we tread and the mechanism of the feet and

limbs, there is a preconcerted harmony. For, without

any prior connection, they enter at once, not during

but after their formation, into the closest relations.

Light did not awaken the sight, nor sound the hearing ;

nor did the earth, on which the creature is to tread,

form its limbs and feet ; but these members were

already designed for their several functions. This,

then, is the magic circle, but it contains no fallacy.

The organism, with its energies, but with its designed

structure, is subjected to the action of the external

cause, and to the law of its own operation, The eye

sees, but the laws of sight (das Seheii) had already

formed the eye. The feet walk, but the laws of loco

motion adjusted their articulations. The organs of the

mouth speak, but speech itself, the necessity of express

ing thought, had made these organs movable. Such

is the magic circle ; but, again, it is the circle of simple

fact, and this predetermined harmony thus proved

reveals a central Power, dominating and uniting all

its members, in whom thought is the alpha and

omega. . . . Wherever design is found realised in

tha world, it was preceded by thought as its first

cause." Bunneister owns that "the organs of speech
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point to the communication of thought as the cause of

their existence ; for in nature definite, fixed purposes

are always effected by definite means." l

Nor is design only manifest in isolated cases. It

constitutes an uniform law, according to which all

species and genera of living beings are ever developed.

The animal and vegetable kingdoms are the same to

day as when described by classic writers. There is an

invariable type, a primordial form, prior to the creation

of living beings, a type stamped upon all plants and

animals of the same genus, a predetermining concep

tion, antecedent to all organic forms, and after which

all organic things are severally moulded. The recog

nition of this theory of origin has proved of much

service to natural science. Harvey is said to have

discovered the circulation of the blood whilst reflecting

upon the object of the valvular system in the veins.

Cuvier, as Whevvell points out, was able to demonstrate

from a single bone the whole structure of an extinct

antediluvian animal, in its essential parts, with absolute

certainty. " Zoology," he says, " has a principle Dcaf

peculiar to itself, and of invariable application, natural

i.e., the principle of the conditions of existence, »clence-

commonly called the law of final causes." For since

nothing can exist which does not possess in itself all

conditions necessary to its existence, the constituent

parts of every being must be so formed and co-ordi

nated as to make the whole possible, not only in itself,

but also in relation to the beings which surround it.

1 Geoloyische Bllder, i. pp. 207, 214, 276.

I
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And, he adds, this principle is "the basis of general

lawsr which are as clearly demonstrable as those which

are the result of calculation or experience."

But not only in the formation of simple organisms is

thought manifest. Throughout all creation, both orga-

AII crea- n1c and inorganic, we trace one progressive sys-

mula,tcs tem of development l which points to a definite

ii. man. pu(^ je^ ^o ^e intellectual, self-conscious life

of man,2 a fact long before recognised by St. Thomas,

who says: "Every bodily creature tends, as far as

possible, to assimilation to the intellectual creature,

and thus the , forma humana," namely, the rational soul,

is said to be the ultimate end for which the lower nature

was designed."3 And this unity of purpose mani

fested throughout the universe demonstrates clearly

the pre-existence of an absolute Intelligence, of a liv

ing, personal God, Who fulfilled in time the plan of

creation, which He had designed in eternity,4 and Who

1 " We cannot but own that a unique plan, a determined and im

mutable law, regulates the evolutions of the whole animal kingdom.

We constantly recognise in the older forms of animal life the pro

totypes of their numerous descendants, whilst the conformity of

fixed types to external conditions proves that the organisation

of animals depends upon the times and circumstances in which

they are placed " (Burmeister, ad loc. clt., p. 242).

a Ulrici, ad lor. tit., p. 315.

3 II. Dist. i., Qu. ii. Art. 3.

4 In his Princiitl«s of Comparative Osteoloyy, the eminent anatomist,

Owen, ably remarks : " If the world was created by a Spirit or pre

existing Intelligence, that is, by a God, there must have been a con

ception or model of the universe before its creation, and a know

ledge of created things before they existed. Now, the recognition

of an ideal type as the basis of the organisation of vertebrate

animals proves that, before man appeared upon the earth, a being
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had ordained all the forces of nature to co-operate in its

realisation. " The whole," says Aristotle, "is before

its parts." Materialism is unable to explain the inner

conformity to design of even one organic body, still

less this constant uniformity of species and The un.

genera throughout all ages. " The bee," says f°™£:r of

Cardinal Wiseman,1 " has been striving with- proof of

out intermission in the art of making its sweet

confection since the days of Aristotle ; the ant has

been constructing its labyrinths since Solomon recom

mended its example : but from the time they were

described by the philosopher and the sage, we are cer

tain that they have not acquired a new perception or

a new organ for their purposes. Egypt, which, as the

learned commission of French naturalists well observed,

like him was already known. In the formation of the prototype

the Divine Mind foresaw all its future modifications. The concep

tion of the prototype was realised in our planet long before the

existence of those species (of animals) in which it is now developed."

Elie de Beaumont says in the same sense : " The history of animal

organisation in our planet presents the same aspect as the historic

development of zoological formation of creatures in our day. There

fore, the same plan of organisation for each animal kingdom, which

is the basis of all development, whether general or particular, existed

from the very beginning." Cf. Burmeister, ad loc. cit., vol. ii. p. 232.

" All differences in antediluvian animals exhibit a definite relation

to the period of their existence, and especially to the grade of their

organism. We shall best indicate this relation if we consider the

animal world of the successive periods of creation as showing the

successive stages of development in the animni kingdom. In fact,

the different species of primeval animals correspond to distinct

stages of development in the animals now existing" (Giebel, Taycs-

frayen, p. 145).

1 Lectures on Science and Revealed Reliyion, Dublin, 1866, p. 127.

Cf. Quatrefages, Rerue dcs Deux Mondcs, 1861, p. 192.
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has preserved for us a museum of natural history, not

only in its paintings, but in the mummies of its ani

mals, presents us every species, perfectly unchanged,

after three thousand years." 1

" Whence, then, comes it," asked Lactantius,1 " that

these atoms, thus fortuitously thrown together, have

preserved their present order until now with-

How CLC-

counted out attempting any new combinations ? What

hand has compelled them to observe that

order which they themselves formed by accident?

Why do they not continually produce new beings,

new species and genera ? " Every species, every

genus of organic beings, constitutes an indepen

dent exclusive realm, ever the same, ever reproduc

ing itself only. Whence, then, spring these millions

of different and independent organisms ? Were

they produced fortuitously from simple atoms by

combination and separation ? But each organism

produces always, and only, its like, never what is dis

similar. The theory of a so-called generatio ccqxiivoca,

Theory of that *s' the spontaneous generation of new and

ous^eM- foreign organisms from, and in others wholly

aban™ dissimilar, without any corresponding seed or

doned. . • i -1 ,

germ, is now rejected on more accurate inves

tigations.2 On the contrary, Harvey's old theory,

1 Div. Instit., Lib. ii. n.

2 Burmeister himself is reluctantly compelled to abandon the

idea of a generatio cequivoca, and Virchow pronounces it to be "jug

glery and diabolical trickery." " The doctrine," he says, " of spon

taneous generation, according to which living beings are said to

proceed from dead matter, without father or mother, is well nigh

\
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" Oinne vivum ex ovo," has been fully confirmed,

and has found more accurate expression in the formula

" that all life, both vegetable and animal, origi

nates from a cell."1 Liebig says : 2 " The notion vivum ex
' ovo."

that the creative force of nature, the horror

vacui, the spiritiis rector, is capable of producing a

variety of plants, or even animals, from disintegrated

abandoned, and in our day can only be revived in regard to the

lowest animal and vegetable organisms. For all higher types, this

theory of ,spontaneous generation , is set aside : every plant has its

seed, every animal its egg or germ. All living beings form one long, un

broken series of generations, in which the child becomes the mother :

the effect becomes the cause, a connected chain of living links, in

which there is combined movement and perpetual renewal of the

forces of life. Plants produce plants, and animals animal life ; but

each several species of plant produces plants of its own kind and

none other, and the animal only propagates itself within its own

species. For the plan of organisation within each species is un

changeable ; one kind does not change with another kind " (quoted

by K. Schmidt, Anthropoloyic, 1865, p. 174). Again (in his Wiesbaden

Address, 1887) : "Never has a living being, or even a living element,

let us say a living cell, been found of which it could be predicated

that it was the first of its species. Nor has any fossil remains ever

been found of which it could ever be likely that it belonged to a

being the first of its kind, or produced by spontaneous generation "

(Tablet trans., October 15, 1887).

1 Of. Quenstedt, ad loe. cit.; Schleiden, Das Alter des Mensclen-

Geschlechles, 1863, p. 28; Ulrici, Gott und die Natur, p. 280 f. ;

Huxley on Our Knowledye of the Phenomena of Oryanio Nature.

Pasteur,s experiments prove that the air is full of floating organic

germs. Unger found that, on admitting common atmospheric air

into the purest distilled water, Protoeoccus minor, one of the lowest

alga:, and the simplest of vegetable organisms appeared ; but if the

air had been previously purified, there was no trace of any organic

substance to be found, even after the lapse of many years ; yet, on

removing the cork for a few seconds and again closing the bowl, the

little germ plant presently appeared in the water.

" Chemische Briefe, p. 20.
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stones and decaying vegetable substances, and the

assumption that iron and phosphorus can produce

living animal organisms, are the result of insufficient

investigation. Our imagination has no warrant for

creating new causes merely because our efforts to

discover the true causes by investigation have failed.

When we see that infusoria are produced from eggs,

it only remains for us to find out how these eggs are

propagated."

Materialism, however, still seeks a way of escape.

"In the primeval age of organisation,"1 it is said,

" the process of formation, like everything else,

sisun- was different. Unless we are disposed to take
founded

and im- refuge in miracles or mysteries, we must admit
possible. *

that the first living beings were formed out of

the earth by the free generative power of matter itself,

and we can infer why this generative power has ceased

from the general laws of nature, according to which

only that which is necessary survives, not that which

is superfluous." Thus, in order to get rid of mysteries

and miracles, a purely arbitrary hypothesis, condemned

alike by science and experience, is set up. " How this

development of organic being took place," Btichner says,

" cannot be as yet explained with scientific precision,

1 Burmeister, Geschiclite der Schopfuny, 5th Edit. According to

him, we are forced to accept this hypothesis, " since without it the

appearance of organic life upon the earth could only be explained

by the immediate operation of a higher Power " (p. 304). We are

reminded of Goethe's saying, " Theories are lullabies, with which

the professor lulls his scholars to sleep" (Spriiche in Prosa, Hi,

p. 285).
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but it is hoped that future investigations may throw

more light upon this subject." 1 In other words,

materialism is now as impotent to assign a scientific basis

for its assertion as it was in the days of Lucretius.2

But it is argued, further, that what cannot now occur

under the actual conditions of nature may have been

possible in earlier periods, when the chemical forces were

more intense. To which R. Wagner justly replies, that

"any greater degree of intensity of the physico-chemical

processes, any increase of light, heat, electricity, Violent

andthe like, above their normal degree of energy

weakens instead of strengthening vital power,

and, after a certain point of intensity, utterly

destroys all organic life. Consequently, to assume

that to be the cause of production of organic life,

which is pernicious to and destructive of its existence,

is a self-evident contradiction." 3 As Bischof well

says,4 " Geology has no lawful concern with the primal

destruc

tive of

lite.

. 1 Biichner, ad lot. cit., p. 72 ; in his Seven Lectures on the Darwinian

Theory, Leipzig, 1868, p. loo.

2 De Natura Rcrum, ii. 824. His materialism was thus met by

Lactantius : " Why is it that creatures are no longer produced out

of the earth ? This, they say, was necessary in the beginning, so

that creatures might be everywhere produced. But now that they

exist, and are able to reproduce themselves, the earth has ceased to

bring them forth, and other conditions have appeared" (Div. Instil.,

ii. n).

3 This remark disposes of all absurd hypotheses, such as that of

Oken (Enstettuny des ersten Menschen, Isis, 1819), who ascribes the

origin of man to a mollusc of primeval mud, in the form of a two-

years-old child ; Reichenbach, Buchner, and Vogt to an ape, or

" any other animal you like " (Biichner, ad loc. cit., p. 82).

1 Lckrbuch der chcm. und physich. Geoloyic, i. p. 3 ; ii. p. 101.
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condition of the world at the period of creation : the

object of this science is solely the world as it exists,

The be- without inquiring how it became what it is.

ffea1Vif}-"! Why, then, should we embark upon a period

tery' where fact ceases, since even within our assigned

limits our deductions are so often hypothetical ? . . .

How the first plant came upon earth is as mysterious

to us naturalists as the first beginning of all things."

Again, Virchow l admits that " there must have been a

beginning of life, since geology points to epochs in

the formation of the earth when life was impossible,

and when no vestige of it is to be found ; " and he

adds that the conditions of this beginning are an

unsolved problem of science.

The tendency to materialism has, however, received

a new impulse from Darwin,s 2 theory of transmuta

tion or descent. According to this theory, every form

Dirwiu- of organic life, from the lowest plant up to

lsm' man, originated at most from eight or ten

ancestors, or may have all descended from one primi

tive type, into which "life was breathed."3 Other

scientists, as Lotze,4 Snell, Rothe, Pfeiderer, Henne,

1 Vier Reden iiber Leben und Krankheit, p. 31. Also Ose. Schmidt

Dcscendenz-Lchre und Darwinismus, 1873, p. 10.

2 Lord Monboddo, 1714-1799, Lamarck, 1744-1829, had also

taught evolution, derived from a self-elevation, by appetency, or use

and effort.

» When criticised in the Athenceum for the use of this and other

Pentateuchal terms in a purely scientific work, Darwin replied,

"I ought not, perhaps to have used such terms, but they will serve

to confess that our ignorance is as profound on the origin of life as

on the origin of force or matter " (Athcn&um, 25th April 1863).

4 L'eberwry, ii. p. 313.
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while admitting the principle of evolution, attribute

the formation of the primary organs to a Creative Will,

and their subsequent transmutation to the spontaneous

action of the same Creative Power. Others again, as

Kolliker l and Nageli 2 find in the evolutionary de

velopment, as they accept it, the operation of Itane

a predetermined law, and thus reject the doc- Jf™^""

trine of chance, to which Darwin,s theory practi- piiiSn,"

cally amounts. Darwin,s teaching has one merit, *itySf'r"

though of a negative kind. He furnishes solid 8p '" '

arguments against the unwarrantable multiplication of

species, so strongly advocated by some earlier natura

lists,3 as also against the latest theory advanced by the

1 UeJter die Darwin,sche Schopfwnris-Theorie, 1864.

3 Entstr.hunrj nnd Bcyriff der naturhistorischen Art., 1865.

3 The evolutionist theory thus supports the unity of the human

race, which was so strongly denied by sceptical naturalists of the

last century in France. Desmoulins puts the number of indepen

dent human families at eleven, Boisy de St. Vincent at fifteen.

" None but a blind man can doubt," says Voltaire, " that the

whites, negroes, albinos, Hottentots, Laplanders, Chinese, and

Americans are entirely distinct races " (Ilistoire de Jlussie sous Pierre

le Grand). Of. Wiseman, Science and Reliyion, vol. i. p. 171. Even

Burmeister (Geoloy. Bilder, Ft. i.) says : " If the colour of the negro

was a matter of such importance as to constitute the negro and the

European two different species of the human race, in the view of

natural science, it is obvious that these two species ought to differ

as radically from one another in bodily structure as in the colour of

their skin, which is not the case. There are, indeed, certain shades

of difference, more or less marked, between them, but they are not

organically different, as they would certainly be if the two species

were absolutely distinct. The differences between the horse and the

ass, the ox and the buffalo, are far greater. Each bone and muscle

of these animals are so different, that a practised eye can at once dis

tinguish to which of these species they severally belong." So, also,

A. von Humboldt, Cosmos, ii. p. 379. "As long as attention was
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materialists, that of the eternity of species, formulated

by Czolbe.1

It is, however, with Darwin,s constructive theory

that we are here concerned, and against the theory

of evolution, simply by natural selection (otherwise

called the struggle for existence, or survival of the

fittest) and heredity or descent, the following objec

tions are raised :—

Cuvier,s 2 question to Lamarck, Darwin,s prede

cessor, has never been satisfactorily answered: "If

all species are transmitted by almost imperceptible

gradations from other anterior species, how is it that

directed only to the extremes in varieties of colour and of form,

and to the vividness of the first impressions of the senses, the

observer was naturally disposed to regard races rather as originally

different species than as mere varieties. The permanence of cer

tain types in the midst of the most hostile influences, especially of

climate, appeared to favour such a view, notwithstanding the short

ness of the interval of time from which the historical evidence was

derived. In my opinion, however, more powerful reasons can be

advanced in support of the unity of the human race ; as, for

instance, in the many intermediate gradations in the colour of the

skin, and in the form of the skull, which have been made known to

ns in recent times by the rapid progress of geographical know

ledge. . . . The greatest number of the contrasts which were for

merly supposed to exist have disappeared before the laborious

researches of Tiedemann on the brain of negroes and of Euro

peans, and the anatomical investigations of Vrolik and Weber. On

comparing the dark-coloured African nations, on whose physical

history the admirable work of Prichard has thrown so much light,

with the races inhabiting the islands of the Sonth Indian and West

Australian Archipelago, and with the Papuas and Alfourons (Haro-

fores, Endamcnes), we see that a black skin, woolly hair, and a

negro-like cast of countenance are not necessarily connected

together" (Comin», vol. i. p. 36i).

1 Ncue Darstelluny tics Sensualismus, p. 170.

2 Journal dcs Savants, 1863, p. 700.
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innumerable transitional forms do not everywhere

abound ? " Agassiz and Owen prove that, not only

•when compared with the fossil genera and

species, but also among living families, genera, tiolff—

... . i. The ab-

and species, there is a manifest systematic pro- *cncc of

cress from lower to higher forms, which attains tkmai
* ' forms.

its climax in man. Elie de Beaumont shows

that the appearance of single organic types in the

several geological formations exhibits a progressive

advance from lower to higher forms, analogous to that

now seen in creation, so that one and the same plan

of structure must have existed from the beginning.1

Had the different species only arisen by " natural selec

tion," then a " confusion of form " would necessarily

have appeared in both organic kingdoms, and precluded

all possibility of systematic separation and grouping.

But in nature the existence of species is an undoubted

fact, absolutely incompatible with the theory of selec

tion. "If there exists," says R. Wagner, "a group

of individuals, historically united by the process of

generation, which, notwithstanding changes in

their outer form or inner structure, never pass of species

into forms of another circle, but constantly tiieircou-
tinuoua

tend to revert to their original tvpe ; then the historic
0 tr ' descent.

species is clearly not merely a number of

units, bound together by external characteristics, nor

1 Of. K. Schmidt, Anthropoloyie, 1865, p. 177. Agassiz says of the

Darwinian theory: "I consider the transmutation theory as a

scientific mistake, untrue in its facts, unscientific in its method,

and mischievous in its tendency " (Essay on Classification, p. 108).
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the abstract conception of some zoological classifier,

but a real historic species, separated and limited within

its own race." Among the thousand clearly defined

"good" species usually very rich in individuals, none

are anywhere found in the earlier stages of a really

new development. Lyall puts the various

tit,yoT species of shellfish in the Miocene period,
primitive ,., . -, .,.,, ..

i.nd exi»t- which are identical with those now existing, at
i0g types. °>

from 1 7 to 35 per cent, of the whole molluscae

of that period. In the later Pliocene beds, the number

of species identical with the present marine fauna is

increased from 60 to 80 per cent. But there are

species still extant which can be traced back to the

Eocene period, that is, to the lowest strata of the

Tertiary formation, and which, according to the Dar

winian theory, as proved by the superincumbent strata

of more than 750 metres in depth, must have existed

two or three millions of years ago. Darwin,s principle,

" infinitesimal steps in gigantic periods of time," is

therefore without meaning. Besides, since the Tertiary

period, most of these primitive species must have

passed through extraordinary changes in all the con

ditions of existence, yet without producing the slightest

, , transmutation " from the primitive types.

Again, in the great majority of cases, the varying

forms, that is, those species which are morphologically

most closely allied, are either locally separated or

only touch on the extreme borders of their respective

" habitats." Yet, according to Darwin,s hypothesis,

they should be most numerous at the centre of the area
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of diffusion, because there the " struggle for existence "

would be most severe. Barrande,1 in his work

on trilobites, asserts as a fact what Darwin <• Sliddllil

7 appear-

admits would be ruinous to his theoryof descent, "H™ of

viz., the sudden appearance of groups of species oj species,

allied to one another. Whilst in the Cambrian

strata not a single trilobite is found, among the

primeval Silurian fauna of Bohemia seven different

species unexpectedly appear together, a phenomenon

which recurs equally unexpectedly in all known Silurian

deposits. Again, in the lowest zone of the second

Silurian fauna, no fewer than twenty-one new species

as suddenly appear unheralded by any transitional

forms. Still more damaging to the theory of " de

scent " is the fact that the number of trilobites, in

respect of families, species, and individuals, far exceeds

all other creatures of the primordial Silurian fauna.

The absence of any progressive development from the

species of the primitive Silurian fauna towards those

of the Carboniferous strata, as also the formation of

new family types under conditions precluding any

possibility of variability in the species, alike tell

against Darwin.2 In England, out of eleven extinct

1 Trilobitis, Extrait da Supplement au Vol. I. da Syst&me Silurlen

du Centre de la Boheme, 1871.

2 Of. Leonhardund Gcinitz, Neues LchrbucK fur Mineraloyie, 1871,

p. 963. "Barrandes" exhaustive researches have proved how com

pletely palzeontological experience contradicts Darwin,s theory "

(Quinstedt, Klar und Wahr, 1872, p. 64). " I have always contended

for a progressive development, from the less to the more perfect ;

but the question is whether this will explain everything. In their

several localities creatures appear as perfect as if, Minerva-like, they
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mammals found in the deposits of the glacial period,

no less than ten are identical with species now exist

ing, as, e.y., the roe, the reindeer, the wolf, &c.

This fact proves the immutability of certain species,

especially under altered external influences.

Variations of type within the same species are

limited and determined. Hybrids of species absolutely

Varia diverse do not multiply. They either revert

I1""""1 to one of the two original species or become

sterile.1 To meet this objection, Wagner pro

pounded his theory of migrations, that is,

the formation of new species by the separation and

migration of some individuals, and the free crossing

of these with others of the same species under altered

circumstances. But the whole hypothesis is" unsup

ported by proof, and, if true, would imply design in

the migration.

had sprung, fully developed, from Jupiter,s head. Geology has taught

us nothing more in this respect than Zoology ; on the contrary, it

has rather increased than diminished our difficulties in apprehend

ing the act of creation. According to our judgment, it would seem,

& priori, more fitting that creation should have evolved man from

the higher animal organisms, e.y., an ape, rather than have formed

Adam out of clay. But this supposition is not proof. And what

ever likeness to man, even extending to the convolutions of the

brain, we may find in the tailless orang-outang, pongo, or gorilla,

however shrewd and intelligent they may be, however able to under

stand one another, yet they are without the faculty of speech,

When, on the physical side, we admit a kinship with the lower

animal world, we are not surrendering any of our prerogatives—

indeed, they are justly objects of our compassion. . . . But all the

more thankfully let us uphold the nobility of our soul."

1 In consequence of this difficulty, Huxley gives to Darwin,s

theory only a provisional acceptance (Man,s Place in Nature, 1863,

p. 107).
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Doubtless every species varies more or less, but only

within certain limits. We find in nature inherited and

acquired variations. Inherited variations, being abso

lutely independent of external conditions, prove nothing

as regards the theory of transmutation. Acquired or

cultured variations, suddenly produced and sharply

accentuated, can only be preserved by assiduous care,

and disappear under great external changes ; e.y., the

flora of Greece in the time of Homer. For heredity

tends to obliterate the variations, but to preserve the

specific characteristics, of the breed. Darwin himself

admits it to be most improbable that variations re

stricted to a few individuals would ever be permanent,

and allows that when crossed with the primitive

forms they inevitably disappear.

But, granting the possibility of fortuitous variations,

how, without a predetermined plan of development,

would an endless series of such variations, in each

stage of development, follow the direction required

for the formation of a new species ? The lengthened

neck (seven feet) of the giraffe presupposes a

prolonged period of scarcity, during which the

longer-necked offspring were better able than the rest

to reach the upper branches of the trees, after the

lower ones had been stripped bare. And the scarcity

must have been conterminous with the lengthening

necks of the young giraffes. Here the hypothesis of

" sexual selection " comes in aid ; that is, the pre

ference of the female for a male,1 with some pecu-

1 The Descent of Man, vol. i. p. 23 1. ;
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liarity unlike the common herd, being supposed to

explain its reproduction. But this reasoning is inap

plicable to plants, and to the androgynous lower

animals, as these are partly hermaphrodites, partly

propagated by germination.1

If every creature be constantly striving after a

higher adaptation to its conditions of existence, how

is this persistence of the lower forms to be

vivai of explained ? Yet, as a matter of fact, organisms
the lowest l * '

Umsi!1" o^ every grade alike possess the capacity of

life, and each of these grades is everywhere

represented, whilst, according to Darwin, only one—

namely, the highest—ought to survive. Nay, more : the

lowest forms are precisely those which are most enduring

and unchangeable. Under the law of the "struggle for

existence," would not evolution rather tend downward

than upward, since the simpler organisms are better

fitted for the struggle than the more complex, being

less dependent upon external influences ? Accord

ingly, we find the lower forms of plants and animals

spread over vast areas, compared with the very limited

regions peopled by the higher forms. The logical in

ference from Darwin,s principle is, then, the exact

opposite of that which he deduces from it. Instead

of a progressive multiplication of the forms of life, it

points to their increasing unification—a result which

1 Of. A. Wigand, Der Darwinismui mld die Naturforschuny, New

ton,s und Cuvier,s, 1874. Dr. Mivart asks, "If natural selection be

so potent, why has not any other hoofed quadruped acquired a long

neck and lofty stature besides the giraffe, and, in a lesser degree,

the camel, guanaco, &c. 1 "
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can only be explained by reversing his teaching and

accepting a principle of development which " deter

mines the direction and limits the amount of varia

bility." l Von Baer, R. Wagner,2 Agassiz, and even.

Linnaeus do not deny the evolution of new species,

but under limited conditions. "How came the , struggle

for existence,," says Fechner,3 "to be the governing

principle in the actual relations between the animal and

vegetable kingdoms ? For is not the animal Exter-

-..,., . . inination

kingdom dependent ior its very existence upon and ex-

the vegetable kingdom ? Doubtless there is, crease
r- alike pre-

in a certain sense, a ' struggle , between them, Dented,

since animals feed upon plants ; but instead of animals,

as higher organisms, exterminating plants in order to

take their place, the increase of each is so limited as to

secure the preservation of both. Within the animal

kingdom the carnivorous do not supplant the vege

tarians, but only prevent their excessive increase, so

that neither shall be in want of sustenance, whilst the

surplus serves the carnivorous for food." Again, he

remarks : "Of course, in the struggle for existence,

the most perfect exemplars of each species, or those

1 Cf. Archivfiir Anthropoloyic, vi. p. 134.

2 K. Wagner (On the Creation of Man, 1854) seeks to demonstrate

that the question whether all men have descended from an original

man can be answered neither affirmatively nor negatively ; that the

possibility of such descent is physiologically indisputable, since we

see physiognomic peculiarities originating in men or animals and

becoming permanent, which phenomena resemble, though it may be

only remotely, the probable phenomena accompanying the formation

of races ; and that, therefore, the latest results of natural science

leave the belief in the Bible uumolested.

3 Ad loc. cit., p. 225.

K
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best adapted to their surroundings, supplant the weaker.

But the dominant principle in nature is that of com

pletion ; that is, the exemplars and the species are

mutually dependent. This is especially true in regard

to the sexual relations. That sexless individuals should

be changed into those sexually differentiated is most

improbable, since no such changes could ever occur

in the innumerable sexless species now existing." " Be

sides, from the well-known principles of production,

the phenomenon of two individuals becoming sexually

differentiated at the same time and in tho same locality

is most improbable, even in a single species, and far

more so in the whole animal kingdom."

Again the same difficulty arises, in another form, in

the case of those numerous plants whose fertilisation

depends on the insects which feed upon them. These

" enormous " difficulties can only be overcome by sub

stituting for Darwin,s theory of chance " the concep

tion of a co-relation of place, time, and causation in

the conditions under which organisms originate and

exist;" that is, the principle of their mutual dependence

and completion. But this higher principle presupposes

a conscious creative Cause, governing the world accord

ing to a definite plan.

Again, the greatest variety of species are found in

the same localities, and identical species in very different

localities. " It points to a fixed plan in the structure

of typical forms, when we find frogs, tortoises, &c., in

all five quarters of the globe entirely independent of

one another, and frequently so similar in form that
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they cannot be distinguished without close examina

tion. Now, let us place another picture before us,

from which we will draw a contrast. In a „ .
7. Various

small lake we find infusoria, fishes, frogs, croco- f^°jsin

diles, water-mice, algae, grasses, pupae, &c., in *Sy°'

close proximity, all sharing the same climate same 8

and country. Do all these plants and crea- in diverse

tures spring from the same primal germs and

prototypes ? Again, in countries far distant from one

another, with nothing in common but a hot climate,

nature planted three primal germs—one in the Nile,

another in the Ganges, a third in the Amazon—and

these produced a crocodile, a gavial, and an alligator.

Again, she placed three primal germs, with the same

capacity for evolution, in the same lake, and they pro

duced (severally) an infusorium, a rodent, and a pupa !

Is not this pure sorcery? Thus, different conditions

produce the same organisms, and similar conditions

beget differences the most striking in nature. Now,

since these differences cannot be derived from their

surroundings, they must be ascribed to the First

Cause." 1

Again, it follows from Darwin's hypothesis that

morphological properties, being indifferent, should be

readily susceptible of change, whilst physiological

qualities would be difficult to alter. Yet facts prove

the reverse. Nageli remarks : 2 " I have never observed

1 Aug. Miiller, Ucber die Entstehung organischcr Wesen, Berlin,

1866, p. 29.

. 2 Entstehung und Bcgriff der naturJUsluriiclun Art, 1865, p. 26.
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a single morphological modification in plants, nor do

I see how one is possible, because the ordinary pro-

8. Mor- cesses of morphological formation are totally

prope?t£> independent of physiological conditions. Ac-

tibie of cording to the Darwinian theory, which requires

functional indifferent characteristics to be variable, and
the re
verse, those which serve a purpose immutable, the

purely morphological properties of plants should be the

most susceptible, and those determined by a designed

fulfilment of the organic conditions of the structure

most unsusceptible of change. But experience proves

the contrary. Whether in a cultured or uncultured state,

the arrangement and relations of the cells and organs

are their most permanent and tenacious characteristics.

Take the instance of a plant with leaves in pairs oppo

site one another, and with blossoms in multiples of

three. Now, all possible functional changes will be

more easily produced in these leaves than their re

arrangement into a special form, although, as being

quite indifferent to the ' struggle for existence,' they

could not attain to this ' constancy to type ' by ' natu

ral selection.' " Darwin 1 owns the force of this argu

1 Descent of Man and Sexual Selection, 2nd Edition, p. 132. "I

must admit, after reading the essay of Nageli on plants, and the

remarks by various authors with respect to animals, more especially

those recently made by Professor Broca, that in the earlier editions

of my Origin of Species I probably attributed too much to the action

of natural selection or the survival of the fittest. I have altered the

5th Edition of The Origin so as to confine my remarks to adaptive

changes of structure. I had not formerly sufficiently considered

the existence of many structures which appear to be, as far as we

can judge, neither beneficial nor injurious ; and this I believe to be

one of the greatest oversights as yet detected in my work. ... If
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ment. With Niigeli concur A. Braun, Askenasy, and

many modern naturalists. They deny that " natural

selection " is the original cause of mutation, nor do

they admit , , unlimited variability," but only recognise

a " definite and designed variation, according to the

nature of each species, which resists change in one

direction while yielding to it in another."1 But this

is to abandon the Darwinian theory of descent, and to

assert an " inner law " instead of a purely external

adaptation, a principle which tends to the simplifica

tion of species, but does not derive all species from a

single type.

Hence it is now generally admitted that the origin

of a new organ cannot be explained by " natural selec

tion," because this presupposes, in order to be
*• 9. Unin-

efficient, an organ already partially differen- hefu^ri.

tiated. Hackel,2 indeed, instances the heredity N|*'ter

of diseases, but a diseased or stunted organ is auts'

not a new one. How can Darwin explain the existence

of neuter ants, since this peculiarity is not heritable ?

How did eyes originate in creatures destitute of them ?

Whence the origin of the nervous system, or the dif

ference of gender in creatures originally without this

distinction? Whence came the bee,s sting, which,

when used, does not preserve the bee,s life, but destroys

I have erred in giving to natural selection great power, which I am

far from admitting, or in having exaggerated its power, which is

in itself probable, I have at least, as I hope, done good service in

aiding to overthrow the dogma of separate creations."

1 Askenasy.

2 Ad loc. cit., p. 159.
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it? How shall we account for the different mental

characteristics and various instincts of animals ? Are

not their organs instruments made use of by the

instinct, rather than causes of a gradually developed

and inherited instinct ? 1 As human experience and

science are not transmitted from any bodily organisa

tion of the parent, neither is instinct among animals

merely due to the inheritance of a higher
lo. Higher

instinct in organisation which has developed by use. Do

ganised we nof; fjn(^ proofs of a higher intelligence
animals. r ° °

among certain lower creatures (for example,

ants and bees) than among many higher forms ?

Against Darwin's assumption that instinct is a product

of bodily organisation, we maintain :

First, That in similar bodily organisms very dis

similar instincts are found. All spiders are furnished

with the same spinning apparatus, yet their

rent in- webs are quite different. Nearly all birds have
Btincts in

similar or- the same structure for building their nests, yet
gaiusms, ° J

vend"' what endless variety we see in the nests they

construct ! The same is true of their songs,

of their care of their young, &c. The limbs of the hare

and rabbit have the same structure, yet one burrows

and the other does not.

Secondly, That the same instincts are found with

different organisations. Birds, either with or without

claws apt for climbing, and apes, with or without pre

hensile tails, alike dwell in trees. The wild dog digs

1 Of. S. I., Qu. lxxviii. Art. 3. " For the faculties are not for the

organs, but the organs for the faculties."

J
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holes, and the hyaena unearths the dead, yet both are

without feet specially adapted for these purposes. The

German mole secretes food in his cheek-pouches; the

large bat has not these appendages, and yet does the

same. Moreover, instinct is shown in attempts to use

an organ not yet fully developed.1

Though the three great kingdoms of nature, the

mineral, the vegetable, and the animal, are doubtless

built on an ascending scale, there is no proof

that the one proceeded from the other. If |£mj™'0n

they did, the same mode of genesis would andofor-3

apply in the formation of the internal organs. gan8'

But, as a matter of fact, each organ is differentiated

from the common protoplasm of the organism ; and just

as the brain is not evolved from the heart, so neither

is the bird from the fish, nor the fish from the mollusc ;

nor, in metals and metalloids, is gold evolved from silver,

or silver from mica ; nor, again, are the different kinds

of animals evolved from one another, but in one king

dom, as in the other, there are fundamental generic

differences.2 Hackel 3 contends that rudimentary forms

furnish incontestable proofs of the truth of Darwin's

theory. Agassiz,4 however, finds evidence to the con

trary in the fact that " organs often appear in animals

for which there is no corresponding function ; that is,

1 Burdach, Blicke ins Lcben, p. 210; E. v. Hartmann, Philosophic

iles Unbewussten, 1869, p. 54 ff.

8 Cams, in Fiohte, Zeitschrift fur Philosophic, 1865, p. 250.

3 Vcrhandlungen der deutschen Naturforschir im. J. 1863 ; Qcne-

ralie Murpholoyie, naturliche Sclwpfungsgeschichte, 186S.

4 Essay on Classification, i. sect. 1.
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organs without function, as, for instance, the uncut teeth

of whales, the nipples in male mammalia ; organs ap

parently formed and retained only for the sake
Rudimen- *

taryor- of symmetry, as structural adjuncts, conform

ably to the general type, although practically

superfluous." That function and organ are identical is

plainly an error, in the sense of the continued function,

producing or transforming the organ ; as shown, e.y.,

in the gills of fish and the lungs of higher animals,

which fulfil, indeed, the same function, but morpho

logically occupy very different positions. It is also

evident that totally distinct types of animals and

plants are found under the same outward circum

stances and conditions, and that, on the contrary, the

same species retains its type unchanged under utterly

different climatic and physical conditions ; that when

modifications occur they are always superficial, and

do not affect the fundamental plan of organisation.

Diversity of structure pervades the whole internal

arrangement and grouping of the organs ; and this

diversity has been continuous. The same organic

forms which we see in the animal world around

eai classes us prevailed in the primitive fauna of the
of aui- * *

maisun- globe. The principal typical classes of ani-
cbanged. ° l i J r

mals, radiates, molluscs, articulates, and ver

tebrates, are found in all geological strata, from the

earliest to the latest ; no lapse of time, no altera

tions, however violent, in the conditions of life have

ever essentially changed their structure. The so-called

" retrogressions," that is, an appearance of lower
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organisms (" microcephales "), have only a patholo

gical significance, as the products of a sickly degenera

tion.1 Hence, emboldened by the result of his paleon-

tological researches, Oswald Heer2 declares that "the

origin of species is a secret, a mystery, which we try

indeed to fathom, but whose adequate solution cannot

be found in the natural phenomena with which we

Eire acquainted, nor in the application of existing

laws."

Modern materialism is not, then, as it pretends, the

inevitable result of the scientific study of nature.3

Rather is it the effect of nature studied as a j,,jurim]l.

system of necessary laws, without regard to excise

the first or final cause.4 Hence many eminent natural

naturalists, knowing the injurious effects of

the exclusive study of the experimental sciences, have

exercised their minds in other subjects. Cuvier

studied the classics ; Werner, the geologist, comparative

philology; Ampere, the electrician, knew the "Imi

tation of Christ " by heart.5 To a well-balanced mind,

1 Virchow, Leipziy-Rede, 1878. Again, in his Wiesbaden Address,

1887 : " The final decision regarding evolution in man has not been

advanced by one hair,s-breadth " (Tablet, October 15, 1887). Aetz,

Xaturforscher-Versammlunyen zu Casscl, 1870.

2 Ad loc. cit., p. 603.

3 Buchner, Kraft und Staff. Vorwort.

4 Passavant, Revue dcs Deux Mrnides, 1861, p. 179.

5 Darwin deplored most bitterly the atrophy of the higher powers

of his brain, and the gradual loss of aesthetic tastes. "My mind

seems to have become a kind of machine for general laws out of

large collections of facts ; but why this should have caused the

atrophy of that part of the brain alone on which the higher tastes

depend I cannot conceive. ... If I had had to live my life again,
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nature, Herschel tells us, reveals a Divine Intelligence

everywhere. The origin of life, and of the visible

order, is to be found then, not in " yeneratio cequivoca,"

nor evolution, nor abiogenesis, nor eternity of species,

but in the Almighty "fiat" which first made things

to be. " And God said, Let the earth bring forth

the green herb, and such as may seed, and the

fruit tree yielding fruit after its kind. . . . And

God made the beasts of the earth after their kind,

and cattle, and everything that creepeth on the

earth after its kind. And God created man to His

own image, male and female, He created them"

(Gen. i. 27).

A sufficient number of leading naturalists are found

in every age to show that this primal truth of revela

tion agrees with the most exact demands of

acknow- science. Thus, Linnaeus prefaced his system
ledged by .

the most of nature with the words, "I awoke, and
eminent

r,u*ists saw trace of God, the Eternal, the Immense,

the Omniscient, the Omnipotent passing by,

and was astounded." The faith of Copernicus is

seen in the humble prayer which he had placed on

his tomb :—

I would have made a rule to read some poetry and listen to some

music at least every week, for perhaps the part of my brain now

atrophied would have been kept alive through use. The loss of

these tastes is a loss of happiness, and may possibly be injurious

to the intellect, and more probably to the moral character, by

enfeebling the emotional part of our nature " (Life, 4th Edition).

Tyndall also speaks of the logical feebleness of science. Cf. Mivart,

Ucncsii of Siccici, p. 309.
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" Not grace, like Paul, I ask,

Nor slirift, like Peter, crave,

But what my Lord, when crucified,

The thief repentant gave." 1

Keppler, Newton, Humphry Davy, CErstedt, Ampere

—all of them eminent in science—have opposed them

selves to the materialism of their day ; and among

modern scientists who have resisted the tendency to

materialism are A. and R. von Wagner, J. Madler,2

J. Hyrtl, J. R. Mayer, Gauss, C. von Leonhard, Fr.

A. Quenstedt, K. E. von Baer, Oscar Fraas, and

Oswald Heer. In France, among more recent natu

ralists since the time of Cuvier, A. Cauchy, Bi6t,

Quatrefages, and C. Bernard may be noticed ; and in

England, Chalmers, who declared that " Christianity

had everything to hope and nothing to fear from

science ; " also Murchison, Faraday, Prichard, Brew

ster, Mivart, A. Meadows, and J. Baile.3

1 " Non parem Pauli gratiam requiro,

Veniam Petri neque posco ; sed quam

In cruois ligno dederas latroni

Sedulus oro."

2 " If astronomy comes from heaven, let it show itself worthy of

this origin. It demands the knowledge of God, since it searches

into truths which reveal to us His great works, and develops laws,

rightly called 'natural laws,' not because nature dictated them,

but because God appointed them to nature " (Gesamm. Naturwissen-

siltaft, iii. p. 551).

8 To which may be added Carpenter, the Duke of Argyle, Sir

W. Thompson.



CHAPTER V.

PANTHEISM.

WE have already seen that pantheism, as opposed to

materialism, assumes the unity of one supreme principle

as the only explanation of all that exists both in
Accord- * r

jnnthe- nature and thought. So far then, but no far-

Fi,rst,0"" ther, pantheism and Christianity agree. For

Is,tUe,Juft. the infinite Being Who, according to Chris-

»u that" tianity, is not only the principle of all things,

but also their creative cause, is, with the pan

theist, identical with the things themselves. They are

but the phenomena, and realisation of this one, uni

versal, absolute Being, and His relation to them is not

that of cause to effect, but of substance to accident.1

1 Spinoza says (Ethic, i. p. 18), "God is the immanent, not the

transient cause of things." He distinguishes the organ of the

manifestations, " creative nature " (natura nalurans), from the mani

festations themselves, " created nature " (natura naturata). Goethe

makes the Deity of pantheism speak thus :—

"Amid life,s billows,

In the tumult of action,

I am borne hither and thither,

Floating upward and downward,

Life and death

An eternal Ocean,

An ever-changing motion,

A glowing life.

Thus I work at the busy loom of life,

And weave the living Kobe of the Godhead."
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Hence pantheism has been also termed " monism,"

since it teaches that all things which exist are one and

the same in their nature, substance, and proper essence ; l

that all differences are merely apparent, not real.

And as there are no finite, conditional substances,

there never was a creature, for all things which are

apparently finite are but the forms, attributes, and

manifestations of the one ever-infinite Being.2

Such is the theory. On what does it rest ?

I . If the world were not essentially different, but only

modally distinguished, from the Divine Substance, as

my thought is distinguished from my mind,

then, as the mode manifested follows neces- things
identical

sarily the nature of the substance modified, all pivii*0

things visible being, by this hypothesis, but would,bT

the manifestations of an eternal, necessary, and aeini

infinite substance, must themselves be eternal,

necessary, and infinite.3 But the things of this world

are exactly the reverse. They appear and disappear ;

they are temporal, contingent, and finite ; they differ

1 " To imagine the being of the world, is to strip it of all individual

and contingent forms, and to conceive it as an universal, necessary

Being, distinct from every other ; that is, as God " (Hegel, Encyclo

paedia, s. 50).

2 " Absolute necessity being assumed as alone true and real, in

what relation do outward things stand to their principle ? . .

They differ from absolute necessity, but without it they have no

independent existence. There is only one Being, and this belongs

to necessity. Things are only accidents ; that which we call absolute

necessity is to be hypothesised as the Universal Being" (Ueyd,s

WerJcc, vol. xii. p. 437).

3 Mode is an entity which cannot possibly exist apart from its

subject. A thought cannot exist apart from the thinking mind.
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from one another, and hare separate existences, and

thus cannot be phenomena of this one and the same

substance.

2. If finite beings could, by composition, become

one universal substance,1 then the infinite would be

mn obtained by the addition of things finite, and

uoulytdl tne absolute by the union of things contin-

dmonbe- gen^ which is as inconceivable as that a unit

could be the product of a sum of zeros.

3. If all phenomena in the world were mere modi

fications and appearances of one substance, then the

same substance would be at once free and neces-

samesub- sary, conscious and unconscious, intellectual
stance at . .

once con- and unintellectual. There must then exist at
scions

conscious least two essentially distinct substances, which,

being different by nature, must proceed from

the First Cause of all things, not by necessary emana

tion from its essence, but by determination ; that is, by

creation.

1 " Since finite things produce themselves severally in the endless

vicissitudes of birth and decay, they constitute an universality

which is not their cause, but their substance " (Strauss, Glaultens-

Ithre i. p. 382). Lange well remarks (Uoymatik, i. p. 213) : "Philo

sophers such as Strauss reckon up things conditioned, like the

tradesman who sold every article below cost price, and when told

that this proceeding would make him bankrupt, replied that he

should get his profit by the number of goods sold. Thus, these

speculative calculators derive the independent condition of the

world from its millions of conditioned existences. The pantheistic

view of the world is nothing but a pantheistic comedy, which began

in Germany with the revival of the romantic element : it fills the

imagination, but will not bear reflection. With Schelling, especially,

it is poetry rather than philosophy."
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4. According to the pantheistic theory, that which

is free and conscious must have emanated from what

is necessary and unconscious. Thus, what is

essentially of a lower order would produce what the less
-" , produce

is essentially of a higher order. This, how- the
J ' ' greater.

ever, is equally impossible, because every force

must contain potentially its operation, and. in like

manner, every efficient cause its exterior manifestation

or effect. Therefore, the perfect can produce the imper

fect, but the imperfect can never produce the perfect.2

5. If all things and all phenomena had neces

sarily proceeded from one cause, then nature would

be nothing more than a table of logarithms, a mate

rialised logic. True, mathematical laws, as well as

logical principles, appear everywhere in nature ; but

with them we see also a prodigality of individual life,

colour, and form. And thus Stahl 3 justly calls indi-

1 " It must be said of the Absolute," observes Hegel ( Wcrkc, vol.

ii. p. 16), " that it is only in the end, that which it is in truth."

Aristotle had already refuted this error (Metaphys., xii. 7).

2 The derivation of the perfect from the imperfect contravenes

the supreme law of thought, that of the sufficient cause, and

assumes effects for which no adequate cause exists. "Whatever

perfection exists in an effect must be found in the efficient cause

(causa effectim). For it is evident that the effect pre-exists virtually

in the cause which produced it. But that virtual pre-existence in

the efficient cause is not a less perfect, but a more perfect, mode of

pre-existence" (S. I., Qu. iv. Art. 2). "Although the seed is the

principle of the living thing generated therefrom, it has, anterior

to itself, the animal or plant whence it has fallen. For whatever

is in potentia must be preceded by what is in act, since potentiality

cannot be reduced to act save by what is already in act " (Ibid.).

Cf. Aristotle, Metaphys., xii. 5.

* The ancients used to say, " Socrates non est humanitas ; " for

the idea of humanity does not fully express the nature of the indi
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vidualism the refutation of pantheism; for whatever

is necessarily developed from one type has no more

individuality than casts repeated from the same mould ;

nor, on the other hand, can that which possesses in

dividuality be the product of any blind necessity, but

of a free will.

But individuality appears everywhere in nature, and

most evidently in the individual character of man and

man, with their variety of powers, talents,

duniity and gifts. Spinoza evades this question, and

simply describes individuals as "modes" of
.

'

the one Substance. He fails, however, to

prove why each " modus " differs from all others.

Subjective idealists, like Kant, Fichte, and Schopen

hauer, explain the multiplicity of objects as a subjective

phenomenon, arising out of the conditions of space

and time. But this only transfers the difficulty from

the object to the mind ; nor do they explain why each

individual thinks independently for himself, and dis

tinguishes himself from all others of his kind. Accord

ing to Hegel, the idea is the only universal Substance ;

besides it there is nothing, and the processes of nature

are merely the laws of thought applied to external

objects. But even Hegel allows that neither idea nor

word can grasp the individual " this " (the kcecceitas

of Scotus), the personality which yet can only be thus

defined. Individual personality is beyond the scope

vidual man. " That which constitutes a man contains," says St.

Thomas, "a something which humanity has not" (S. I., Qu. iii.

Art. 6). .
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of Hegel,s absolute idea, and therefore has no place

in his philosophy. Nor can Hegel explain multipli

city as a real phenomenon. Actual multiplicity is not

a mere conception, but an aggregate of individuals, each

distinct from the other, and which, being apprehended,

not by the intellect, but only by the senses, cannot be

the self-developed product of one original idea.

6. Finally, if the world is not the work of God,

but self-created, then, as the less cannot produce the

greater, it must have been the work of man.1 IfGoddid

But man is inconceivable apart from nature. thowoTid5

He is nature,s child, born of its soil and sus- j^"" Inu *

tained by its produce ; indeed, of all organic

beings he is the last produced. Therefore, the world

was not created by man, who is conditioned and finite,

but by a First Cause, Who is superior alike to man and

the world.

Sensible of this difficulty, pantheist writers have

affirmed the eternity of the human race. " It is

difficult," says Michelet, " to derive the perfect

from the imperfect ; still less are we disposed to p»nthe-

concede that mind was evolved from matter, affirm*

This difficulty, however, is easily solved if we "fm»n-

admit the eternity of the human race." And

he allows that without this assumption his whole

system would be a mere chimera.2 • '

1 According to Hegel ( Werke, xi. 1 i), God is the result of universal

progress. But since, in his system, the world had no temporal

beginning, and cannot have an end, this result will never be

attained : God will never become a reality.

! Uebcr die Peniinltchkcit cler Absolutcn, p. 120.

L
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But an endless duration of the human race is a con

tradiction in terms, and disproved alike by science and

history, as we have seen. Moreover, if man

impo»- existed from all eternity, and will eternally

exist, and if, according to Hegel,s theory, man,s

intellectual development is already complete, what

remains for future ages to discover or learn ? Nothing

but the unendurable monotony of the one absolute idea !

But how does pantheism stand the test of experience ?

If it be true, then all divergence and all opposition

between things are merely apparent, and all things are

one and the same ; then all action in the world is the

immediate action of God, the life of the world is the

life of God, and God alone is all. Or, in the words of

Schelling, " the , I think, therefore I am , (coyito, eryo

sum), has been, ever since Descartes, the fundamental

error of all philosophy, for thought is not my thought,

nor being my individual being, but all is of God alone,

or rather all is of All." 1

Is this really so ? We recognise in ourselves a series

of numberless phantasms, operations, opinions, conclu

sions, affections, resolves, and of all these ex-
Our con- '

periences, though they be distinct from, and

even opposed to, each other, our " ego" is, we

-"<" know, the sole subject. Nay, further, all these

interior experiences are but our individual selves, or

" ego," modified in these various ways On the other

hand, we receive impressions which arise, not from our

self-consciousness, but which are involuntary, and often

1 Apltorlimen zur EinlcUuny in die. Nalurpkiloaopliie, p. 144.
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make themselves felt even against our will. There are,

then, other substances outside ourselves which act upon

us ; that is, there exist two essences, two substances,

myself within, and what is not myself, the world with

out ; consequently, pantheism is refuted by the im

mediate, simple, and incontestable fact of experience.

But we are conscious not only of the power of act

ing for ourselves, but of acting with freedom. I know

myself to be one who freely determines to do
and of our

erood or evil ; therefore I am responsible for my freedom
" , l J of action.

actions. The choice of merit and demerit, re

ward and punishment, is mine. I am master of my lot.

I feel then in my innermost being that I am not a wave,

tossed to and fro, nor a sand-heap, whirled together by

blind necessity, to be again dispersed into the one

hopeless " absolute Whole ; " but I have a proper per

sonal existence of my own, and that existence has a

purpose. I am not a leaf of autumn, blown down to

make room for another, nor merely a means to an end ;

but I have an end, which is mine own by right, and

belongs individually to myself.1 And if men were not

thus free there would be no history, for history is the

common product of two factors, necessity and liberty ;

nor would there be any true development, nor any

progress toward a higher state, for all human life

1 As a political theory pantheism necessarily leads to Absolutism.

The independence of the individual and the family is regarded as

"egotistic exaltation of the personal, and far inferior to the disin

terested patriotism of classical times. Despicable indeed is this

vain self-idolatry, which refuses to be absorbed in the absolute sub

stance of the State " (Chalybaeus, Ethics, vol. i. p. 370).
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would revolve in one and the same eternal circle of

blind necessity.

But let us consider pantheism in its assumptions and

proofs. Pantheism, notably in its latest phase,1 starts

with the arbitrary assumption that all genuine

*'™"°' science has one supreme principle, which is

th<'i,m- the only source of truth. But the intellect

possesses no one all-embracing truth. For an universal

oniyono idea onty represents what is common to many

of 'know- diverse beings, apart from their differentiated

' """ properties, of which it can, therefore, give no

idea. Again, an universal idea, being obtained by

abstracting from what is concrete, singular, and exist

ing, has of itself no existence, and is only a mental con-

No uni- cept. ' ' When we speak of an universal abstract

emorac*11 idea," says St. Thomas, "we understand there-

ng r" ' by two things, namely, the nature of the thing

itself, and the abstraction, or universal conception

thereof. The nature itself, which is grasped by the

mind, or of which an abstraction is made, or which is con

sidered under an universal idea, exists only in singular,

undivided things (singularibus). But the conception, or

abstraction, or the universal idea, resides in the

Btractis intellect. We can make this evident by an

from par- example from the material world. The sight
ticulare. , D

sees the colour of the fruit, independently of

the odour. If we ask where the colour is, which is

seen without the odour, it is evidently only in the fruit.

That the colour, however, can be perceived without

1 Solielling and Hegel.

"

Jk
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the smell depends upon the sight, which recognises

the colour, but does not detect at the same time the

odour. Similarly, the idea of mankind exists only in

this or that man. But that mankind may be con

ceived -without the individual conditions, that is, that

an abstraction may be formed of humanity, in order to

form a general conception of man, this apprehension

of humanity is the act of the intellect, which considers

in this case merely the nature of the species, and not

the individualising principles." l

This knowledge of all truths by means of one single

idea is an ideal unattainable by the created oneimi-

intellect. but possible to God alone.2 Only
r J

sible to

when He is seen face to face will all be oodaioua.

seen in Him, Who contains all truth in Himself.

Equally false is the second assumption of pantheism,

the necessary sequence of the first, which asserts the

identity of the ideal and real, of thought Thou ht

and being. For the opposition between our ""ucTen-8

thought and external things is told us in our tlca1'

self-knowledge. We cannot evolve our sense experi

ences from unaided thought, nor the laws of thought

1 S. I., Qu. Ixxxv. Art. 2. " Universal ideas," says Aristotle, " are

not separate from singular" (Jfelaphys,, xiv. 4, xiii. 9; De Anima,

iii. 8). " No ball exists which our senses cannot perceive "

(Metaphys., vii. 8). On the same principle, all science has the

singular for its direct object, and from it the universal is obtained

by means of abstraction.

3 " God," says St. Thomas, " knows all by His Essence " (S. I., Qu.

Ixxxix. Art. i).

3 According to Hegel, the distinction between thought and being,

between subject and object, must be rejected, as "barring the en

trance to philosophy."
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merely from what our senses tell us. Sensible experi

ence is only the matter on which our thought works.

The thought is potentially in the mind, as the plant is

potentially in the seed. But as the seed requires heat

and moisture to be developed into the plant/ so the

mind requires sensible impressions, external and in

ternal, to develop its thoughts.1 In this sense, all our

knowledge is founded upon sense experience, for sense

experience and the intellect together form its adequate

cause.2 True, the mind finds in the external world

the laws which direct its own thought ; for the laws of

reason are also the laws and first principles of
The laws * '

and,ature all things-3 But the mind does not create

h£eg" these external objects, for it is only by degrees,

Fm?10" in part, and with much toil that the thinking

reason learns to know the objective reason in

corporated in nature. Neither thought nor nature,

1 Of. Aristotle, De A nima, 6 C., and St. Angnstine, Ep. ad. ffebrul.

13, At. 218: "In saying that ,we understand,, we mean a mental

act, which can be effected in two ways—by the mind itself, re

flecting on itself, by reason within, as when we understand that the

thing is understood, or by the admonition of the senses, as when we

understand that the object perceived is a body." "Sensible experi

ence," says St. Thomas (S. I., Qu. Ixxxiv. Art. 6), "is not the whole

cause of intellectual knowledge ; rather it is only its material cause

(miteria causa)." Hence he understands the well-known saying,

with Aristotle (De Anima, in. 4), "The intellect is an unwritten

tablet, on which nothing is inscribed " (" Intellectus tabula rasa in

qua nihil est scriptum ").

2 The intellect, as a passive faculty, receives the sense impres

sion, and, as an active faculty, renders that impression intelligible by

abstracting the universal idea of species from its material condition.

3 " The laws of thought," says Suarez (Metaph., ii. Disp. 39), "are,

at the same time, the determining principles of the essence and nature

of things." " (^bjectivity can only be known by being recognised
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therefore, can be God, but both must alike proceed

from one common Supreme Cause, from one Primal

lleason, which is also Primal Force and Creative Power ;

that is, God.1

What has been said proves the falsity of the third

assumption of pantheism, that of the existence of pure

thought, of a reason absolute yet impersonal, the

" absolute reason " of Hegel. Now, there is no suh.iYim.

such thing as indeterminate, universal thought, reason.
' Butab-

any more than there is undetermined act. B*ract
'' thought

All thought is that of a definite, individual, ^8tno*

and determinate being, with a definite object,

and is therefore definite thought. There is no middle

as originally rational, since the laws of reason which govern our

mind show themselves to be exactly the same as the objective

reason existing in it ; i.e., external objects " (J. H. Fichte, Zeitschrift

far Philosophic, vol. xxiii. p. 160).

1 Our reason recognises the eternal laws, which are embodied in

things, because it is a participation and reflection of the Divine

Keason which formed the world, according to Its eternal thought.

Hence the world reveals the Being of God.

" Unless the eye had felt the light,

The sun it ne'er could see :

If in my soul dwelt not God,s might,

He ne'er could quicken me."

—GCETHE, Xen., iii.

"The human understanding," says Passavant, "which has the

mathematical law in itself, recognises the same law in nature.

Thus 'like agrees with like,, the subjective with the objective; and

this is true not only of the mathematical law, but also of that of

logic. Those primary ideas, without which we could not think, are

also the primary forms of all being. . . . The law of development,

which is the fundamental law of all living beings, presupposes

design. Thus, between the laws of reason and nature there is per

fect harmony. . . . Both alike spring from one Supreme Common

Cause, from a Primordial Reason, which is also a Primordial Force ;

in one word, frcm God " (Misccll. Essays, p. 90 ff.).
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term between mind and nature.1 But in every thinking

mind we distinguish the thinking substance, the faculty

of thinking, its act, and the object of thought. This

universal, absolute reason, from which, according to the

pantheistic theory, everything is blindly and neces

sarily evolved, is a purely intellectual abstraction, and

cannot exist. For what is unconscious thought but a

thought which does not think ? 2

The assumption of an absolute science is, then,

wholly unjustifiable, yet by it pantheism stands or

falls. Were our knowledge absolute, unlimited, and

therefore immediate, we could, in one act and one

idea, comprehend all things at once, without the aid

of the objects themselves ; and our classification of the

different sciences would be meaningless, since this clas

sification is determined solely by the mode in which the

object of each science contributes to our knowledge.

But as the sciences are many and diverse, and each

science is specified and limited by its formal object, it

follows that the objects themselves are many, diverse,

and limited, and that no one created object contains

all truth.3

1 Absolute reason, as the foundation and measure of all truth,

exists ; but it is self-conscious, it is indeed God Himself. "Things

true and necessary," says St. Thomas, "are eternal, because they

are in the Eternal Mind, which is the Mind of God alone " (S. I.,

Qu. x. Art. 3). God is Truth, and essential Truth.

- Hegel (Luyik, Vorrede, i.) himself calls his system "a realm of

shadows." " The fundamental fallacy of Hegel's philosophy," says

J. H. Fichte, "consists in his identifying abstract human thought

with absolute thought, a purely arbitrary and groundless hypo

thesis" (Zi-itschrift fiir Philo.ophic, vol. xvii. p. 292).

* " Such an attempt to comprehend the plan of the universe—the
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The mode by which science is attained, step by

step, from particular facts to universal laws Absolute

or principles, and the slowness of its advance, mtomiia-

both in individuals and in mankind, further thediv.r-
sity and

show that we are not possessed of all truth, pnrre"uf

* , scicucea.

and that absolute science is not ours.

Finally, every substance ' is not, as Spinoza defined

it, the one Substance, God. Every substance is, as

the term implies, self-subsistent, and not a

mere manifestation of a subject in which it stance
alone ex-

inheres ; but it is not self-subsistent m the £<•*. ™-,

sense of being self-created or self-existent.

Nor, again, is God, because absolute and infinite,

merely Being in the abstract, universal, and But0od

undetermined, and as such non-existent, and j^f^

only existent when determined by finite exist- ".deter-

ences. On the contrary, because He is in- """"

finite and absolute Being, God is the First Cause

order of nature—must begin with a generalisation of particular

facts, and a knowledge of the conditions under which physical

changes regularly and periodically manifest themselves, and must

conduct to the thoughtful consideration of the results yielded by

empirical observation ; but not to a contemplation of the universe

based on speculative deductions and development of thought alone,

or to a theory of absolute unity, independent of experience " (Hum-

boldt, Cosmos, vol. iii. p. 7 of Introduction, Otte,s trans., 187i).

1 " Substance is that to which it belongs, not to be in a subject "

(St. Thomas, C»ntr. Gent., i. 25). Or again, " Substance is a thing

to which it belongs to be in itself, and not in another as in a sub

ject." " To which it belongs," and not " is " simply to distinguish

the thing itself from its modes of being, or its essence from acci

dents. " Not in another " excludes inherence in a subject, but not

derivate existence. See Suarez, p. 15.
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and plenitude of all Being.1 As First Cause He

can give to all things else a derived and secondary

1 St. Thomas thus proposes and answers the pantheist contention,

that God, because the infinite, primal Being, must be indefinite.

" Being," he puts as his objection, " which is irreceptive

Tliumas of addition (determined by no specific difference) is

Being in common, and as such is predicated of all things :

therefore, God must be Being in common and predicable of all

things." He replies : " A thing may be understood in two ways as

irreceptive of increase. First, when it is irreceptive of this addi

tion by its nature ; as, for instance, it is of the nature of an irra

tional animal to be without reason. Secondly, when, though it is

not irreceptive of addition by its nature, the addition has not been

made ; as animal generically (in communi), e.y., is without reason,

because reason does not belong to the idea of animal generically, but

it may be added thereto, as in the case of the rational animal, man.

The Being of God (Esse Dh-inum) is incapable of increase (coinfinite)

in the first of these ways ; Ksse commune, Being in common, only in the

second." The mathematical infinite in space is imperfect, for it is

indeterminate and potential. " Hatter is perfected by its defining

form(formam per quamfinitur); and therefore ,infinite,, as predicated

of matter, signifies something imperfect or undefined" (S. I., Qu. iii.

^^ Art. 4). St. Thomas, again, thus anticipates and answers

limited Spinoza's objection, that God is necessarily limited by

llv being being defined. He puts the objection, "What is here

and not there, is finite as to place ; therefore, what is this

and not that, is finite as to substance. But God is this and not

that, for He is neither wood nor stone ; and therefore He is not

infinite as to substance." He replies : " The fact that the Being of

God subsists in itself, and not in any subject, shows that His infinity

is different from all other infinities. If whiteness subsisted by

itself, it would by that fact alone be distinct from all whiteness

existing in subjects " (S. I., Qu. vii. Art. i). Of. De Ente el Essenlia,

c. vii. : " By His purity the Being of God is distinct from all other

being. . . . The iniividualisation of the First Cause, which is abso

lute Being, is by the purity of His goodness." Nor can we say that

the world is outside and by the side of God, since these expressions

refer only to conditions of space, not to dynamic relations ; for

the world is in God, and is upheld by Him and filled with His

Presence.
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existence. He can call into being that which was not ;

in other words, He can create. But because Godcan

of His infinitude, again, because He is all act, create-

all spirit, He is essentially distinct from the world,

and from all that is finite. Infinite and all-perfect in

Himself, the Creator grains no increase from
' ' " God ex-

creatures, nor by their annihilation would He **nB.ll,icr"

suffer loss. Before the world, and indepen- f,^tt.0

dently of the world, God then " knows Him- world'

self by Himself."1 He is not the blind, undetermined

1 S. I., Qu. xvi. Art. 2. " Personality," argues Lotze, in answer to

Strauss, Glaubcndctm, i. 505, "is not founded on the distinction of

self from a not-self, but on self-subsistence, which self-

consciousness affirms, without reference to that which is "^^

not self. The Personality of God, therefore, does not necessarily

involve the distinction by God of Himself from what is not Himself,

and so does not imply His limitation or finiteness ; on the contrary,

perfect personality is to be found only in God, while in all finite

spirits there exists only a weak imitation of personality. The finite-

ness of the finite is not a productive condition of personality, but

rather a hindering barrier to its perfect development" (iVi/crocosmoi,

vol. iii. p. 576). St. Thomas (S. I., Qu. xxix. Art. 3), with his accustomed

exactness, says : " , Person , expresses that which is most perfect

in nature, subsistence in a rational nature. As, then, we

should predicate of God all that is most perfect, since His T*;oma>

Essence contains every perfection of creatures, we must

predicate personality of Him, not as of creatures, but in the higher

sense in which attributes of creatures are applied to God." " That

is called subsistent," says Suarez, " which has its being

in itself, and not in another, as in a subject ; but since UJ^jjjty

it is by itself, and self sustaining, it is, as it were, the

primal subject ami quasi-foundation of its own being" (Dis|wtal.

Metaphys. Disp. xxxiv. sect. i.). The idea, therefore, of human per

sonality can only be relative, and by analogy applied to God ; for the

simple reason that humanity is not identical with any individual man,

but is manifested in a multitude of different human personalities,

with one common nature ; whilst in God idea and reality, the Divine

Nature and each Divine Person, are one and the same God. Cf.
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''All" of the pantheist; but the one, only, self-

conscious Personal, though infinite, God. Being God,

He is not in the world as a Spirit confined by matter,

which He cannot break through. On the contrary, the

world is the work of His Hands, penetrated by His

Spirit, upheld by His Power, and governed by His Will.

Pantheism, then, destroys the idea of God and of

the world, and explains nothing. The very lowest

external phenomena, the nature of the human

is'mdr mind, of human knowledge, the direct facts of

ideiiof self-consciousness, free will, conscience, the
God .mi

thoworid, existence of evil, the meaning of history, pro-

uotSu gress, whether in individuals or in the nation

—all these are left unsolved. Despite its

boasted liberty and independence, pantheism is only the

fatalism of old, " Everything is so, because it is so ; and

because it is so, therefore it is true and good." But with

out freedom there is no responsibility, and, consequently,

neither virtue nor vice ; for everything is but the mani

festation of a force which operates blindly and of

necessity ; that is, of the anima mundi, the universal

soul of the world. Evil, then, is only an inevitable

transition, a foil for good, and the divinely appointed

condition of its development.1 Only by conflict and

S. I., Qu. xi. Art. 3. St. Augustine (De Trinit., v. 9) says: "Yet

when the question is asked, What three ? human language labours

altogether under great poverty of speech. The answer, however,

is given : Three Persons. Not that it might be spoken, but that it

might not be left unspoken ; ' Non ut illud dicitur sed no tacere-

tur ' " (Dods's translation).

1 According to Catholic theology, man was created for a super

natural end, and through the gift of original justice was made
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struggle, only by the realisation of all possibilities,

can the soul of the universe attain to the full

development of its infinite capacities. Evil is

the dark but indispensable background upon tinction

which the yet incomplete image of the Divine gll«dana

makes itself seen ; and all that from a lower

point of view seems discordant, contributes by aid of

this philosophy to the harmony of the whole. Thus,

by its law of absolute necessity pantheism destroys all

distinctions between good and evil, between truth and

error, and paves the way for intellectual and moral

nihilism.

Hence it is that pantheism is self-destructive. Some

of its later leaders have, indeed, screened under a poetic

veil its skeleton of fatalism.1 True that some noble

spirits have been rescued from the results of pan

their own theories ; yet pantheism, pur et »^. de-

•simple, as understood by the masses, among ei*™^!™,

whom it rapidly spread, produced its inevitable

effect in Communism and Socialism. When once man

has denied the living God, he places himself on the

impassible and immortal. Suffering and death, therefore, are not,

as the pantheist teaches, the divinely appointed conditions for the

evolution of human life, but the purely penal consequences of man,s

wilful transgression both of the divine and natural order. " By one

man sin entered into the world, and by sin, death, and so death

passed upon all men, in whom all have sinned " (Rom. v. 12). But

through the grace of redemption, human sufferings, which were in

themselves penal, become remedial and meritorious, ,' For all things

work together for good to those who love God " (Rom. viii. 28).

1 Goethe, in Werther (Sorrows of Werther, trans, by Pratt., Letter

33), calls the God of pantheism "an insatiable monster, continually

employed in devouring and regorging its aliment."
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throne of the Deity, and all individuality is bound to do

homage to the people, otherwise called the State. In the

political movements of the last twenty years we have

seen the first attempts to popularise the doctrines of

pantheism, and cannot doubt their practical effect.

Goethe says, with truth, " He who only tastes an error

holds it long ; but he who drains its cup, if he is not

an idiot, knows it through and through."

The sway of pantheism, then, over the minds of

men could not be lasting. After its first introduction

into the philosophy of the seventeenth century by

Spinoza,1 it was revived by Fichte and systematised

by Schelling and Hegel, and for a while attracted

within its magic circle many of their contemporaries,

only, like some brilliant but shadowy meteor, to set

and pass away.

Against the deists and rationalists, who admit

Creation but banish God from His own world, and

dictate to Him the limits of His power, pan-
A transi- r ' ,•

s,°"em theism has a relative value, as admitting His

m'ateri?*" active and constant Presence throughout the

to,chris- universe. But it has never been more than

y' a transitional phase of thought. Minds pass

through it, but never rest therein. Hegel,s followers

broke into two factions, of which one returned to

theism and Christianity, the other degenerated to

1 Spinoza,s contemporaries boldly and rightly called his system,

and those allied with it, atheism; for where all things are God,

nothing is God. The name " pantheism " was never used until the

last century.
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materialism, which they now defend more or less

frankly, as the ultimate result of science. In the

history of human thought, the brief reign of pan

theism shows clearly that, after traversing the whole

circle of error, man has no alternative but to sink into

the slough of materialism or to return to the living God.

In his Allocution of June 9, 1862, Pius IX. thus

condemned pantheism : " With a perversity only

equalled by their folly, they venture to assert

that the Supreme, All-wise, All-provident Deity on pm- '
1 " theism.

has no existence apart from the visible uni

verse (hac rerum universitate) ; that God and nature

are the same, and similarly subject to change ; that

God is modified (reapse fieri) in man and the world ;

and that everything is God, and possesses the very

substance of the Divinity. But God and the world

then being one and the same thing, there is no dif

ference between spirit and matter, necessity and

liberty, truth and falsehood, good and evil, right and

wrong. In truth, nothing can be imagined more

insane, impious, and irrational than this teaching."

Further, the Pope shows how absolutism in the State

follows logically from pantheism. " They attack

and endeavour to destroy the rights of all lawful

property, and imagine and coin for themselves,

with perverse mind and purpose, an unlimited, un-

circumscribed right, which the State is to enjoy, the

State being, in their rash judgment, the organ and

source of all right." *

1 Pantheism was condemned in terms by the Syllabus (Prop. i.
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In contrast with the atheism, veiled or declared, of

so-called '• modern thought," we subjoin the testimony

of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, the three great men

in whom Greek genius and ancient philosophy reached

their highest development. The extracts given show

how human reason, aided only by the study of the

world without and the operations of the soul within,

arrived at the knowledge, imperfect indeed, but cer

tain, of the existence of a personal God.

According to Socrates, God is the Supreme Good

and Supreme Wisdom, Who, though hidden from our

sensible vision, reveals Himself through the

wonderful order of nature. By His providence

He watches over all, and specially over man, and

in the worship due to Him, demands, above all,

purity of heart and justice.1 There can be but one

Supreme Being, Who has ordered the world as one

great whole ; Who is at once the First Cause and

First Mover of the human soul, which participates in

the Divine Nature. When Socrates, with his mono

theism, speaks of gods, he means beings subordinated

to the Supreme Creator, Who is All-wise as well as

All-mighty, Who both rewards virtue and punishes vice.

According to Plato, God is the Supreme Good and

the Supreme Spirit, for the Absolute can only

be conceived as possessing soul and intelli

gence ; 2 Who created the sun in the visible world to

Prop, xxxix.). Cf. Constitut. Dogmat. de Fide Cath. de Deo Rerun

Omnium Creatore, Can. iii.

1 Xenophon, Memorab., i. ?, 14; i. 4; i. 5, 10; i. I, 19.

2 Soph., p. 248.
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be an image of His action in the intellectual world,

wherein He dispenses light and heat and life.1 He

is the source of all good and of all perfection. He is

the absolute, perfect, living, and spiritual Being, in

Whom is neither past nor future, but simply the

present.2 By Him the world was made ; for the

soul existed before the body.3 The world is not the

effect of a blind, necessary cause, but the work of

God,s wisdom and knowledge : things were not, and

through Him they were.4 The world was made in

the likeness of His own spiritual, living, and perfect

Essence.5 It is the realisation of His eternal idea ;

the work not of necessity, but of love, which is the

daughter of superabundance and mercy.6 God guides

and rules the world, and cares for all.7 Even evil

itself must serve the great whole ; and none can escape

the punishment he has deserved. " However insigni

ficant thou mayest be, thou canst not escape from His

eye, even if thou shouldest hide thyself in the depths

of the earth : nor canst thou escape, if thou art so great

that thou couldest attain to Heaven ; thou must bear

the punishment due to thy evil doings either in this

life, or when thou hast descended to Hades, or hast

been placed in another and still more terrible place.

1 De Rep., p. 508. a Tim., p. 30. 3 De Lejy., v. p. 892.

4 Soph., p. 265. Yet this passage does not clearly express the

Christian conception of creation (dXXou ru/is ^ Beov Sijfuovpyovi,Tos,

t/>riffofiei, SfTepov yiyvefffat vplmpov OVK OVTO), although Clement of

Alexandria thus understands the Platonic teaching. Cf. Cohort, ad

Gent., c. 6.

5 Tim., p. 39. • Sympos p. 202. 7 De Lcrjj., x. p. 898.

M
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And this thou must say to thyself concerning those,

whom thou seest raised to honour by evil deeds and all

kinds of injustice, as if the gods did not regard the

affairs of men. Thou knowest not their final destiny,

nor how they may contribute to the perfection of the

whole." 1

According to Aristotle, God is the cause of all

movement, for nothing is set in motion except by a

Being Who is Himself already in motion ;

on pan- therefore God is immutable, immaterial, pure
theism.

energy, pure spirit, the Source and End of all

things 2 and fulness of life.3 From Him proceeds the

spirit, which animates the human body.4 The Divine

Spirit must have an object of thought worthy of Him :

which is Himself. God contemplates Himself,5 and

in this knowledge, which He has of Himself, consists

His beatitude.6 By the perfect mode of this percep

tion, which is a pure intuition, He comprehends Him

self, the Principle of all Being, so perfectly, that He

sees all being, all energy in Himself as the cause.7 As

the object of all love, God sets the universe in motion ; 8

He is the Supreme God, the Principle of all life, both

in kind and quantity.9 " The world is like an army,

whose order demands a Supreme Head. The order

does not create the Supreme Head, but the Supreme

Head creates the order : those who refuse to admit a

Supreme Head, self-subsistent and separate from the

1 De Legg., 904. s Metaph., xii. 8. 3 Ibid., xii. 7.

* De General. Anim., ii. 3. 5 Metaph., xii. 9. 6 Ibid., xii. 7.

7 Ibid xii. 9. 3 Ibid., xii. 7. 9 Ibid., xii. 8

>

V
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world, are forced to admit one of two illogical and

absurd theories : either that being has proceeded from

nothing, or else that all things which exist are one

(atheism, pantheism). There is only one Supreme

Cause : those who admit an endless succession of

beings, each of which is its own cause (materialism),

destroy the unity of the world, and substitute for it

a number of independent individualities. But things

will not be thus misruled. Long ago Homer well

said, ' It is not good for us to be under the dominion

of the many. One alone must be our Ruler.' "1

1 Metaph., xii. 10. Cf. Kym., Die Gotteslehre det Aristotles und

das Christenthum, Zurich, 1862; Zell, Verhaltniti der Aristot.-Philo-

tophie zur Religion, Mainz, 1863.



CHAPTER VI.

SOULLESS MAN.

" LORD, teach me to know myself ; teach me to know

Thee," was the prayer of St. Augustine many centuries

what is ago ! and, in stiH earlier times, to " know

",""'' thyself" was declared by the oracle as the

beginning of wisdom. The knowledge of God and

the knowledge of self are, then, the two poles of man,s

intellect, the twofold object of its researches, of which

the end is one and the same. The light flashes

from one to the other, and if either truth be obscured,

the other is also overshadowed. All error concerning

God leads to erroneous notions of man,s nature ; and

these, in return, to false conceptions of the nature of

God.

We have seen what God is ; what, then, is man ?

"Who artthou?" is the first inquiry of awakening

self-consciousness, both in the individual man and in

mankind at large. " Am I nothing but dust, or does

this earthly form but veil a nobler being ? If so, what

and whence is it ; whither does it tend ? " The pan

theist replies, as we have seen, that man " is the most

perfect manifestation of the Divine Essence ; l his spirit

1 Strauss, Glaubenslchre, i. p. 399.
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is the spirit, his intellect the intellect, of God." But

such teaching, however flattering, can but momentarily

deceive. Man knows he is human, not divine ; and

when he awakens from his delusion he casts himself

from the pinnacle to which he had mounted in his

dream, and in proportion to his pride is his fall.

Again he asks, " Who am I ? " and the answer comes,

"Thou art not man, but a brute, with the same

beginning, and therefore with the same end, as all

that lives around him." 1

If pantheism, then, deifies human nature, mate

rialism degrades it ; and its doctrines are now taught

with such pretentious dogmatism, and are so widely

spread by the dissemination of cheap literature,2 that

they deserve careful examination. Its teaching is

summed up in the old formula of Feuerbach, the

founder of the school : " There is nothing real but

what the senses apprehend; therefore, the true, the

real, and the sensible are one."3 " In theology," says

1 Buchner, Kraft und Staff, p. 234 ; Vogt, Bilder aut dem Tkierleben,

p. 419.

2 This is true also, unhappily, now in England. The Childhood of

the World, by Edward Clodd, is written in the spirit of the crudest

materialism, and has reached its twenty-second thousand. It is

to be had in Dutch, Flemish, French, Italian, Slavonic, Swedish,

and in embossed type for the blind. Also by the same author,

The Story of Creation has reached its fifth and sixth thousand.

3 Virchow says the same (Gesamm. Abhandl. zur wissenschaftl

Medicin, Frankfort, 1856): "Until a soul-substance has been dis

covered, the working of which can be physically tested, the animisU

have no scientific standpoint; " i.e., the existence of an immaterial

soul can only be admitted when it has proved itself material. The

very point to be proved, namely, that nothing but matter exists, is

the one always assumed.
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Vogt,1 " the soul is an indivisible, immaterial prin

ciple informing a particular body. ... In natural

Accord™ s^61106! on the contrary, is recognised no im-

riaiuni"" material principle apart from the body, and the

"ifxua ot soul is but the collective name for a variety of

Sid functions, which are entirely dependent on the

nervous system, and, in the higher animals, on

its centre, the brain ; and, like all other functions, are

modified by any disturbance of their organ. With the

destruction of the organ, or of the body to which the

organ belongs, the function ceases ; soul and body

together die. Science knows nothing of the continued

life of the soul after death." " Is man, then, like the

brute, a mere machine, and his intellect only the pro

duct of a certain organisation ? Has he no free will ?

Is it with the brain as with the muscles, and must

thought follow the external stimulus by the same

necessity which forces the muscle to twitch when the

motor nerve is irritated ? I can only answer, Yes, the

fact is so. Free will has no existence, and, in truth,

we are neither responsible nor accountable for our

actions. . . . The organism cannot govern itself, but

is governed by the laws of its material structure."

" Each individual man," says Biichner, " represents the

sum-total of his parents and ancestry, of conditions of

place and time, air and climate, food and clothing. His

will is the necessary consequence of all these causes,

which bind him by a natural law, manifest in the

character of the individual ; just as the planet is bound

1 £ildcr aus dem Tltierlcben, pp. 419 !qq.
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to its own orbit, or the plant to the soil in which

it takes root. . . . Thus, thought is a vibration of

the cerebral substance. . . . No phosphorus, ^ ]|t

no thought, and consciousness is a property of Jf^ct

matter. . . . The same force which digests in bral"-

the stomach thinks in the brain. All the talk about

the independence of the human mind is mere nonsense."1

" The brain is modified in the course of time, and, with

the brain, habits, which are the measure of morals, also

change." 2 " It is difficult for most men to realise the

necessity which governs their existence and actions.

They do not consider that every impression on ear and

eye is a material effect, carrying with it material changes

that whatever they eat or drink modifies the blood, and,

consequently, the nerves ; that each change of tem

perature or climate acts on the principal nerves, and,

through them, on the brain." 3

But materialism claims also to represent the highest

ideal of human existence. The " cycle of life," accord

ing to this teaching, offers a far nobler and

grander conception of the order of the uni- {JHftt^an1f

verse than the narrow and egotistical morality ism'

of Christianity, " Is that view prosaic," says Mole-

schott, "which ennobles the most apparently insignifi

cant material tendencies, inasmuch as we see in them

the source of mental emotions and actions ? Is there

no poetry4 in the doctrine of the convertibility of

1 Kraft und ftoff, p. 1 22. 2 Mohschott, passim. * Ibid.

4 Materialists resent far more being called prosaic than irreligious.

Even this poetical aspect of materialism is only the " spiritualistic "

idea ropeated, and is irreconcilable with its own first principles.
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matter; is it not a perennial spring of young and

vigorous life ? We see matter in perpetual motion,

producing flowers and "fruit, the teeming life of our

pastures and plains, from carbon and hydrogen, from

the ammonia and salts of the grave, as well as new

powers of thought in the human brain. Death is in

life, and life in death ; but in this death there is

nothing dark or fearful, for floating in the air or

reposing in the soil are the germs of the new efflores

cence. He who sees death under this aspect compre

hends the ever-active force of life and the perfection

of poetry, immutably based upon the granite pillars of

truth." 1

Such is the so-called modern doctrine of the nature

and end of man. It is put less poetically, but more

its roai accurately, by Schiller ; 2 " Man is made of filth,

meaning. and jor ft ^me wades in filth, till at last he

fouls the boots of his own posterity. That is the bur

den of the song, the filthy cycle of human fate." . . .

It is summed up in the words quoted by the Apostle,

" Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." s And

1 Biichner begins his chapter on the immortality of matter with

the lines from Hamlet :—

" Imperious Csesar, dead and turned to clay,

Might stop a hole to keep the wind away.

Oh that the earth, which kept the world in awe.

Should patch a wall to expel the winter's flaw ! "

Thus, according to Biichner, the genius of the great Englishman

discovered the doctrine of materialism. But he might go back even

farther than this, to the old Book, wherein man is told, "Dust thou

art, and to dust shalt thou return."

* Franz Moor, in Schiller's Rauber, Act iv. sc. 2.

* Wisdom, ii. 6 as. Biichner inveighs against all self-denial, and
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the theory and its teachers were thus condemned by

Pius. IX : " They recognise none but material forces.

Their whole system of morals and their aim in Con.

life consist in the acquisition of riches, and all by'pun

that subserves their sensual passions. And by

these evil and abominable principles they natter, de

fend, and justify all fleshly lusts, which war against the

Spirit, ascribing to them so-called natural rights and

prerogatives, which, as they assert, are infringed by

the laws of the Church. For they heed not the words

of the Apostle : , If you live according to the flesh, you

shall die ; but if by the Spirit you mortify the deeds

of the flesh, you shall live., " l

asserts, with enthusiasm, "the dignity of matter " (loe. cit., p. 28).

"In our eating and drinking," says Moleschott (loc. cit., p.*436),

"we are working in the interest of mind and propagating it

throughout the world and the ages." Heine gives the frankest

expression to this point of view. " Not renunciation ! It is plea

sure, the dances of the nymphs, nectar and ambrosia, that we

demand. Would that the world had never believed in a God !

Then we should have been happier." Later, from his sick-bed, his

"mattress-tomb," as he calls it, he confesses, "As long as it was

confined to good society, this doctrine pleased me ; but when it was

thrust down my throat by the rude fists of Weitling's workmen, I

found it odious." Numberless epitaphs show how literally in

heathen times this theory was practised. We find : "What I have

eaten and drunk remains with me." "Thou, who readest this,

enjoy thy life ; for after death there is neither laughter, nor

dalliance, nor any delight." " Friend, fill thy goblet with wine, and

drink it, and crown thy head with flowers ; after death, earth and

fire consume all the rest. " "I have lived, and had faith in life only :

you, who read, trust in nothing. Nothing belongs to us." Of. DolV

linger, Ifeideuthum und Judenthum, p. 596. '' J

1 Allocutio, 9th June 1865. Cf. Prop. Iviii. and Prop. lix. :

" Right consists in the material fact, and the so-called duty of man

(omnia hominum offichi] is but an empty name."
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The arguments against the existence of the soul may

be briefly stated. The brain is the seat and organ of

thought ; by its size, form, and structure the

i.iateri- mental activities are strictly determined. In
alism.

childhood, as the brain develops the intellec

tual powers increase, and with its diminution in old

age they too decrease. As in women the

thought brain is relatively smaller than in men, the
depends . ., . . ,. , » . .

oimizeor intellect is less powerful, tor a man of genius
bruin. _ °

has a larger brain than a ploughboy. Ab

normal smallness of brain is invariably accompanied

by defective intellect. The cerebral development of

the negro is inferior to that of the white man, and

consequently his intellect is of a lower order. Any

serious malady affecting the brain disturbs the mental

faculties, and produces idiocy or mania. When por

tions of the brain of animals are removed in successive

slices their intelligence is correspondingly diminished,

so that the anatomist may be truly said to cut away

the intellect piecemeal.2

1 Biichner quaintly appeals to the hatter as an authority. " It is

well known to hatters," he says, "that the cultured classes require

larger hats than the uneducated. ,

1 Biichner, /or. cit. p. 125. Even the alleged facts are false. It

has been proved that in persons who were found after death to have

existed with only one half of the brain the mental powers were un

impaired. This shows (1) that the individuality of the soul was

independent of the destroyed moiety of the brain ; (2) that it would

have been independent of the sound half, supposing that to have

been destroyed and the other half preserved ; (3) that as half a brain

was sufficient for the existence of the individual soul, the brain was

only connected with it as a subordinate organ. The soul, therefore,

exists independently of the brain, and controls its functions. Cf.
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Relying on these facts of experience, the materialist

arrives at the conclusion that the intellect is ThtuaA

only a special manifestation of the vital force, H/U"^"011

determined by the peculiar structure of the bra1"'

brain-substance, and that all that psychologists affirm

Westhoff, Staff, Kraft, Gedanken, 1 865 , p. 8 1 . And it has yet to be proved

that the size and shape of the cranium is the measure of intellec

tual capacity either in individuals or in races. Of. Engel, Untersuchuny

•iiber die Scltildclform, 1851, p. 122 ; Prichard, Nat. Hist, of the Human

Race, vol. i. ; Waitz, Anthropol. der Naturvolker, Leipzig, 1859, vol. i. p.

300. The American school (Nott anllGli&(]on,Typcs ofMankind, 1854)

maintained this doctrine in the interests of slavery, to support

which the book was written. " In the course of history," says

Waitz, " we behold one and the same nation rise out of barbarism

into civilisation, and descend again to its former level, the shape

of the cranium remaining all the while unchanged." " We doubt

whether a single individual exists, possessing any knowledge of

physiology, who believes that the mind can be gauged by the braia,

or measured by the size of the head and the comparative develop

ment of the various parts of the cranium, or that our innumerable

intellectual, moral, and emotional aptitudes and dispositions are to

be traced in protuberances on the surface of the skull " (J. Moreau,

Journ. des Savants, 1860, p. 395). R. Wagner's investigations (/bid.,

1862, p. 233), verified by Flourens, place Gaus, 125 ; Depuy-

tren, 179; Hermann, 326; Hausmann, 641, in a comparison of

brain-weight with 960 ordinary men ! S. B. Davis's recent work

(Philosoph. Trans, of the Royal Society, London, 1868) proves from

a comparison of 1139 skulls, belonging to 133 different races from

all parts of the world, the fallacy of all theories which connect low

intellectual capacity with small brain dimensions. The French are

surpassed in size of brain by the Esquimaux, the majority of the

Hindoos, the Siamese and Chinese, and even by inferior races,

such as the Kaffirs, Papuans, and Alfurias. The mean brain-weight

of seven Australian women was 1123, answering to a volume of

1080, and that of four Tasmanian women was 1 100, corresponding

to 1060 ccm. According to Vogt, "the apostle of science" with

us, these women must " necessarily " have been idiots ; yet amongst

the women of the most intelligent nations we find the same, and

even smaller, brain-weights than those of these savages. The

lightest brain-weights among Englishwomen arc 1055 ; Irishwomen,
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of the spontaneity of the mind and its independence

of the body is scientifically worthless.1

We reply that the statement of materialism, that

" the same force which digests in the stomach thinks

in the brain," is only an old truth, partially under

stood and wholly misapplied. St. Thomas asks

whether there are one or several principles of life in

man.2 Next, whether, if there be one single principle

of life—the vital force—it possesses one or many

faculties and powers.3 Guided by experience, he

arrives at the conclusion that in man there is one and

the same principle—the soul—from which proceed the

st Thomas vegetative faculties, nutrition and growth ;

many*-soui khe sensitive faculties, sensation and desire ;

one' and the intellectual faculties, thought and

free will. We must not, however, infer that bodily

growth, sensitive perception, and conscious thought are

acts of one and the same faculty. Though all proceed

from, and reside in one common principle of life—the

1090; Frenchwomen, 1090. The heaviest brains among the Austra

lian women exceed in ten cases the sections from twelve European

races that Davis was able to examine. Sixty-six ancient British

skulls (fifty-six male, ten female) yielded in section a capacity for

1489 grms. brain-weight in the males and 1262 in the females, whilst

the present inhabitants of England yield only 1425 and 1222. Thus,

Vogt's assertion that increased weight of brain goes with greater

culture is wholly arbitrary and groundless. Furthermore, this

hypothesis is proved to be false by the animal world. The bee,

the emmet, or the spider are not below the ox, the goose, the duck,

the frog, or the goldfish in sagacity, and yet the nervous system in

the former is far less highly developed than in the latter.

1 Biichner, loc cit., p. 137.

2 S. I., Qu. Ixxvi. Art. 3.

* Ibid., Qu. Ixxvii Art. 3.
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soiil— still, they are distinct faculties, each of which has

its special function. Thus, sight is an immediate act

of a bodily organ ; yet, mediately, it proceeds from the

soul, which animates and limits the action of all organs

of the body. This is seen by the fact that disturbances

in the inferior life of the soul impede the exercise of

its higher faculties, such as its powers of thought,

which could not occur if man, as a vegetative, sensi

tive, and intellectual being, was not, while performing

these different operations, one and the same being.1

Hence it is strictly accurate and experimentally true

to say that the powers of thought and of digestion

proceed from the same being, because of this substan

tial unity of the spiritual principle. Only because of

this unity can we say of any man that he sleeps,

hears, grows, sees, thinks, &c. ; otherwise the indivi

dual thinking would be distinct from the same indivi

dual sleeping, and so of the rest.2 Those different vital

actions, then, which in lower natures exist separately

are united in the human soul. As the life of the plant

is reproduced in the animal, not independently, but

inseparably with the sensitive life, so in man the

lower forms of the plant and the animal, the vegetative

and sensitive life, are united with a higher faculty, the

free, conscious spirit, the intellectual life.3 But the

1 " One operation of the soul, if intense, impedes another, which

could never happen were not the principle of its action essentially

one " (S. I., Qu. Ixxvi. Art. 3).

2 " That which is one has but one substantial being, but it may

have many operations. Thus the essence of the soul is one, but its

faculties many" (S. I., Qu. Ixxvi. Art. 3).

3 It seems to be a universal law that the higher forms always
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assertion of the materialist, that the same force which

digests in the stomach thinks in the brain, is false ; for

the same force cannot be both conscious and uncon

scious, both free and determined—conscious and free in

the intellect, unconscious and determined in the diges

tion. Were this so, the vegetative and the sensitive

life would be the same ; there would be no difference

between the plant and the animal. The intellectual

soul, then, is in itself one and indivisible, although

endowed with a variety of powers and operations.

Further, the materialist doctrine that thought is a

product of the brain is directly opposed to experience.

According to Catholic philosophy, the soul does
The brain, ,-...L. IITI

condi- indeed require the bodily organ lor the exer
tion, not •* *

cause of cise of its functions, but not as a condition of

thought. _ '

its existence. St. Thomas 1 puts the question,

" How can the soul be independent and self-subsis-

tent, since it is dependent upon bodily organs ? " And

answers, "It is so because the intellectual faculty is

not the product of the bodily organ—that is, of the

nervous system centering in the brain—but depends

upon that organ only so far as it supplies the material on

which the soul works ; for without this organ the mind

could neither receive impressions from the external

world nor react upon them.2 But it by no means

include the lower. Cf. S. I.. Qu. Ixxvi. Art. 3 ; Aristotle, De A nima,

iii. Qu. 3.

1 S. I., Qu. Ixxv. Art. 2 ad. 3.

2 Ibid., Qu. Ixxv. Art. 3 : "The body is requisite to the action of

the intellect, not as the organ that exercises the act, but as supplying

its object (ratione objecti). For the phantasms are to the intellect what
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follows from this that thought is nothing but an act of a

bodily organ. We might as well say that it is the piano

which plays the tune, since the musician is so obviously

dependent upon his instrument, that if the

, . , , , - , , The soul

strings are broken or out of tune he can pro- is distinct
, . from its

duce nothing but discord. The faculty of i<l»tru-
n _ « ment.

thought in the soul is as distinct from the

organism (the body in general and the brain in par

ticular) as the musician is from the instrument.1

_The materialist objection that the powers of

the mind increase with the growth of the body, and

suffer with its decay, only confirms what has

been said. The intellectual faculties slumber pendenco

alike in infancy and in old age, because at the illness
° _ and death.

beginning of life the organs which supply the

matter of thought, the impression from the outer world,

have not developed, while at life,s close they have de

colour is to the sight." Consequently disturbances of the nervous

system produce hallucinations and madness, because the soul re

ceives only false and distorted impressions from the defect in the

bodily organ, and reasons on erroneous premisses. Hence, strictly

speaking, there is no such thing as mental derangement, the con

dition thus described really proceeding from some latent infirmity

in the bodily organ, however difficult it may be to detect it.

1 S. I., Qu. Ixxxiv. Art. 7. " For a physiologist who has a correct

notion of the characteristics of vital phenomena there is nothing

abnormal or surprising in the restoration of life and intelligence to

the brain by the influence of oxygenated blood. It is the con

trary that would be surprising. In truth, the brain is a mechanism

so contrived and organised as to manifest intellectual phenomena

under a certain combination of conditions. If, then, one of these

conditions—for instance, the blood—is removed, we certainly should

not expect the mechanism to continue its functions as before "

(Bernard, Introduction A I,fitude de la Medecine Experimcntale).
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cayed. At the same time, there are striking instances

of intellectual power remaining unimpaired, or even

intensified, in extreme age and after prolonged illness.1

This calm and clear perception, noticeable in many

dying persons when sensation is almost extinct, proves

the independence of the soul in man.2 What we see

in old age is the very same process which we may

daily observe in ourselves in the act of falling asleep ;

namely, the gradual enervation of all our mental and

bodily activities, which, nevertheless, revive again,

as, morning by morning, we awake refreshed and

invigorated.

This is also true of all pathological phenomena,

such as fainting, imbecility, and the so-called mental

disease. Strictly speaking, there is no such thing

1 For instance, Isocrates, Sophocles, Plato, A. v. Humboldt, Goethe.

a " One most important gain in this increased calmness (in old

age), this tranquil, cloudless sky of the years when desire and passion

are past, is that the reflective powers are clearer, stronger, more

sustained, and more entirely dominate the soul. The intellectual

horizon is enlarged, and the mind more exclusively occupied by an

absorbing interest in every sphere of knowledge, which quenches all

other desires and needs" (W. v. Humboldt, Brlefe an eine Freundin,

-i. Let. 34). " How frequently," says the physician Lauvergne ( DC

I'Ayonie ct de la Mart), "does the precision, calmness, and clear

ness with which the dying express their last wishes fill the by

standers with admiration ! How is it that on the very edge of the

grave a man is morally so strong that he appears to rise above his

former self ; that, in his extreme distress, he seems suddenly endowed

with such a sense of prudence, foresight of localities, relations,

space ; that he has such a clear recollection of words and persons

long forgotten or absent ; the gift of music, numbers, architecture ;

the sense of comparison, of metaphysics, of religion, of God ; such

energy of character ? Why is this ? We have already answered ;

the soul, freed from the bonds of matter, then appears as it really is,

in all its beauty or deformity."
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as a mental disease ; this name properly belongs only

to error or sin. What passes as such consists in a

pathological alteration of its organ, notably of Insanit

the nervous system, which, as in the delirium of J,"n"fCt"he

fever, presents not real but illusory images to 0™^ "ot

the patient. Yet, notwithstanding this de

rangement of its organs, the laws of thought, which be

long to the essence of the intellect, remain unchanged.

"The ravings of delirium," says Herder, "so often

cited as a proof that the soul is material, are in reality

evidences of the contrary. The lunatic reasons from

an idea which has affected him too violently, and has

therefore deranged and shattered the instrument,

and its connection with other organisms. He refers

everything to this one conception, which possesses

him, and from which he cannot escape. Around it he

creates for himself a world and a chain of thought of

his own. His delusions are pre-eminently personal

and ideal. His combinations are governed, not by

the nerves of the brain, or even by his sensations, but

by the connection of other ideas with his dominant

delusion.1 Fainting, again, is nothing but a temporary

1 Consequently, circumspection, cunning, and foresight in the

commission of a crime do not invalidate the plea of insanity on

behalf of the criminal. As Burdach observes (Anthropoloyie, 1837,

p. 613), "Those who have been suffering from mental derangement

usually regain the full possession of their faculties at the close of

life, even when the derangement has been caused by organic mis

chief in the brain." The very fact that, according to Parchappe,

Pinel, and others, more than fifty per cent, of cases of mental

disease are caused by violent emotions, is a proof of the influence of

the soul upon the body, the moral upon the physical being. Of.

Letourneau, Philosophic deS Pasti»ns, 1868, p. 357.

N
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withdrawal of the mental and sensitive faculties of the

soul, which remain unaltered and resume their func

tion the moment the hindrance in the organism is

removed.

From all these facts, however, it is evident that

man is not wholly spiritual, nor wholly corporeal,

Mn com kut con)Posed of body and spirit, and that

Kdydand all his acts must bear this dual character.1

sou1' Any derangement in one of these components

must proportionately mar what is essential to the human

composite as a whole.2 The intellect, with its act of

thought, is not the essence of the soul, but only one of

its faculties, although doubtless its noblest. But the

sensitive faculties, with the assimilative power

con- manifested in the nutrition and growth of the

with its body, are as truly faculties of the soul. Thus,
faculties. '" J

in sleep or in coma its assimilative and forma

tive faculties continue to act, while those of sense and

intelligence are dormant. The inactivity of a faculty

under certain conditions does not then prove its non-

existence. Materialists, by regarding consciousness

as the soul itself, confound the soul with one of its

1 Hence, even our most abstract and most spiritual ideas are

always accompanied by sensible images, because all our acts are

human, i.e., corporeal and spiritual (cf. Aristotle, De Memor. Keminisc.,

i. 449; De Anima, iii. i. 2. 7. 3. 8. 3). The relation of the under-

standing to the mental image corresponds with that of the senses to

their objects (cf. Aristotle, De Anima, iii. 7, 3 ; Thom., De Ver., i. 1 1).

" Sensible images," says St. Augustine (De Vera Rdiy., xxxix. 52^

" are so many steps by which we rise to higher things, from the

temporal to the eternal, from the visible to the invisible."

* "Man is not soul alone, but something composed of soul and

body " (S. I., Qu. Ixxv. Art. 4).
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faculties, and an act of a faculty with the faculty

itself, and herein lies their fundamental error. From

what has been said of the interdependence of body

and soul, it follows that, just as mental impotency

results from the degeneration of the bodily organ, so

in savage races the prolonged want of all higher

intellectual life has produced a deficient physical

development, more especially in the brain, which is

unmistakable in the form of the cranium and the

facial features.1 .£

We have now examined the materialist,s proofs for

the non-existence of the soul, and of his system, with

its distorted truth and many fallacies, we may say

with the poet 2—

" Gaudy colour.-, outlines blurred,

A spark of truth, the rest absurd ;

Such the brew that takes the masses,

All the world hold out their glasses."

In conclusion, let us recall some of the difficul

ties, already alluded to, which necessarily con- objec.

front the materialist. If thought were merely m,ateriai-

the material product of the brain, whence comes

the purely immaterial idea of the soul and that

1 " Those nations which have only the dark skin, and not the facial

characteristics of the negro, such as the Abyssinians, the natives of

the Congo, and others, are superior to their neighbours in civilisa

tion and religion. Those, on the other hand (as, for instance, the

Hottentots), in whom the negro features are most marked are,

morally and physically, in the lowest stage of degradation, and

fetish-worshippers in religion. The low forehead, the heavy brow,

which in Blumenthal,s system constitutes the negro type, denotes a

degraded state" (Wiseman, Science and Reliyinn, p. 175).

2 Goethe, Faust.
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of God ? l How is it that, notwithstanding marked

differences in the conformation of the brain, and the

whole organism of man in childhood and old

age, yet the primary truths and first principles

of knowledge are recognised by all men alike ? 2

Again, if thought and will are only a result of a com

mingling of fluids,3 then our opinions and thoughts

would be as necessary and unalterable as our figure and

height ; and the materialists contradict themselves in

attempting any kind of discussion or argument. Again,

if self-consciousness and personality were merely the

Personal result of the disposition of the molecules, how

identity. ^^^ ^ sense of personal identity be pre

served through a whole lifetime, when every particle

of the original molecules disappears, as some say, every

three years ? This fact alone, in itself, is enough to

overthrow the whole system.

Again, if thought is only a product of the brain,

how does the brain produce this function ? Could we

watch with the microscope the whole process, say, of

thinking of a triangle, and see the cerebral atoms

1 " Of all the aberrations of the human mind, to me the strangest

is that a man can bring himself to doubt his own being ; that being

of which he himself alone has experience ; or that he can accept it

as a product of that external nature which in truth he only knows

at second hand by means of the very mind which he denies" (Lotze,

Microcosmvs, c. i. p. 288).

3 Of. Plato, Pkcedrus, p. 39.

* St. Thomas proposes the question, whether the soul may not be

regarded as the result of a mixture of elements (according to Gal-

lenus's Complexio). He denies this (C. Gentcs, ii. 62), because this

theory would not account for vegetal ive life, and far less for sensitive

and intellectual life.
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immediately range themselves in triangular form ; still,

whence the thought comes to us that the three angles

of a triangle are equal to two right angles

would remain unexplained. Here we see that thought
im|torcep-

thought is obviously something quite different ^j^*0

from any material disposition or arrangement

of atoms, for it is at this very point that thought,

properly speaking, begins. We may combine the

cerebral atoms or molecules as we please ; we may

introduce into the brain any amount of different sub

stances, with their various forces and properties, yet

in the whole compound there will be no more con

sciousness or thought than in the simplest mineral.

To say, therefore, that thought is a product of the

brain—that is, of matter—is to assert that the uncon

scious is conscious.1 Thought presupposes a single,

1 Cf. C. G. Ruete, Ueber die Existenz der Seele von dem Natur-

wisscnschaftlichen Standpunkte, Leipzig, 1864. Even Ludwig, a

physiologist of the materialistic school, remarks (Allyem. Patho

loyic, i. 440) that the irritation of the nerves does not explain

sensation, far less thought and consciousness. "The combina

tion of conditions which produces sensation is still practically

unknown ; ... to cause it, something must be introduced beyond

the irritation of the nerves." "The more carefully I examine,"

says Helmholtz (Physioloyischen Optik), "the physiological explana

tions of the phenomena of visual perception, the more persistently

and uniformly do I trace the influence of the psychic potency, and

the more logical and consistent do all the phenomena of that region

appear to me." " All bodily natures are evidently within the range

of the human intellect. But the intellect can only know what is

not in its own nature, for what is naturally present impedes the

knowledge of all else of the same kind. Thus, a sick man, whose

tongue is infected with bile or acidity, has no taste of sweetness,

but everything seems to him bitter. If, then, the intellectual prin

ciple had aught corporeal in its own nature, it would never know all
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indivisible principle, essentially different from matter ;

that is, a spiritual principle.1 Who could seriously speak

of a corporeal thought ; that is to say, a thought that

could be determined, divided, weighed, and measured ?

" From this perception of the generic dissimilarity

between all physical processes and those of conscious

ness," remarks Lotze, " the necessity has always been

recognised of deriving the life of the soul from a prin

ciple peculiar to itself." " When once we have come

to apprehend," says the gifted discoverer of the laws

of the " Conservation of Force," J. E. Von Mayer,

" that not only do material objects exist, but also

forces as indestructible as the matter of chemistry,

we are logically removed only by a single step from

bodies. The intellectual principle can, therefore, neither be corporeal

nor understand by a bodily organ, since the nature of such a bodily

organ, being determined, could not know other bodies ; just as any

determined colour, not only in the eye, but in a vase, seems to colour

similarly whatever is poured therein " (S. I., Qu. Ixxv. Art. 2).

1 " If I argue thus : A is equal to B, C is equal to B, therefore A

is equal to C ; it is evident that this chain of reasoning is impos

sible, unless the same being which perceives A also possesses the

perception of B and C. But this is not enough, for the same being

which possesses these three perceptions must also affirm equality

between A and B, between C and B, and between A and C ; and

all these links of the chain must necessarily be united in one single,

simple, and indivisible being. Moreover, there could be no con

sciousness of the intellectual act of deduction unless all these

elements were united within the simple substance of the soul. But

not only is it necessary that all the elements of a chain of reasoning

should be united within one identical, simple substance, but the

same is necessary in regard to those of every science whatever. The

, ego, of the great Newton which discovered the differential calculus

is the same , ego , which had learnt the numerals and the letters of

the alphabet" (Galluppi, Lczioni dl Loyic,i\. p. 19, Florentine Edit.,

1841).
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the recognition of spiritual beings. \Ve speak of

atoms in the inanimate world ; we find individuals in

the living world ; for we know now that the living

body consists not merely of material particles, but

also of forces. But neither matter nor force are

capable of thought, feeling, and volition. Man thinks.

For a long time it was universally believed that the

nerve membrane, and especially in the brain, Ma er

contained free phosphorus, and that this free brain,and

phosphorus played a prominent part in all thought-

operations of the intellect. More accurate and recent

investigations have now established the fact that 'free

phosphorus , is never contained in any living organism,

and is, therefore, never to be found in the brain.

Doubtless a material change, known as , molecular

motion,, is perpetually going on in the living brain,

and the mental operations of the individual are inti

mately connected with this material , cerebral action.,

But it is a grave error to identify these two factors

as coefficient causes of thought. Take a similar

example. A telegraphic message cannot be trans

mitted without a certain simultaneous chemical pro

cess ; but no chemical action could of itself produce

the message or contents of the despatch. Still truer

is this of the action of the brain. The brain is only

the instrument (or rather the determining condition)

of intellectual activity, but is not the intellect itself.

Since the mind is not an object of the senses, it is nob

an object of physical and anatomical investigations." x

J Tayblutt dcr 43. Versammluny Deutschcr Xalut/urscherund Aerztc,

1869, p. 48.
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Finally, on the materialistic hypothesis, how is

self-consciousness possible ? Sense-impressions form

matter of thought, but by its power of

•cioun- reflection the mind distinguishes, first, the
neas.

Reflec- impressions of sense-objects ; secondly, the

operation of the faculties by which the sense-

impressions are rendered intelligible ; and, thirdly, it

knows its own thought as distinct from both. Again,

the mind not only knows that it thinks, but recog

nises its own intellectual personality as the "ego"

that thinks and thus beholds itself, and herein con

sists the essence of the intellect, and the proof of its

immateriality. The senses feel, indeed, but they do

not feel that they feel ; the eye does not see that it

sees, nor does the ear hear that it hears. How, in

deed, could a mirror reflect itself ? Yet the mind is

conscious of its own thought.1 If the brain were the

principle of thought, and could produce self-conscious

ness, it would necessarily be conscious of being itself

the brain and the source of thought.

To all these facts the materialist has no reply, but

takes refuge in mystery ; but the mystery which he

proposes is not above but contrary to reason. He

affirms the identity of what is at once free and neces

sary, simple and composite, mind and matter ; and

such an affirmation is not merely a mystery, but a

contradiction and an impossibility.

1 " No bodily action is reflected in the agent, . . . but the intel

lect reflects on itself in acting ; for it understands itself, not only as

to al^y one part, but as a whole " (St. Thom., C. Gent. ii. 49).

\
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The moral defects which prepared the way for

materialism have already been pointed out. Intellec

tually it owes its birth in great measure to the reaction

against the false idealism and spiritualism which, first

taught by Plato,1 was revived by Descartes,2 and carried

on by his anti-scholastic followers, down to Leibnitz

and Wolf. According to their theory, man is a spirit

with a body attached. Body and soul are two separate

substances, and only related as the ship to the pilot,

or the horse to his rider. This dualism in psychology

was the logical outcome of Plato,s doctrine of the im

mediate opposition between the idea and the reality,

against which Aristotle wrote his metaphysics.3 Plato,s

dualism and his theory of innate ideas flowed neces

sarily from his teaching of the pre-existence of

the soul.4 This dualism once admitted, the question

arises : How can these two essentially opposed sub

stances, body and soul, act upon one another? Three

systems undertook to solve the problem—The occa

sionalism of Gculincx ; Leibnitz s predesiyned harmonies ;

and the physical influx of Le Clerc.

According to Geulincx, Descartes, disciple (1625—

1669), the action of the soul has no effect on the body,

nor that of the body on the soul ; but on the occasion

1 He calls the body the tomb and prison of the soul, the chain

which binds it to matter (Phcedr., p. 82). Cf. Alcibicul in Sin.

3 Principes de la Pltilomphie, i. 8, 9 : "I think, and therefore I

am."

3 Metaphys., i., Qu. vii. 8, xii. 6. "It is the office of philosophy,"

he says, "to penetrate into the causes of the world of phenomena

for which Plato has no explanation" (i., Qu. 36).

4 As was pointed out by St. Thomas, S. I., Qu. Ixxxi. Art. 1.
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of each psychical process, or modification of the soul,

God Himself produces a corresponding modification in

the body, and vice versd.1 Hence the essential unity

and interaction of body and soul are completely denied,

and the way is prepared for pantheism. According to

Leibnitz, body and soul have each their own separate

action and laws, and their mutual agreement is due

only to the predetermined harmonies which God has

established between all simple substances. For each

substance is a mirror of the universe, as containing

relations which express all created things. Thus, body

and soul are as independent as two watches which,

being accurately synchronised, act apparently always

in concert, yet without really exercising any influ

ence on each other. According to Le Clerc, the soul

and the body act upon one another, either directly or

indirectly, by means of a mixed agency, partly psy

chical, partly material ; that is, the nerve-spirit, nerve-

ether, and the ethereal body. The soul is localised in

some part of the body, and its action limited thereto.

The actual habitat of the soul, the nature of its action,

and of that of the body are alike left unexplained ; and,

in fact, the whole system explains nothing.

Such, then, were the attempts of the new philosophy

to explain the dualism, as they conceived it, of body

and soul. But as each individual's experience tells

1 Malebranche (1638-1715) taught in his system of occasionalism,

that, since our soul has no knowledge of itself, or of external things,

they only become intelligible by being perceived in God, Who alone

contains the ideas of all things. Hence his doctrine that we see all

things in God.
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him that he is not two persons but one, fresh endea

vours were made to establish on scientific grounds this

essential unity of man. On the one hand, the idealists

formulated the theory of the " ego " as the sole consti

tuent of the human compositum ; on the other, the

materialists rejected the existence of the soul, and

sought in matter, as we have seen, the essential prin

ciple of individual life. How matter and spirit, or

body and soul, really combine to form the individual

man we have next to consider.



CHAPTER VII.

MAN BODY AND SOUL.

THE Church tells us in her Creed that " Man is of a

reasonable soul and human flesh subsisting ; " l and

this definition is founded on the words of the Preacher,

" And the dust returns into its earth, and the spirit

returns to God, Who gave it." *

From the teaching of the Church and Holy Scrip

ture we deduce these three propositions :—

Man has a soul ; he is therefore more than matter.

He has a free and rational soul ; and is therefore

more than an animal.

He has an immortal soul ; and is therefore above

the perishable world.

Man has a soul. By " soul " we mean the principle

of life. A living being is that which moves itself ; what

soever can no longer move itself is dead. Thus

life is commonly understood, and thus even a ing of
"soul."

child distinguishes between an animal as living

or dead. Self-movement, then, is the test of life,3 in

1 Athanasian Creed.

8 Eccles. xii. 7. Catholic philosophers have always defended the

definition of the Council of Florence, 1311, that the soul is the

substantial form of the body.

3 " The word , life ' designates those substances which naturally
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the sense that the mover and the moved are 'one and

the same being, as opposite to inert matter, which is

moved by an external force. The living body pos

sesses within itself the principle and the force from

which all its operations and movements proceed. An

animal, for instance, pursues its prey and flies from

its enemies by means of an inherent power ; whereas

the motion of a stone through the air is caused by the

arm that flings it. Hence we speak of the animal as

living, and the stone as dead.

Again, we call the body, which moves itself from

within, an oryanism, and that which is only moved

from without, a mechanism. The most per- Organ.

fectly constructed chronometer, then, is merely Jf,^^

a mechanism, whilst the simplest plant, which sm'

puts forth its blossoms and fruits from its innate

forces, is an organism. Thus, in science, all bodies

are divided into two classes—oryanic, those which

have the vital principle, the immanent power of self-

movement ; and inoryanic, those which have it not,

such as minerals. Consequently a soul implies an

move themselves" (S. I., Qu. xviii. Art. i), and no later definition

approaches St. Thomas,s in clearness, precision, and depth. Accord

ing to Hafeland, "Life is the activity of the organic forces;"

according to Bichat (Rechcrchcs PJiysioloyiqucs sur la Vic et la

Mart, i. c. I), "A battle with death;" Cuvier (Le Iteyne Animal,

Introduct., p. 13), "The capacity in the organism for assimilating

external elements, and preserving its own identity ; " Fichte

(Anthropol., p. 163), "The self-sustentation of the organism;"

Schopenhauer, " That condition of a body in which it preserves its

essential form, whilst the matter of which it is composed is con

stantly changing." St. Thomas, in his classification, follows Aris.

totle (Physic, viii. 4 ; De Anim., i. 2) and Plato (Pluedr., p. 245).
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immanent principle of activity ; but the converse is

not true that immanent activity necessarily implies a

soul. God is life. He has life in Himself, but no

one could ever call God a soul. Nor could we apply

the term to an angel or a pure spirit. On the other

hand, we speak of the souls of the departed. The

soul, therefore, is the principle of life in a corporeal

being.

The soul, therefore, is adequately defined as the

indwelling principle of life in an organic body, the

indispensable and inseparable cause of all its move

ments and manifestations.1

1 "The first act of the body, physically organised, having life in

potentiality," is the standard definition of the soul since the time of

Aristotle {De Anim., ii. i). The soul is that first act by

ofbody virtue of which the body comes into being ; whereas all

other operations presuppose the body as actualised. (Act

signifies the reduction of potentiality to existence or reality.)

"Aristotle," observes St. Thomas (S. I., Qu. lxxvi. Art. 4), "does

not say that the soul is merely the act of the body (as if the body,

as such, existed before the soul entered it), but the act of the

body, physically organised, and which has life in potentiality, a

potentiality which does not exclude (the existence of) the soul.

Hence, evidently, that of which the soul is called the act, includes

also the soul itself, just as we call light the act of what is luminous ;

not that it is luminous apart from the light, but that it is luminous

because of the light. Similarly, the soul is called the act of the

body, because by it the body is organised and has life in potenti

ality. First act is so called with respect to the second act, which

is its operation ; and therefore, again, the potentiality, of which

the soul is the act, does not exclude the soul." He thus distin

guishes it from a pure spirit : " Anima dicitur primum principium

vitse in his, qui apud nos vivunt. Manifestum est id, quo corpus

vivit, animam esse. Vivere autem est esse viventium. Vivere

igitur est, quo corpus humanum habet esse actu. Hujus modj

autem forma est. Est igitur anima humana corporis forma"

(St. Thorn., loc. cit.). Cf. 22 Disp., Qu. De Anim., A. 1. The ancients,
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A glance at the universe shows us three great orders

of organic beings, in each of which the informing and

sustaining principle of the organism is an vegetable

indwelling soul. First, beginning with the BouL

lowest, are the organisms of the vegetable kingdom.

In this class the soul is indissolubly bound up with

and limited to the organs themselves, and by means of

their chemical constituents it nourishes and propagates

the plant. Nevertheless, this principle transcends the

properties of simple matter, since it acts from an in

terior principle on exterior objects, as we see in its

using and adapting matter to its innate laws and pur

poses. This principle is called the vegetative soul,1

therefore, lightly spoke of the soul of plants in the sense of an

organic, plastic, non-sensitive force, informing and sustaining the

body of the plant. Jules Schaller says (Leib und Scele, p. 176) :

" Ordinarily, indeed, soul and sensation are considered identical, so

that the merely plastic, formative soul is not regarded as properly a

soul. Yet the plant has a soul, because it forms itself, organically,

from within, outwards, but it has no sensation." Holy Writ also

ascribes life to plants (i Cor. xv. 36) : "That which thou sowest is

rot quickened, except it die first. The movements of the mimosa,

the sunflower, and the various insectivorous plants do not betoken

any individual sensation, but are only the reaction of the plastic

impulse in response to an external stimulus, although without

any psychical connection between the irritation and the motion "

(Wundt. Ifawlbuch der Pltysioloyischcn Psycholoyic, i. p. 22).

1 " The lowest operation of the soul is that which is effected by

a bodily organ, and in virtue of a bodily quality. Nevertheless,

such an operation, being from an intrinsic principle, exceeds any

operation of a bodily nature, since bodily movements are from an

extrinsic principle" (S. I., Qu. Ixxviii. Art. i). Cf. Aristotle, De

Anim., ii. 2, 3. " The reign of the ideal is the characteristic of

organic life. In it we find universal natural forces, combined in

special ways in order to realise a thought, . . . which uses them

for its own purpose, and brings dissimilar forms out of similar ele-

ments" (Burdach, Anthropol., 1854, p. 605).
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because it is the source of vegetative life. In animals

the vital principle is also strictly dependent on the

bodily organism, but its action is not confined, as in

the plant, to its own organism, but extends to external

objects, perceptible to the senses. This second prin-

Animai ciple is called the sensitive or animal soul,1

because it is the source of sensation and of

internal movements. Finally, we come to the highest

form of life, in which the vital principle, being no

longer restricted to bodily organs and sense-perceptions,

acts immediately and by itself, and embraces in its

sphere the whole realm of truth. This is the rational

soul,2 which in man is essentially united to the body,

and exercises, over and above the vegetative and sensi

tive powers, the functions of thought and free will.

As the sensitive or animal soul includes the vegetative

principle of the plant, so the rational soul unites in

1 " The operation of the soul is of another kind, which, though it

acts through the corporeal organ, nevertheless does not act through

corporeal qualities (because sensation is by no means the act of purely

material energies). And such is the operation of the sensitive soul "

(St. Thorn., 22 Disp., Qu. Dc Anim. A. i). "The difference between

the plant and the animal is, that the vital principle in the former

is purely external, while in the latter it attains to an inward exist

ence. In the plant it is wholly absorbed in matter, and the deter

mination of matter ; whereas in the animal its plastic functions are

subordinate, and do not exhaust its energies, which aim at self-

domination. ... As the plant does not possess the inward, indi

vidual life of the animal, it is incapable of self-conscious movement,

and all its changes depend on local conditions and alteration in the

forces of attraction and cohesion" (Burdach, loc. cit., p. 608).

s " There is an operation of the soul which rises so much above

corporeal nature, that the bodily organs are not even necessary for

its action " (St. Thom. loc. cit. ).

^
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itself the lower forms of both animal and plant. Like

the plant, man assimilates nourishment, and grows ;

like the animal, he has sensation and move- iiationai

ment. But what distinguishes him from both, sou1'

and constitutes his humanity, is intelligence and free

will, the functions of a self-conscious spirit, which

belong to the third and highest order.1 The rational

faculty of man, however, belongs to our second pro

position. What we have ascribed to him now is a

principle of activity, transcending the potencies of

1 ,' We possess, " says St. Augustine, " vitality (growth) in common

with plants, and sensation with animals " (Cf. In Joan. Tract., xxvii.

6). " Nor doth the Spirit make to be living members any save those

which the Spirit itself doth find in the body which it quickeneth "

(Oxford trans.). The spirituality of the soul does not prevent its

being the principle of sensitive and vegetative functions. For the

immediate subject of the sensitive and vegetative life is not the soul

alone, but the organs of sensation, which it animates and sustains.

The soul, therefore, is not both in space and out of space at once,

as Fichte conceives it, but, " being simple in its essence, is manifold

in its powers and operations " (St. Thorn., De Anim., Art. x. Ad. 14).

Hence certain of its operations (nutrition and the like) take place

independently, and even in opposition to its rational faculties ; for

consciousness is not the essence, but only a function of the soul ;

the soul thinks immediately by its own act, although it assimilates

and feels through the bodily organs. " Certain operations of the

soul are exercised without any bodily organ, as those of understand

ing and willing ; and the faculties of these operations are in the

soul as in their subject. But there are other operations of the soul

which are exercised by bodily organs, as seeing by the eye, hearing

by the ear, and all those which belong to the nutritive and sensitive

part of the soul. And, therefore, the faculties, which are the prin

ciples of these operations, are in ' conjuncto , (the whole man, body

and soul) as their subject, and not in the soul alone. But all the

faculties, whether their subject be the soul or the compositum, the

whole man, flow from the essence of the soul as from their prin

ciple" (S. I., Qu. Ixxvii. Art. 5).

0
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mere matter, and producing phenomena which cannot

be accounted for by the physical and chemical pro

perties of his body. In other, words, all organic

withuut life, whether human, animal, or vegetable, de

mands a vital principle, a soul, which belongs

to a higher sphere in creation than dead matter and

its inherent potencies. But this strikes at the heart of

materialism, whose first principle is that life and all its

processes are only the result of mechanical and chemical

conditions. " The soul," says Bnrmeister,1 " is nothing

but a complexus of potencies and forces energised by

Borne human or animal organism." 2 "If science found

itself obliged," says Biichner,3 " to admit a vital force,

our principle of the universality of the laws of nature

and the unchangeableness of the mechanical order of

the world would fall to the ground. We should have

to admit the intervention of a higher Hand, changing

the course of nature, and producing effects outside our

calculations ; there would bs a rent in the edifice of

the natural world, science would have to despair of her

self, and all research in natural history and psychology

would close." In other words, materialism would be

impossible.

But if combinations of matter are unable to account

1 Geoloyische Bttdcr, i. p. 251.

' The materialists of antiquity said word for word the same thing,

namely, that the soul is a product of combinations of matter ; and

St. Thomas refutes this doctrine (Sum. Cont. Gent., ii. 62): "The

vegetative soul cannot be produced by commixture of elements ; far

less, therefore, can the senses and the intellect."

3 Loc. cit., p. 245.
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for the organic unity of even the lowest plant, still less

can these explain the sensitive life of animals, or the

human intellect. For what is an organism ?

As an eminent modern naturalist, J. Miiller, »n organ-
urn.

says : " In the systematic co-ordination of its

parts to effect certain results, the organism resembles

a machine, but in the germ which it produces it repeats

and propagates its own mechanism Not only does

the energy of the organism depend upon the harmonious

co-operation of its parts, but it is itself the primary

cause of this harmony. Nor is each part self-subsistent,

but each exists only in virtue of the existence The germ

of the whole. A machine is constructed by its

inventor to do certain work, according to his p ""

preconceived idea, for a designed end. Thus each

organism corresponds to an idea, and all its parts are

arranged in accord with this end. But the idea is not

outside, as in the machine, but within the organism,

which necessarily acts in conformity with its own law.

Hence the unity and harmony of the organism depend,

not on matter taken from without, but on the inward

primary principle already present in the germ before

the ultimate differentiation of the parts which it pro

duces, as they are required for the realisation of the

idea." 1 " The germ," Miiller continues, " which is only

a simple cell, is the whole potentially." This process

is essentially the same in plants and animals, and no

parallel to germinal development is found in the in

organic world.

1 Phyiioloyie des ilcnschen, p. 23.
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The essential differences between minerals and or

ganisms are thus clearly defined. Minerals have geo

metrical angles and straight lines ; organisms

isms and have curves and ellipses and spiral vessels.
tniuerols.

Minerals are produced by dissolution and com

bination, organisms by generation. Minerals grow by

external accretions, organisms by assimilation. The

duration and dimensions of the mineral are indefinite ;

the organism has its specific limitations of form, size,

and longevity. In the plant a deoxygenating process

is constantly going on, and in the animal a process of

oxygenation. " There is no limit to the growth of a

crystal as long as the requisite matter and conditions

are to be had; but for the organism the immanent

specific form is the limit of its external development,

which it cannot exceed. It is only for the living

organism that space and time have any value and mean

ing, because it alone has within it the principle of self-

preservation and self-development, so that its being is

frustrated if it fails within a certain time to attain its

due proportions. Thus the figure and measure of the

individual organism are inherent in it, and the unity

which it displays is real, in contradistinction to the

merely conceptual unity of the atom." *

Instead, then, of matter producing life, it is this

vital principle which, by its use of material forces,

alone builds up and fashions each individual body as

1 Virchow, Reden Uber Lebcn vnd Krariksein, p. 49. This demo

lishes Hjickel,s system, whose monads and crystals are formed on

parallel principles (Anthropoyenic, p. 377).
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a real existing whole. This is seen by the fact that

as soon as this vital principle is withdrawn, dissolution

succeeds to life. Its chemical elements, being thus

emancipated from the control of the soul, obey their

own laws, and corruption ensues. In other words, the

natural forces of matter supersede those of the organic

form. This is more especially manifest in the law of

capillary action, in endosmose and exosmose, the pas

sage or repulsion of liquids and gases through mem

branes and porous media. The non-coagulation of the

blood in the living blood-vessel can only be explained

as the effect of life in the wall of the vessel.1 Life,

again, alone accounts for the reflex action, without con

tact, of the sensitive and motor nerves, as it is only

through the grey matter in the centre of the spinal

cord that the irritation of the sensitive nerve is con

veyed to the motor. The reproduction in some lower

organisms of an amputated member (the head or the

tail), and the process of healing in all higher organisms ;

the adaptation, again, of means to end shown in animal

instinct, all these find their only solution in the vital

principle.2

1 Wundt, Physioloyic, no. "Why does not the stomach digest

itself, if none but physical and chemical forces are there ? "

(Claude Bernard, ed. Janet, Causes Finales, Jvurn. da Sai-ant?,

1877).

2 Hence materialists are unwilling to admit instinct, and attri

bute all qualities to inheritance. Darwin (Descent of Man, p. 28)

says : " In regard to mental qualities, this transmission is manifest

in our dogs, horses, and other domestic animals. Besides special

tastes and habits, general intelligence, courage, bad and good

temper, are certainly inherited." ' . .
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Doubtless in every organism physical and chemical

forces are at work, but they do not act independently of

the organism, nor is the organism the result of

determin- these forces. St. Thomas remarks that the
ing prin- . , .

cipieof vegetative processes ot nutrition and growth,

and even those of sensation and motion, are

wrought by the soul through the instrumentality of

physical and chemical forces.1 Only thus, by the vital

principle, can we explain why matter, which is in

different to all forms, should assume that of this par

ticular organism, germ, or species, and none other.

" The germ-cells of the Vorticellaa," says Giebel,2 " are,

as far as we know at present, chemically, materially, and

morphologically, exactly identical. The most searching

and accurate chemical analysis can discover no differ,

ence ; therefore it does not exist. And yet, under

identical external conditions, these identical cells, not

accidentally, but following fixed and invariable laws,

develop into all sorts of different species of evidently

various types. There are families of snakes and in

sects whose species can be counted by hundreds, and

yet, in the material analysis of their germ-cells and

1 S. I., Qu. lxxviii. Art. r. "Although heat and cold, wet and

dry, and other similar bodily qualities are necessary for the opera

tion of a sense-faculty, that operation is not therefore produced by

means of those qualities which are merely required for the disposi

tion of the organ. The lowest operations of the soul are effected

by a bodily organ, aided by a bodily quality. Nevertheless, such

operations are from an intrinsic principle, and of this kind are

the operations of the sensitive soul. Digestion, and what follows

thereto, are effected instrumentally by the operation of heat."

2 Tagesfragen. A us dcr Naturgesehichte, 2nd Edition, p. 309.
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processes of reproduction and development, we are

unable to detect any variation whatever, and apparently

never shall be able to do so. Let the ova of Lacerta

ayilis and Lacerta viridis, of Sorex fodiens and Sorex

vulyaris, of the lion and tiger, be examined chemically

and physically, and should any material or evolutionary

difference be discovered, it will still be impossible to

establish any necessary relation between such differ

ences and the specific characteristics of the mature

forms."

Even Burmeister1 owns that "in organic bodies

matter is not the determining factor, but that the form

constitutes the essence of the organism, and
'-> , Noargu-

that to it the material elements are subordi- ™^'

nated." "Necessity," says Mayer, "governs {JS^r*0

the inanimate world, but when we pass into 6Clence9-

the organic world we enter a region of adaptability,

design, and beauty, of progress and freedom. The

applicability of numbers marks the limits. In physics

they are everything, in physiology of little account, in

metaphysics nothing. In these higher regions the

knowledge of physics, though of use, must not be too

strictly applied, for here we have to do with principles

rather than laws. The law of the conservation of

matter and energy doubtless holds good in biology.

The living organism cannot create nor annihilate either,

nor can it transform one elementary substance into

another. Nevertheless, in the vegetable world, very

remarkable ternary and quaternary combinations are

1 Geschichtc dcr Scluiffn»y, 3rd Edition, p. 304.
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produced, which cannot be artificially imitated. Again,

in living nature there is procreation and generation,

processes to which there is nothing analogous in physics,

so that the axiom, , Ex nihilo nihil Jit,, which is ab

solutely true in regard to physics, is less strictly appli

cable to physiology, and still less so to the spiritual

domain." 1

The truth of these remarks is proved by experience.

If the organism were only the product of natural forces,

then, by a suitable combination of these, it

produc- must be possible to form a living body. But,

with all our progress in natural science, no one

has ever seriously thought that a living body could be

produced from the crucible, nor a plant, nor even the

lowest moss.2 The chemical constituents of the animal

body are well known, and their proportions and affini

ties can be expressed in arithmetical formulas, but

no scientist has ever yet succeeded in producing an

organism .

Regarding the importance of the vital principle and

1 J. R. v. Mayer, Address to the German Naturalists, 1869.

2 No doubt science has been successful in artificially producing

substances which are identical with organic secretions, as, for

instance, ammonia. Biichner makes a great deal of this. "We

are doubtless able," says Liebig, "to adapt, alter, intensify, and

neutralise the cohesive forces in the atoms of organic combinations.

We can, by the combination of two, three, or four organic atoms,

create molecules of a higher order, or we can resolve such combina

tions back into their constituent atoms. But we cannot, from its

constituent elements, produce even one of these organic combina

tions. No laboratory will ever create a cell, a muscle, a nerve ; in a

word, any truly living particle of an organism " (Chemische Britfe,

i. 252.)
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its specific element Liebig says : " The life of plants is

dependent on the aliments which they obtain from air,

from water, and from the soil. These substances chemical

are inorganic. The elements of the living form ^"organic

consist of carbonic acid, ammonia, and water, organic

sulphuric, phosphoric, and silicic acid, alkalis,

alkaline earths, and iron. But the process which goes

on in the plant is the exact reverse of that which takes

place in inorganic nature ; in the inorganic substance

in which mechanical and chemical laws are paramount.

Weathering and detrition in stones and mountains are

the effects of changes of temperature and of the action

of air and water ; and in organic bodies also, as soon

as life is extinct, oxygeuation begins, and resolves the

elements, from which the body was formed, back into

their original combinations. But in the living plant air,

water, oxygen, and carbonic acid lose their chemical

characteristics, and cease to act in their former pro-

portions, or according to their former affinities. Out

side the sphere of the vital forces residing within the

plant the tendency of oxygen to combine with com

bustible substances—carbon, hydrogen—is irresistible.

When these combinations are absorbed by the plant

the oxygen is disengaged, and exhaled pure from the

leaves into the air. Thus the process within the plant

is the exact reverse of the oxidation which is always

going on in inorganic nature. It is a process of reduc

tion. Cotton-wool, sugar of milk, and the acid in sour-

kraut, although so different, consist chemically of carbon,

hydrogen, and oxygen in equal proportions. So, also
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cane-sugar and gum are composed of exactly the same

chemical constituents. Strychnine contains carbon,

_ nitrogen. and the elements of water : its

tuentsin ^tion upon living bodies is that of a deadly
tuents in

different

organisms

*"v " "' poison. Quinine contains the same elements,

Sifferent yet acts as a valuable remedy. Caffeine

is composed of the same constituents ; we

drink it in tea and coffee without either poisonous or

medicinal effect. It is impossible to attribute the

poisonous, healing, or nutritive properties of these sub

stances to the carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen

of which they consist. Chemical analysis of the ele

ments, therefore, supplies no data enabling us to judge

of or explain the properties of organic combinations." 1

Facts and arguments alike, then, demonstrate irresis

tibly the existence of the immaterial vital principle or

Sensation eom- Yet Strauss thinks2 that he has solved the

f.'irmed problem in a contrary sense. Vital sensation,

thought itself, are all to be explained by the

unity of the forces of nature. " If," he suggests,

" under certain conditions we find motion transformed

into heat, why should not other conditions exist under

which it is transformed into sensation ? Ou the one

hand, a nerve is touched and an internal agitation set

1 Chemiirhe Briefe, i. p. 356 /., 367 /. St. Thomas says : " Either

the body lives because it is a body, that is, consists of material sub

stances, but in that case all bodies must have life, or else it lives

because it is this particular body, and the matter of which it con

sists is organised in this particular way ; but this is the effect of

Its proper form, the vital principle " (S. I., Qu. lxxxv. Art. 1). " Cou-

venit alicui corpori quod sit vivens per hoc quod sit tale corpus."

a Jhraltc und neue Olaube. '~ ' ~ " '.-"
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up ; on the other, a sensation, a perception called forth,

and a thought responds. Then the order is reversed,

and sensation and thought are changed into external

movements of the limbs." Donders replies:1 "The

essence of every kind of action, or capacity for action

which can be known or measured is motion, and the

conditions of motion ; but there is no imaginable com

bination of movement from which consciousness or any

psychical function could spring. Psychical energy, as

we first perceive it in ourselves, is really individual in

form and essence. We find no link connecting it with

other natural phenomena, and the law of the , con

servation of energy,, which governs all known natural

forces, is powerless to bring psychical phenomena under

its sway ; for, setting- aside their specific nature,
,.,,,." . , * -ii T1"""-'1,*

which makes their genesis irom chemical elas- »ot tram-
furmed

ticity as inconceivable as their transformation 'j^80"

into heat or electric motion, they can neither

be measured nor weighed, and we know of no unit

which will enable us to express in numbers feeling,

understanding, and will." " A sensation," Strauss says,

" reports itself." But to whom ? unless it be to the

subject, who already exists. And if thought is trans

formed into motion, then, surely, the thought must

perish in the act of realisation. In this case the quality

of the intellectual life would be deduced from the

quantity, rapidity, and strength of physical energy,

and the truth of a thought, the moral power of the

will, might be gauged by feet and pounds ; that is, by

1 Abhamil. in der NieJerJiind. Archive f&r Arzneikunde, 1869, p. l8»
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the amount of mechanical work expended in their pro

duction. "If we knew," says Griesinger, "all that

goes on in the brain when it is at work, if we could

see every detail of its chemical and electrical processes,

how would it help us ? Oscillations and vibrations,

chemical and electrical processes, are not mental

ducedby images. I should like to direct the attention
thebraiu.

of these fanatics of materialism to one point

which, in all these discussions, seems to me to have

never yet been adequately treated. The elementary

changes that take place in the nerve substance (espe

cially if, according to the now prevailing view, these

are held to be electric) must necessarily be absolutely

simple, merely quantitative, and identical in all men.

If so, how can they have produced that infinite multi

plicity of different points of view, feelings, and ten

dencies which exist, not only in different individuals,

but also in different epochs ? " 1

Motion can only generate motion, or else resolve

itself back into potential energy. Potential energy can

Motion onty produce motion, maintain statical equi-

mtes^no-" librium, exert pressure or strain. The amount

of energy remains always the same. This law

is absolute in the material world. What is mechanical

exhausts itself in the production of the mechanical

effect. There are, therefore, no adequate data by which

we can comprehend the mental transactions which

accompany these material changes in the brain. They

are outside the law of causation, and therefore are to

* PatkoJnyie mul Therajiit tier Psyc,nschen KranWieiten, 1861, pp. 6, 7.
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us incomprehensible.1 Virchow says : 2 " We have as

yet no scientific means of observing the act of con

sciousness, or determining its locality, or analysing its

process of action, or stating what it is." " Hence," he

continues, " I have always maintained that it is a

mistake to refuse to acknowledge the unique character

of the fact of consciousness, which dominates all our

higher life." Schopenhauer, a witness above suspi

cion of partiality on the point, says : , , The polemics

now in vogue against the vital principle deserve, in

spite of their imposing array, to be stigmatised as

"not only false, but inane." s That we cannot see this

vital principle is no argument against its ex

istence ; for every substantial form (or formal visibiem

principle) is, per se, imperceptible to the senses, in its
effects.

and is only intelligible to the mind. What is

seen is the material substance or organism, acted upon by

the form or soul ; and we recognise the existence of the

1 "What conceivable connection," says Du Bois Raymond, "exists,

on the one hand, between certain movements of certain atoms in my

Inain, and, on the other, this primary, personal, undeniable fact, that

I feel pain or pleasure, taste what is sweet, smell the perfume of tho

rose, hear the sound of the organ, perceive colours, red or blue, with

the certainty, hence derived, that I exist? ... It is utterly inconceiv

able that it can be other than indifferent to any aggregation of atoms ot

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen whatever may be their position

or movements, past, present, or future." It is impossible to imagine

how consciousness can ever proceed from their mutual interaction. And

if their relative position and movements are not matter of indifference

to them, we must necessarily suppose that each atom is a sort of

monad, endowed with consciousness. But this would not explain either

consciousness in general, or individual consciousness.

8 Bericltt dcr Stettiucr Versammluny, p. 41.

* Parerya und Paralipom,, ii. p. 127.
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soul from its effect on the organism, just as we per

ceive from the attraction of the needle the presence of

the magnetic force.

Again, if there be no soul, why is all sensation

individual and personal ? The nerves are, indeed, the

organs of feeling ; yet the nervous system, with its

centre, the brain, marvellous as it is in its formation,

is still matter, and, as such, composed of parts, has

extension, is multiple, not single ; whereas the being,

who hears, sees, tastes, smells, and compares

feeling, these sensations, is one and the same. Were
tliougli

nerve» matter the subiect of sensation, we should bear
multiple. J

within us innumerable sensitive entities in

stead of that unity in our sensitive nature, of which

every man is conscious, and which tells him that the

subject of his sensations is his one indivisible soul.

Aristotle,s argument that the soul is divisible, because

the amputated members of plants, or of many of the

lower forms of animal organisms, can be propagated

simply, only shows that in such organisms the vital

principle is but slightly differentiated, and that the

same organs, with the same functions, are repeated in

all parts of the body. The higher the soul, the more

complete its individuality.

Further, as has been already observed, the material

constituents of our bodies are in a perpetual flux.

Not one atom of the body of the infant remains in

the body of the old man. If sensation dwelt in the

organs, then the sensitive being must change with

them. We could have no continuity of consciousness ;
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the memory of former sensations must perish. The

contention that , , the general form of the organs and

the body persists throughout all changes " is

only an admission of the existence of the onndi-y

soul under another name ; for what but the though
body in

soul gives the body its form ? What but the »pn»tMit
r * change.

soul preserves the organism,1 notwithstanding

the perpetual changes in the matter of which it is

composed ? The soul, which animates all its forces,

and is present in every particle of the body, concen

trates in itself the manifold bodily elements and forces,

gathers them into itself, and, by imparting to them its

own indivisible life, overcomes the material separation

of space. The fact that if a nerve be dead, or its

connection with the brain interrupted, sensation ceases,

only proves the essential union of soul and body, by

reason of which the soul feels through the body, not

that the organ feels in itself.2

1 Against the Platonist doctrine of diverse souls, which are united

by and in the body, St. Thomas says : " It is not the body which con

tains the soul, but the soul which contains the body, and gives it

existence" (S. I., Qu. Ixxvi. Art. 3). The ancients recognised the

soul, the " Svna/ili CKTIK-/]," the bond and sustenance of the life of the

body. But the soul, though in every part of the body, is not therefore

subject to conditions of space, for it acts, not by part in part, but by

its efficacy (per contactum rirtutis), just as God, though incorporeal, is

everywhere as the cause and sustainer of all things in space. Of. S. I.,

Qu. viii. Art. 2.

3 " When I say," remarks Flourens (De la Vie et de I'Intelliyence, Pt.

ii. p. 156), "that sensation has its seat in the nerves and irritability in

the muscles, I only state a perfectly certain fact of experience. But

the sensitiveness and irritability of the nerves and muscles only last as

long as life is present ; they are therefore only there because life (the

soul) is there. The life is the essential point ; the sensitiveness of the
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Hence we deduce the final termination of mere animal

life, and its essential distinction from that of man.

The soul of the animal feels, but all feeling belongs, as

we have shown, to the compositum ; that is, to body

and soul conjoined. Where, then, the soul has no

operation of its own, and cannot act independently of

the body, neither can it exist apart from the same, for

operation follows life ; J that is, in every nature action

and being correspond, for action is only " esse," or

being, in act.

The soul of the animal, then, perishes with the body,

and, in dying, the animal is wholly extinct.2 That soul

only survives which shows, by the immaterial action it

exercises, apart from the body, that it is itself im

nerves, the irritability of the muscles, are only modes of its activity."

The twitchings of the muscles in the trunk immediately after decapita

tion are not organic and vital ; they do not proceed from an internal prin

ciple, but are only the mechanical effects of an external impulse on the

elastic body, and therefore only last while the body still remains supple.

This disposes of one of Vogt,s favourite arguments against the exist

ence of the soul, drawn from the "contortions of decapitated frogs."

" Sensation," says St. Thomas, " is not an attribute of the soul alone,

or of the body alone, but of the whole man " (conjuncti) (S. I., Qn.

Ixxvii. Art. 5). Cf. Kant, Traume eines Geisterschers, erldutert durch

Traunte dcr Metaphysik, where he ridicules the assumption that the

seat of the soul was in the brain, " like a spider in the centre of its

web," and supposes, on the contrary, a virtual omnipresence of the soul

throughout the sensitive body.

1 S. I., Qu. Ixxxv. Art. 3.

2 St. Thomas says that " although forms (such aa the animal

soul) do not consist of matter, that is, are in themselves immaterial,'

nevertheless they exist and act in matter, and out of its potentiality

they are educed. Hence, even when they cease to exist they are

not entirely annihilated, but remain in the potentiality of matter as

before."
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material, and has a self-subsistent life. And this leads

us to our second proposition.

Man has a rational soul, and is therefore above the

brute. Although man resembles the brute in his cor

poreal nature, even here his erect carriage, in
..... Man has :i

an attitude of command, proclaims Ins superi- rational
* . L soul.

ority over the whole animal world. Hence the

Greeks named him avOponroy, "the upward gazer,"1

because his body, with its senses and faculties, is to

be the expression and organ of a free spirit, not the

mere instrument of blind instincts.2 According to

1 The upright attitude is natural to man. The infant, in the first

year of its life, is always endeavouring to assume it, and its whole

organism is prepared and intended for it.

2 Burmeister, Der menscldiche Fust als Character der Menschheil

Cicoloy. Bilder, i. p. 63. Cf. Meyer, Uebcr den Gorilla; Reusch, im.

thilianeum, 1864, vol. ii. In his feet and hands man has an immense

advantage over the ape, which can only run, and climb, and hop on

all-fours. The oorstnction of the skull and of the teeth makes another

important diffe €nce b tween them. The facial angle of the latter never

exceeds 65°, while that of the former is never under 75°. " It must

not be overlooked," says Huxley (Evidence as to Man,s Place in Nature,

1863, pp. 102, 103), "that there is a very striking difference in absolute

mass and weight between the lowest human brain and that of the

highest ape, a difference which is all the more remarkable when we

recollect that a full-grown gorilla is probably pretty nearly twice as

heavy as a Bosjesman, or as many a European woman. It may be

doubted whether a healthy adult human brain ever weighed less than

32 ounces, or that the heaviest gorilla brain has exceeded

2O ounces. . . . The latter difference is represented, say, by niiv6

1 2 ounces of cerebral substance absolutely, or by 32-20 weight of

relatively ; but as the largest recorded human brain weighed

between 65 and 66 ounces, the former difference is represented by

more than 33 ounces absolutely, or by 65-32 relatively. . . . Every

bone of a gorilla bears marka by which it might be distinguished from

the corresponding bone of a man, and in the present creation, at any

rate, no intermediate link bridges over the gap between Homo and
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Ovid,1 man, even as to his bodily form, is made in

the image of God. " And whereas other animals

bend their looks downwards on the earth, to man

His erect ^e £,ave a countenance to look on high,

attitude. ancj to behold fchg heavens, and to raise his

face erect to the stars."

So also speaks Aristotle, " Man alone stands upright,

because his nature and substance are divine." 2 Again

while in all mere animals one sense always predomi

nates, and for the sole end of self-preservation,3 in

man, on the contrary, the harmonious development of

all the sensitive faculties denotes their noble purpose

as the objects and instruments of thought. This dis

tinction is especially noticeable in his hand, with its

delicate sense of touch and adaptation for work. It

is the hand and the head together which have made

man the lord of creation,4 for his erect carriage is

Troglodytes." At the same time, we must not forget that man as "a

lational animal " must participate in the animal nature. If the resem

blance were still greater than it really is, it would prove nothing, for

it would only make the distinction by his faculty of speech and all the

phenomena of his rational nature more striking.

1 Mctamorph., Bk. i. 76-84, trans. H. J. Riley, B.O.

2 De Part. Anim., iv. 10. See also Seneca, De Otto Sapient, 32 ;

Gregory of Nyssa, De Homin. Opific, i. p. 44 sen. ; St. Augustine, Qq.

lxxxiii. Qu. 51. St. Thomas (S. I., Qu. xcvi. Art. 3) remarks that man

has the most capaciofip.craniiiui, and holds his head erect because it

is the organ of thought.

3 Both the hare and the hound hear farther than man, but they have

no sense of tone or music ; the falcon sees farther, but has no sense of

the distinction or combination of colours. Moreover, these senses in

man can be developed by practice to an acuteness which equals and

even excels that of the animals, as is the case with the Indian tribes.

* Aristotle, De Anima, iii. 8.
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an indispensable condition of his manual dexterity.

Again, though man has sense-appetites in common

with the lower animals, yet by his free will he sub

jugates what is beyond their control. Finally, in the

weakness and helplessness of man,s early years, we

see a striking contrast between him and the animals.

Man,s development depends wholly on acts of his

own free will, thought, and energy, whereas nature

provides everything for the animal from the very

first.

If, however, man bears thus, in his body, the im

press of his higher destiny, so that the animal in

stinctively quails at his gaze, his superiority is Hoa

still more evident in his mental attributes. JJSversai

Beyond sensible impressions, he possesses

thought. We mean that he apprehends necessary

universal and eternal truths, which are not objects of

the senses. Again, the thinking mind reveals a higher

faculty, the object of which is the exact opposite to

that of sensible perception. The object of the senses

.is the individual, such as, for example, the sensation

of pain caused by a falling stone; that of the mind,

on the contrary, is the universal ; it apprehends from

the same fact the law of gravitation. The senses

deal with what is accidental, the corporeal sensation,

and each sense is limited to its own province, whilst

the mind deals with the essences of things, and the

whole domain of truth, physical and metaphysical, is

open to its view. But even this is not all.

The perfection of sensible perception increases in
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proportion to the perfection of the bodily organ,

and diminishes as the organ degenerates ; the more

Mental active the organ, the more correct will be

*eudentnofe" tne sensible representation of its object. On

bodj' the other hand, the more the mind enters into

itself, the more detached does it become from external

objects, and from the influence of the senses ; and

thus mental power grows with advancing years, in

spite of decay in the senses and sensitive powers, such

as memory and imagination. " The energy of the

soul," says Schleiermacher,1 " is perennial ; it does not

diminish nor exhaust its force by its operations. Not

only does it work and impart itself without suffering

loss, but, on the contrary, the more active it is the

stronger and healthier it grows, so that the failure of

the senses and memory leaves the inner life untouched,

and its fruitfulness in noble and holy thoughts unim

paired." The senses require a due proportion between

their object and their powers ; for instance, excess of

light and defect of light alike diminish the power of

vision. With the intellect, on the contrary, every

increase of illumination increases its powers of ap

prehension. Under repeated excitements the senses

grow weary and satiated ; but with the mind activity

Power of an(^ enjoyment go hand in hand.2 The senses

reHection. cannot; feei their own sensations ; the mind

reflects on its own thoughts, and, by its self-conscious

ness, apprehends its own personality, its own indivisible

1 Ueba- Juyend und Alter.

a Aristotle, DC Anima, iii. 4, 5.
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unity, as the central point of all its operations, distinct

from every other being. Hence Dante calls man *

" An individual soul, that lives

And feels, and bends reflective on itself."

—Puryat., x.\v. 76.

But it is because he thinks that man speaks, for

speech is, as the Greeks discovered, long ago,2 nothing

but the expression of reason and thought, the utter

ance of the spirit.

Finally, man is free ; he knows in every action that

he is so, that he bears within himself his power of

self-determination. Man knows, and is con

vinced, that he degrades himself by yielding com-
0 * * ° mands

to his lower appetites ; that, by his mind luwer..
11 ' ' » appetites.

and free will, he has, if he wills, courage and

strength to overcome them, and to strive after that

higher and lasting good which his intellect appre

hends. For desire follows apprehension. The senses

crave for what the senses perceive ; the knowledge

of spiritual things begets spiritual yearnings, moral

freedom. But no force can act in a contrary sense to

the principle from which it springs ; if, therefore, man

has the power of resisting and overcoming sense, the

sensitive faculties cannot possibly be the source of this

1 Cf. Aristotle, De Anima, ill 4, 12.

3 \oyrn, speech and thought. The word " man " comes from Mann,

in Sanscrit md, to measure ; hence moon (the time- measurer), and

thence man, characterised as the thinker. The Latin Homo, accord

ing to Hoffmann (Memorandum of the German Oriental Society, i. p.

321 ff.), is equivalent to the ejaculator, the speaker.
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power. Thus, St. Athanasius demonstrated,1 from the

dominion of the soul over the body, that it is distinct

from and independent of the latter. Plato 2 makes

Socrates say, in the dialogue which precedes his

death, " If the soul were nothing but a harmony, a

product of the body, it would always obey and never

command. But the soul, as far as we can see, acts in

direct opposition to the body, inasmuch as it governs

the supposed source of its existence, and through the

whole of life it fights against the body in various

ways ; now, with severity, chastising the body with

gymnastics and physic ; again, more mildly, by means

of admonitions, chiding its cravings and its anger and

fear, addressing itself as though it were another, as

Homer says in the Odyssey :—

' Bear this evil, my soul ; thou hast already home others more

cruel.' "

Again, the animal has sensation, and its correlative,

instinctive movement; that is to say, he moves, not

instinct impelled from without like a machine, but

son con- ty tne vita,l principle within ; still, his acts

raste ' are neither free nor self-conscious. Man is

guided in his actions by reason, the animal by in

stinct, that is, by his nature, which predetermines all

his movements and makes them necessary. The

admirable skill of many animals is no proof that

they possess reason ; for this skill is specially mani

1 Orat. C. Gentes, ch. 3 1 ss. ; St. Thomas, he. cit., Qu. lxxx. Art. 2 ;

C Qentes, ii. 47.

s Phced., p. 94.
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fest in animals of the lower orders, as in the bee,

the ant, the beaver, and that in a degree to which

man can only attain by long experience and practice.

But the young bee works as perfectly as the old one,

consequently experience and practice are with him

natural ; that is, they are instinctive, an unconscious

instinct, implanted by their Maker for a special pur

pose. Indeed, so perfect is the geometrical fitness of

their work thus inspired by the Creator of geometry,

that it is only within the last century that the

progress of science has enabled us to appreciate

and understand it. The water-spider possessed the

diving-bell long before man had discovered it. The

mill-hopper, a kind of cockchafer, works according to

a mathematical law, first discovered by Huygens in

1673. And this explains why these creatures, in

some respects so much more sagacious than men,

are utterly senseless in others.1 Hence there is no

psychic progress in the animal kingdom. Progress

1 St. Thomas had already pointed out that animals have not reason,

but only instinct (sensatio cextimitiva), a kind of objective under

standing, because all their artistic skill is displayed in one direction

only, and they are unable to employ it in any other ; e.y., nest-building

in birds (C. Gentes, ii. 66). The stoat breaks the wings of dead birds

as well as living ones, to prevent their escape before he begins to snclc

them. The bee stores up honey, the moth envelops her eggs in a

warm covering from her own plumage, in anticipation of a winter which

neither have ever experienced. The animal, therefore, does not know

the purpose that it carries out. Instinct, subserving larger ends of

animal life, may lead the individual animal to destruction, as the

lemming in the high mountains of Sweden and Norway. The instinct

of a duck was so strong that when, day by day, the egg she laid

was removed from the nest, she continued sitting until she died of

exhaustion.
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can only be the result of reflection, comparison, and

free development. All those well-known stories of

Mande- exceptional sagacity in animals never, there-

thelSmte f°re, pass beyond the sphere of instinct, which,

"*" "° ' of course, like any other natural force, can be

guided, directed, and developed by the superior intelli

gence of man, and made to subserve his purposes. As

the poet says : —

" Ich sehe nicht die Spur

Von einem Geist, und alles ist Dressur."

All the terms by which we describe the actions of

animals are derived from human conditions, and con

sequently, as St. Thomas remarks,1 can only be applied

to them by analogy. We belong to a different order

of beings, and can no more realise the mind of the

brute than we can now revert to that of our uncon

scious infancy.

The animal feels pleasure and pain, and has cries

by which it can express both ; but it has no thought,

and therefore no speech. Hence the most highly

developed animal ranks far below the most degraded

savage, and is separated by one essential difference

from him ; for the savage, however degraded, possesses

the faculty of speech, and speech is the sign of mind.*

And speech was man's from the first.

" As far as we can trace back the footsteps of man,

even on the lowest strata of history, we see that the

1 S. I. ii., Qu. xiii. Art. 2.

a " If my horse were to say to me, ' I am,' I should dismount at

once," says Kant.

"
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Divine gift of a sound and sober intellect belonged

to him from the very first ; and the idea of a huma

nity emerging slowly from the depths of an

animal brutality can never be maintained the ex-'
pressionof

again in our century. The earliest work of art reason,
r • peculiar to

wrought by the human mind—more ancient ™^c

than any literary document, and prior even

to the first whisperings of tradition—the human lan

guage, forms one uninterrupted chain, from the first

dawn of history down to our own times. We still

speak the language of the first ancestors of our race ;

and this language, with its wonderful structure, bears

witness against such gratuitous theories. The forma

tion of language, the composition of roots, the gradual

discrimination of meanings, the systematic elaboration

of grammatic forms—all this working, which we can

still see under the surface of our own speech, attests

from the very first the presence of a rational mind, of

an artist as great, at least, as his work." l

The fact that originally every word was a predicate,

that names, though now symbols of particular con

cepts, are all, without exception, derived from universal

ideas, is one of the most important discoveries of

philology. It proves the truth that universal ideas

are the first in the order of human knowledge, the

primum coynitum in the intellect.2 This capacity

manifest in language for grasping universal ideas

1 Max Mttller, Essays, vol. i. p. 306, " On Comparative Mythology."

2 S. I., Qu. Ixxxv. Art. 3 ; Werner, Geschichte der neu:eitlichcn

til; 1867, p. 473.
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places an impassable gulf between man and the

brute.1

Our third proposition, man has an immortal soul,

and is therefore imperishable, flows as a corollary from

our second. In all lower natures, without

Soul im- . ...

mortal exception, from the simplest plant upwards.
beeHIM ...

'ubjec- the individual, as such, has no significance.
tivelyself-

jubaist- it js raerely a specimen of its species, whose

character it necessarily bears. Its end in the

universe is attained by the conservation and propaga

tion of its kind, and any other specimen might as well

take its place. But with man it is far otherwise.

His bodily life, indeed, belongs to visible nature, and

is but one of a species, but the body is not the whole

man. His self-conscionsness gives him, further, the

power of possessing himself, and of knowing himself,

as distinct from all else. By his free will he deter

mines his own action, even in opposition to his lower

inclinations, and can use his natural power as an

instrument for his own purposes. Thus even in this

mortal existence man lives a life neither begotten from

visible nature, nor dependent in its action on corporeal

forces and organs. He possesses a world and life of

1 Universal ideas—that is, the essences of things abstracted from

their sense-phenomena—alone beget that knowledge of cause, law,

principles, relation, on which all intellectual development depends.

Without these universal ideas we should be cognisant only of a multi

tude of phenomenal effects, presenting neither unity, order, nor purpose.

This is BO with the animals. "An ox," says Kant, "has a distinct

image in its mind of its stable, and also of the door of its stable. It

connects the two together, but never arrives at the conclusion that

, this door belongs to this stable., "
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his own. He bears within him the world of ideas, the

life of thought. Hence, when the instrument perishes

the master survives.1

Again, the object of the intellectual functions is as

little affected by the death of the body as is the soul

itself, their subject. Thought and free will are

not exercised upon sensible things, the par- tivoiy.

ticular or the concrete, the accidental or the Of truth"

temporal ; their objects are universal, neces- ami
eternal.

sary, eternal ideas, the realm of the true and

the good. These existed before the visible world

came into being, and will endure when it has passed

away. Therefore they no more cease to exist at the

1 Eachricht, Das physische Lcben, p. 511. "The soul, then, is rational,

not because of its simplicity, for the soul of the brute i.t also simple ;

nor because it is intellectual, for the intellect is only one of its facul

ties ; but because it is self-subsistent, and can act independently of the

bodily organs, is the soul rational and a spiritual substance " (St.

Thomas, De Spirit. Great., Art. 2). " By a spiritual substance we

understand that substance which is neither composed of matter, nor

coextensive with it, nor dependent on it for being" (Suarez, De

Anim., loc. cit., 9).

2 St. Thomas, C. Gentes, ii. 55. Of course, the sensible world, by

means of sensible images (the phantasmata of the ancients), supplies

the material and determines the mode in which the mind forms the

ideas which are its proper objects. Intellectual acts, being human—

that is, acts of a sensitive and rational being—are always accompanied

by phantasms. Of. Aristotle, De Anima, iii. 30 ; St. Thomas, loc. cit.,

Qu. Ixxxiv. Art. 7. But it by no means follows from this, as Ulrici

thinks, " that consequently the human soul after death remains in an

unconscious state, until its reunion with the body." All that follows

really is, that as its mode of existence is different and no longer cor

poreal, so also will be its mode of action, for action follows life. It

must not be forgotten that the life beyond the grave is only conceivable

in and through God, and that He, Who gave us consciousness, is able to

adjust it to other conditions besides those of the present life. Cf. the
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death of the body than does the spirit itself, to which

they are always present, and whose sustenance they

are.

The soul of man, then, being rational and self-sub-

sistent, can survive the body if only God preserves it.

Will He do so ? Or is the objection of Strauss

therefore, valid ? l If the soul has no end, he argues, it

not neces- ',

saniy should have had no beginning. " A one-sided
mortal. ° '-'

eternity," he says, " a being with a beginning

and no end, is as absurd a notion as a thing which has

an end but has had no beginning." But he had already

whole development of this subject in S. I., Qu. Ixxxix. Art. I. In De

Anima, Art. 15, St. Thomas says:—"The soul after death understands

in three ways. First, by species which it has received from things

while in the body ; secondly, by species divinely infused in

How the the separation from the body ; thirdly, by seeing other souls

soul (iubitantial separatcc), and beholding the species of things in

kuow™* them- But tnis last mode is not subject to its will, but rather

ledge. to the will of its fellow-souls, which manifests their intelli

gence by speech. What this speech is, and its quality, has

been said elsewhere " (Qu. xix., Inter, q. Quodlibet., DC Coynit. Animal

Post Mart., Art. l). "As the angels know individual objects by

f-pecies created with them, so also dots the soul, by species infused

into it in the moment of separation. For, since the ideas existing in

the Divine Mind are creative of things both as to form and matter, of

both they must be also the exemplars. And in these exemplars things

are known not only in their genus and species, but individually,

matter being the individualising principle. But the forms created

with the angelic minds, and infused into the separated soul, are cer

tain likenesses of the divine ideals ; and as things, with their substance

in form and matter, flow from these ideals, so from them also flow their

species to those created minds which are capable of knowing them,

both as to form and matter, and both as to their nature as universals,

and as existing in individuals (sinyutarta) " (Ibid., Art. 2). That is,

one and the same infused species represents Humanity in the abstract,

and Peter and Paul as existing body and soul.

1 Glaubenslihre, ii. 737.
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been thus answered by St. Thomas : l " Creatable

means," he says, " not a passive faculty, but the active

power of creating which can produce something out of

nothing, just as perishable does not mean that the

creature of itself can return to nothing, but that the

Creator, by withholding His influx, has the power of

annihilating it." A being, then, which has had a begin

ning must be capable of coming to an end, and there

fore every creature is necessarily perishable, because it is

created. " God alone hath immortality." 2 lie alone

preserves life in all that lives. Will He continue to

preserve the soul for eternity ? We answer, He will ;

and that the very idea of immortality which the

. T Desire of

soul possesses, and its intense longing for its immor-

possession, prove the fact. Unlike the animal, proves its

which, absorbed in the present, knows nothing

of an hereafter, man cannot but dwell upon the future,

and its anticipation is a necessary part of his nature.

"The soul," says St. Athanasius,3 "can conceive the

thought of immortality ; therefore it is an immortal

being, distinct from the body." " The conviction of our

immortality," says Goethe, " springs, in my mind, from

the idea of activity ; for if my mind is incessantly active

to the last, nature is bound to supply me with another

form of being, when this present one can no longer

maintain my spirit." 4 If man were not himself im-

1 S. I., Qu. Ixxv. Art. 6 ad. 2.

- i Tim. vi. 1 6.

' C. Gentes, 8 1 seq.

* Eckerinann, GespracJie mil Goethe, ii. p. 56. " The operations of

the rational soul neither grow old nor out of date, , In the ancient ia
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mortal, whence would he have gathered the notion

of immortality, seeing nothing but mortality in the

universe that surrounds him ? How could he have

imagined or desired it ?

" I have read," observes Fechner,1 " that the larva

of the stag-beetle, when passing into the chrysalis

state, constructs for itself a much, larger cell than it

requires at the time, in order to leave room for the

horns which will presently make their appearance.

What can the larva know about its future life or

horns ? Can we suppose that the same power which

created stag-beetles and man, gave a true instinct to

the beetle, and to man a lying faith ? For belief in a

future life, and preparation for it in the pre-

desireis sent, is as essential a part of man,s nature,
universal.

and as necessary to its development, as this

instinct is to the beetle. True, the belief in immor

tality is not as uniformly and necessarily developed

in every individual man, as this instinct is in every

beetle. But mankind, as a whole, as necessarily regards

immortality as the end of its life as the beetle, by its

individual instinct, provides for its future growth, as

the end of its animal life.2 "

wiRdom, and in length of days prudence , (Job. xii.) ; we can gather its

immortality from the manner of its operation " (Bonaventura, II. DiSl.,

xix. Art. i).

1 Loc. tit., p. 115.

3 Cf. St. Thomas, C. Gentes, ii. 79 ; also Goethe, Z. Xen. in. :—

" Du hast Unsterblichkeit im Sinn,

Kannst du uns deine Griinde nennen ?

Ja wohl, der Hauptgrund liegt darin,

Das wir sie nicht entbehren kiinnen."
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After observing that the soul, when dragged by the

body into the region of changeable things, reels like a

drunkard, Plato continues, " But when, returning into

herself, she reflects, then she passes into the realm of

purity, of eternity, of immortality and unchangeable-

ness, which are her kindred, and with them she ever

lives, when she is by herself, and is not let or hindered.

Then she ceases from her erring ways, and being in

communion with the unchangeable, is unchanging ;

and this state of the soul is called wisdom." " Hence,"

he continues, " the soul is most like that

, . . . ..... . „ The soul

which is divine, immortal, intelligent, uniform, the inmge

indissoluble, and unchangeable ; but the body,

on the other hand, is most like that which is human,

mortal, unintelligent, multiform, dissoluble, and change

able. And are we to suppose that this soul, which is

invisible, in passing to the true Hades, which, like her,

is invisible and pure and noble, and on her way to a

good and wise God—whither, if God will, my soul is

also soon to go—that the soul, I repeat, if this be

her nature and origin, is blown away and perishes

immediately on quitting the body, as many say. That

can never be, my dear Simias and Cebes. The truth

rather is, that the soul, which is pure at departing,

draws after her no bodily taint, having never volun

tarily had connection with the body, which she is

ever avoiding, being gathered into herself, for such

abstraction has been the study of her life. And

what does this mean but that she has been a true

disciple of philosophy, and has practised how to
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die easily ? And is not philosophy the practice of

death ? " 1

Deeply significant are the words of Christ : " God

is not the God of the dead, but of the living." 2 In

Him and for Him all live. The created spirit is

the mirror which reflects the Divine Image in all its

beauty, love, justice—the enduring witness to His eter

nal glory. God is the first purpose of its life, prior either

to the world or itself. How would God and His pro

vidence be manifested in a vast Golgotha of annihi

lated spirits ? For knowledge is the life of the spirit,

and the end and aim of all our knowing is the know

ledge of the First Cause. The only rest of the intel

lect is in God,3 and God known not darkly through

His works, but seen face to face. It is easier to

conceive an immortality without God, than that there

1 Phccd., p. 79 ss., Jowett,* translation. " III the midst of the finite

to be united with the infinite, and thus to be eternal in every moment

of life ; this is all that modern science can promise," says Strauss

(loc. cif., p. 739)l as if this was something unknown to, and opposed

to, the Christian belief in immortality ; as if the immortality of the

soul did not necessarily begin in this life, in the union of our spirit

with the Divine Spirit. " This is eternal life, that they may know

Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, Whom Thou hast sent"

(John xvii. 3). "He th.it believeth in the Son hath life everlasting"

(John iii. 36).

2 Luke xx. 38. " God created things that they might be," says

St. Thomas, C. Gentes, iv. 97.

3 "Since man's final beatitude consists in the noblest operation he

has, namely, that of the intellect, were the created intellect never to

see the essence of God, it could never obtain beatitude, or its beatitude

would consist in something else than God, which is contrary to faith,

for it is of faith that his beatitude consists in God alone. Thus if man

could never attain to the First Cause of all things, a desire implanted

by nature would be ever purposeless " (S. I., Qu. xii. Art. l).
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should be a God, and the soul not immortal, and

Lactantius1 and Cicero are fully justified in deriving

the immortality of the soul from the idea of God im

manent within it.

The desire for happiness points to the same truth.

" We all desire to be happy," says St. Augustine ;

we none of us desire to be unhappy ; indeed

we cannot." 2 Before man has ever heard of for'happ™

virtue, or duty, or sacrifice, he yearns for hap- versai ;

" . f andhap-

piness. This may be egotism, but so it is. pi»essto
J ' ' , be perfect

Man neither can nor ought to abjure his own {^ma"?6

personality. The desire of self-preservation pre

vails everywhere, from the angels, love of beatitude down

to the cohesive force in the stone. The permanence of

creation depends upon it. Not sacrifice, then, in itself,

but the object for which man sacrifices himself ennobles

him and renders him happy.3 Man cannot perma-

1 Inslit. Div., vii. 8. - DC Trinit., xiii. 4.

3 Self-love is so necessarily part of man,s nature that Holy Scripture

contains no precepts enforcing it. But self-love may be moral or

immoral. Eternal life in God being the predestined end of Tn]e and

man, and his true, proper, and essential life, moral self-love false self-

consists in his desiring that life as the perfection of his OTe'

individual nature. " When we are led to love God," says St. Thomas,

"we are led to desire Him, and by this same act we love ourselves

supremely (maximt) in wishing ourselves the highest good" (De Car.,

Art. vii.). Self-love is immoral when we desire merely what pleases the

feelings (semndum naturam scnsibilcm), and love ourselves without

reference or subordination to our rational end in God (sccundum

naturam ratinnalem). AH sin, in proportion to its gravity, bears the

character of spiritual suicide, because it destroys our true life and is

opposed to our true self-love. Henee our Lord tells us to fear, not

the death of the body, but only that of the soul (Matt. x. 28). As

we are bound to love ourselves most, the commandment to love our

Q
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nently forget himself. " The most fanatical enthusiast,"

says Schelling,1 " would scarcely have been satisfied with

the thought of absorption in the abyss of the Divine

Essence, were it not that he unconsciously substituted

himself for the Deity. When Spinoza imagined him

self dissolved in the absolute object, it was himself still

that he saw. In thinking of himself as annihilated,

he was forced still to think of himself as existing."

Again, if to desire eternal life be termed egotistical, so

also is the desire for temporal life, and the use of food

or medicine, in order to prolong it, even for a moment.

Egotistical also is the desire for posthumous fame, so

common with many writers, who yet deny personal

immortality. Even suicide proves, by the effort it

makes to escape from present misery, man,s inherent

craving for happiness.

But where is happiness to be found ? Earthly

happiness is but fleeting, as the gleams of sunshine

neighbour as ourselves (Matt. xxii. 39) does not mean that we are to

love him as much as ourselves (S. II. ii., Qu. xxvi. Art. 4), but for the

same motive of charity as belonging to God (S. II. ii., Qu. xxv. Art.

4). Again, since friends, possessions, and all temporal things are to be

loved only in God, and as the means of gaining Him, for His sake they

may be given up, unless justice or charity requires their retention ; but

such sacrifice is of counsel, and not precept, and constitutes perfect or

heroic self-love. But even in the purest love of God, man neither can

nor ought to exclude his own hope of eternal bliss. The Church, in

condemning Quietism, which teaches the opposite doctrine (Propp. 68,

Damn, ab Innoc. xi. d. 20, Nov. 1687, against Molinos, and Propp. 23,

Damn, ab Innoc. xi. d. 12, Mar. 1699, against Fdne'lon), rendered a

signal service to philosophy, and secured the foundations of sound

morality.

1 Briefe fiber Dogmatism, und Kriticism., 8 Br.
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on a cloudy day,1 and even were it lasting it would

fail to satisfy man,s heart. Its rays gild only the

soul,s surface, and enlighten not the gloom within,

which the remembrance of their transitoriness neces

sarily begets. True happiness must completely satisfy

every desire, and must, therefore, be eternal.

But, further, the justice of God and the moral

order, of which He is the beginning and end, demand

the reward of virtue and the punishment of

vice, neither of which necessarily happens in order jus-
' J rr tiflediu

this life. Here men are often called upon to eternity
* alone.

sacrifice all they have for the sake of truth

and honesty, and thus only in a future life can God,s

justice be vindicated ; and that future must be eternal,

for the just soul demands unfading bliss as a reward

of its perseverance ; nor, on the other hand, would any

temporal penalty deter sinful men from yielding in

the violence of passion.

Moreover, God does not annihilate what He has

once called into being. " In this world," says Gauss,

" there are the joys of the understanding, which

delights in knowledge, and there are the joys of the

heart, which consist mainly in mutual solace and

alleviation of each other,s burdens. But for the

Supreme Being to have created a certain number of

existences, and stationed them in various spheres, in

order to enjoy these pleasures for eighty or ninety

1 "Happiness that can be lost," say3 Cicero (De Fin., \. 326), "is

not happiness, for there can be no felicity where there is a constant

dread of its cessation."
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years and then perish, would seem but a miserable plan.

Whether the soul lives eighty or eighty millions of

years, death is the end, and this space of life but a

respite from the gallows ; sooner or later the end surely

comes. We are constrained, then, to believe, corro

borated as it is in many other ways, that, besides our

natural world, there exists another purely spiritual

order of things, in which we shall have part." 1

And here we are met with the specious but

worthless objection, that virtue is its own reward ;

that conscience, by its approval or stinp-,

Virtuenot -, i • i

its own adequately rewards or chastises every human

act ; that it is pure egotism, and opposed

to all true morality, to do right for the sake of

recompense.2

1 Die Hauptformen des Glaubens an Unsterblichkeit, 1874. H.

Richter.

2 So say Spinoza, Bayle, Kant, Hegel, Strauss (Glaubendekre, ii.

p. 71i) : "Any one who insists on the reverses that befall the good,

and the successes of the wicked in this life, and thence argues that

there must be a future life to set these things right, only shows that

he has not yet learnt to distinguish the husk from the kernel, the

shadow from the substance ; he is spiritually immature, and not yet

fit or worthy to discuss such questions. Equally, he who needs the

hire of a future reward to induce him to act rightly has not got be

yond the outer court of morality." Of what sort that morality is which

knows neither God nor immortality is shown in materialism, which

declares " consummate egotism to be the guiding principle " (Buchner,

p. 285) of the whole mechanism of human society. If the hope of

an eternal reward is a sign of "spiritual immaturity," we can only

console ourselves with the thought that Christ Himself invites us to

look forward to the future. "Fear ye not those that kill the body,

. . . but rather fear Him, Who can destroy both soul and body in

hell " (Matt. x. 28). " If thou wilt enter into life, keep the com

mandments" (Matt. xix. 17). Moreover, it is utterly false to say
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But, first, the remorse which follows a sin arises

principally from fear of future punishment, just as the

peace of a good conscience contains a pledge Norsin

of heaven to come. Secondly, sensitiveness ^mh-

of conscience depends on our surroundings, on ment"

education, on reflection, and on many other conditions,

and therefore its verdicts are variable and unequal,

and hence necessarily often unjust. In fact, the moral

sense becomes so dulled and blunted by habitual

wrongdoing, that, were conscience our only judge, the

most hardened sinner would suffer the least. And, on

the other hand, as the conscience grows more sensitive

by obedience to grace, the holiest souls, by the very

consciousness of their sinfulness, would suffer the

most.

Finally, how would he be rewarded who died

for virtue's sake ? " That virtue," says Lactantius,1

" which is ready to sacrifice life rather than lose

itself would be against nature if the soul died with

the body." No! justice demands that man's reward

or punishment should proceed from a superhuman

principle, and be unchangeable as the moral law itself.

That law requires the co-operation of man's free will,

yet it is not dependent thereon. Man must yield to

that if we hope for reward, that becomes our only motive, and that we

love, not God, but the reward and ourselves in it. Cannot man be

urged by several motives at once ? I love my friend, both for what he

is in himself and for what he is to me. In loving God, man loves the

source of all his bliss. Even the peace of a good conscience should

equally be called egotism, because the satisfaction is my own, and its

reproaches, when I have done wrong, give pain to me.

1 De Instil. Div., ii. 13.
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the law, not the law to man ; on his obedience his

reward depends, and that reward is not here, but

hereafter. " Be glad and rejoice," says Jesus Christ,1

" for your reward is very great in heaven." 2 " If

Christ be not risen again," says St. Paul, " we are of

all men most miserable, for then we too shall not rise

again." 3 If this temporal life is all that we have, then

we should live for it and for its pleasures, be they

refined or coarse, according to our bent.

The Stoic could, indeed, despise pain and scorn death ;

his system presented, so far, a high aim, but it was not

human ; it was imposing, but not true. He

hi den™, could ignore pain, but he could not get rid of

mortality, it. He endeavoured to deify man. and make
false and

. .

self-sufficing by means of virtue, instead

of by virtue raising him to God. Lactantins 4

pointed this out. " Virtue in itself is not," he says,

" the highest good ; it leads to the highest good, and

becomes beatitude ; but in itself it is not this, since it

mostly consists in labour and conflict." And, before

him, Aristotle had said, " The truly virtuous man

endures all fortunes with dignity. He can, therefore,

never be miserable, but neither can he be happy, if

such a fate as Priam,s befalls him." 6 In Stoicism we

meet again that false Idealism which regards the real

external world as a mere phantom, whereas its true

1 "He who," Strauss himself confesses, " was, and ever will be, from

the religious point of view, the first and greatest of men " (Streitschrift,

iii. p. 158).

2 St. Matt. v. 12. 3 I Cor. xv.17, 19.

4 Zoc. cit., iii. 12. B Ethici, Nie., i. I1.
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purpose is to express and realise visibly the divine

ideal of right and justice. This man expects ; but

right and justice do not reign here supreme, and there

fore we look for a future life, in which will be finally

established the perfect harmony between the ideal and

the real, man,s inner heart and outward acts, his deeds

and their consequences, his merit and reward, his

crimes and their retribution. Here, in this mortal

life, morality and happiness are separated ; duty is

the way, happiness the goal. Happiness of some kind

man is constrained by his nature to seek, but perfect

happiness is not for him in this life. What happiness

he can attain to here is to be found under the form of

virtue alone, for vice pleases but for a moment, and

proves in the end but self-chosen misery—misery

which results from seeking happiness where it does

not really exist.

Virtue, then, is a good, because it leads to the

supreme Good, which alone can make man happy.

God alone, Who is the Cause and Object of

virtue, and the living moral law, is also, there- good"9

fore, the source of man,s everlasting beatitude.1 of its
T T ' 11- -i rewurd.

In Him virtue and happiness are reconciled

and united, since He is the one Source of both. He

is the supreme Good. In this life love for Him is

manifested in virtue, morality, duty ; in the future

1 " Everything is perfect in proportion as it adheres to its beginning.

In God is the last perfection of the rational creature, because He is the

beginning of its being " (S. I., Qu. xii. Art. I ; I. ii., Qu. ii. Art. 7 «

St. Bonaventure in I. Sent., List, i., Qu. ii. Art. 3).
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life, in beatitude, but in both it is the same Lord God,

and He alone.

It is precisely this hope of a restored harmony

between the inward and the outward, the spiritual and

the natural life, between moral conditions and physical

phenomena, which constitutes the motive-force of all

human activity, whether in daily life or in the pursuit

of knowledge. So, too, the creations of art are only an

anticipation of this future state. In representing the

ideal in a visible form their mission is to make the

things of space and time express what is ideal, eternal,

and spiritual ; and the pleasure we derive from their

contemplation is in proportion to the exactness with

which this harmony is realised. And thus, again, we

are taught to expect a time when nature will be so

quickened by the Spirit as to become its perfect ex

pression, and be in itself one magnificent work of

art.

Belief in a future life is universal,1 and in a future

1 Disbelief in a higher state is confined to those who, by pride

or sensuality, have stifled the thought of any higher state. The

universality of a belief in immortality is proved by the reverence

for the dead and the solemn obsequies which prevail in all parts of

the world, and which is the certain test of a nation's civilisation.

The most thoughtful people of the ancient world, the Egyptians,

display a special reverence for their ancestors. In the law of Solon

a malediction is pronounced on those who desecrate a grave ; and by

the Roman law graves were consecrated with a religious rite, which

shielded them from profanation (Quintil., Declam., vi. ; Cicero, In

Verr., v. 5i). For so-called savage nations cf. Waitz, loc. cit., i. 322

/. ; ii., 167, 191 /. ; Qucesi. Tuscul., i. 15. Seneca (Epist. 117)

calls this consensus a "popular conviction." Cf. Aristotle, apud

Plutarch, Consol. ad Apott., 27 ; Homer, Iliad, iii. 276; Hesiod, Op.

ft Dies., v. 154. The Egyptians, cf. Diodor., i. 91, and Riith, Ge-
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punishment or reward for all. Every ancient myth

contains visions of Tartarus, as of Elysium,1 idea of

- future

and bears witness to that natural dread of reward

and

the future which is thus powerfully expressed punish-

by the poet :2— universal.

"To die— to sleep—

To sleep—perchance to dream—ay, there's the rub—.

For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,

When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,

Must give us pause : there's the respect,

That makes calamity of a long life.

For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,

Th' oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely,

The pangs of despised love, the law's delay,

The insolence of office, and the spurns

That patieut merit of the unworthy takes,

When he himself might his quietus make

AVith a hare bodkin ? Who would faidels bear

To grunt and sweat under a weary life,

But that the dread of something after death,

The undiscovered country, from whose bourn

No traveller returns—puzzles the will,

And makes us rather bear the ills we have,

Than fly to others that we know not of?"

schichte der abendl. Philos., i. 176 ff. The Persians, Keuker, Zendav.,

Tart ii., p. 324. The Chinese, Remusat., Le Livre des Recompenses,

Trad, du Chin., Paris, 1816, p. 8. The Germans, Grimm, Mytholn-

gie, 1st Edition, p. 484 ; cf. Lttken, Die Traditionen dcs Memchen-

Geschlechts, pp. 407-440, Minister, 1856).

1 At the close of his description of those terrible punishments which

overtake the wicked in the lower world Virgil says: "Had I a

hundred tongues, or a hundred mouths, a voice of iron, I could not

express all the species of their crimes or enumerate their punishments"

(jfineid, vi. 625 ; trans. Davidson, 242).

1 Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act iii. sc. i.
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" The body returns to the earth, from whence it

came, and the spirit to God, Who gave it." But if the

soul be so essentially united to the body as

tionoftue to constitute one whole, then their separation

is contrary to the nature of the soul,1 as is

seen in man,s fear of death and his horror at its

approach.2 But that which is against nature cannot

last for ever, and thia separation cannot be eternal.

Death reigns over our mortal bodies because of sin,

but in the end death will be destroyed, and this

corruptible will put on incorruption, this mortal im

mortality.3 But by the reunion of the soul with the

body, we do not mean that the second body will be

composed of all the same material elements4 as the

1 Although the human soul can subsist by itself, yet by itself it is

not perfectly complete " (St. Thomas, De Anim., Art. i. ad. 4). "As

a light body remains light when it is separated from its proper place,

betraying, however, an aptitude and inclination for that place ; so the

human soul remains in its own being when separated from the body,

but has a natural aptitude and inclination for union with that body"

(S. I., Qu. Ixxvi. Art. i). "The soul, being part of human nature,

has not its natural perfection till united to the body" (Ibid., Qu. xc.,

Art. 4).

2 "Who, through fear of death, were all their lifetime subject to

servitude" (Heb. ii. 15). The knowledge that he must die accom

panies man throughout his life, and he regards it very differently from

the animal, which lives only in the present, and knows neither death

nor immortality. To have no fear of death may therefore be an act of

frivolity and presumption, just as much as a fruit of greatness of soul,

or of grace.

3 I Cor. xv. 53.

4 I Cor. xv. 35-38 : " But some man will say, How do the dead rise

ngain, or with what manner of body shall they come ? Senseless man,

that which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die first. And that

which thou sowest, thou sowest not the body that shall be ; but bare

grain, as of wheat. . . . But God giveth it a body as He will."
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first, since these are during this life in a constant

state of change, and (as it were) merely pass through

the body, and are constantly renewed. For these

elements only constituted one body so long j5Vthe

as they were interpenetrated and informed »™"™*-"1

by the soul. As, therefore, in this life the in; the

identity of the soul determines the identity

of the body, so is it after death, for the separated soul

remains essentially the same. Its vegetative and

sensitive faculties, the forces of the bodily life, are

only dormant,1 not destroyed ; as in the profound

simile of the Apostle, the whole plant, blade and ears,

slumbers in the seed. Thus the risen body will be

essentially the same with that which died, because of

the sameness of the soul, its form, or formative prin

ciple. This formative principle, with the bodily facul

ties of the soul, will be reawakened in the day of the

Resurrection to make from its material elements the

body anew.2

Thus, by the wisdom and power of God, man,s

dearest desire is satisfied. He will live for ever, for

1 " When the man as a whole," says St. Thomas (S. I., Qu. Ixxvii.

Art. 8), "is dissolved, these faculties remain no longer in act, but con

tinue only virtually in the soul, as in their principle or root."

" Of. St. Thomas,s exhaustive and profound teaching on this subject,

C. Gerties, iv. 8r. The fourth Lateran Council, 1215, denned that all

will rise again, with their own proper bodies which they now bear ; and

St. Thomas (Supp. Ixxix. Art. 2) says " that it is heretical to deny the

numerical identity of the body, which dies and rises again." As to

the difficulties presented by the dissolution and disappearance of the

bodily elements, St. Augustine says : "Should every part of the body,s

substance have been absolutely annihilated, the Almighty could restore

it by such means as He saw fit " (Civ. Dei., ii. 20).
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his soul never dies, and his body rises again. The

Resurrection is thus natural as regards its end, the

reunion of body and soul 5 but it is super-

th"com°u natural as to its cause, being solely the effect

christian °f Divine omnipotence.1 At the same time,

human ° the Resurrection will fully manifest the Divine

justice by the rewards and punishments then

meted to every man, body and soul, as his lot for ever.2

For in this life it was the whole man, body and soul,

which suffered patiently for justice' sake, or revelled

in the perishable life of the senses ; and the whole man,

body and soul, must be punished or rewarded for eter

nity. And thus the consummation of all things waits

for the Resurrection.

But now we understand the closing words of the

Creed, " I believe in the resurrection of the body,

and the life everlasting." The doctrine of the Resur

rection is the crown and completion of the whole

edifice of Christian faith. What is man, and why has

his Creator welded together in him spirit and body,

angel and beast, in an indissolublo unity ? His destiny

is to occupy the borderland where matter and spirit

meet, the lowest in the order of spirits, the highest of

corporeal forms, in whom the marriage between spirit

and nature is consummated.3 Man was to be the key

1 St. Thomas thus illustrates the point, "A blind man, supernatu-

rally (miraculose) cured, sees naturally" (S. iii. Qu. lxxvii. Art. 4, ad. 2).

2 " To the labourer the reward is due ; therefore man, consisting of

body and soul, must as such be rewarded," says St. Thomas (IV. Dist.

xliii., Qn. i. Art. 1).

8 "How beautifully has God placed the marriage of the universe
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stone in the arch of God,s creation, binding together

the two worlds of spirit and matter in a close and

living union. Therefore he was not created for a

momentary existence on earth, and then to disappear

for ever, or only to survive as an incomplete being.

He dies, but he will rise again to be the living link,

the harmonising chord of these two great realms

throughout eternity.

and the microcosm man in the supreme grade of sensible nature, and

in the lowest of intelligent beings ! Thus man connects in himself, as

in a mean, the lower things of time and the higher things of eternity "

(Nicol. Cusan., De Venat. Sapient., c. 32). Cf. St. Thomas, C. Gentes,

ii. 38.



CHAPTER VIII.

GOD AND MAN.

THE preceding chapters on the nature of God and the

nature of man lead us to consider here more fully the

relation in which man stands to God, what intercourse

or communion exists between them, and how it is ex

pressed and maintained.

The essential characteristics of man are, as we have

seen, his faculty of thought and his freedom of will.

What thought, then, stirs most powerfully the depths

of his soul, and remains ever the fixed and ultimate

goal of his desires ? The thought of a Being Who is

Eternal, the desire of a Good which is Infinite, and One

only is at once Eternal and Infinite, and that One is

God.

" My whole being," says Pere Gratry, " tends and

aspires to something better than myself, and this aspi

ration is no passing emotion, but must neces-

streof sarily and always endure. That is, I neces

sarily seek something greater than any given

greatness. But what exceeds all greatness known or

assignable is the Infinite alone. Thus, my life leads

ever to the Infinite, and it does so because, being in
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myself finite and imperfect,1 I am drawn towards Him

Who is infinite and all-perfect, as the primal centre of

my being, and the source of my life." And these words

only repeat the saying of Aristotle2 that the First Mover,

Himself immovable, impels all things to Himself by

this attraction to what is desirable and intelligible.

Whence, then, is this thought of the Infinite, this

desire of the Eternal ? We cannot produce it our

selves, for we are but finite, and of time, and the finite

cannot beget the infinite, nor time eternity. Has the

outward world suggested the idea, or the nature around

us, or the history of the past ? But history, too, begins

and ends in time. And so with nature. What mar

vels it contains in sea and sky ! Yet the ocean has its

limits, and the stars are reckoned. " For Thou hast

created all things in number, weight, and measure." 3

Not without, then, but within, is the idea of
* i I- T rni i ' i p /"x "t ' * i ' Man's re-

God found. " Ihe kingdom or God is within lattons

with God

you." " The light of Thy countenance is signed

upon us."5 Made in God,s image, we bear within

ourselves, in our reasonable souls, a ray of the light

eternal, which draws us to Himself.

1 " Our intellect, in the act of understanding, is extended towards

the Infinite, as we see by the fact that when any finite quantity is

named, our intellect can always think of an addition thereto. But

this relation of our intellect to the Infinite would be useless were the

Infinite itself unintelligible. There must, therefore, be something

infinite and intelligible which is greater than all things, and this thing

we call God. God, therefore, is infinite" (0, Qentes, i. 43).

2 Metaphys. xii. 7 : " Kii/ei wff eeu/iemr."

3 Wisdom xi. 21. 4 Luke xvii. 21.

' Psalm iv. 7.
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Nor does the existence of atheists disprove our

assertion that the idea of God is universal, and for

this reason : every proposition contains a men-

proTedby tal judgment, which judgment must be affir-
' theism. '

mative or negative ; as, for instance, " God

exists," or, " He does not." Bnt every judgment

presupposes an idea, on which it is formed.1 Thus,

a blind man can form no judgment as to whether the

wall before him be red or blue, because he has no idea

of colour. When, then, the sceptic predicates non-

existence of God, he must have both an idea of exist

ence and an idea of God.2 But, further, since the idea

of God is universal, and can be derived, as we have seen,

only from God Himself, from the fact that the idea of

God prevails everywhere, we have a right to infer that

God exists.3 The atheist, then, by his denial of God,s

existence, does violence to his own reason, to every

law and need of his nature, and rejects at the same

time the common verdict of humanity.

God then exists, and in Him we live and move.

Further, He speaks to us Himself, and we speak to

Him in return. He calls each of us by name.4 He

1 Every judgment really contains two ideas : that of which some

thing is denied or affirmed, which is called the subject ; and that

which is denied or affirmed of that subject, which is called the

predicate.

2 "The atheist presupposes God in order to deny Him " (De Maiatre

Soiries, ii. p. 108). " Since the false is corruption of the truth, truth

must necessarily precede what is false" (Tertuttian. c. Marc., iv. 4).

3 The universal consent of men to any thesis represents a maximum

of evidence in its support.

4 Isaias xliii. I : " Pear not, for I have redeemed thee, and called

thee by thy name ; thou art Mine."
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calls us by the fact of our creation. He has brought

us out of nothingness by pure love. We are His.

His are our intellectual faculties, our bodily powers,

our hearts, desires, our wills, resolves ; and as He,

Who created us, also sustains us in life,1 apart from

Him we sink into nothingness and death. Again, He

speaks to us by the whisper of conscience, and, above

all, as our one Consoler in sorrow and trial. What

He says to each is, " Thou art My son, My creature,

My image ; thou art Mine."

What, then, can man give in return when he realises

that he is sustained in the Arms and rests upon the

Heart of his God ? Poor though he is, he can ac

knowledge what he has received ; he can exclaim, with

a thrill of joy, " Thou art my Father, my Lord, and

my God."

This return, this confession of praise, man can

always make. He may be robbed of goods and pro

perty, of liberty or life ; but three things are his, and

his inalienably—his mind and heart, and his speech,

the expression of both. These three he can give to

God—his mind by faith, his heart by love, his speech

by prayer. And faith, love, and prayer are dogma,

morals and sacraments; the essence and summary of

all religion.

The relation of the creature to God as its principle

and end is, then, the matter of religion. Expressed

And the recognition and expression of this g£,™h"

1 Psalm ciii. 29: "He upholds all things; if He take away their

breath, they shall return to the dust."

a
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end by the free, intelligent mind constitutes the

essence of religion, properly so-called.1

Religion, then, necessarily follows from the idea of

God, and had God never revealed Himself to mankind,

or established a positive form of creed and

religion worship, religion would still have been the
the basis .

of positive language of humanity ; man, by his intelligent

nature, would still have sought after God, and,

with the divine assistance, longed to possess Him.

Nay, further, positive religion presupposes natural

religion, for the recognition of God in nature enables

man to understand and accept the divine dealings in

revelation and history. Nature and grace do not con

tradict each other, any more than the book of creation

contradicts Holy Scripture, or the law of Sinai that

written in the heart of man,2 for they are both wor

ship of one and the same God ; they are both religions,

though the revealed is of a higher kind.

What, then, is the act and expression of this virtue,

religion ? The ancients tell us of the mysterious

statue of Memnon in the Egyptian desert, which stood

1 " Religio materialiter, religio formaliter sumpta." According to

Cicero, religio is from relcgere, to read again. " Those, who dili

gently handled and, as it were, re-read all things concerning the

worship of God" (De Nat. Deorum, ii. 28). Lactantius derives it

(Instit Div., iv. 28) from religare, to rebind ; and St. Augustine [Civ.

Dei, x. iii.) from re-dii/ere, to re-elect. A. Gellius (Noctes Attic, iv. 9)

gives its ascetic significance in deriving it from relinquere, to leave.

St. Thomas defines religion " as the mode of knowing and worshipping

God " (S. II. ii., Qu. lxxxi. Art. 1).

2 Religion is, as a matter of fact, positive, but it is not necessarily

positive. Cf. Suarez, De Gratia, Prolegom. iv. ; Thes. Cont. Tradition

alism, II. iii., dat. June II, 1S55.
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mute in the midst of the vast solitude. At length,

when the morning suii rose above the distant horizon,

its first beams, as they illumined the statue, drew forth

from it wondrous sounds. Thus it is with man,s heart.

Creation is for him silent and void, until his eye is

enlightened by a ray from God, the Sun of eternity.

Then divine harmonies thrill through his soul, and he

exclaims in prayer, " Our Father, Who art in heaven."

" In the beginning of the Veda," says Max Miiller,

" we see man left to himself to solve the riddle of this

world. . . . He is awakened from darkness and slum

ber by the light of the sun, and Him Whom his eyes

cannot behold, and Who seems to grant him the daily

pittance of his existence, he calls ' his life, his breath,

his brilliant Lord and Protector., He gives names to

all the powers of nature. . . . He invokes them, he

praises them, he worships them. . . . But in his own

breast he has discovered a Power nearer to him than all

the Gods of nature—a Power that is never mute when

he prays, never absent when he fears and trembles.

It seems to inspire his prayers, and yet to listen to

them ; it seems to live in him, and yet to support him

and all around him. . . . That Power, which is nothing

but itself, which supports the Gods, the heavens, and

every living being, floats before his mind, conceived

but not expressed." l

Prayer, then, is the utterance of religion, the ascent

of the soul to God. Hegel well says that " among

all nations religion has ever been regarded as the glory

1 Chips from a German Workshop, p. 69.
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and Sabbath of this life. In prayer we leave behind

us, on the sandbanks of this mortal life, all doubt,

trouble, and solicitude, all petty temporal in-

i»,*h»r terests. And, as from some lofty mountain-

act of top, far removed from things below, we calmly
0» ! *"

survey the distant horizon of the landscape, so

to the spiritual eye, elevated above the stern realities

of life, earthly things appear a mere vision, and their

lights and shadows, reflected in the pure beams of the

true Sun, are softened into everlasting peace. In

this realm of spirit flow the streams of oblivion, of

which Psyche (the soul) drank, and the troubles of

life are seen to 'be mere shadows, which only enhance

the radiance of the eternal Light." 1 The body feels,

the heart desires, the will resolves, the mind thinks ;

but prayer soars beyond all corporeal sensations, all

affections of the heart, all desires of the will, all

thoughts of the mind, embracing, as it does, the

whole man. In prayer all powers of the soul unite,

all fountains of the inner life well forth and overflow.

Thus religion is the most universal and efficient means

of civilisation, and, by equally developing mind, heart,

Dig0ity of an^ wiM, religion alone educates the whole

prey"- man. Without prayer, a man cannot be said

to live ; he simply vegetates. " He who prays ill,

lives ill." A soul may be adorned with the richest

gifts, yet without prayer it is like a face bereft of

the organs of sight. The stone, which has no power

of self-movement, ranks lower than the plant ; the

1 Worli, xi. p. 5.
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plant, which has no sensations, is inferior to the

animal ; the animal, which does not think, is lower

in the scale than man ; so the man who does not

pray is of a lower order than he who does. The mind

of the gifted philosopher who does not pray is in

finitely beneath the soul of the poor, ignorant peasant

whose knees are worn with prayer ; for prayer is the

highest grade to which, in its upward flight, the

created mind can attain. This act alone raises man

toward God, and launches him on the current of the

eternal stream ; indeed, it is true to say that man

only feels, thinks, and exists in order to pray.1

Even had God not required prayer, still man would

have prayed. And when the unbeliever asks, " Why

do you pray ? It is all in vain, for between you and

God there is an abyss over which your prayers cannot

pass." " Still," the believer replies, " iny heart prays."

Or again, if he says, " Why do you pray ? God is

far too great to look upon such as you, a mere atom

in the vast universe." " Still," the answer comes,

" my heart prays ; for I believe and know that when

I pray, God looks down upon me and hears my prayer;

and this just because my nothingness pleads in His

sight, for His mercy increases with my needs."

And this conviction was universal. During the

most flourishing epoch of classical antiquity prayer

occupied an important place both in public and

private life. Not only was it a part of religious

ceremonial, but of all important acts and usages of

1 " Man without prayer is a dumb beast " (St. Philip Neri, Life, p. 153).
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daily life. Hence the numerous expressions for prayer

current both among Greeks and Romans.1 The Greeks

opened all public assemblies, campaigns, com-

byPagau bats, and public games, even the theatre,
liatii'iis.

with prayer. The same holds good of the

Romans. Scipio Africanus never commenced any un

dertaking until he had prayed for some time in the

Chapel of Jupiter, Stator TJrbis et Imperii.3 " For the

good man," says Plato, " to hold converse with the

Gods by means of prayers and offerings, and every kind

of service, is the noblest and best of all things, and

also most conducive to a happy life." 4

Thus Plutarch says : " We may find states without

walls, money, or writings, but a nation without God,

without prayer, religious exercises, or sacrifice

Religion . „. mI . .

the source is unknown. Inerefore the most ancient
of culture.

history of a nation is also a history of religion.

Worship (cultus) and culture, as their Latin names

show, are derived from the same root, and have their

common origin in the sanctity of religious faith. Those

races which have broken away from the traditions of

1 Prcces, precatio, comprecatio, carmen, salutatio, adoratio, invocatio,

supplicalio ; &p&, evxtf, ^1T1S, etfxa/>l(rTl'ai irpoiT(p86s, irpoiTTpoir^. k. t. X. Cf.

Lasaulx, Studien des classischen Alterthumt, p. 139.

3 Xenophon says (Fragment, xxi. 13, ap. Atlmiceus, xi. 7) : " It is the

duty of every well-conditioned man to praise God, and with salutary

speech and a pure heart to invoke a blessing, and to pray that He will

give us the strength needful to do right, for this is our first duty."

3 Valerius Maximus, i. 2, 2.

4 Be Lcgg, iv. p. 356.

5 Adv. Colot., c. 31. See the opinions of the ancients on this subject

in Fabricius, Bib'iograph. Antiqu., p. 304.

6 Of. £tudes sur VHUtoire de VHumanite, par Al. Laurent, Preface.

-
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faith and worship have fallen from the civilisation

which religion alone had produced. Tribes or people

without religion are savages, and, among savages, the

lower their religious status, the lower is their civilisa

tion and morals. The Indian, who has retained purer

ideas of God than the fetish-worshipping negro, is re

markably his superior. , , The future task of history,"

says Schelling,1 " will be to show by what catastrophes

races now living in a savage state were isolated from

intercourse with the rest of the world, and how, Firatman

when thus deprived of their former means of Clvllised-

civilisation, they sank into their present degradation.

I maintain that civilisation was the primal condition

of the human race, and that the origin of states, science,

religion, and the arts was contemporaneous, or rather

one and the same, so that these were not really sepa

rated, but interpenetrated each other, as they will again

in their final development." " Far from agreeing," says

P. v. Schlegel,2 , , with Rousseau and his followers,

that the true commencement of humanity and the

genuine basis of the social contract are to be found

in the actual condition of even the best and noblest

savages, we only see and recognise in it a barbarous

and degraded state." 3 It is unquestionably true that,

1 Vorlesunyen uber die Methode des academisch. Studien, p. 167.

2 Philosophic der Geschichte, Wien, 1829, i. p. 46 ss.

3 At the meeting of the British Association in Glasgow in 1876

A. R. Wallace quoted (Report, p. 115) against the supposed degraded

state of prehistoric man the following striking facts adduced by

Mr. Albert Mott, in his Presidential Address to the Literary and

Philosophical Society of Liverpool in 1873 :—" 1. The gigantic stone

images found on one of the most remote islands of the Pacific, Easter
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during the first ages, polytheism and idol-worship

were unknown. Plutarch1 expressly says that Pytha-

goras taught that the Universal Being was not

subject to the senses nor to pain, but was in-

gron. yjsjlje, uncreated, spiritual ; that Numa there

fore forbade the Romans to make any image of God in

the form of man or animal. Nor, in the earlier ages, were

there either painted or carved images. During the first

hundred and seventy years temples and chapels were

erected by the Romans, but they made no image of the

Deity, because God, they said, could only be conceived

Island, ouly thirty square miles in area, the largest images weighing

over a hundred tons, thirty or forty feet high. The existence of

such vast works imply a large population, abundance of food, and

an established government, the power of regular communication with

larger islands or a continent, the arts of navigation, and a civili

sation much higher than exists in any part of the Pacific. 2. The

ancient mounds and earthworks of the North American continent,

over the greater part of the Mississippi valley. Four classes of these

earthworks occur. Some are camps, or works of defence ; others

vast enclosures in the lowlands, often of geometrical forms, having

attached to them roadways often miles in length ; a third are mounds

corresponding to our tumuli, often seventy or ninety feet high, covering

acres of ground j whilst a fourth group consists of representations of

animals, in relief, on a gigantic scale. . . . The sculptured heads are

especially remarkable, because they present to us the features of an

intellectual and civilised people. . . . Recent investigations show that

in Mexico, Central America, and Peru the existing race of Indians has

been preceded by a distinct and more civilised race. 3. The great

Pyramid of Egypt ; the wonderful perfection of its workmanship. Every

part of it exhibits the highest structural science, yet it is universally

admitted to be the oldest historical building in the world. See also

Rink,s Tales and Traditions oft/ie Esquimaux, showing an earlier, higher

civilisation among the Esquimaux, as also is the case with other North

American races." Cf. Baldwin, Ancient America, New York, 18/2.

1 Fit. Num., viii. p. 65. Cf. Zonaras, vii. 2.
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by the mind. St. Augustine 1 confirms the above state

ment from Varus, who adds that those who first gave

idols to the people taught them error instead of the

fear of God. According to Lucian,2 there
Idol-wor-

were no idols in the Egyptian temples; and gjj*^1;

even in the time of Tacitus s the Deity was j^Mt

worshipped on Mount Carmel without temple

or image. So, also, in the worship of Melkarth at

Gades 4 and in the worship of the Persians,5 sacrifices

were offered upon the summits of lofty mountains

without either temple or image. Tacitus,6 again, says

of the Germans, that they considered it derogatory to

the grandeur of the Celestials to enclose them within

the walls of temples or depict them under human form.

According to Herodotus,7 the Pelasgi sacrificed to

divinities, and worshipped them without name and title

only as rulers of the universe and dispensers of all

benefits. " My investigations," says Creuzer,8 "serve

to prove that the ancient system, which held Pagan

1 Civ. Dei, iv. 21. Cf. Arnob., vi. 24.

* De Syr. Dea, iii.

3 Histor., ii. 78.

4 Silius Italic, iii. 30, 31.

6 Herodot., i. 31 ; Strub., xv. 3 ; Xenophon, Cyropced., viii. 7.

8 German., ix. Cf. Lasaulx, Studien det clasiischen Alterthums,

p. no.

7 Histor., ii. 52. Eusebiua (Vrcepar. Evangel., xiii. 13) quotes a pas

sage from Sophocles, in which he declares that the unity of God, Who

riiles over heaven and earth, is the ancient and true doctrine. Com

pare the Scripture statements in Gen. xii. 7, xiii. 4 ; Dan. iv. 31 ; Jon.

iii.; Esther xvi. 16, 18, 21. Cf. also Movers, Die Phonicier, vol. i

p. 168.

8 Preface to vol. iv. Symb. i. Ausg.
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mythology to be a corruption of the revelation which

God had made to His chosen people is, in its principle,

much nearer the truth than that of those who, for

example, find the primitive religion of the Greeks in

Homer." " The more I investigate ancient history,"

says August. W. Schlegel,1 " the more convinced I

am that, among civilised nations, there existed at

first a purer worship of the Supreme Being, |hat

the magic power of nature gradually gave rise to

polytheism, and finally wholly obscured the spiritual

conception of religion in the popular mind." " The

monotheistic form of religion," says Grimm,2

nionothe- " appears to be the original form out of

which polytheism was subsequently developed."

Otfrid Miiller3 owns the prior existence of mono

theism. Von Bohlens i maintains the same among the

Persians, as Maury 5 does writing of the Egyptians.

Monotheism is still more manifest in the Schuking of

the Chinese, the hymns of the Eig-Veda, and in the

Shruta, one of the most ancient records of Brahminical

dogma. " There is a monotheism," says Max Miiller,"

" which precedes the polytheism of the Veda, and,

even in the invocation of their innumerable gods,

the remembrance of a God, one and infinite, breaks

through the mist of an idolatrous phraseology, like the

1 Preface to translation of Piichard's Egyptian Mythology, p. 16.

3 Deutsche Mylhol. 3. Avfl. Vorw., p. 66.

* Orchomenos, p. 457.

J Altes Indien, i. Th., p. 145.

6 Des Travaux Modernes tnr VEgypt, Revucdes Deux Mondes, 1855.

• A History of Ancient Literature, Ed. 1885, p. 559, 568.
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blue sky that is hidden by passing clouds." As their

poet sings :

"The only One breathed breathless in itself.

Other than it, there nothing since has been.

Darkness there was, and all at first was veiled

In gloom profound,—an ocean without light,

The germ, that still lay covered in the husk,

Burst forth, one nature, from the fervent heat.

Then first c ime love upon it, the new spring

Of mind. Yea, poets in their hearts discerned,

Pondering, this bond between created things

And uncreated. Comes this spark from earth,

Piercing and all-pervading, or from heaven ?

Then seeds were sown, and mighty power arose—

Nature below, and power and will above.

Who knows the secret ? Who proclaimed it here,

Whence, whence this manifold creation sprang?

The Gods themselves came later into being—

Who knows from whence this great creation sprang ?

He, from Whom all this great creation came."

One evening, as the setting sun was sinking beneath

the horizon, a noble, earnest soul wandered by the sea

shore. St. Augustine—for it was he—looked St. Angus-

wistfully upon the vast sea outstretched be- venesna-

fore him, and as he listened to its mighty

roar, he exclaimed, "Oh sea! oh nature! are you

my God ? Can you give peace to my soul ? " 1 That

1 Confessions, x. 6. " But what do I love when I love Thee ? . . .

This it is which I love, when I love my God. ' And what is this ? ' I

asked the earth, and it answered me, ' I am not He.' And whatsoever

are in it confessed the same. I asked the sea, and the deeps, and the

living creeping things, and they answered, 'We are not thy God; seek

above us.' I asked the moving air, and the whole air, with his inhabi

tants, answered, ' Anaximenes was deceived ; I am not God.' I asked

the heavens, sun, moon, stars ; ' Nor,' say they, ' are we the God whom
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is the religion of nature, the worship of natural

forces, whether under the animal form of poly

theism or that of modern science, i.e., materialism,

which, under aspects more or less gross, recognises

nothing higher than natural enjoyment or sensual

pleasure, and is advocated in so many literary and

scientific writings of the present day. Enjoyment,

and its necessary condition, money, is their God ; to

acquire riches, and to enjoy them, is their religion.

But amid the roar of the billows sounded these words,

" Quaere super nosf non sumus Dens tuus." " We are

not thy God. Riches, pleasure, and nature are only

His creatures. We cannot give thee peace ; seek thy

God higher ! " Presently the sun disappeared, and

thousands of bright stars illumined the dark, cloudless

firmament. Then the saint raised his eyes to their

radiant orbs and said, " Ye stars, are ye my God ?

Can ye give me peace ? " He would try the religion

Esthetu °f estheticism, the worship of the beautiful in

t,s'" poetry and art, the deification of form, as the

panacea, according to many, for all the ills of life.1

thon seekest.' And I replied to all the things which encompass the

door of my flesh, ' Ye have told me of my God, that you are not He ;

tell me something of Him.' And they cried out with a loud voice,

* rj£e";^de us ' (Ps. xcix. 3). . . . For truth said unto me, 'Neither

heaven nor'fiuth, nor any other body is thy God ; ' this, their very

nature, saith to him that see'tn'bfim.;,'JCiiej!a^re a mass; a mass is

less in a part thereof than in the whole.' Now ft*ljee I speak, oh my

soul ! Thou art my better part ; for thou quickenes£*l(^jlass of my

body, giving it life, which no body can give to a body ; butrHjfiod Is

even unto thee the Life of thy life." ^^^

1 As L. Boerne somewhere says : " Centuries pass away ; years rflPP

by ; the stages of this life mount and descend. Nothing is lasting but
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Then a wonderful harmony seemed to pervade the

starry firmament, and a voice replied to him, " We

are not thy God ; we are only His creatures. No

created beauty can give thy heart peace. Qucc-re super

nos. Seek thy God yet higher." The saint obeyed

the voice, and gazing upward, saw the blessed spirits

who stand in the presence of God. " Mighty spirits,"

he exclaimed, " are ye my God ? Can ye give peace

to my soul ? " Might he not worship at the shrine of

genius, which some modern philosophers call the religion

of the future ? l From hence also a voice answered

him, " We are not thy God ; we are only His creatures.

All intellectual greatness is His work alone.

TTT ' 11 ^ aud in*cl-

We cannot give peace to thy heart. Qiiccre lectu.-.i-

super nos. Seek thy God yet higher! " Then

his soul soared still higher, above all nature, above all

spirits, above all created things, until it reached the

throne of God. Now the saint no longer asks, To find

" Art thou my God ? " He prays, and his heart oo'd Him-

is filled with peace, as the calm succeeds the

storm, and he says, " My heart was restless, until it

found rest in Thee. Thou alone hast given peace to

change ; nothing is constant but death. Every beat of our heart in

flicts a wound ; and if poetry did not exist, our life would be one of

incessant suffering."

1 Strauss (Streitschr., iii. p. 72) says : " Moses and the prophets form

a progressive series of religious agencies up to Christ, similar to that of

the earlj- poets up to Shakespeare." On the other hand, Rosenkranz

(Tayebuch, p. 263) well observes : "The miserable idolatry which our

age dignifies by the name of worship of genius is only the unconscious,

ironical reverse of its atheism, which proves its pressing need of

possessing some personal God."
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my heart ; therefore Thou art my God, and in Thee is

my eternal rest."1

1 Confestiom, iv. c, 10, I1. "For whithersoever the soul of man turns

itself, unless towardu Thee, it is riveted upon sorrows ; yea, though it

ii riveted on things beautiful. And yet they, out of Thee, and out of

the soul, were not, unless they were from Thee. They rise and set ;

and, by rising, they begin, as it were, to be. They grow that they

may be perfected ; they wax old and wither ; and all grow not old, but

all wither. So then, when they rise and tend to be, the more quickly

they grow, that they may be, so much more they haste not to be. ...

Out of all these things let my soul praise Thee, 0 God, Creator of all ;

yet let not my soul be riveted to these things with the glue of love,

through the senses of the body. For they go whither they were to go,

that they might not be ; and they rend her with pestilent longings,

because she longs to be, yet loves to repose in what she loves. But in

these things is no place of repose ; they abide nut, they flee. . . .

Behold, these things pass away, that others may replace them. . . >

, But do I depart any whither ? , saith the Word of God."



CHAPTER IX.

THE END OF MAN.

MAN is led, we have seen, by his intelligent nature to

seek God, and to express this desire by prayer ; and as

God, on one side, demands this worship from Ke]jgj0n

man, religion1 becomes his first obligation and versa""

most important duty. As the master has a

right to all the work of his servant, the farmer to all

1 Religion is here used in its wider sense, as embracing both natural

and revealed religion. The former expresses the relation of man to

God, arising from his natural' knowledge and love of Him as his

Creator and Rewarder, the reward being the eternal knowledge and

love of God as the Author of nature. Supernatural religion signifies

a knowledge of God and power of action alike superhuman, by which

man can attain his supernatural end. The supernatural element, alike

beyond sense and reason, in the domain of knowledge is termed

mystery (vntp ljlv7iv, uirep \6yov, Kal tvvoiav. Cf. Joan. Dama»e, liv. jv.

3) ; the supernatural in the realm of external nature is termed miracle.

The supernatural means of action is grace (x^pis), by which man

attains to his supernatural end, and is raised to the likeness and con

templation of God, seen face to face (Stunt). The supernatural order

constitutes a second and higher world, a new order of things, to which

man has no natural claim, and to which he only attains by his obe-

diential faculty ; cf. l Cor. ii. 7-9 ; St. Thomas in III. Distinct, xxiii.,

Qu. i. Art. 4 ; Schrader, De Triplic. Ordin., p. 30 sqq., though he

finds his ultimate perfection therein (complemcntum naturce). When

Rationalists speak of a positive religion, they mean merely natural

religion under a supernatural aspect (supernaturale sccundum modum,

nnn quoad substantiam). Cf. Kant, Rdiyion inncrhalb dcr Qrenzcn der

blossen Vernunft., iv. p. 184; Jacob!, Tom. iii. p. 522,
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the produce of his field, from the first buds of spring

to the last autumn leaf, so God, as Creator, has a

sacred claim upon every act of man,s being, from his

first thought in infancy to his expiring sigh. The just

man, then, is the servant of the Lord.1 But all things,

and not men only, are from God. The Holy Scrip

tures, the Creed, every true philosophy, nature itself,

opens with this primal truth, that from God they pro

ceed, on Him again they alone depend,2 and to Him

they finally return.3 For what is the universe but a

temple, built by the Eternal for Him-

> *n which a wondrous, silent, constant

Nature; hymn Of praise is offered up by the starry

host, and day by day, and night by night, intoned in

responsive choirs ? " 0 ye sun and moon, bless the

Lord ! 0 ye stars of heaven, bless the Lord ! 0 ye

frost and cold, bless the Lord ! 0 ye mountains and

hills, bless the Lord ! 0 all ye things that spring up

in the earth, bless the Lord ! " 4 " Behold how they

1 Isaias liii. 2, "My just servant."

2 Psalm ciii. 29. "It does not necessarily follow that we shall be a

moment hence, what we now are, if some Cause— that is, the Cause

from whence we came—does not continue to bring us forth ; that is, if

it does not preserve us. We readily own that there is within us no

inherent force by which we can subsist, or preserve ourselves for one

single moment " (Descartes, Princtpcs rfc Philosophic, i. ch. 2i). Cf.

Liebnitz, Theodicie, p. iii. n. 385.

3 " God, Whom all things love, Whom we love, whether knowingly

or unknowingly " (St. Augustine, SolHoqu., i. l). " Gravity itself, the

principle by which everything is set in motion towards its natural

place, can, because of this natural attraction, be called in a sense

natural love " (3. I. ii., Qu. xlix. Art. i.).

4 Daniel iii.
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praise ! " says St. Augustine. " Let none think that the

dumb stone or dumb animal hath reason wherewith

to comprehend God. They who have thought this

have erred far from the truth. God ordered every

thing, and made everything ; to some He hath given

sense and understanding and immortality, as to the

angels ; to some He hath given sense and under

standing, with mortality, as to man ; to some He

hath given bodily sense, yet gave them not under

standing or immortality, as to cattle ; to some he

hath given neither sense, nor understanding, nor

immortality, as to herbs, trees, stones ; yet even these

cannot be wanting in their kind, and by certain degrees

He hath ordered His creation, from earth up to heaven,

from visible to invisible, from mortal to immortal.

This framework of creation, this most perfectly ordered

beauty, ascending from lowest to highest, descending

from highest to lowest, never broken, but tempered

together of things unlike, all praiseth God. Wherefore,

then, doth all praise God ? Because, when thou con-

siderest it, and seest its beauty, thou in it praisest God.

The beauty of the earth is a kind of voice of the dumb

earth. Thou observesfc and seest its beauty, thou seest

its fruitfulness, thou seest its strength, how it receiveth

seed, how it often bringeth forth what is not sown.

Thou seest this, and by thy consideration of it thou,

as it were, questioneth it ; thy very inquiry into it is

questioning it. But when thou hast inquired into it

in thine admiration, and hast searched it out, and hast

discovered its mighty strength and great beauty and
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surpassing excellence, since it could not of itself and

in itself have this excellence, it forthwith cometh into

thy mind that it could not be of itself without Him,

the Creator. And this, which thou hast found in it, is

the very voice of its confession, that thou praise the

Creator. When thou hast thought on the universal

beauty of this world, doth not its very beauty, as it

were with one voice, answer thee, ' I made not myself;

God made me.' " l

Hence nature leads up to religion, and without it is

a dead letter. Man, by the prerogative of his reason,

nnd thus *s nature's lord.2 The earth yields its fruits

hiHrtsTo for his sustenance,3 and is designed by its

re lgiou. structoro for his dwelling.4 Yet, further, nature

instructs his soul. It is her office to reveal in living

1 Homily, Psalm cxlv. (Oxford trans).

2 " What is there so absurd in supposing that all things are made for

me, if I alone know how to refer all things to Him ? " (Rousseau, Emile,

v. iii. p. 6o).

3 " And God blessed them, saying, Increase and multiply and fill

the earth, and subdue it, and rule over the fishes of the sea and the

fowls of the air, and all living things that move upon the earth. And

God said, Behold I have given you every herb bearing seed upon the

earth, and all trees that have in themselves seed of their own kind, to

be your meat" (Genesis i. 28, 29). And at the beginning of the new

race, after the flood, God repeats the same : " And let the fear and

dread of j ou be upon all the beasts of the earth : all the fishes of the

sea are deli vered into your hand ; and everything that moveth and

liveth shall be meat for you " (Genesis ix. 2). Cf. Psalm viii. 8, 9.

Aristotle, Politic, " El oSr r/ 0iVis nySir /MJre arc\is ttoiei, ixirre IMirrpi,

avaynaiov t&v avBpilmuv tucKa airra irdvra ireiroiijke'mi rtfr <pvaiv" (Ed.

Frankfort, 1809, v. i. c. 3 n. 7) ; and Physic, ii. 2, " ical xpw/«0a lis

4 "God," says St. Chrysostom, "made this earth a wonderful palace

for the abode of man " (Horn. xvi. in Genet.).
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forms and designs the thoughts of the Eternal,1 to speak

a language of holy symbolism so emphatic and solemn

that all men not wilfully blind must learn therefrom

the might, wisdom, and love of the Creator.

This spiritual teaching of nature has been mar

vellously reproduced in the Liturgy of the Church.

She blesses and consecrates all earthly things,
' ° Of its re-

and, by thus dedicating all to God, gives a relation

meaning and purpose to the world such as was fjJ^JJJ1

never imagined by Paganism.2 The flowers in sumption

meadow and forest become one vast legend ; duceits°

the seasons, days, and years become a frame

work for the divisions of the higher life in the super

natural order of the world.3 Thus man's relation to

nature becomes that of prophet and priest. As pro

phet, he is enlightened to decipher its mystic character,

and to proclaim the glory of Him Who is manifest

therein. As priest, he consecrates the earth's produce

by assimilating it to himself, as the food of his body,

and uniting it to his intelligent life. For that body is

spiritualised by its union with the soul, and the earthly

matter becomes both the temple whence his prayers

ascend, and the altar on which he offers himself and

all that is his to God.4

1 " Nevertheless He left not Himself without testimony, doing good

from heaven, giving rains and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with

food and gladness " (Acts xiv. 16).

2 Cf. A. von Humboldt, Kosmos, ii. 257. 79.

3 Cf. Wiseman, Miscellaneous Writings, vol. i. pp. 248, 285 ; Hettinger,

Die Liturgie der Kirche und die lateinische Sprache, p. 71, Wurtzburg,

1856.

4 Man is incorporated mind and spiritualised boily. " Every cor
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" Thus Jo these organs of the world proceed,

As thou beholdest now, from step to step,

Their influence from above deriving,

And thence transmitting downwards."

—DANTE, Parad., II. 121.

The purpose of nature, then, is not to minister to

man,s caprice, but to enable him to serve God. Used

for any other end, nature revolts ; man forfeits

nature his sovereignty, and becomes its slave. He

limits falls under the hard and cruel bondage of
slave. _ °

those passions which are developed in a merely

natural life, apart from God. And the Nemesis is

speedy and complete. As of old, in the hideous rites

of Pagan nature-worship, men sacrificed their all to the

pitiless and insatiable deity, to Moloch or Astarte, and

never found peace, so is it now. To the animal man,

poreal creature," Bays St. Thomas (II. Dist. i., Qu. ii. Art. 3), "what

ever its size, is yet inferior to man, by reason of his intellect. Hence

it is fitting that every such creature should tend to be assimilated with

him, since they are thus assimilated to the supreme goodness." "This

world," says Goethe (Gesprdclte mit Eckerman, ii. p. 37), "would be

without meaning, if God had not conceived the plan of creating for

Himself a world of spirits upon the material basis of this visible world."

It is remarkable that Mr. Wallace thus states the result of his evolu

tionist theory : * " The whole purpose, the only raison d'etre of the

world, with all its complexities of physical structure, with its grand

geological progress, the slow evolution of the vegetable and animal

kingdoms, and the ultimate appearance of man, was the development

of the human spirit in association with the human body. " He also

states:2 "There are three stages in the development of the organic

world, when some new cause or power must necessarily have come into

action." "That the unconscious, conscious, and intellectual life point

clearly to an unseen universe, a world of spirit, to which the world of

matter is altogether subordinate."3

1 Darwinism, p. 477, 1889. 2 Ibid., p. 474.

S Ibid., pp. 475, 476.
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who makes this world his end, nature is, spiritually,

but an insoluble enigma, and materially a monster

which, by pampering his evil passions, plunges him

ever deeper into the abyss.1

As nature, then, only exists as a means by which

man attains to God, it will endure only as long as that

purpose remains. When the last of the elect

shall have entered into eternal rest, then the creation

end will come, and the scene of man,s trial glorified

with man.

pilgrimage, the earth itself, will disappear.

But, as man dies to rise again, so with him will arise

"a new heaven and a new earth,"2 and this visible

creation will be remade, to share for eternity in the

glory of the just.

As religion consists in the recognition of God as

our Creator and the end of all creatures, so its im

mediate and formal expression is adoration.8

., . - , 1 . Adoration

Man naturally pays homage to real greatness, first act of

prayer.

wherever found ; he is naturally attracted by

goodness and love, of which he is the object ; he

naturally admires genius in works which bear its

1 Wisdom v. 8. " But all men are vain in whom there is not the

knowledge of God, and who, by those good things that are seen, could

not understand Him that is, neither, by attending to the work, have

acknowledged Who was the Workman." ..." With whose beauty,

if they, being delighted, took them to be gods, let them know ho\v

much the Lord of them is more beautiful than they ; for the first

Author of beauty made all those things" (Wisdom xiii. I, 3).

2 Apocalypse xxi. 1.

3 "Adoration," says Cousin (Da Vrai, du Beau, et du Bien, Lee.

xvi.), "is an universal sentiment. Differing in degree in different

natures, it takes the most diverse forms : often it is unconscious of

itself ; now it betrays itself by some heartfelt exclamation, called
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impress. But God is the plenitude of Life, Love, and

Power ; when, therefore, man reads His greatness in

the marvels of creation, His love and goodness in the

order of nature and the pages of history, His provi

dence in the ordering of his own life and in that of

others, then he falls prostrate, and exclaims with

childlike awe, " Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus, Dominus

Deus Sabaoth ! " He confesses that both himself and

all things are from God, by his prayer, " Our Father,

Who art in heaven ; " that all things live and move

in God, and are sustained by His might, by the

" Hallowed be Thy Name ; " that he and all creatures

are destined to serve God here, and to share in His

glory, by the prayer, " Thy Kingdom come." And as

long as man is man, so long will religion endure, and,

with it, the obligation of worship. The more

perfect"^ profound and true his knowledge of God, the

fcegetla more full and abundant is man,s prayer ; and
more

perfect the more he prays, the more real is his life,

and the better does he fulfil its task, and the

better is he prepared for eternal bliss. For what is

the beatitude of the redeemed but perpetual adoration,

the full harmony of heaven, instinct with wondering

praise, homage, and joy, which is echoed and re-echoed

forth by some great event of nature or of life ; now it is awakened in

the stillness of a soul that is stirred to its very depths. It may vary in

outward expression, but in its essence it is ever the same. Adora

tion is an irresistible, spontaneous impulse of the soul, and reason

examines into it, and approves it as just and legitimate. . . . Ado

ration is a natural and intuitive emotion ; reason elevates it into a

duty."
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throughout eternity ? : From the act of adoration the

other forms of prayer are naturally derived. When,

man recognises his own nothingness, and the Divine

Maiesty, he pravs for all he needs. Hence he
J J , l * , Petition.

begs as the blind man for light, the beggar for

food, the dying for life.2 Again, when man looks into

himself, and sees the outrage of his sin as the act of

a rebel, in which he measures his weakness with the

Omnipotent, his folly with the All-wise, his malice

with the Divine Mercy ; then, filled with con- Rccon.

trition, he implores pardon of Him, Whose clllatlon-

mercies are infinite. Prayer, then, prepares the soul

for reconciliation with God, and by the ease with

which it turns to him, even in the hour of its shame,

the soul proves its noble and immortal nature and

attests its divine origin. Prayer is the bridge between

this life and the life to come, upon which the Creator

and the creature meet. Prayer breaks down the barrier

between time and eternity, and becomes an act of that

union and communion with God which consti

tutes the very essence of religion. For religion

contains essentially two ideas—the descent of God to

man, God taking a human form, that is, Incarnation in

the widest sense, and the elevation of man to God, the

1 Apocalypse v. 13.

2 Hence the following proposition of Molinoe was condemned:—

ll He who is resigned to the Divine will ought not (non convenit) to

ask aught of God ; for to ask is an imperfection, being an act of self-

will and individual choice, and manifests the desire that the Divine

will should be conformed to ours, and not ours to the will of God "

(Prop. Damn. Molin., xiv.).

Com

munion.
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" Theosis," the deification of humanity. Hence the

Holy Eucharist, in which, under the appearance of

bread, mortal man receives God Himself, is both the

most perfect communion between the soul and God

and the highest act of prayer and religion.

But if prayer be a religious and truly human act, it

must, like all complete human acts, find outward ex-

Worshin pression ; for man is a composite being, he

"weTiaa comes, body and soul, from God, and depends

for his existence on Him. Hence religion

could never be purely interior, but must proceed from

the whole man. The modern objection urged against

those external acts of prayer which are found in all

religions has been long since refuted. " The demeanour

st. Angus- of those who pray," says St. Augustine,1 "is

tme' externally that of supplicants who appear be

fore another. They bend the knee, stretch forth their

hands, prostrate themselves on the ground, and other

wise express their feelings. True, God knows their

will and their dispositions without sensible signs, but

man by these signs excites himself to more fervent

and humble prayer ; and as the movements of the

body necessarily follow the affections of the heart, so

its interior, invisible emotions are heightened by those

which are visible." " It is according to our nature,"

st. says St. Thomas, " to proceed from things of

n.omas. sense t-o things intelligible ; and thus external,

visible worship is adoration in spirit and in truth, since

it proceeds from what is spiritual, and is referred

1 Di- Cura Gercnd. pro Morluis, c. 2.
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thereto. Doubtless we cannot apprehend God by our

senses, but by these sensible signs our soul is incited

to aspire to Him." 1 We have the highest authority for

outward worship in the example of the Son of God,

Who, when He blessed the Bread of Eternal Life, lifted

up His eyes to heaven ; Who, again, when He began

to fear, and to be in heaviness, fell prostrate to the

ground. The absence of external devotion only cramps

the soul and deprives the body of its means of sanctifi-

cation. A merely interior religion is the sure sign of a

cold heart and unreal faith.

Again, by outward worship man daily consecrates

nature. First, he consecrates his own natural body

by placing it in a penitential position. Again, Saorifice

he consecrates nature,s gifts by employing them umvors"1-

in the Divine service. Through him the earth sacrifices

its riches and precious metals for the building of the

temple, the sea its pearls, the springtide its flowers

for altar and shrine. Thus every religion, however

degraded, has its outward worship ; and of all religions

sacrifice is the central act, and its universal use proves

the traditional belief of all nations in the existence of

God as Creator and Rewarder, and in the need of

redemption. Thirdly, union in external acts of wor

ship is also the one visible bond of union in faith ; 2 for

the faithful, gathered together in visible congregation,

1 S. II. ii., Qu. Ixxxiv. Art. 2, ad. i, 3.

2 It was reserved for Protestantism to establish an invisible Church,

a theory as unphilosophical as it ia unhistorical, and which therefore,

as a matter of fact, never gained acceptance.
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manifest to the world the one visible, undivided

Church.

But prayer is not only the expression of faith, it

Prayer contains, as in germ, the whole moral life,

moral lire, which is the second effect of true religion, and

the second form of Divine worship.

" When the attention," says Dollinger, " of a think

ing heathen was directed to the new religion spread

ing in the Roman Empire, the first thing to
Dollinger. ° .

strike him as extraordinary would be, that a

religion of prayer was superseding the religion of cere

monies and invocations of gods ; that it encouraged

all, even the humblest and most uneducated, to pray, or,

in other words, to meditate and exercise the mind in self-

scrutiny and contemplation of God. . . . This region

of Christian metaphysics was open even to the mind

of one who had no intellectual culture before conver

sion. In this school of prayer he learned what philo

sophy had declared to be as necessary as it was diffi

cult, and only attainable by few—to know himself as

God knew him. And from that self-knowledge, prayer

carried him on to self-mastery. If the heathen called

upon his gods to satisfy his passions, for the Christian,

tranquillity of soul, moderation, and purifying of the

affections was at once the preparation and the fruit of

prayer. And thus prayer became a motive-power of

moral renewal and inward civilisation, to which nothing

else could be compared for efficacy." l

1 Cl<ristenthum und Kirchc, p. 136 ; The First Aye of the Church,

vol. ii. pp. 2:6, 217, translated by Oxenham.
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By prayer, then, man places himself in the presence

of God, and in the light of the Divine holiness recog

nises, as he can nowhere else, the malice of prayer

sin and the corruption of nature. He learns teaches us
. t° know

to measure his actions by no defective test of mid do
J God's

human make, but by this one inviolable stan- wil1-

dard, the all-holy will of God. Thus religion and

morality are inseparable. Without religion morality

is like a tree torn from its root. With many

. Religion

persons in our day the question no longer is, and

whether Christian faith or Christian morality i»»epar-
" able.

is to be our guide in life, but whether we are

to find this guidance in Christian morality, or in some

new force corresponding to our present intellectual

development. But as morality divorced from religion

necessarily dies, so religion without morality becomes

a lifeless and withered form, which lowers the ideal of

God, degrades human nature, and makes prayer itself

a lie.1 The history of error proves both these facts.

While the first Reformers, with their doctrine of faith

without works, inculcated a religion of faith apart

from morals, and discredited the value of the „ ,
Contra

latter, the later Rationalist school of Kant and Kaut"

Fichte emphasised as exclusively the moral idea, and

asserted its absolute independence of all religion or

faith, which, they maintained, was a matter of indifier

1 " Religion, clean and undefined before God and the Father, is this :

to visit the fatherless and widows in their tribulation, and to keep

oneself unspotted from this world " (James i. 27).
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ence, or, at most, only to be tolerated as the popular

expression of the moral idea.1

The shallowness and fallacy of this teaching, which

looks only to results, without regard to first principles,

is easily seen. As God is, such our duty to

ii!Jio™" Him will be; as is our creed, such will be our

toward^6 sense of justice and morals. Now, justice is a

t'pec'ifio virtue, which gives to each his due, and is one
every

other of tne great cardinal virtues which control

nioral act.

and direct the whole realm of morals. But

our first debt and duty is owing to God, as our Creator

and Preserver,2 and religion is only the discharge of

that duty of justice. But if our relations with God

be ignored, and our duties flowing therefrom un

heeded, how is any truly moral life possible ? The

omission of the primary obligation of justice entails

not only the neglect of that one duty, but of that

from which all other moral duties derive their highest

significance and value.3 A moral man, then, without

1 "We describe this theory as ,moralism., Of course, this word,

properly speaking, only represents one direction of this doctrine, and

the one specially advocated by Kant ; namely, that the moral subject

possesses, in and by himself, the supreme principle of morality" (Coignet,

La Morale Indepcndente dans son Principe tt dans son Objet). The

other direction of " independent morals " appears in the Endamonism

and Utilitarianism of the morality of enlighteument, founded by

Hume, Locke, and especially by Bentham, and, more recently, most

strenuously advocated by Socialism.

2 "For piety is justice towards the gods," says Cicero (De Nat.

Deorum., i. 4i). And Plato describes piety towards God as a part of

justice (Euthy|'hr., p. 13).

3 ,' Religion contains two sets of acts ; first, those proper to itself and

immediate, which it elicits, and by these man is ordained to God, aa
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religion, that is, who does not confess his dependence

on his Creator by adoration, thanksgiving, and petition,

is in the highest degree immoral, inasmuch as each

act of his terminates in himself, the creature, and not

in God. Doubtless, the essential glory of the Infinite

God is neither diminished nor increased by the homage

of any creature, but God claims it, because man can

only attain his end thereby ; that is, by the

constant public submission of himself in ac- without

knowledgment of the supremacy of his God. really

The theory, then, that morality is the supreme

end of life, that religion, worship, and, above all,

prayer are a merely subjective sentiment, is, in other

terms, simply atheism.1

Again, how can moral order or law exist without a

supreme, personal lawgiver, that is, without God ?

Every ideal is derived from a real personal

prototype, and just as ideal, eternal truth impi

. ., . . lawg

points necessarily to the essential, existing

truth, and ideal good to the supreme living good,2

sacrifice, prayer, and other acts of that kind ; secondly, those which it

produces by means of virtues, which it impetrates, and thus ordains to

pay homage to God" (S. II. ii., Qu. Ixxxi. Art. i).

1 Kant says (Reivjion, inneihalb der Grenzen der Uosscn Vernunft,

p. 267) that a man with limited ideas of religion found in the attitude

of prayer would feel the kind of shame which another does when

detected talking to himself. For, as we regard a soliloquist as slightly

crazed, so a man in prayer seems, though erroneously, to be speaking

without a hearer. According to Kant, religion is only " the represen

tation of the moral law as the will of God." According to Fichte, it

is "a living, active faith in the moral order of the world."

3 " As in every artist the idea pre-exists of what his art will effect,

so also in every rulur there pre-exists the idea of the order of those

piya
wgiver.
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so does the moral ideal point to One Who is Himselt

ideal and reality ; that is, God. God is the essential,

eternal moral order : man bears the moral law stamped

upon his soul, because that soul is created in the

image of God ; and as he fulfils that law he grows in

likeness to God. There is then no moral order with

out God, no morals without religion,1 and the necessary

result of the negation of religion has always been, and

always will be, the rejection of the moral law. The

poetic orgies of " young Germany," the deification of

matter and of mere sensual enjoyment, both in theory

and practice, have abundantly proved this fact. " As

the empirical thinker," says Ritter, " imagines it

possible that creatures may exist without a Creator,

so empirical moralists contend that moral actions may

be perfect without any relation to the basis and end

things which his subjects are to do. And as the idea of the artist,s

works is called the art or the type of his work, so also the idea of the

ruler, as regards his subjects, finds expression in law. And as the

idea of Divine Wisdom, as the cause of all creation, is regarded as

their art, exemplar, or type, so the idea of the Divine Wisdom, as

guiding all things to their due end, is taken as law. Hence the eternal

law is no other than the idea of the Divine Wisdom guiding every act

and movement to its proper end" (S. I. ii., Qu. xciii. Art. I).

1 Kant gives a so-called moral proof of the existence of God. In

order to establish the relation between morality and happiness, which

man seeks but cannot find, a Being must be admitted, he says, who is

all-powerful to render to each one the happiness which is his due, and

who, as all-holy, is thus in perfect accord with the moral law ; and

this Being is God. Rut this Being is Himself subject to the moral

law, that is, to a pure idea, a dead abstraction, of whose decrees this

deity of Kant's is only the executor. Fichte was more logical when

he said, " The living, moral order itself is God. We require none other,

nor can we comprehend any other God" (Philosoph. Journal,

V- 15)-
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of the moral law. In both cases such reasoning is

both specious and superficial." 1 It is the motive, tho

inner hidden intention which alone determines the

moral value of a life, and this motive religion alone

can furnish. That a certain degree of morality is

possible without religion, we do not, indeed, deny, but

even in this limited sense it is untrustworthy and of

no supernatural worth. Besides, in many cases the

religious principle acts unconsciously, so that what

appears to be a purely human act is often the result

of religious habit, the echo of some utterance of the

faith which in earlier days was wont to stir the soul.

Again, religion alone gives to morals their binding

force, for a law is not an act of the intellect, but of the

will, and therefore necessarily implies a pre-

existent lawgiver, a personal being, who has ing force
1 r ' in morals

the right to command. There is. therefore, apart from
n ' religion.

no moral obligation without God. Again, the

moral law offers no adequate motive for obedience,

except as the expression of the Divine Will, for God

alone can bestow such a measure of happiness upon its

fulfilment as will outweigh the pain of self-renuncia

tion which a higher moral interest demands; and so,

also, He alone can inflict such punishment upon the

sinner as will exceed the pleasure procured by his evil-

doing. Only thus can the moral order in the world be

protected against the terrible assaults of the passions.

As, then, every other law derives its force from the

authority which promulgates it, so does the natural

1 Encydopcedie der philoaophischen Wissenschaftcn, iii. p. 46.
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law, which is the foundation of all positive legisla

tion.

" Attempts have been made," says Rousseau, " to

make reason the basis of virtue, but I find that religion

is the only solid foundation for morality. Virtue, it

is said, is the love of order. But am I bound to

sacrifice my happiness to this order ? . . . Granted

that wherever intelligence exists there is a certain

moral order ; but the difference is, that the just man

subjects himself to the whole moral order, while the evil

man subordinates the whole moral order to himself, and

constitutes himself the centre of all thinys. If God does

not exist, then the unjust man reasons rightly in thus

regarding himself." * Thus religion preserves morality,

gives a support and a centre to man, and protects him

and his better nature from himself.

Statistics show, coincident with the spread of un

belief, a marked and disquieting increase in crime.2

The number of suicides alone reveals a moral

Denial of , . .... , . ... .

morals corruption which is eating, like a canker, into
follows • ° '

that of the very core of our social life. Nor could it
religion. "

be otherwise. "God," says Mirabeau, "is as

necessary to a people as freedom." As long as men

are taught to know no higher law than their own wills

1 Emile, iii.

2 " The highest statistics which have ever been reached in the annals

of suicide were recorded at Berlin during the last month. Fifty-nine

persons (in a population of 1,300,000) attempted to quit ,this mortal

life,, and thirty-eight among them were successful. One boy, twenty

women, and thirty-eight men made up the number. Twenty-two sought

death in the water, fourteen by hanging, twelve through bullets, and
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and pleasure, preachers and instructors of any creed

who attempt to enforce the claims of true morality will

find their words unheeded.

And as this is true of individuals, so is it also of

society. As it is the first duty of a State or govern

ment to express by its legislation the idea of without

right, and to defend that idea as sacred and Urferor"0

inviolable in every rank of society, that duty s""e "'

will only be fulfilled in a State which makes religion

the basis of its rule. Plato, addressing the citizens of

his ideal State, says : " God, as the old tradition
, J . plato-

declares, holding in His hand the beginning,

middle, and end of all that is, moves, according to His

nature, in a straight line towards the accomplishment

of His end. Justice always follows Him, and is the

punisher of those who fall short of the Divine law. To

that law he who would be happy holds fast, and follows

it in all humility and order ; but he who is lifted up

with pride, or money, or honour, or beauty, who has a

soul hot with folly and youth and insolence, and thinks

that he has no need of a guide or ruler, but is able

himself to be the guide of others, he, I say, is left

deserted of God ; and being thus deserted, he takes to

himself others who are like himself, and dances about,

throwing all things into confusion ; and many think

that he is a great man ; but in a short time he pays a

penalty which justice cannot but approve, and is utterly

two by jumping from windows" (Pall-Mail Budyet, July 4, 1889, No.

1084). Cf. G. Schmoller, i'eber die Reaultate der Hcvolkerunys-und

Morulstatistik, 1871, p. 12.

T
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destroyed, and his family and city with him. Where

fore, seeing human things are thus ordered, . . . every

man ought to make up his mind that he will be one of

the followers of God. Henceforth all citizens must

be profoundly convinced that the gods are lords and

rulers of all that exists, that all events depend upon

their word and will, and that mankind is largely in

debted to them." l

Aristotle pronounces worship2 to be the first of

the six leading administrations, agriculture, commerce,

war, finance, worship, justice, without which
Aristotle. ' ' ^' J .

the State cannot subsist. He assigns the first

rank in the State to the priesthood.3 Special edifices

are to be dedicated to worship,4 and the fourth part of

the soil and land devoted to purposes of religion.6 St.

Justin, in his first apology (No. 12) describes
St. Justin. ' * Dj V '.

the influence of religion on political life. " We

Christians contribute most to the tranquillity of the

State, since we teach that God governs all ; that the

evil-doer, the avaricious, the assassin, as well as the

virtuous man, are known to Him ; that each one who

passes out of this life will receive an eternal reward or

an eternal punishment, according to his deserts. Now,

if all believed these truths, assuredly none would con

tinue a moment longer in sin, but all would restrain

themselves, and strive to do right, in order finally to

obtain the promised reward and to escape punishment.

1 De Leyrj, iv. p. 288. Cf. DC Repub., iv. p. 716.

2 Polit., vii. 8. 3 Ibid., vii. 9.

4 Ibid , vii. 12. 6 Ibid., vii. n.
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For those who do evil know that they can escape

from your laws ; but if they had learnt, and were

fully convinced, that nothing, not an action, nor

even a thought, can remain hidden from God, they

would, at least from fear of punishment, strive to do

right."

Civil law, then, has its deepest roots and its highest

standard in morality, and this, again, in religion. The

State, moreover, has never been developed from

a purely abstract theory of law, but States have religion
" necessui y

always and everywhere been established upon f,l" ^a

an historical basis, and are therefore necessarily

bound up with the national character, morals, and re

ligion. The State does not create religion ; rather it

finds religion already existing, and builds upon it, as

on a divine foundation. As Montesquieu remarks,

" The fall of the Roman Empire was the necessary con

sequence of the moral and religious disintegration

which bad begun ; " and he gives as the result of his

researches that the violation of morals has ruined more

States than the infringement of the laws. Ever since

the fall of Paganism, all the principles of civil legisla

tion have been based upon Christianity ; as, for instance,

the principle of authority, of loyalty in subjects, of

civil and individual liberty, in opposition to the slavery

of Pagan times. Christianity has maintained the right

of punishment as an attribute of justice against a

false sentimentality and materialistic fatalism, and

has upheld the sanctity of marriage, of the family,

and the rights of property, in opposition to the
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theories of Socialism.1 Although these principles of

law may be regarded by those who have thrown ofi'

the yoke of religion as purely humanitarian, yet they

are in fact the mature fruits of religion, which can

alone guarantee their stability. Other obligations of

public life, such as the oath with which, as a final

means of proof, the law cannot dispense, are immedi

ately dependent upon religious conviction.2

The effect of religion in a State is thus admirably

described by Walter.3 " No State," says he, " can

subsist without religion, which fills and inter-
Walter. c . , ,

penetrates every sphere of life with the sense

of the obligation of duty. Religion, which respects

and maintains every right, both of high and low,

strong and weak, is the conservative element of society.

She hallows by oath the bonds of attachment and

fidelity which bind prince and people to one another.

With her softening and enlightening influences, she

places herself at the side of the supreme power, whose

abuses she averts by her earnest admonition, whilst

she teaches subjects the virtue of free obedience. By

1 "The modern State," says Bhintschli (Stnatsrecht, Munchen, 1852),

"is really Christian." "Our civilisation," says Caesar Balbo (De la.

Destruction du Pouvoir Temporel des Papcs, p. 1i), "is a Christian

civilisation, a daughter of the Christian religion. All that weakens

the Christian religion retards progress, and hinders our civilisation."

2 "How much more widely does the rule of duty extend than that

Religion °f law 1 How much does piety, humanity, liberality, justice,

move com- good faith, require which is beyond public enactments!"

sire than (Seneca, De Ira., a. c. xxxvii.). "Human precepts," says

law. Lactantius (Lutit. Div., iii. 27), "are of no weight."

3 Naturrecht und Politil; p. 237.
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the strength of character which she forms, she pre

serves the youth of nations, and when they fall away

and decay, keeps them from the withering-up of mind

and heart. Religion is the groundwork of family life,

and of the purity and piety nurtured therein. By the

use of the oath she provides courts of justice with

an indispensable aid for arriving at the truth. She

inspires the soldier with true courage to meet death

on the battlefield. She brings rich and poor nearer

together, urging upon the rich sympathy and active

help to the poor, and instilling into the poor gratitude

and consolation. Thus she softens every condition of

life, and teaches man that he can be elevated and

ennobled by submission. Religion is, then, the true

bond which holds the State together, makes it strong,

and saves it from degeneracy."

" Nor," remarks Montesquieu, " is it any argument

arainst religion to enumerate a long list of the evils,

which have followed from its abuse by human
Moutea-

malice, whilst all its benefits to mankind are quieu.
, Th«

omitted. Who could reckon up the terrible ab»»?°1
i religion

crimes caused in the world by civil legisla- ™e^_

tion, by monarchies and republics ? . . . The *gttlnst it-

question is simply this : Which is the lesser evil, that

religion should be sometimes abused, or that there

should be no religion ? " l

Thus religion perfects alike society and the indi

vidual, and takes possession of the whole man. It

1 Esprit dea Lois, xxiv. c. ii.
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calls into play, and brings alike to perfection, the three

faculties, the three dimensions of his nature, his mind,

will, and heart. Keligion, natural or super-
Beligion '- ' l

ti"ebwbo?e natura'> is founded upon dogma, and possesses

man- a creed. Yet religion is not solely a scheme

of doctrine ; it is also an act of the will, and mani

fests itself continuously in daily life. True religion

is known by its fruits,1 and he who does God,s will

" shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God." 2

Nor, again, is religion confined only to doctrine and

morality, for its presence is felt in the heart.3 When

man acknowledges that God is at once the beginning

and end of his own existence, and of that of all

creatures, he consecrates himself wholly to God,s ser

vice, and religion becomes the " fear of the Lord,"4

and man attains his end.

1 Matthew xvii. 16. a John vii. 17.

3 Holy Scripture (Acts xvi. 14 ; Jeremias xxxi. 33) describes the heart

as the centre of the spiritual life, inasmuch as it is the seat, not only

of sensual, still less only of aesthetic feelings, but of spiritual affections.

Religious sentiment is only purified when enlightened by the under

standing and upheld by action. " If religion," said Hegel, , ' is nothing

but a feeling of dependence, then a dog is the most religious of beings.*,

' ' Relirjio special et ad intellectum et ad affectum, sen voluntatcm " (Suarez,

Disfut. Theolny., T. x. L. I ; Disp. i. ch. i). Although in one respect

we admit, indeed, that religion is a feeling of dependence (Matthew vii.

7, xv. 21-28), yet, in another, we maintain that it is the source of true

freedom, through union with God, and the strength derived from Him

(St. John viii. 32). The truth in God makes us free, and the Church

declares that " Deo tervire, rtynare est." " When we revere and honour

God our mind is subject to Him, and in this our perfection consists.

For everything is perfected by its subjection to that which is above it,

as the body when it is vivified by the soul " (S. II. ii., Qu. xxxi. Art. 7).

4 Ecclesiasticus i. 16 : "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of

wisdom." -s

.

\

\
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By religion, then, man loses himself to find himself

in God. And as God is the essential Truth, Goodness,

and Beauty, religion alone inspires just conceptions of

what is true, good, or fair, and is thus the only home

of art, the sole source of every high ideal which man

has ever conceived or expressed.1

Thus in religion man fulfils the idea of himself

and returns to the First Cause from whence he came,

in order to be finally perfected in Him. The

spiritual man alone is the true, the educated, iigjoii

and perfect man ;2 for " man was created," savs stains
. » p " his end.

St. Augustine, "to know God, and knowing,

to love Him, loving, to possess Him, and in possessing

Him, to be for ever blessed. . . . Beatitude itself is

the peace of the soul, founded upon the Eternal Order."

1 " The interior bond," says Schelling, " which unites art and

religion, the utter impossibility, on the one hand, of finding any

poetical world, except in and by means of religion, and, on the other,

the impossibility of representing religion adequately and objectively,

except by art, make a scientific knowledge of art essential to a truly

religious mind " ( Vorlesunyen tiber die Methode dcs academ. Sludien,

1813, p. 321).

2 "Fear God, and keep His commandments: for this is all man"

(Ecclesiastes xii. 13).

3 Civ. Dei., xix. 13. Pax Iranguillitas ordinis.
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Crown Svo. cloth, 5s.

The Second Volume of the Translation of Dr. Franz Hettinyer,ii

" Evidences of Christianity."

EDITED BY THE

REV. H. S. BOWDEN', OP THE LONDON ORATORY.

With an Introduction on the " Assent of Faith."

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS.

" The style is excellent, and the matter so put together that it appeals in

a popular sense to every reader. We have rarely met a work in which learn

ing is clothed in a lighter garb, or rendered more accessible to the Catholic

who seeks fur a statement of the case as regards modern critical rationalists,

and an answer to them. We heartily commend this work to every Missionary

Priest who may not have time to scan original authorities, and who also will

find in these pages apt aud even exhaustive answers to current objections in

reference to the authority of the Gospels, the rise of the Church, and other

topics twisted and denied by the cloudy German rationalists who dub them

selves critics."—Catholic Times.

"The two together {, Natural Religion ' and * Revealed Religion ,) supply a

real want in our Catholic literature. Nothing is more common nowadays

than for a priest to be asked to recommend a book, written from a Catholic

point of view, on the evidence for the Christian religion. And in future he

will be able to recommend Father Bowden'a * Hettinger., ... It may be

confidently affirmed that all who have taken interest in the war against

religion raised by its modern adversaries will find in Father Bowden,a pages

many of their chief difficulties helpfully dealt with."—The Month.

"It is a book practically invaluable to the educated Catholic, who is forced,

one way or another, to read the flippant and most irreligious criticism of the

hour, and who, unless supported by some antidote of this kind, must imbibe

a good deal of that insiduous poison."—Freeman's Journal*

" It is an earnest and scholarly piece of work which merits the close atten

tion of theological students."—Publishers, Circular.

"In these days, when reunion is in the air, it is pleasant to be able to

recommend a book on Christian evidences from another communion. This

book, though having the Imprimatur of Cardinal Vauighan, contains little

or nothing to which even an Evangelical Protestant could well object. Both

attack and defence are clever."—Church Review.

"We strongly recommend * Revealed Religion* to our readers. In con

junction with ' Natural Religion ' it constitutes a complete defence of

Christianity."—Dublin Review.

BURNS & GATES, LIMITED

28 ORCHARD STREET, LONDON, W.



Crown Sao, cloth, price 10s. 6d. net, with an Enyraviny of Dante.

Xante's SDivina Gommebfa :

ITS SCOPE AND VALUE.

FROM THE GERMAN OF

FRANCIS HETTINGER, D.D.,

Profeuar of Theoloyy at the University of Wilrzbury.

EDITED BY

H. S. BOWDEN, OP THE ORATORY.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

" In an excellent preface by the editor the aims and objects of Dr.

Hettinger's essay, now presented in a considerably abridged English version,

ii re set forth. . . . All that Venturi attempted to do has been now approached

with far greater power and learning by Dr. Hettinger, who, aa the author of

the ,Apologie des Christenthums,, and as a great Catholic theologian, is

eminently well qualified for the task he has undertaken."—The Saturday

Review.

"We rise from the rending of Dr. Hettinger,s book knowing Dante, and

we will add, loving him, as we have never known or loved him before. . . .

The translation is exceedingly well doue. There is not a dry, or ill-written,

or uninteresting page in the book from beginning to end. . . ."—The Month.

" Knglish students of Dunte will welcome this version of Dr. Hettinger,s

valuable and suggestive work, or rather works, on the ,Divina Commedia.,

It is illustrated by very ample quotations on the most important moral,

spiritual, philosophical, and political problems touched upon in his great

work, and in the ' Convito , and the * De Monarchia., "—The Academy.

"A Catholic commentary on a great Catholic poem, and we have to thank

Father S. Bowden, both for having had it translated into English and for the

admirable introduction which he himself prefixed to the volume."—Dublin

Review.

" The cardinal, the professor, and the priest, who are in league to appro

priate Dante,s reputation, are all perfectly in the right, as an unprejudiced

study of the * Commedia , ought long ago to have proved, and as

Hettinger,s arguments do prove beyond further cavil."—Pall Mall Gazette,

BURNS & GATES, LIMITED

28 ORCHARD STREET, LONDON, W.
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Messrs. BURNS &- OATES have compiled the following

Catalogues, which they will be happy to forward

post free on application.

New Classified Catalogue of Standard Catholic Books (84 pages),

comprising every class of booh in demand among Catholic Readers.

Illustrated Catalogue of Catholic Prayer Books, Bibles, Manuals

of Devotion, Hymn Books, etc., in English.

Catalogue of Liturgical Works in Latin, comprising Breviaries,

Missals, and other books used in the Office of the Church, with an

Appendix of Books relating to the Liturgy, Ceremonial, etc.

Catalogue of School Books and Stationery.

Illustrated Catalogue of School Furniture.

Illustrated Catalogue of Church Furniture, Vestments,

Statuary, etc.

Illustrated Catalogue of Ecclesiastical Brass Work.

Lists of New English and Foreign Publications are issued

periodically.

BURNS & GATES, LIMITED,

Granville Mansions, 28 Orchard Street, London, W.
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AND

announcements.

New Testament. New large type Edition. Crown 8vo. Size,

7ii by s inches.

Messrs. Burns & Oates have just issued an entirely New Edition with bold clear

type. The volume contains some 500 pages, and is printed on specially selected paper.

Of convenient size and in attractive binding, the Publishers confidently anticipate a

large demand for this Edition, and are consequently issuing it at the extremely low

price of TWO SHILLINGS. For further particulars see page 5.

Scripture Manuals for Catholic Schools. Edited by the Rev.

Sydney F. Smith, S.J.

Acts, Part I. By Very Rev. T. A. Burgk, O.S.B. Crown 8vo,

boards. 2/-. [Ready.

ST. Matthew. By Rev. Sydney F. Smith, S.J. [In preparation.

A commentary on St. Mark will follow in due course. The other books of the new

Testament are not required for examination purposes, but it will be a matter for later

consideration whether they shall be included in the series to meet the needs of other

readers.

Oxford Conferences. Given by Rev. Joseph Rickahy, S.J. Lent

and Summer Terms, 1897. Stiffwrapper. %/- net (postage 2d.). [Ready.

A Short History of the Catholic Church. By F. Goulburn

WALPOLE. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/-. [Ready.

Carinel in Ireland. By the Very Rev. James P. Rushe, Prior

of the Discalced Carmelites in Dublin. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/6 net

(postage 4d. ). [Ready.

Imitation of Christ. By Thomas A Kempis. A newly revised

Translation, based upon Bishop Challoner's Text of 1737. Strongly

bound in cloth, red edges. 6d. Roan, red edges. 1/-. [Ready.

Two Little Pilgrims. A Story for Children. By M. M. Cloth.

2/-. [Ready.

Bruno and Lucy. A Story from the German of W. Herchenbach.

Cloth, gilt. 3/. [Ready.

India. A Sketch of the Madura Mission. By the Rev. H.

Whitehead, S.J. Cloth. Illustrated. 3/6. [Ready.

Life of St. Hugh of Lincoln. Translated from the French

Carthusian Life and Edited with considerable additions by Rev. Fr.

THURSTON, S. J. Crown 8vo, cloth. Quarterly Series. [In preparation.

Life of Blessed John Avila. From the Italian of Padre Deoli

Oddi. Edited by Rev. J. G. MacLeod, S.J. Crown 8vo, cloth.

Quarterly Series. [In preparation.

A Study of the Life of St. Augustine, Apostle of England.

By the Right Rev. Abbot Bergh, O.S.B. [In preparation.

The Divinity of Jesus Christ. From Pascal. With Com

mentary by Rev. W. B. MORRIS, of the Oratory. [In the press.

Life of Don Bosco, Founder of the Salesian Society. Trans

lated from the French of J. M. Villefranchk by Lady Martin.

New Popular Edition. Wrapper. 1/- net. [Ready in January.

St. Francis de Sales as a Preacher. By the Very Rev. Canon

Macuey, O.S.B. [Ready shortly.

Jewels of Prayer and Meditation from Unfamiliar Sources.

By Percy Fitzgerald, M.A. [In the press.
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ALETHEA : At the Parting of the Ways. An Historical Tale,

dealing with Christian Life in Constantinople in the Ninth Century.

By Cyril (Canon Dennehy). Two Vols. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt. 8/-.

" From the hill-top and the gutter-bottom, novels with their bad philosophy, bad

manners, and bad grammar, from the religious sophistry and the rickety history of

too much writing of the day, Alethea is indeed a relief. The religion in it is sound,

its history historical, and its philosophy of life clean and worth looking into."—

Tablet.

ALEXIS-LOUIS, PERE (O.C.D.).

Five Thrones of Divine Lore upon the Earth, The. The

Womb of Mary, the Crib, the Cross, the Eucharist and the Faithful

Soul. From the French. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/6.

" A book of devotion, consisting of a series of short readings or meditations ,

chiefly on the Incarnation, the Blessed Eucharist, the Crucifixion and the principles

which underlie and govern the spiritual life, whether among the Priesthood, the

cloistered Religious or the laity. The sum of the experimental knowledge of a

Carmelite priest, it breathes the very inner spirit of St. John of the Cross, and

contains the essence of affective theology."—Monitor.

ALLIES, T. W. (K.C.S.G).

A Life,s Decision* Second and Cheaper Edition. Crown

8vo, cloth, s/--

" Interesting, not only in the way in which all genuine personal narratives are

interesting, but also for the many letters from well-known persons that it contains.

It is a valuable contribution to the history of the Anglican Church in the eventful

years which followed Newman's secession."—Guardian.

THE FORMATION OF CHRISTENDOM SERIES.

Vol. I. The Christian Faith and the Individual. Popular

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

Vol. II. The Christian Faith and Society. Popular Edi

tion. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

Vol. III. The Christian Faith and Philosophy. Popular

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

H. E. CARDINAL VAUOHAN says:—"It it one of the noblest historical works I

have ever read. Now that its price has placed it within the reach of all, I earnestly

pray that it may become widely known and appreciatively studied. We have

nothing like it in the English language."

Holy See and the Wandering of the Nations, The. Demy

8vo, cloth. 10/6.

Peter,s Rock in Mohammed's Flood. Being the Seventh

Volume of Mr. Allies, great work on the ' ' Formation of Christen

dom". Demy 8vo, cloth. 10/6.
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ALLIES, T. W. (K.C.S.Q.)—(continued).

The Throne of the Fisherman, bnilt by the Carpenter's Son.

The Root, the Bond, and the Crown of Christendom. Demy 8vo,

cloth. 10/6.

" The most important contribution to ecclesiastical history which has been given

to the world for many a long day."—Tablet.

ALLIES, MARY.

Pius the Seventh, 1800-1823. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. s/-.

" Miss Allies has narrated the history of the long and memorable Pontificate of

the first Pope of this century with a thoroughness of research and a dignity of style

worthy of her illustrious father."—Irish Monthly.

Leaves from St. John Chrysostom. With Introduction by

T. W. Allies, K.C.S.G. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" The selections are well chosen, and Miss Allies' rendering is smooth, idiomatic,

and faithful to the original. There is no existing book which is better adapted to

make the English reader acquainted with the most eloquent of the Fathers of the

Church."—Dublin Review,

History of the Church In England, from the Beginning

of the Christian Era to the Death of Queen Elizabeth. In Two Vols.

Crown 8vo, cloth. Vol. I. From the Beginning of the Christian

Era to the Accession of Henry VIII. 6/- Vol. II. From the

Accession of Henry VIII. to the Death of Queen Elizabeth. 3/6.

" Miss Allies has admirably compressed the substance, or such as was necessary

to her purpose, of a number of authorities, judiciously selected. ... As a narrative

the volume is capitally written, as a summary it is skilful, and not its least excellence

is its value as an index of the best available sources which deal with the period it

covers."—Birmingham Daily Gazette.

ANNE, MRS. CHARLTON.

A Woman of Moods. A Social Cinematograph. Crown

8vo, fancy cloth. 5/-.

" Mrs, Charlton Anne's second work, and it marks her out as a novelist of un

doubted originality and power. . . . She has scored a distinct success."—Gentle

woman.

" A Woman of Moods may be commended for its spirited picture of country life,

and for its fresh and often suggestive handling of some very serious themes. The

opinions expressed are bold and original, and expressed in a bright and entertaining

way."—Tablet.

ARNOLD, REV. FR. (S.J.).

Imitation of the Sacred Heart of Jesns. In Four Books.

New Edition. With a Notice of the Author by the Rev. Matthew

Russell, S.J. Cloth. 4/6. Cloth gilt, red edges. 5/-. Calf, red

edges, or in morocco, gilt edges. 8/6 each.

ARNOLD, THOMAS (M.A., Fellow of the Royal University of

Ireland).

Notes on the Sacrifice of the Altar. Crown l2mo, cloth

l-printed and neatly bound little volume, Mr. Arnold has given a

gilt. 1/6.

" In this well-printed and neatly bourn

very useful treatise on the Mass. The end of the Holy Sacrifice is first explained.

Then the author takes occasion to point out the essential difference between the

Anglican service and the Mass. Lastly, Mr. Arnold, following the course of the

ritual, brings out clearly the meaning and object of each part of the sacred function.

In his illustrative remarks he imparts a good deal of interesting information."—

Catholic Times.
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BAKER, VEX. FATHER AUGUSTUS (O.S.B.).

Holy Wisdom {Sancta Sophia). Directions for the Prayer of

Contemplation, etc. Edited by Abbot Sweeney, D.D. New and

Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. Handsomely bound in half leather,

xx. , 667 pp. 6/-.

" The thanks of the Catholic public are due to Dr. Sweeney for re-editing this

famous work. It does not belong to the catalogue of ephemeral publications. It is

of a totally different standard. . . . To lovers of prayer and meditation it will be a

most acceptable guide and friend."—The Tablet.

BELLAS IS, EDWARD. {Lancaster Herald.)

Memorials of Mr. Serjeant Bellasis. New and Cheaper

Edition. 8vot 250 pp. , bound in cloth. With fifteen Portraits and

Illustrations. 6/-.

"A noteworthy contribution to the history of the Tractarian Movement."—

Times.

BIBLES, etc.

N.B.—Forfull particulars ofBindings, etc., see Illustrated Prayer

Book Catalogue, sent post free on application.

Holy Bible. Pocket Edition (size, 5J by 3J inches). Em

bossed cloth, red edges, 2/6 ; and in leather bindings, from 4/6 to 7/6.

Medium Edition (size, yl by 4! inches). Cloth, 3/6 ; and in leather

bindings, from 6/- net to 10/6 net (postage 6d.). Octavo Edition

(size, 9 by 6 inches). Cloth, 6/- ; and in a great variety of leather

bindings, from 8/- to 35/- net. Family Editions in quarto and folio

Prices upon application.

New Testament, The. Pocket Edition. Limp cJoth. 6d.

(postage 2d.). Cloth, red edges, 1/-. Roan, 1/6. Paste grain

round corners, 3/-. Best calf or morocco, 4/6 each. Royal 8vo

Edition (size, 9 by 6 inches). Cloth, 1/- net (postage 3d.).

New Medium Edition. Crown 8vo (size, 7J by c inches). Large

type. 500 pp. Cloth, boards, gilt lettered, 2/-. Paste grain,

limp, round corners, red or gold edges, 4/6. German calf, limp,

round corners, red under gold edges, 8/6. Morocco, limp, round

corners, red under gold edges, 8/6. Also in better bindings for

presentation.

Book of Psalms, The. Translated from the Latin Vulgate.

Revised by Cardinal Wiseman and Edited by Very Rev. Dr. Richards.

Ninth Edition. 321110, cloth, red edges, 1/6. Best calf, red edges, 5/-.

BLESSED SACRAMENT, OUR GOD; or, Practical Thoughts on

the Mystery of Love, The. By a Child of St. Teresa. Cloth gilt. 1/-.

BR1DGETT, REV. T. E. (X'.SS.R.).

Discipline of Drink, The. An Historical Inquiry into the

Principles and Practice of the Catholic Church regarding the Use,

Abuse, and Disuse of Alcoholic Liquors, especially in England,

Ireland, and Scotland from the 6th to the 16th century. With an

Introductory Letter by H. E. Cardinal Manning. Fcap. 8vo,

cloth. 3/6.

Life and Writings of Blessed Thomas More, Lord Chancellor

of England and Martyr under Henry VIII. With Portrait of the

Martyr taken from the Crayon Sketch made by Holbein in 1527.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7/6.
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BRIDGETT, REV. T. E. (C.SS.R.)—(continued).

Life of the Blessed John Fisher. With a reproduction of

the famous Portrait of Blessed John Fisher by Holbein, and other

Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7/6.

Lyra Hieratica : Poems on the Priesthood. Collected

from many sources by the Rev. T. E. Bridgett, C.SS. R. Fcap. 8vo,

cloth. 2,6 net (postage 3d.).

" The idea of gathering an anthology of Poems on the Priesthood was a happy

one, and has been happily carried out. Priests and laity alike owe a debt of grati

tude to Father Bridgett for the many beautiful things he has brought together."—-

Tablet.

Our Lady's Dowry. How England gained that Title.

New and Revised Edition. Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth extra,

gilt top, eo6 pp. 5/-.

: Cardinal ArchbishiThe Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster says : " The most excellent, the most

interesting, and the most original work of its kind, and for its purpose, that has been

published in the English language.

Ritual of the Sew Testament. An Essay on the Principles

and Origin of Catholic Ritual in Reference to the New Testament.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. £/-.

" It is solid and most useful, and deserving of high commendation as a mine of

sacred learning."—Catholic World.

The True Story of the Catholic Hierarchy deposed by

Queen Elizabeth, with fuller Memoirs of its Last Two Survivors. Bv

the Rev. T. E. Bridgett, C.SS.R., and the late Rev. T. F. Knox,

D. D., of the London Oratory. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7/6.

" We gladly acknowledge the value of this work on a subject which has been

obscured by prejudice and carelessness."—Saturday Review.

Wisdom and Wit of Sir Thomas More, The. Edited, with

Introduction, by Rev. T. E. Bridgett, C.SS. R. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" Every page in this delightful volume bespeaks the master hand, the clear head,

the deep and tender heart. It is lively, eloquent, impressive, genial ; without stiff

ness or parade of learning, but as full of good things as it can hold."—Catholic Times.

BOWDEN, REV. H. S. (of the Oratory), edited by.

Dante,s Divina Commedia : Its Scope and Value. From

the German of Franz Hettinger, D. D., Professor of Theology at the

University of Wiirzburg. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth.

With an Engraving of Dante. 10/6.

"We rise from the reading of Dr. Hettinger's book knowing Dante, and, we will

add, loving him, as we have never known or loved him before. . . . The translation

is exceedingly well done. There is not a dry, or ill-written, or uninteresting page

in the book from beginning to end."—Month.

Miniature Lives of the Saints, for every Day in the Year.

Twentieth Edition. Two Vols. i8mo, cloth gilt, 767 pp. 4/-.

Also, in Packets of Single Leaves for distribution, each Packet con

taining the Lives of the Saints for One Month. 4d. per Packet.

Or, the Complete Set of Packets for the year. 3/6.

Natural Religion. Being Vol. I. of Dr. Hettinger,s

' ' Evidences of Christianity ". With an Introduction on ' ' Certainty ".

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7/6.
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BOWDEN, REV. H. S. (of the Oratory), edited by—(continued).

Revealed Religion. The Second Volume of Dr. Hettinger,s

" Evidences of Christianity ". With an Introduction on the " Assent

of Faith ". Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

" The two together (' Natural Religion ' and ' Revealed Religion ') supply a real

want in our Catholic literature. Nothing is more common nowadays than for a

priest to be aeked to recommend a book, written from a Catholic point of view, on

the evidence for the Christian religion. And in future he will be able to recommend

Father Bowden's ' Hettinger '. . . . It may be confidently affirmed that all who have

taken interest in the war against religion raised by its modern adversaries will find

in Father Bowden's pages many of their chief difficulties helpfully dealt with."—

Month.

BROWNE, REV. R. J).

Plain Sermons. Sixty-eight Plain Sermons on the Funda

mental Truths of the Catholic Church. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" These are good Sermons . . . the great merit of which is that they might be

read verbatim to any congregation, and they would be understood and appreciated

by the uneducated almost as fully as by the cultured. They have been carefully put

together ; their language is simple, and their matter is solid."—Catholic News.

BROWNE, MRS. INNES.

Three Daughters of the United Kingdom. Crown 8vo,

cloth, extra gilt. 5/-.

" A very charming book for girls. The whole tone of the bock is pure and ele

vating, and, at the same time, both characters and incidents, are pleasantly natural

and home-like."—The Lady.

BROWNLOW, BISHOP.

Memoir of Mother Rose Colnmba Adams, O.P., first Prior

ess of St. Dominic's Convent, and Foundress of the Perpetual Adora

tion at North Adelaide. With Portrait and Plates. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 384 pp. 6/6.

" It is a work of the deepest interest and edification. In a handsomely printed

and beautifully illustrated volume, Bishop Brownlow tells us the story of a re

markable woman's life and work, drawing on his own recollections of her career,

and with the help of her own letters and the reminiscences of many friends, giving

us a life-like picture of a singularly earnest, devoted, and saintly soul."—Tablet.

Lectures on Slavery and Serfdom in Europe. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 3/6.

Sir James Marshall, C.M.G., K.C.S.G., A Memoir of.

Taken chiefly from his own Letter?. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/6.

BUCKLER, REV. REGINALD (O.P.).

The Perfection of Man b)r Charity. A Spiritual Treatise.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

" The object of Father Buckler's useful and interesting book is to lay down the

principles of the spiritual life for the benefit of Religious and Seculars. The book

is written in an easy and effective style, and the apt citations with which he enriches

his pages would of themselves make the treatise valuable."—Dublin Review.

BURKAVD, F. C.

My Time, and what I've done with it. An Autobiography.

Compiled from the Diary, Notes, and Personal Recollections of Cecil

Colvin. With Portrait of the Author. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

" Interweaves with a partly fictitious plot Mr. Burnand's impressions of his boy

hood and youth, especially of that period which he spent at College. The author

of Happy Thoughts is an acute analyst of the sensations and unconscious reflections

of boyhood as well as of manhood. For various reasons, then, this volume will be

found entertaining."—The Times.
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BUTLER, REV. ALBAN.

People's Edition of the Lives of the Saints. Twelve

Pocket Volumes, each Volume containing the Saints of the Month.

Superfine paper, neat cloth binding, gilt lettered. 1/6 each ; or the

complete set (comprising over 6000 pages), in handsome cloth case

to match, 18/-.

" If any inducement to spiritual reading can be given apart from the intrinsic

merits of such a work as Alban Butler's Lives 0/ the Saints, by volumes that are

characterised by handiness of size, clearness of type, and neatness of appearance,

that inducement ought assuredly to be supplied by this People's Edition of that

standard work. Alban Butler'B Lives o{ the Saints is a monument of painstaking

labour, performed single-handed in difficult days ; it is full of varied interest and

information, and breathes a healthy spirit of Catholic piety ; it has stood the test of

time, and still holds its own as the best compendious hagiological work in our

language."—Tabid.

CATHOLIC BELIEF: or, A Short and Simple Exposition of

Catholic Doctrine. By Very Rev. Joseph Faa di Bruno, D.D.

Sixteenth Edition. i8mo, 427 pp. Wrapper, 6d. net (postage

2 % d. ) ; cloth boards, lettered, icd. (postage 2 J^d. ). Also an

edition printed on better paper and strongly bound in cloth. With

Steel Frontispiece. 2/-.

" One of the most complete and useful manuals of doctrine, devotion, and

elementary information for the instruction of those who are seeking the truth ; and

not for them only, but for those who have inherited it."—H. E. Cardinal Manning

in Preface,

CATHOLIC GIRL IN THE WORLD, THE. By Whyte Avis.

With Preface by Rev. R. F. Clarke, S.J. Crown 8vo, buckram

gilt. 3/6.

" We cannot recommend too highly this treatise. It begins by laying down the

first and only possible principle of social life—unselfishness. In each of the sub

sequent divisions—music, painting, dress, sick-nursing, and the rest—there is much

good, sound advice, conveyed in a pleasant, readable fashion."—Tablet.

CAVANAGH, REV. PIUS (O.P.), edited by.

Life of St. Thomas Aquinas, The Angelic Doctor. With

eleven Illustrations. 8vo, cloth. 4/6.

" An honest, faithful, and very readable account of the saint's life."—Scotsman.

CAYE, ROBERT HAYNES (M.A.).

la the Days of Good Queen Bess: the Narrative of Sir

Adrian TrafTord, Knight, of Trafford Place in the County of Suffolk.

Edited by the Rev. R. H. Cave, M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 3/6.

" A story, the unflagging interest of which is heightened by the sound knowledge

and critical sagacity which has been called to its aid. We teel that living men and

women are playing their part before us amid the surroundings cf their own times.

The style owes its power to a simple directness which is relieved with a humour,

quiet indeed, but telling."—Tablet.

CHALLONER, BISHOP.

Meditations for Every Day in the Year. Revised and

Edited by the Right Rev. John Virtue, D,D. , Bishop of Portsmouth.

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo, 554 pp. , cloth. 3/-.

CHAMPAGPfAT, FATHER, LIFE OF. Founder of the Society

of the Little Brothers of Mary (1789-1840). By one of his first Dis

ciples. Translated from the b rench. With five Illustrations. Demf

8vo, cloth, 525 pp. 8/-.

"A work of great practical utility, and one eminently suited to these times."—I

Tabltt.
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CHRISTIAN VIRGIN IN HER FAMILY AND IN THE WORLD,

The. Her Virtues and her Mission at the Present Time. From the

Third French Edition. Fcap. 8vo, half-bound in leather, gilt top. 6/-.

" Shows how all those who, whether from choice or necessity, are led to live with

their families or alone in the world, may, by consecrating and sanctifying their

state, lead a life, not only useful and meritorious, but amiable and pleasant to them

selves and to society in general,"—Tablet.

CLIFTON TALES. In Two Volumes. Fcap. 8vo, bright cloth. 6/-.

Containing: "James Chapman"—"Joe Baker"—"Lucy Ward"—"Rich and

Poor "—" Robert May "—" The Poor Man's Child " and " Winefride Jones."

(The Tales may be had separately in paper wrapper, 6d. each. Cloth

gilt, i/- each.)

CLIFTON TRACTS. The English and Foreign Reformation,

Historical Fallacies, Christian Doctrine and Miscellaneous Tracts.

Complete in Two Vols. Globe 8vo, cloth, y/-.

Extremely useful for lending libraries. Cardinal Manning frequently referred to

this work as " the best series of tracts he knew".

Clifton Tracts, Selections from the. In limp cloth, gilt

lettered, in handy form for lending.

Mary and Elizabeth, i/-. Catholic Worship and Devotion, i/-.

Protestantism Weighed in its own Balance, lod. The Church and

the Bible, yd. The Protestant Reformers : their Lives and Deeds,

lod. How the Popes obtained their Temporal Power, 8d. The

Doctrine of the Sacrifice of the Mass explained, 8d. Rites and

Ceremonies of the Church, 6d. Points of History: the Inquisition,

the Gunpowder Plot, iSt. Bartholomew, &c., i/-. Narratives and

Dialogues, i/. The Catholic Church in England before the Re

formation, 8d.

(The Tracts may also be had separately. List on Application.)

COLERIDGE, REV. H. J. (S.J.) (See Quarterly Series and

Classified Catalogue).

DALE, REV. J. D. HILARIUS.

Ceremonial According to the Roman Rite. Translated

from the Italian of JOSEPH BALUESCHI. New and Revised Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/6.

" This work is our standard English directory on the subject. Few functions of

any importance are carried on without a glance at it. It is a familiar guide and

friend—in short, a classic."—Catholic Times.

The Sacristan's Manual; or, Handbook of Church Furni

ture, Ornament, etc. Fourth and Enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 2/6.

DE ANDRADE, ALONSO (S.J.).

Daily Meditations on the Mysteries of our Holy Faith,

and on the Lives of our Lord Jesus Christ and of the Saints, for all

Seasons of the Year. Four Vols. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. Each 3/6.

These Meditations are arranged in four points for each day of the year, com

mencing with the First Sunday in Advent.

DE CHERANCE, FATHER LEOPOLD (O.S.F.C.).

St. Anthony of Padna. Rendered into English by Rev. Fr.

Marianus, O.S.F.C. With an Introduction by Rev. Fr. Anselm,

O.S.F.C. Crown 8vo, brown boards, gilt. 2/6 net (postage 4d.).

" It is a book which will rank with the best works on hagiography."—Catholic

Times.
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D'EREMAO, REV. J. P. VAL (D.D.).

The Hail Mary: or, Popular Instructions and Considerations

on the Angelical Salutation. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/6.

HE MONTFORD, RLESSEI) GRIGNON.

Treatise on the True Devotion to the Blessed Virgin

Mary. Father Faber's Translation. Seventh Edition. Fcap. 8vo,

cloth. 2/-.

Edited by the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster, who says: I should be glad

to see it in the hands of every priest, as experience has taught me the power of this

most persuasive treatise in propagating a solid devotion to the Blessed Mother of

God. -

DE SEGUR, MGR.

Familiar Instructions and Evening Lectures on all the

Truths of Religion. Second Edition. Two Vols. Fcap. 8vo, cloth.

3/- each.

These familiar instructions, almost 200 in number, form a complete course of

Christian doctrine, and a collection of very simple elementary lectures well adapted

to the religious need of our times.

DEVAS, C. S. (M.A. Oxon,).

Studies of Family Life: A Contribution to Social Science.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

" We recommend these pages and the remarkable evidence brought together in

them to the careful attention of all who are interested in the well-being of our

common humanity."—Guardian.

J)E VERE, AUBREY,

The Household Poetry Book. An Anthology of English-

speaking Poets from Chaucer to Faber. With Notes and Portrait

of the Editor. Neat cloth. 2/-.

" We may most cordially recommend the ' Household Poetry Book'. It contains

over three hundred pages of excellent verse. The editor's name may be accepted

as a guarantee for the judgment and poetical insight with which the selection has

been made."—Month.

DIGNAM, FATHER (S.J.).

Conferences given by Father Dignam, S. J., with Retreats,

Sermons and Notes of Spiritual Direction. With a Preface by His

Eminence Cardinal Mazzella, S.J. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 6/- net

(postage 4d.).

" To our mind this third volume of Father Dignam's remains, if we may so style

it, consisting of spiritual gems of special lustre and spiritual flowers of special at

tractiveness, contains very much that is not to be found in its predecessors, and that

we are grateful to have saved for us from destruction."—Tablet.

DRANE, AUGUSTA THEODOSIA.

History of England. For Family Use, and for the Upper

Classes of Schools. New Edition, revised and corrected to date.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 830 pp. 6/-.

The Very Rev. Canon Northcote, D.D., says in his preface to the volume :

" Having used the book for several years in St. Mary's College, Oscott, I can testify

to its success as an able and attractive introduction to English history for purposes

of education, and I believe it has been found no less acceptable as a reading book

for all classes."

Knights of St. John. A vSketch of the Order of Knights

Hospitallers, especially of their efforts to stem the Moslem Invasion

of Europe, with an Account of Lepanto and the Siege of Vienna,

Cloth gilt extra, 3/-.
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DRAKE, AUGUSTA THEODOSIA—{continued).

Songs in the Night, and other Poems. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 5/-.

Three Chancellors, The. Contains Lives of William of

Wykeham, William of Waynfiete, and of Blessed Thomas More.

Cloth gilt extra. 3/6. Also separately, Wykeham, 1/- ; Waynflete,

1/- ; More, 1/6.

ECCLESIASTICAL CHART OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH,

Giving full Information concerning the Popes, Councils, Fathers,

Schisms, Heresies, etc., in proof of the Church's Teaching. Size,

3 ft. by 2 ft. Unmounted, i/- net (postage 3d.). Mounted, for

hanging upon a wall, 1/6 net (postage 4d. ).

" It contains a marvellous mass of most useful information."—Catholic Times.

EMMERICH (SISTER).

Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ. From the

Meditations of Anne Catherine Emmerich. With a Preface by the

Abbe- de Cazales, and a Life of Anne Catherine Emmerich. Sixteenth

Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 352 pp. 3/6.

The Flight into Egypt. From the Meditations of Sister

Anne Catherine Emmerich. Translated from the French by George

Richardson. Tastefully printed, and bound in cloth gilt. 3/-.

" Those who love the realistic in literature could hardly have a better instance

of its felicitous use than that afforded in this volume."—Catholic World.

EYRE, MOST REV. CHARLES (Archbishop of Glasgow).

The History of St. Cuthbert: or, an Account of his Life,

Decease, and Miracles. Third Edition. With Maps, Charts, etc.

Royal 8vo, handsomely bound in cloth. 14/-.

FABER, FATHER.

All for Jesus: or, The Easy Ways of Divine Love. New

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 407 pp. 5/-.

Contents: The Interests of Jesus—Sympathy with Jesus—Love Wounded by

Sin—Intercessory Prayer—The Kiches of our Poverty—Minting Money—Thanks

giving—Praise and Desire—Purgatory, etc., etc.

Bethlehem. New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 500 pp. 7/-.

Contents : The Bosom of the Eternal Father—The Bosom of Mary—The Mid

night Cave—The First Worshippers—The Infant God—Soul and Body—Calvary

before its Time—Heaven Already—The Feet of the Eternal Father.

Ethel's Book ; or, Tales of the Angels. A New and Cheaper

Edition. Beautifully bound in cloth, extra gilt, gilt edges. 2/6.

Growth in Holiness : or, The Progress of the Spiritual Life.

New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 464 pp. 6/-.

Contents: True Signs of Progress in the Spiritual Life—The Spirit in which

we Serve God—What holds us back?—Patience—Human Respect—The Human

Spirit—Spiritual Idleness—Prayer—Temptations—Scruples —The Right View of

our Faults—True Idea of Devotion—Lukewarmness—Fervour—Discretion, etc. etc.

Hymns. Complete Edition. Crown Svo, cloth, 427 pp. 6/-.
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FABER, FATHER—(continued).

Notes on Doctrinal and Spiritual Subjects. Fourth Edi

tion. Two Vols. Crown 8vo, cloth, 759 pp. io/-.

Contents : Mysteries and Festivals—God and the Most Holy Trinity—The Holy

Ghost—The Sacred Humanity of Jesus—Our Blessed Lord—The Passion—Our

Blessed Lady and the Saints—The Faith and the Spiritual Life—The Church-

Sacraments—Controversy—The Spiritual Life—Old Testament History—Special

Occasions—Life—The Four Last Things—Purgatory.

Poems. Complete Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 582 pp. 5/-.

Contains over 200 poems on : The Styrian Lake—Memorials of a Happy Time

—The Mourner's Death—Oxford—Hope—The Holy Angels—Birthday Thoughts

—The Four Religious Heathens—Thoughts while reading History—The Four

Gospels—Prince Armadis—The Feast of the Invention of the Holy Cross, etc., etc.

Sir Lancelot* A Legend of the Middle Ages. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 347 pp. 5/-.

Contents: The Ash-TrIree Hermitage—The Books—The Beautiful Year—The

Journey—Black Combe—Spirit of the Sea—The Leprosy—The Confession—The

Absolution—The Communion.

Spiritual Conferences. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth,

403 pp. 6/-.
Contents : On Kindness in General—Kind Words, Thoughts, and Actions—On

Death : its Aspects and Characteristics—Preparation for Death—A Death Precious

in the Sight of God—On Self-deceit—Simplicity—Weariness in Well-doing—Why

so little comes of Frequent Confession—Wounded Feelings, etc., etc.

The Blessed Sacrament: or, the Works and Ways of God.

New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 548 pp. 7/6.

Contents: Prologue—On Triumph—The Blessed Sacrament, the Greatest Work

of God—The Blessed Sacrament, the Devotion of Catholics—The Blessed Sacra

ment, a Picture of God—The Blessed Sacrament, a Picture of Jesus—Epilogue

—On Reparation.

The Creator and the Creature : or, The Wonders of Divine

Love. New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 416 pp. 6/-.

Contents : A new Fashion of an old Sin—What it is to be a Creature—What it

is to have a Creator—Why God wishes us to love Him—Why God loves us—Our

Means of loving God—Our Actual Love of God—In what way God repays our Love

—The Easiness of Salvation—The Great Mass of Believers—The World—Our

own God.

The Easiness of Salvation. Cloth gilt. i/-.

The Foot of the Cross: or, The Sorrows of Mary. Crown

8vo, cloth, 432 pp. 6/-.

Contents : The Martyrdom of Mary—The Prophecy of St. Simeon—The Flight

into Egypt—The Three Days' Loss—Meeting Jesus with the Cross—The Cruci

fixion—The Taking Down from the Cross—The Burial of Jesus—The Compassion

of Mary.

The Precious Blood : or, The Price of our Salvation. Fifth

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 308 pp. 5/-.

Contents : The Mystery of the Precious Blood—The Necessity of the Precious

Blood—The Empire of the Precious Blood— The History of the Precious Blood—

The Prodigality of the Precious Blood—The Devotion to the Precious Blood.

The Life and Letters of Frederick William Faber, D.D.

By Rev. John E. Bowden, of the Oratory. Third Edition. Crown

8vo., cloth, 447 pp. 6/-.

" We know no man who has done more to make the men of his day love God

and aspire to a higher path of the interior life ; and we know of no man who so

nearly represents to us the mind and preaching of St. Bernard and St. Bernardine

of Siena in the tenderness and beauty with which he has surrounded the names of

Jesus and Mary."—Dublin Review.

4\
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FABER, FATHER—(continued).

Father Faber's May Book. Compiled by an Oblate of Mary

Immaculate. A New Month of May, arranged for Daily Reading,

from the Writings of Father Faber. iSmo, cloth, gilt edges, with

Steel Frontispiece, 2/-.

A Brief Sketch of the Early Life of Frederick William

Faber, D.D. By his Brother. Limp cloth. i/-.

PANDER'S CATECHISM OF THE CATHOLIC RELIGION.

Preceded by a Short History of Religion. By Rev. Joseph Deharbe,

S.J. New Edition. Collated with the latest German Edition by the

Most Rev. Archbishop Porter, S.J. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 2/-.

FAWKES, REV. ALFRED.

Sacred Heart, and other Sermons, The. Red buckram,

gilt. 2/6.

" Bright, scholarly, thoughtful, and redolent of the modern spirit."—Academy.

FIDELIS, SISTER MARY.

Growth in the Knowledge of our Lord. Meditations for

every Day of the Year. Adapted from the Original of the Abbe' de

Brandt. Second Edition. In Three Volumes. Crown 8vo, cloth.

22/6. (Sold only in sets. )

Lesser Imitation of Christ, The. By Thomas a Kempis.

A Sequel to the " Imitation". Now done into English for the first

time. iSmo, cloth gilt, 230 pp. 2/6.

FITZGERALD, PERCY.

Jewels of the Imitation. A Selection of Passages with a

Little Commentary. Cloth, extra gilt. 2/-.

 

,
" It is an excellent book for spiritual reading in itself, and it will help its readers

to read that holiest of books with more relish and fruit. Mr. Fitzgerald's pithy up-

to-date comments throw a new light on many a wise saying of Thomas a Kempis."

—Irish Monthly.

Eucharistic Jewels. Second Edition. Fancy cloth. 2/6.

" Every page is bright with some exquisite passage, and Mr. Fitzgerald's little

commentaries, as he carries us along, are not unworthy of the glorious companion

ship in which he has placed them."—Freeman's Journal.

Jewels of the Mass. A Short Account of the Rites and

Prayers used in the Holy Sacrifice. Sixth Edition. Fancy cloth. 2/-.

" A treatise on the Mass, in which the author proves himself a sound theologian,

an accomplished master of ecclesiastical history bearing on the question, a cultured

scholar, and the possessor of a very charming style."—Nation.

The Layman's Day : or, Jewels of Practical Piety. Second

Edition. Cloth, extra gilt. 2/-.

" An effort to induce people to consider their every-day life from the point of

view of practical common-sense. . . . Admirably done."—Catholic News.

FLORA, the Roman Martyr. New One Volume Edition. Crown

8vo, cloth gilt. 6/-.

" A vivid picture of a far-off time in which the characters are so strongly and so

naturally portrayed that they unconsciously inspire us with some of their own ardour

and appreciation for the faith for which they died."—Tablet.

FORMBY, REV. H.

Book of the Holy Rosary : a Popular Doctrinal Exposition

of its Fifteen Mysteries. Embellished with thirty-six Full-page Illus

trations. New Edition. Handsomely bound in cloth. 3/6.
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FORMBY. REV. HI.—(continued).

Martyrs of the City of Rome, Little Book of the. With

numerous Illustrations of the Methods of Torture which the Christian

Martyrs suffrred. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, i/- net (postage 2d.}.

Also a better Paper Edition. Cloth gilt. 2/- net (postage 30!.).

Monotheism, mainly derived from the Hebrew Nation and

from the Law of Moses. The Primitive Religion of the City of

Rome. An Historical Investigation. Demy 8vo. cloth, 360 pp. 5/-.

Pictorial Bible and Church History Stories. Copiously

Illustrated. Parts I., II., III., Old Testament History. IV., Life

of Christ (Vol. II.). V., VI., VII., Church History. The seven

Parts may be had in canvas, i/3 each. Or bound in Three Volumes,

in canvas, 8/3. Also a better Edition, in green cloth, lettered.

Volumes I. and III., 5/- each. Volume II. (The Life of Christ), 2/-.

Pictorial Bible and Church History Stories (Abridged).

Complete in One Volume. Crown 8vo, 320 pp. With Panoramic

Frontispiece, and Bird's-eye View of Jerusalem. Numerous Cuts

throughout. School Edition. Cloth i/4 (postage 4d.). Better

Paper Edition, cloth extra, richly gilt, gilt edges, 3/6.

Pictorial Life of Jesus Christ. Complete Edition. Green

cloth, illustrated. 2/-. Also an Abridged Edition, 64 pp. With 30

Vignettes in the Text. Cloth. 6d.

FRASSINETTI, VERY REV. JOSEPH.

Consolation of a Devout Soul, The. With an Appendix

on the Holy Fear of God. Translated by Georgiana, Lady Chatter-

ton. Popular Edition. Cloth, red edges. i/6.

New Parish Priest's Practical Manual. A Work useful

also for other Ecclesiastics, especially for Confessors and for Preachers.

Translated by Very Rev. Canon Hutch, D.D. Third Edition. Crown

8vo, 556 pp., cloth. 6/-.

St. Teresa,s Paternoster : A Treatise on Prayer. Trans

lated by Very Rev. Canon Hutch, D.D. Third Edition. Cloth.

iSmo, 368 pp. 4/-.

" Frassinetti has woven together the words of St. Teresa and of St. John of the

Cross, with a commentary so practical, so clear, and yet so spiritual, that it would

be difficult to imagine anything more perfect in its way."—Tablet.

FROM THE CRIB TO THE CROSS. Meditations for the Young.

With a Preface by Very Rev. Fr. Purbrick, S. J. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 4/-.

" It contains 107 simple, easy meditations on the Life of Our Lord from the Crib

to the Cross, each endi»g with a Resolution and Prayer. The applications are such

as are most suited to the needs and faults of childhood, and the scenes are pictured

with a skill which fixes the attention and tends to fill the imagination with holy

and pious images. We strongly recommend these meditations to Colleges and

Convent Schools."—Month.

fc
FULLERTO>, LADY GEORGIANA.

Grantley Manor. An Interesting Story of Catholic Life

and Society. New Edition. Cloth gilt, gilt edges, 349 pp. 3/6.

Life of St. Frances of Home. New Edition. Cloth gilt.

a/--

Life of Madame Duchesne, Religious of the Society of the

Sacred Heart of Jesus, and Foundress of that Society in America.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 7/6.
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FULLERTON, LADY QEORMAXA-{continued).

Life of Mere Marie de la Providence, Foundress of the

Helpers of the Holy Souls. Third Edition. With Preface and

Appendix by Rev. Sydney F. Smith, SJ. Cloth. 1/6 net (postage

3d-)-

Life of the Venerable Madeleine Barat, Foundress of the

Society of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 368 pp.

7/6.

Seven Stories. New and Cheaper Edition. Cloth, gilt

extra. 2/6.

Contents : " Rosemary "—" Reparation "—" The Blacksmith of Antwerp "—" The

Beggar of the Steps of St. Roch"—Trouvaille"—"Earth without Heaven"—"Ad

Majorem Dei Gloriam ".

Strawcutter's Daughter, and The Portrait in my Uncle's

Dining-Room, The. New and Cheaper Edition. Cloth, gilt extra.

2/6.

GALLWEY, REV. PETER (S.J.).

Precious Pearl of Hope in the Mercy of God, The. Trans

lated from the Italian. With Preface by the Rev. Fr. Gallwey.

Cloth. 4/6.

GIBBONS, CARDINAL.

The Faith of our Fathers. A Plain Exposition and Vindi

cation of the Church founded by our Lord Jesus Christ. Forty-

eighth Revised and Enlarged Edition. With Portrait. Limp cloth,

2/- net (postage 4d.). Cloth boards, gilt lettered, 3/- net (postage

4d.).

GIBBS, HENRY.

A Long Probation. A Novel. Dedicated by permission to

His Eminence Cardinal Vaughan. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 6/-.

" A beautiful story—the interest is well sustained from beginning to end, the

sentiment is thoroughly Catholic, and the characters are deftly drawn."—Month.

GIBSON, REV. HENRY.

Catechism made Easy : being a Familiar Explanation of the

Catechism of Christian Doctrine. Eleventh Edition. Two Vols.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 800 pp. 7/6.

Contains a course of fifty-eight instructions on Catholic doctrines, each accom

panied by from one to eleven stories, legends, anecdotes, etc., expressly designed to

illustrate their meanings and to fix them in the minds of children.

" This work must be of priceless worth to any who are engaged in any form of

catechetical instruction. The best book of the kind that we have seen in English."

—Irish Monthly.

GILBERT, RT. REV. MGR.

Love of Jesus: or, Visits to the Blessed Sacrament for every

Day in the Month. Thirty-ninth Edition. 32mo, cloth. 1/6. Also

in calf, red edges. 5/-. Morocco, gilt edges. 5/6. German calf

limp. 5/6.

Reflections on the Stations of the Cross : or, The Love of

Jesus in His Passion. With the Devotion of the Via Cruris. Ninth

Edition. 32mo, cloth. 1/6.
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6ILLOW, JOSEPH.

Biographical History, and Bibliographical Dictionary of

the English Catholics. From the Breach with Rome in 1534 to the

Present Time. Vol. I., A-C, 612 pp. Vol. II., D-Grad, 557 pp.

Vol. III., Grah-Kem, 688 pp. Vol. IV., Kem-Met, 572 pp. Demy

8vo. cloth, i5/- each.

" The patient research of Mr. Gillow, his conscientious record of minute parti

culars, and especially his exhaustive bibliographical information in connection with

each name are beyond praise."—British Quarterly Review.

The Haydock Papers. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, half bound.

7/6.

St. Thomas's Priory: or, The Story of St. Austin,s, Stafford.

With three Illustrations. Crown 8vo, half leather, gilt top. 5/-.

GRADWELL, MONSIGNOR.

Snccat : The Story of Sixty Years of the Life of St. Patrick.

Crown 8vo, cloth. </-,

Monsignor Gradwell in this work has treated his subject from a novel point of

view. In the first place, he has chosen a portion only of the life of St. Patrick.

Again, he has attempted to exhibit him in the light in which he was seen by his

contemporaries. The style is eminently readable, the descriptions are vivid, and

the narrative of events is clear and accurate.

GRANDE CHARTREUSE, MONASTERY OF THE. By a

Carthusian Monk. English Edition. With four Full-page Photo-

tints. Crown 8vo, wrapper. 2/6.

" All who are desirous of obtaining a precise idea of the sort of life led by the

members of the Order (the Carthusians) should procure this little book."—Catholic

Times.

GRANVILLE POPULAR LIBRARY of Entertaining, Instructive,

and Amusing Books. All handsomely bound in cloth, extra gilt

(new designs), and suitable for Prizes.

Special Descriptive List postfree on application.

One Hundred Books selected from this Library, varying in

price from i/- to 3/-, sent, carriage paid, to any part of the United

Kingdom on receipt of £5 5/-.

HAMMERSTEFN, REV. L. VON (S.J.).

Foundations of Faith: The Existence of God Demonstrated.

From the German of Fr. Ludwig von Hammerstem, S.J. With an

Introduction by the Rev. W. L. Gildea, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-,

" Popular, interesting, forcible and sound. It is well to have a book like Father

von Hammerstein's to put into the hands of serious inquirers ; it forms a valuable

addition to our apologetic literature."—Tablet.

HAYWARDEN, RICHARD T.

Pilate's Wife. A Tale of the Time of Christ. Fcap. 8vo,

fancy cloth, a/6.

" One of the most remarkable little books of the day. . . . Each character is

drawn as by a master hand, a literary artist ; and very impressive are his pictures

of the suffering Saviour, of whose trial and crucifixion a vivid and realistic account

is given, which recalls very graphically the stupendous scene enacted on Calvary."

—Devon County Standard,
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HEDLEY, BISHOP.

The Christian Inheritance. Second Edition, Crown 8vo,

cloth gilt, 430 pp. 6/-.

" We do not know any bock we could more confidently recommend to intelligent

inquirers after truth, perplexed by the prevailing unbelief, than this new volume, in

which the Bishop of Newport prints some twenty discourses preached by him on

various occasions."—Tablet.

Our Divine Saviour, and other Discourses. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 6/-.

" This volume is made up of eighteen Discourses, which treat chiefly of the In

carnation, the Mass, the Blessed Sacrament, the Sacramental System, and kindred

subjects. They are not controversial in form, yet they have constant reference to

current errors of our day. They are brief, concise, lucid, profoundly philosophical,

yet so direct and simple in the arrangement of their thoughts and in their language,

that any person of ordinary intelligence can understand and profit by them."—

American Catholic Quarterly.

A Retreat : consisting of Thirty-three Discourses, with

Meditations : for the Use of the Clergy, Religious, and Others.

Third Edition. In handsome half-leather binding. Crown 8vo, 428

pp. 6/-.

"The book is one which, beyond the purpose for which it is directly intended,

may be strongly recommended for spiritual reading."—Month.

" Everywhere will be found a freshness of thought and polished beauty of

expression that readily impress the memory, and render meditation on the subject

proposed comparatively easy."—Irish Ecclesiastical Record.

HERBERT OF LEA, LADY.

Life of Mgr. Berneux, Bishop of Capse and Vicar-Apostolic

of Corea. Translated from the French. Fcap. 8vo, cloth gilt, red

edges. 3/-.

Month of March in Honour of St. Joseph, Protector of

the Church and Model of Christians. By Madame de Gentilles.

Translated by Lady Herbert. 32mo, cloth. 2/-.

Thekla. An Autobiography. Fancy cloth, gilt. 3/.

" The autobiography of Thekla is described with a picturesqueness and reality

which prove it to be sketched from life, and gives a remarkable fascination to this

charming little book."—Month.

HETWOOD, J. C.

Lady Merton. A Tale of the Eternal City. In two

Volumes. Crown 8vo, fancy cloth, gilt. 8/-.

Poetical Works. Two Volumes. Cloth. 5/-.

HOPE, MRS.

Conrersion of the Teutonic Race, The. Edited by Rev. J.

B. Dalgairns. A New and Popular Edition. Two Volumes, each

complete in itself. Vol. I., Conversion of the Franks and English.

Vol. II., St. Boniface and the Conversion of Germany. Fcap. 8vo.

2/6 each.

" Mrs. Hope was capable of the best original work, as her studies on the ' Con

version of the Teutonic Race ' abundantly attest."—Mo»th.

Early Martyrs, The. A Martyrology from the Apostles to

A.D. 320. Eighth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 360 pp. 2/6.

This interesting volume gives accounts of the martyrdoms of nearly all the early

Saints of the Church.
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HOPE, MRS.— {continued).

Franciscan Martyrs in England. Third Edition. Fcap.

8vo, cloth, lettered, 250 pp. 1/6.

Life of St. Philip Neri, Apostle of Rome and Founder of

the Congregation of the Oratory. Sixth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth,

202 pp. 1/-.

Life of St. Thomas of Canterbury. With Preface by Rev.

Fr. Dalgairns. Third and Cheaper Edition. Revised and Corrected,

with Memoir of the Author. Fcap. 8vo, neat cloth, 298 pp. 2/-.

" Mrs. Hope's works have become standard books of our Catholic literature."—

Tablet.

HUMPHREY, REV. W. (S.J.).

Divine Teacher, The. A Letter to a Friend. With a

Preface in Reply to the English Church Defence Tract " Papal

Infallibility ". Seventh Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

" We cannot speak in terms too high of the matter contained in this excellent

and able volume."— Westminster Gazette.

INNER LIFE OF FATHER THOMAS BURKE, O.P. By a

Dominican Friar of the English Province. Dark green buckram,

gilt. 2/-.

In this little work the writer has endeavoured to depict that side of Father

Burke's character which, if it is least known, gives the truer as well as the higher

idea of the well-known preacher.

KEENAN, REV. STEPHEN.

Controversial Catechism : or, Protestantism Refuted and

Catholicism Established by an Appeal to the Holy Scriptures, the

Testimony of the Holy Fathers, and the Dictates of Reason ; in which

such portions of Scheffmacher's Catechism as suit modern Contro

versy are embodied. New Edition, with latest Revisions by Rev.

George Cormack and a Preface by the Right Rev. Bishop Hedley

O.S.B. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 2/-.

KOLBE, REV. F. C.

Minnie Caldwell, and other Stories, for Girls and for their

Elders. Cloth gilt, bevelled boards. 3/-.

"Excellent reading for young girls about to enter into the world of society."—

Morning Post.

LAMBERT, REV. L. A.

Answers to Atheists: or, Notes on Ingersoll. Crown 8vo,

wrapper, 203 pp. 6d. (postage 2d.). Also in cloth, lettered. 1/-.

Over 200,000 copies of this remarkable book have been sold in America.

LASSERRE, HENRI.

Our Lady of Lourdes. The History of the Miraculous

Sanctuary of Our Lady of Lourdes. Translated by Rev. F. Ignatius

Sisk, O.C. New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 3/6.

Miraculous Episodes of Lourdes. Continuation and Second

Volume of "Our Lady of Lourdes". Translated from the Seven

teenth Edition, with the express permission of the Author, by M. E.

Martin. Crown 8vo, cloth, extrajgilt. 5/-.

Month of Mary of Our Lady of Lourdes. Translated by

Mrs. Crosier. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth gilt. 2/6.

" There is no devotional work with which we are acquainted that can for an

instant be brought into comparison with it. The exquisite charm and attraction

of this beautiful prayer book it would be difficult to exaggerate."— Weekly Register.
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LE MASSON, RET. DOM INNOCENT.

Spiritual Reading for every Day in the Year. Translated

and slightly Abridged by Rev. K. D. Best, of the Oratory. Fifth

Edition. Cloth. 2/-. Suitable for all Readers, young and old.

LESCHER, REV. WILFRID (O.P.).

Rosary, The : its History, Confraternity and Indulgences.

New Edition. Wrapper. 3d. Also better Edition in neat cloth,

gilt extra. 1/-.

Evolution of the Human Body, The. Wrapper. 6d.

Scholastic Idea of the Universal, The. Second Edition.

Wrapper. 6d.

LIGUORI, ST. ALPHONSUS.

A Translation of the Works of St. Alphonsus, edited by the late

Bishop Coffin :—

Vol. I. Christian Virtues, and the Means for obtaining

them, The. Cloth gilt. 3/-. Or separately, cloth flush— 1. The

Love of Our Lord Jesus Christ. 1/-. 2. Treatise on Prayer (in

many editions a great part of this work is omitted). 1/-. 3. A

Christian's Rule of Life. 1/-.

Vol. II. The Mysteries of the Faith—The Incarnation ;

containing Meditations and Devotions on the Birth and Infancy of

Jesus Christ, etc. , suited for Advent and Christmas. 2/6.

Vol. III. The Mysteries of the Faith—The Blessed Sacra

ment. 2/6.

Vol. IV. Eternal Truths—Preparation for Death. 2/6.

Vol. V. The Redemption—Meditations on the Passion. 2/6.

Vol. VI. Glories of Mary. New Edition. 3/6.

Reflections on Spiritual Subjects and on the Passion of

Jesus Christ. 2/6.

LILLY, W. S.

Ancient Religion and Modern Thought. Second Edition.

Demy 8vo, cloth, xxvl-367 pp. Reduced to 6/-.

Contents : The Message of Modern Thought—The Claim of Ancient Religion—

Religious and Religion—Naturalism and Christianity—Matter and Spirit.

LITURGICAL WORKS.

Manuale Officiorum Quorundam, ex online Administrandi

Sacramenta excerptorum. 48mo, roan, 1/6. Persian calf, 2/6.

English calf, 3/6. Morocco, 4/.

Ordo Administrandi Sacramenta, et alia quasdam officia

ecclesiastica rite peragendi in Missione Anglicana ; ex Rituali

Romano extractus ; nonnullis adjectis ex Antiquo Rituali Anglicano.

i8mo, French morocco, gilt edges, 4/-. Calf, red edges, 5/-.

Morocco, gilt edges, 6/-.

Ritus Servandus in Expositione et Benedictione Sanctis

simi Sacramenti. Ex Decreto XVIII. N4 Concilii Provincialis West-

monastcriensis I. ubique in Anglia adhibendus. New and Enlarged

Edition, recently approved by the Bishops of England. Beautifully

printed in red and black from new type on superfine paper. Quarto,

solidly bound in red cloth, with gilt cross. Price 5/- net (postage

6d.). Full red calf, 15/- net. Red morocco, 17/6 net.
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LITIU8, REV. T. (M.A., C.SS.R.).

St. Peter, Bishop of Rome : or, The Roman Episcopate of

the Prmce of the Apostles. Demy 8vo, cloth. 12/-.

Explanation of the Psalms and Canticles in the Divine

Office. By St. Alphonsus Liguori. Translated from the Italian by

Thomas Livius, C.SS.R. With a Preface by his Eminence Cardinal

Manning. Crown 8vo, cloth, xxx.-512 pp. 7/6.

Mary in the Epistles : or, The Implicit Teaching of the

Apostles concerning the Blessed Virgin. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

The Blessed Virgin in the Fathers of the First Six

Centuries. Demy 8vo, cloth. 12/-.

Cardinal Vaughan says in his preface to the volume : " I trust that this most

valuable addition to our literature upon the Office of Mary in the work of our Re

demption and Sanctification, will meet with the cordial reception which it deserves ;

from devout Catholics on the one hand, and from sincere and earnest inquirers

outside the Church on the other.

MADDEN, REV. W. J.

Disunion and Reunion. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/-.

" A useful, interesting and well-written book."—Irish Monthly.

" The volume contains a good deal of practical information in a plain and popular

style."—Catholic Times,

Mclaughlin, rev. j.

Is One Religion as Good as Another? Fortieth Thousand.

Wrapper. 6d. net (postage 2d.). Cloth. 1/6 net.

MALTCS, VERY REV. J. A. (O.P.).

Many Incentives to Love Jesus and His Sacred Heart.

Cloth gilt. 2/6.

" The work consists, for the most part, of sentences from the writings of the

Saints, arranged in sections for devout meditation, and deserves to be widely known

among priests and Religious."—Tablet.

The Pure Love of God. In which are Incorporated " Heaven,

our Eternal Home," "The Everlasting Life and Love of Jesus,"

" The Triumph of Charity on Earth and in Purgatory," and

"Charity is the Greatest Created Gift of God to Man". Cloth

gilt. 2/-.

" In this beautiful little volume practical Catholics will find a series of eloquent

prayers and ejaculations appropriate to all the vast variety of devotions which the

Church enjoins. They constitute a very valuable incentive to religious fervour."—

Scotsman.

MANNING, CARDINAL.

Confidence in God. Seventh Edition. 32mo, neat cloth

gilt. 1/-.

Lost Sheep Found. A Sermon. Wrapper. 6d. Being an

Appeal for the Convents of the Good Shepherd.

Miscellanies. First Series. Crown 8vo, cloth, 387 pp. 6/-.

Contents : Roma Sterna—Work and Wants of the Church in England—On the

Subjects Proper to the Academia—Father Faber—Cardinal Wiseman—Ireland—

On Progress—The Daemon of Socrates, etc., etc.

Miscellanies. Second Series. Crown 8vo, cloth, 391 pp. 6/-.

Contents: The Church of Rome—Casarism and Ultramontanism—Dignity and

Rights of Labour—Christianity and Anti-Christianism—The Pope and Magna

Charta—Philosophy without Assumptions—Frederick Ozanam, etc., etc.
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MANNING, CARDINAL—(continued).

Religio Yiatoris. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 1/6.

" The four following truths are the four corners of my faith : The Existence of

God—That God hath revealed himself to me—That this Revelation is Christianity

—That Historical Christianity is the Catholic Faith."—Preface,

Sermons on Ecclesiastical Subjects. Crown 8vo, cloth, 456

pp. 6/-.

Contents : Introduction on the Relations of England to Christianity—Help

Nearest when Need Greatest—Dogmatic Authority Supernatural and Infallible—

Perpetual Office of the Council of Trent—Name and Patience of Jesus—The

Certainty of Divine Faith—Strength in Weakness—The Good Shepherd—The

Resurrection of Dry Bones, etc., etc.

Sin and its Consequences. Tenth and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 4/-.

Contents: The Nature of Sin—Mortal Sin—Venial Sin—Sins of Omission—

The Grace and Works of Penance—Temptation—The Dereliction on the Cross—

The Joys of the Resurrection.

The Blessed Sacrament the Centre of Immutable Truth.

321110, neat cloth gilt. i/-.

The Eternal Priesthood. Twelfth and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

Contents : The Nature, Powers, Three Relations, Obligations of Sanctity, and

the Instrumental Means of Perfection of the Priesthood—The End of the Priest—

The Priest's Dangers, Sorrows, Friends, Liberty, Obedience, Rewards, House,

Life and Death, etc., etc.

The Four Great Evils of the Day. Seventh and Cheaper

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

Contents : The Revolt of the Intellect against God—The Revolt of the Will

against God—The Revolt of Society from God—The Spirit of Anti-Christ.

The Fourfold Sovereignty of God. Fourth and Cheaper

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

Contents : Six Lectures on the Sovereignty of God over the Intellect and the

Will of Man and over Society—The Sovereignty of the Divine Head of the Church

—The Sovereignty of the Church derived from its Divine Head—The Sovereignty

of God over the Course of the World.

The Glories of the Sacred Heart. Seventh and Cheaper

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 4/-.

Contents: The Divine Glory of the Sacred Heart—The Sacred Heart God's

Way of Love—Dogma, the Source of Devotion—The Science, the Last Will, the

Temporal Glory, the Transforming Power, the Signs of, and the Eternal Glory of

the Sacred Heart—The Sure Way of Likeness to the Sacred Heart.

The Grounds of Faith. Eleventh Edition. Crown 8vo,

cloth. i/6.

Four Lectures: Revealed Truth Definite and Certain—The Choice of a His

torical Witness—The Church a Divine Witness—Rationalism the Legitimate

Consequence of Private Judgment.

The Holy Ghost the Sanctifler. 32010, neat cloth gilt. 2/-.

The Independence of the Holy See. Second and Cheaper

Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

Contents : The Temporal Sovereignty ot the Pope a Divine Ordinance and a

Provision for the Independence of the Spiritual Power—The Violation of the

Providential Order of the Christian World—The Revolt and its Nemesis. With

three Appendices.
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M A N MM.. CARDINAL—(continued).

The Internal Mission of the Holy Ghost. Seventh and

Cheaper Edition. (Town 8vo, cloth, 494 pp. 5/-.

Contents: Grace the Work of a Person — Salvation by Grace—The Virtues of

Faith, Hope and Charity—The Glory of Sons—The Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost

—The Gifts of Holy Fear, Piety, Science, Fortitude, Counsel, Understanding, and

of Wisdom—The Fruits of the Spirit—The Beatitudes—Devotion to the Holy

Ghost.

The Love of Jesus to Penitents. Fourteenth Edition.

32mo, neat cloth gilt. i/-.

The Office of the Church in Higher Catholic Education.

6d.

The Temporal Mission of the Holy Ghost: or, Reason

and Revelation. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

Contents : The Relation of the Holy Ghost to the Church, to the Human

Reason, to the Letter and to the Interpretation of Scripture, and to the Divine

Tradition of the Faith.

The True Story of the Vatican Council. Second and

Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

Contents : The Origin and Motive of the Vatican Council—The Centenary of

St. Peter and Preparations for the Council—The Opening of the Council, and

First Constitution on Faith—The First Constitution on the Church—The Defini

tion of Infallibility.

The Workings of the Holy Spirit in the Church of Eng

land. New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. i/6.

Being a letter to the Rev. E. B. Pusey, D.D., first published in 1864.

MANNING, CARDINAL, Edited by.

Life of the Cure- d,Ars. From the French of the Abb6

Monnin. Popular Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

The authorised translation of the work by the Abbe Monnin, the friend and

fellow-labourer of the Cur6, written by command of the Bishop of Belley, and is the

only authentic work published.

MANNOCK, REV. JOHN (O.S.B.).

Poor Man,s Catechism : or, People,s Catechism of Catholic

Doctrine, The. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 250 pp. i/-.

MANRESA: or, The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius. For

general use. New Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 364 pp. 3/-.

The title of the original work, vi". : " Spiritual Exercises : chosen with a view

to lead man to conquer himself, to disengage himself from the fatal influence of evil

affections, and, with his heart thus set free, to trace out for himself the plan of a

truly Christian life," clearly points out the object of this work.

MARTIN, LADY.

Life of Princess Borg-hese (nee Gwendalin Talbot). Trans

lated from the French. Crown 8vo, tastefully bound in cloth gilt. 4/-.

"The life of the charming and saint-like young Englishwoman will come as a

welcome surprise to the readers of a later generation, who will find how completely

the spirit of Catholic faith and charity was combined in the person of Lady Gwendalin

Talbot with the rarest beauty and the most accomplished talents."—Tablet,

i
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MEMORIES OF THE CRIMEA. By Sister Mary Aloysius.

With Preface by the Very Rev. J. Fahey, D.D., V.G. Crown 8vo,

cloth gilt. 2/6.

"The venerable Sister, upon whom Her Majesty the Queen bestowed the de

coration of the Royal Red Cross a few months ago, tells her touching story of heroic

self-abnegation with a modest simplicity that is far more impressive than the most

elaborate and picturesque style of descriptive writing."—Daily Telegraph.

MEKIC, ABBE.

The Blessed will know each other in Heaven. From the
French of the Abbe• Me"ric, by Mrs. Ringer. Second Edition. Taste

fully bound in cloth, gilt edges. 3/-.

" Contains a limitless store of consolation and hope."—Catholic Times.

MEYNELL, ALICE.

Lonrdes: Yesterday, To-day, and To-morrow. Translated

from the French of Daniel Barbe\ by Alice Meynell. With twelve

Full-page Water Colour Drawings by Hoffbauer, reproduced in

Colours. Royal 8vo, blue buckram, gilt. 6/-.

" The story has never before been so vividly conceived and so pointedly expressed ;

while the illustrations, twelve in number, not only mark a new era in artistic colour-

printing, but bring home to the reader the shrine, and the scenes that yearly take

place there, with a beauty and percision unattempted before."—Tablet.

MONTGOMERY, HON. MBS.

Life of the Blessed Angelina of Marsciano, Foundress of

the First Convents of the Third Order Regular of St. Francis of

Assisi. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

" Mrs. Montgomery has given us in a very simple and pleasing style, a life of the

saintly promotress of the Third Order of St. Francis, filled in with much interesting

matter illustrative of the habits and manners of the age."—Catholic News.

The Divine Ideal. New Edition. Crown 8vo, neat cloth.

3/6-

" In ' The Divine Ideal ' we have essayed to elucidate the position of Mary the

Mother of God, in Creation and in Redemption, showing the validity of her claim

equally in both."—Extract from Preface.

The Eternal Years. With an Introduction by the Most

Rev. Archbishop Porter, S.J. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/6.

An endeavour to trace the hopes and expectations of the soul, and of the Church.

MORRIS, REV. JOHN (S.J.).

Devotions of the Lady Lucy Herbert of Povris. 3/6.

Letter Books of Sir Amias Poulet, Keeper of Mary, Queen

of Scots. Demy 8vo. 3/6 net (postage 4^ d. ).

Two Missionaries under Elizabeth. Demy 8vo. i4/-.

The Catholics under Elizabeth. Demy 8vo. i4/-.

The Life of Father John Gerard, S.J. Third Edition,

Rewritten and Enlarged. Demy 8vo. I4/-.

Life and Martyrdom of St. Thomas Becket. Second and

Enlarged Edition. In One Vol. Large post 8vo, cloth, pp. xxxvi.-

632. 12/6. Or bound in Two Vols. Cloth, I3/-.

Catholic England in Modern Times, 1/6 net (postage 3d.).
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MORRIS, REV. W. B. (of the Oratory).

The Life of St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland. Fifth and

Revised Edition in the press. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/-.

"The standard biography of Ireland's Apostle. For clear statement of facts,

and calm judicious discussion of controverted points, it surpasses any work we know

of in the literature of the subject."—American Catholic Quarterly.

Ireland and St. Patrick. A Study of the Saint's Character

and of the Results of his Apostolate. Second Edition. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 5/-.

"We read with pleasure this volume of essays, which, though the Saint's name

is taken by no means in vain, really contains a sort of discussion of current events

and current English views of Irish character."—Saturday Review.

MULHOLLAND, CLARA.

Little Merry Face and his Crown of Content, and other

Tales. Crown 8vo, fancy cloth gilt. 2/6.

" Many of them are full of quiet pathos, and all breathe a spirit of true Catholic

piety, which conveys the highest moral without obtruding it."—Dublin Review.

MULHOLLAND, ROSA (LADY GILBERT).

The Wicked Woods. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, with Por

trait. 5/-.

"An exceptionally bright, powerful and striking tale."—Morning Post.

" The tale is gracefully written, and its characteristic touches of true Irish romance

will recommend it to many readers."—Scotsman,

The Wild Birds of Killeevy. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo,

fancy cloth, gilt extra. 3/6.

"One of the best Catholic stories of the century."—Catholic News.

NEWMAN, CARDINAL.

The Church of the Fathers. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 361 pp. 4/-.

An attempt to illustrate the tone and modes of thought, the habits and manners,

of the early times of the Church.

Detailed List of Cardinal Newman's Works on application.

NORTHCOTE, YERY REY. PROVOST (D.D.).

Mary in the Gospels : or, Lectures on the History of our

Blessed Lady as Recorded by the Evangelists. Second Edition.

Cloth gilt, 344 pp. 3/6.

OAKELEY, CANON.

Catholic Worship : A Manual of Popular Instruction on the

Ceremonies and Devotions of the Church. New Edition. Cloth,

lettered, i/-.

Order and Ceremonial of the Sacrifice of the Mass Ex

plained. Popular Edition. Cloth, lettered, 144 pp. if-.

Written as a dialogue between a Priest and a Catechumen, with an appendix on

Vespers, Compline, and Benediction.

Yoice of Creation as a Witness to the Mind of its Divine

Author. Five Lectures. Cloth. 1/- net (postage 2d. ).

Youthful Martyrs of Rome, The. A Christian Drama,

adapted from " Fabiola ". Eighth Edition. Cloth. 1/8.

O'MEARA, KATHLEEN.

The Blind Apostle, and A Heroine of Charity. Crown

8vo, fancy cloth, gilt. 4/6.

" The last bequest of the cultivated and pious intelligence to which we owe so

many beautiful and instructive writings."—Cardinal Manning.
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PAROCHIAL REGISTERS, A NEW AND UNIFORM SET OP.

Large quarto, 13 by 11 inches. Very strongly bound in half-leather,

cloth sides and joints, coloured edges, gilt lettering. " Liber Baptiza-

torum." "Liber Confirmatorum." " Liber Matrimoniorum. " "Liber

Defunctorum. " To suit the convenience of large or small Missions

each book may be had in the following sizes and prices, ico pp. ,

io/- each; 200 pp., I5/- each; 400 pp., £i each; 600 pp., £i io/-

each.

The registers are bound in different colours, so that the volume needed may a

once be recognised.

PARSONS, MRS.

Afternoons with Mrs. Maitland. Cloth gilt. 1/6.

A book of household instruction and entertainment. Each afternoon deals with

the discussion of some virtue or useful quality, pleasantly and simply treated.

Life of St. Ignatius of Loyola. An Interesting Account of

the Saint and of his Work. Cloth gilt. 2/-.

Thomas Rileton. His Family and Friends. Crown 8vo,

fancy cloth. 3/6.

" A bright and simple controversial story, with a motive and a moral. . . . The

reading of the book does one good."— Weekly Register.

Twelve Stories for Children. Cloth gilt. 2/-.

Entertaining and instructive stories for boys and girls.

Twelve Tales for the Young. First Series. Cloth, gilt

extra. 2/6.

Twelve Tales for the Toung. Second Series. Cloth, gilt

extra. 2/6.

Wrecked and Saved. A Tale. New Edition. Crown 8vo,

fancy cloth, gilt extra. 3/6.

PATTERSON, BISHOP.

Jesus Christ, Model of the Priest. Translated from the

Italian. Fifth Edition. 321n0, cloth gilt. i/4.

PERIODICALS.

Messrs. Burns & Oates receive Subscriptions to any of the

Reviews, Magazines, or Daily Papers published in Hie United King

dom or A merica. Subscription i may commence at any time, but cannot

be receivedfor less than six months ; or in the case of Magazines, etc.,

published abroad, twelve months. They will be happy to forward

Price List of the principal Periodicals on application,

PERRY, REV. JOHN.

Practical Sermons, for all the Sundays of the Year.

First and Second Series. Sixth Edition. Fcap. fcvo, cloth. 3/6

each.

"The price at which these are issued puts them within reach of the most

moderate purse. We trust their circulati on may be so extensive as to verify in Fr.

Perry's regard, that which was written of another great Servant of God—' being

dead he yet speaketh' ".—Tablet.

I '
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POLICE, REV. A.

Parochial Hymn Book. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, i/- net

(postage 3d.). Roan, red edges, 2/- net. Frencli morocco, gilt edges,

2/6 net. Calf, red edges, 5/6 net.

Parochial Hymn Tunes, containing Words and Melodies.

Demy 8vo, cloth. 4/-.

Contains some 575 hymns, vespers, compline, and prayers and devotions for all

the faithful.

POPE, REV. T. A. (of the Oratory).

Life of St. Philip Neri. Translated from the Italian of

Cardinal Capecelatro. Second and Revised Edition. Two Volumes.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 12/6.

" Altogether this is a most facinating work, full of spiritual lore and historic

erudition, and with all the intense interest of a remarkable biography. Take it up

where you will, it is hard to lay it down. We think it one of the most completely

satisfactory lives of a Saint that has been written in modern times."—Tablet.

PORTER, ARCHBISHOP (S.J.).

The Banquet of the Angels: Preparation and Thanksgiving-

for Holy Communion. New Edition. . i8mo, blue cloth, gilt. 2/-.

Also bound in a variety of handsome leather bindings suitable for

First Communion memorial gifts. From 6/6 to 12/6 net.

" This little volume is intended chiefly for people in the world, and contains an

excellent series of considerations and meditations suitable for the solemn occasion

of Holy Communion."—Irish Ecclesiastical Record.

PRACTICAL MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THE

Year on the Life of our Lord Jesus Christ. Chiefly for the Use of

Religious. By a Father of the Society of Jesus. With Imprimatur

of Cardinal Manning. New Edition, Revised. In Two Volumes.

Cloth, red edges. 9/-.

These volumes give three different daily points for consideration and application.

" A work of great practical utility, and we give it our earnest recommendation."

— Weekly Register.

PRACTICAL NOTES ON MORAL TRAINING. Especially

addressed to Parents and Teachers. With a Preface by Fr. Gallwey,

S.J. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

PRAYER ROOKS, etc.

N.B.—For full particulars of Prayer Books, see illustrated

Prayer Book Catalogue, sent post free on application.

Catholic Child's Guide to Devotion. A First Prayer Book

 

for the Young. In large Type. With Engravings. Cloth, 6d. and

1/-. Leather, 2/6.

Catholic Piety. A Popular Manual of Catholic Devotion,

containing all the ordinary Prayers and Services of the Church, with

Epistles and Gospels. Three Editions, all approved by the Cardinal

Archbishop of Westminster. 48mo Edition (size. 3^ by 2# inches).

In handsome leather bindings, from 1/- to 5/-. Demy 321i10 Edition

{size, 4 by 2^ inches). In six different styles of leather bindings,

from 1/6 10 3/6. Royal 321110 Edition (size, 5 by 3^ inches) with

out Epistles and Gospels. Cloth, 6d. Roan, 1/-. Or complete, in

six different styles, from 1/6 to 4/6.

*\
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PRATER BOOKS, etc.—{continued).

Catholic Prayer Book. Gives, in a small compass, an

approved Selection of Private Devotions, with an excellent Summary

of Christian Doctrine. Paste grain, 2/-. Calf limp, 4/-.

Catholic's Daily Companion. With Epistles and Gospels.

From 1/- to 5/- each.

Catholic's Vade Mecnm : or, Select Prayers for Daily Use,

The. New and Beautiful Edition. Printed in red and black on

superfine paper. (Size, 5^ by 3% inches.) Calf, red edges, 5/6.

German calf or morocco, four styles, 6/- each. German calf, padded,

five styles, 7/- each. Russia, two styles, morocco circuit or with

clasp, 8/6 each, and in handsome leather bindings, beautifully finished,

at 10/6 to 21/-.

Child's Mass Book. From 1/- to 4/-.

Children's Pictorial Mass Book. Abridged. 2d. and 6d.

Complete Editions. 1/-, 1/6, 3/-, 5/6.

Choir Manual for Sisters of Mercy. Cloth. 1/- net. With

Office of B.V.M. 2/6 net (postage 3d. ).

Christian's Manual. Royal 32m0, calf stiff or limp, red

edges. Containing New Testament, Book of Psalms, and Following

of Christ. 6/6 net (postage 4d. ).

Church Manual. With Epistles and Gospels. New and

Revised Edition. In leather bindings, 2/-, 3/6, 5/-, and 7/6 each.

Daily Exercise. New Edition. With Engravings. Cloth. 6d.

Daily Prayer Book. Compiled from various Sources. By

the Rev. H. S. Bowden, of the Oratory. Cloth. 1/-.

Dawn of Day : A Prayer Book for the Young. Cloth. 1/-.

Devotional Library for Catholic Households. Containing

New Testament, Book of Psalms, Imitation of Christ, Devout Life,

Spiritual Combat. All neatly bound in cloth, red edges, with cloth

case to match. 5/- net (postage 4d. ).

Devotions for Ecclesiastical Year. CI. 3/- net (postage 3d.).

Exercises of St. Gertrude. From 1/6 upwards.

Faithful Guide. Prayers and Devotions recommended to

Catholic Youth. By Fr. V. Raymond, O.P. Cloth, 2/6. Leather,

4/- and 6/-.

Few Flowers from the Garden. Cloth, i/-.

Flowers of Devotion : being a Collection of Favourite De

votions for Public and Private Use. Compiled from Approved

Sources, and with the Imprimatur of H. E. Cardinal Vaughan.

French morocco, limp, round corners, gilt edges, 1/6. Polished

paste grain, limp, round corners, red under gold edges, gold rolled,

2/6. German calf, limp, 4/-. Polished morocco, limp, 4/-. Russia,

limp, gold rolled, calf lined, 5/-. Polished morocco, silk lined, with

pockets for Visiting Cards, etc. 6/-.
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PRAYER HOOKS, etc.—{continued).

Garden of the Soul, The. By Bishop Challoner. Con

taining all the popular Devotions, with the Mass, Vespers, Benedic

tion, and Epistles and Gospels for Sundays and Festivals. Five

Editions are issued by Messrs. Burns & Oates, all bearing the

Imprimatur of the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster. 48010

Edition (size, 3M by 2}{ inches). In strong cloth binding, 6d. ,

and in handsome leather bindings, with red line borders, from 1/-

to 5/- ; or in Two Volumes, in leather cases, in various styles, from

3/- to 12/6. Demy 321T10 Edition (size, 4 by 2K inches). In six

different styles of leather binding, from 1/6 to 3/6. Imperial 32mo

Edition (size, 5% by 3^ inches). Without Epistles and Gospels,

cloth, 6d. ; roan, 1/-. Or complete in 18 different styles, from 1/-

to 10/6. i8mo Edition, with larger type (size, 5K by jfii inches).

Cloth, 1/-, without Epistles and Gospels ; or complete, from 1/4 to 5/6.

Sailors' Edition. Strong leather binding. 2/-,

Golden Manual, The. A Complete Guide to Catholic De

votion, Public and Private. (Size, 5K by 3K inches.) Paste grain

limp, or French morocco, stiff, 6/- each. Rutland roan, limp, round

corners, 7/-. Best calf, red edges, 8/6. German calf, or morocco,

limp, round corners, 8/6 each. Morocco boards, gilt edges, 8/6.

Morocco boards, extra gilt, 11/-. Any of the above with Epistles and

Gospels, 1/- extra. Also in handsome leather bindings, in a variety

of styles, from 13/- net to 30/- net.

Imitation of Christ, Of the. By Thomas a Kempis. New-

Popular Edition for Distribution. Cloth, red edges, 6d.

(postage 2d.). Leather, red edges, 1/-. Superfine Pocket

Edition. Fancy cloth extra, with red borders, 1/6. And in leather

bindings, from 2/6 to 10/-. Presentation Edition (size, 6% by

4K inches). With red border on each page. Cloth extra, 3/6.

And in leather bindings, from 7/- to 15/-.

Imitation of Christ and New Testament. 3/6 and 6/-.

Imitation of Christ and Spiritual Combat. 3/6 and 6/-.

Instructions and Devotions for Confession, for the Use of

Convents, Schools, etc. 32mo, cloth, 6d. Calf, red edges, 3/-.

Key of Heaven, The. Containing all the Popular Devotions,

Prayers, and Services of the Church, together with the Epistles and

Gospels. Three Editions, all issued by authority of the Cardinal

Archbishop of Westminster. 481110 Edition (size, 35-S by zlX inches).

In handsome leather bindings, with red borders, from 1/- to 5/-.

Demy 321110 Edition (size, 4 by 2% inches). In six different styles

of leather bindings, from 1/6 to 3/6. Royal 32mo Edition (size,

5 by 3*4 inches), without Epistles and Gospels. Cloth, 6d. Roan,

1/-. Or complete, in various stvles. from 1/6 to 4/6.

Little Book of the Most Holy Child Jesus : A Prayer Book

for His Children. Cloth. 1/-.

Manna of the New Covenant. A Sacramental Companion.

Cloth. 2/.

Manual of the Holy Family, with the Hymns. Cloth. 6d.

Manual of Indulgences, or Collection of Prayers and Good

Works, to which the Sovereign Pontiffs have attached Holy Indul

gences. Authorised Translation. Royal i6mo, 576 pp. , cloth. 4/-.
 

"
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PKATEK BOOKS, etc.—{continued).

Manual of Prayers for Congregational Use. With Hymns,

Appendix, and Supplement. Authorised by the Archbishops and

Bishops of England and Wales. Pocket Edition. Cloth, i/-.

Leather, 2/6, 5/-, and upwards. Also two larger Editions.

Manual of Prayers, for the Use of Training Ships, Reform

atory Schools, etc. Strong leather binding. 2/- net (postage 3d.).

Manual of Prayers, for the Use of Catholic Youth, chiefly

in Schools. Approved by the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster.

32tno, cloth. 1/6.

Manual of the Sacred Heart. New and Beautiful Edition.

Cloth, 2/- and 2/6. Leather, 4/6, 5/6, and 6/6.

Missal for the Laity. Abridged Edition. 32mo, cloth, 6d.

Leather, 1/6, 2/6, 4/6, and 5/-.

Missal. New and Complete Pocket Missal, with the Im

primatur of H. E. Cardinal Vaughan, in Latin and English,

with all the New Offices, and the propers for Ireland, Scotland,

and the Jesuits. (Size, 5% by 3% inches.) Roan or French

morocco, 5/-. Rutland roan, limp, 7/-. Best calf or morocco, four

styles, 8/6 each. Also in better bindings, from 11/- to 30/- net.

Our Lady of Perpetual Succour. A Manual of Devotion

for every Day of the Month. Translated from the French by Rev.

T. Livius, CSS. R. Ninth and Revised Edition, with coloured

Frontispiece. 32mo, cloth, 1/- net. Imitation seal, 2/- net. Paste

grain roan, 2/6 net. German, calf, 4/6 net (postage on single copies,

2d.).

Our Lady of Perpetual Succour, Manual of. From the

Writings of St. Alphonsus Liguori. By a Redemptorist Father.

Twenty-fifth Thousand. 181110. cloth, 1/- net. Leather, 2/- net.

With Hymns. Cloth, red edges, 1/6 net. Leather, gilt edges, 3/-

net (postage on single copies, 3d. ).

Our Lady's Manual, or Devotions to the Sacred Heart of

Mary. Cloth, 2/- and 2/6. Leather, 4/6 and 5/6.

Paradise of the Christian Soul. By Horstius. New Edi

tion. Cloth, 4/-. Leather, 8/- and 10/-.

Path to Heaven, The. The Cheapest and most Complete

Book of Devotions for Public or Private Use ever issued. (Size, 5K

by iYi inches.) Cloth, 2/-. Ditto, red edges, 2/6. Roan, 3/-.

Paste grain, gilt edges, 4/-. French morocco, gilt, with clasp, 4/6.

Persian calf, red edges, 4/6. Calf, red edges, 7/6. Morocco, gilt

edges, 7/6. German calf, or morocco, limp, round corners, 7/6 each.

Ditto, soft cushioned, round corners, 8/6 each.

Pax Yobiscum. Specially adapted for Sick Persons and

Invalids. Large type, cloth, 2/6. Leather, 4/-.

Pray for Us. Little Chaplets for the Saints. Imperial

32mo, cloth extra, gilt edges. With Steel Frontispiece. 2/-.

Prayers and Exercises of St. Gertrude. Two Volumes.

In a case, in best calf or morocco. 12/- net. Or in calf, in one

book. 6/6.

Prayers for the People. By the Rev. F. D. Byrne. Im

perial 32mo, cloth, extra gilt. a/-.

•''

/r-
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PRATER BOOKS, etc.— (continued).

Prayers of St. Gertrude and St. Mechtilde. Cloth, i/-

and 1/6. Leather, 2/- and 4/6 each.

Psalter, The, or Psalms of David in English. Cloth, 1/6.

'^alf, si-

Reflections and Prayers for Holy Communion. From the

French. Two Series. Each, 4/6 and upwards.

Servite Manual. Compiled by the Servite Fathers. Cloth,

2/6. With Hymns, 3/-.

Spirit of the Sacred Heart. A new large type Manual of

Prayers. Cloth, 3/6. Paste grain roan, gilt, 5/6. Also in better

bindings.

Spiritual Combat : together with the Supplement to the

same, and the Treatise of Inward Peace. A new Translation. Pocket

Edition. Cloth, 1/-. Leather, 1/6, 2/6, and 4/6.

Treasury of Prayer, The : A Manual of Popular Devotion.

Dedicated to the Frequenters of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri. New

Edition. With Epistles and Gospels. Cloth, i6mo, 2/6. Leather,

4/- and 7/6.

Vesper Book. 321T10. Cloth, 1/-. Leather, 1/6 and 4/6.

Vesper Book. Complete. i6mo. Leather, 3/6 upwards.

PRIESTMAN, JOHN.

God's Birds. Small 4to, tastefully bound. 3/6.

" A charming volume. The raven, the dove, and many other birds of Scripture,

occupy these fascinating pages, wherein we receive almost a new light on the

meaning of the sacred text, and we see more clearly the love of God for his

creatures."—Tablet.

QUARTERLY SERIES. Edited by the Jesuit Fathers. 96

volumes published to date.

SELECTION.

The Life and Letters of St. Francis Xavier. By the Rev.

H. I, Coleridge, S.J. Second Edition. Two Volumes. 10/6.

The History of the Sacred Passion. By Father Luis de la

Palma, of the Society of Jesus. Translated from the Spanish. 5/-.

The Life and Letters of St. Teresa. By Rev. H. J. Cole

ridge, S.J. Three Volumes. 7/6 each.

The Life of Mary Ward. By Mary Catherine Elizabeth

Chalmers, of the Institute of the Blessed Virgin. Edited by the

Rev. H. J. Coleridge, S.J. Two Volumes. 15/-.

The Return of the King. Discourses on the Latter Days.

By the Rev. H. J. Coleridge, S.J. 7/6.

Pious AfTeetions towards God and the Saints. Meditations

for every Day in the Year, and for the principal Festivals. From the

Latin of the Ven. Nicolas Lancicius, S.J. 7/6.

The Life and Teaching of Jesus Christ in Meditations for

every Day in the Year. By Fr. Nicolas Avancino, S.J. Two Volumes.

10/6.
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QUARTERLY SEEIES—{continued).

The Hours of the Passion. Taken from the Life of Christ.

By Ludolpb the Saxon. 7/6.

The Baptism of the King : Considerations on the Sacred

Passion. By the Rev. H. J. Coleridge, S.J. 7/6.

The Mother of the King. Mary during the Life of our

Lord. 7/6.

The Mother of the Church. Mary during the First Apos

tolic Age. 6/-.

The Life of St. Alonso Rodriguez. By Francis Goldie, of

the Society of Jesus. 7/6.

Letters of St. Augustine. Selected and arranged by Mary

H. Allies. 6/6.

Acts of the English Martyrs, hitherto unpublished. By the

Rev. John H. Pollen, S.J. 7/6.

Life of St. Francis di Geronimo, S.J. By A. M. Clarke. 7/6-

Aquinas Ethicus : or, The Moral Teaching of St. Thomas.

By the Rev. Joseph Rickaby, S.J. Second Edition. Tvro Volumes.

12/-.

The Spirit of St. Ignatius. From the French of the Rev.

Fr. Xavier de Franciosi, S.J. 6/-.

Jesus, the All-Beautiful. A Devotional Treatise on the

Character and Actions of our Lord. Edited by Rev. J. G. Macleod,

S.J. Second Edition. 6/6.

The Manna of the Soul. By Fr. Paul Segneri. New Edi

tion. In Two Volumes. 12/-.

Saturday Dedicated to Mary. From the Italian of Fr.

Cabrini, SJ. 6/-.

Life of Fr. Augustus Law, S.J. By Ellis Schreiber. 6/-.

Life of Ven. Joseph Benedict Cottolengo. From the Italian

of Don P. Gastaldi. 4/6.

Story of St. Stanislaus Kostka. Edited by Rev. F. Goldie,

S.J. Third Edition. 4/6.

The Lights in Prayer of the Ven. Frs. Louis de la Puente

and Claude de la Colombiere, and the Rev. Fr. Paul Segneri. Edited

by the Rev. J. Morris, S.J. 5/-.

Life of St. Francis Borgia. By A. M. Clarke. 6/6.

Life of Blessed Antony Baldinucci. By Rev. F. Goldie,

S.J. 6/-.

Distinguished Irishmen of the Sixteenth Century. By

Rev. E. Hogan, S.J. 6/-.

Journals kept during Times of Retreat. By the late Fr.

John Morris, S.J. Edited by Rev. J. Pollen, S.J. 6/-.

Life of the Rev. Mother Mary of St. Euphrasia Pelletier.

By A. M. Clarke. 6/-.
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QUARTERLY SERIES—{continued).

Jesus: His Life, in the very Words of the Four Gospels.

A Diatessaron by Henry Beauclerk, S.J. Cloth. 5/-.

First Communion. A Book of Preparation for First Com

munion. Edited by Fr. Thurston, S.J. Second Edition. With

nineteen Illustrations. 6/6.

The Life and Letters of Fr. John Morris, S.J. By Fr. J.

H. Pollen, S.J. Cloth. 6/-.

The Story of Mary Aikenhead, Foundress of the Irish

Sisters of Charity. By Maria Nethercott. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3/-.

VOLUMES ON THE LIFE OF OUR LORD. By Fr.

Coleridge.

The Preparation of the Incarnation. 7/6.

The Nine Months. The Life of our Lord in the Womb. 7/6.

The Thirty Years. Our Lord's Infancy and Early Life. 7/6.

The Ministry of St. John Baptist. 6/6.

The Preaching of the Beatitudes. 6/6.

The Sermon on the Mount. Continued. Two Parts. 6/6

each.

The Training of the Apostles. Parts I., II., III., IV. 6/6

each.

The Preaching of the Cross. Part I. 6/6.

The Preaching of the Cross. Parts II., III. 6/- each.

Passiontide. Parts I., II., III. 6/6 each.

Chapters on the Parables of our Lord. 7/6.

The Life of our Life. Harmony of the Life of our Lord,

with Introductory Chapters and Indices. Second Edition. Two

Volumes. 15/-.

The Passage of our Lord to the Father. Conclusion of

The Life ofour Life. 7/6.

The Works and Words of our Saviour, gathered from the

Four Gospels. 7/6.

The Story of the Gospels. Harmonised for Meditation.

7/6-

RAM} MRS* ABEL*

" Emmanuel." Being the Life of our Lord reproduced in

the Mysteries of the Tabernacle. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. */-.

" The arrangement of the matter, and the deep spirit of thoughtful devotion

that pervades almost every sentence, render it specially suitable for the exercises of

mental prayer."—Irish Ecclesiastical Record.

RAWES, VERY REV. FR. (D.D.).

Bread of Life : or, St. Thomas Aquinas on the Adorable

Sacrament of the Altar, The. Arranged as Meditations, with Prayers

and Thanksgivings, for Holy Communion. Second and Cheaper

Edition. Cloth gilt. 3/6.
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ItAWES, VERY REV. FR. (V.V.) -(continued).

Devotions for the Souls in Purgatory. Fourth Edition.

32mo, neat cloth, red edges. 2/-.

A way of hearing Mass for the Dead, and the Doctrines of Suarez on Purgatory

are also included in this Edition.

Foregleams of the Desired. Third Edition, with Frontis

piece. Neat cloth, gilt. 2/6.

Contains Sacred Verses, Hymns and Translations on the Sacred Humanity of

Jesus—The Mother of Jesus—-Days of Jesus—Saints of Jesus, etc.

St. John the Evangelist : or, The Beloved Disciple. Third

and Cheaper Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

" Full of research and of tender and loving devotion."—Tablet.

Septem : or, Seven Ways of Hearing Mass. New Edition.

32010, cloth flush, i/-. Neat cloth, with red edges, 2/-. Best calf,

4/-. Turkey morocco, 4/6.

" A great assistance to hearing Mass with devotion."—Tablet.

Visits and Devotions. 32010, neat cloth, red edges. 3/6.

This volume contains : The Eucharistic Month—Twelve Visits to Our Lady—

Nine Visits to the Blessed Sacrament and Devotions for the Souls in Purgatory.

READINGS WITH THE SAINTS. Compiled from their

Writings for the Use of Priests, Religious, and Christians in the

World. By a Priest of the Diocese of Clifton. With a Letter of

Approbation from Cardinal Manning. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 3/-.

" For spiritual reading it is most suitable, and to the preacher it will furnish

admirable thoughts and topics on which to dwell."—Month.

REEKS, REV. J. W.

St. George's Hymn-Tune Book. New and Enlarged Edi

tion. i/6. Words for Above. Wrapper, id.

REEVE AND CHALLONER.

Bible History. New and Improved Edition. Containing

both Old and New Testament History. Cloth. 2/-.

RENDU, A. (IL.D.).

The Jewish Race in Ancient and Roman History. Trans

lated from the Eleventh Corrected Edition by S. T. Crook. Crown

8vo, 440 pp. 6/-.

" This should prove a very useful book."—Dublin Review.

" The story is well and lucidly told."—Schoolmaster.

RICHARDS, VERY REV. DR.

Manual of Scripture History. Eighth Edition. Complete

in One Volume. Crown 8vo, cloth, 415 pp. , with Maps, etc. 4/-.

Being a complete analysis of the historical books of the Old Testament.

Adopted as a text-book in our colleges and training schools.

St. Francis of Sales, Introduction to the Devout Life. New

Translation. Eleventh Edition. Cloth, red edges, i/6. Best calf,

red edges, 5/-. Morocco, gilt edges, 5/6.

RICKABY, REV. JOSEPH (S.J.).

Oxford Conferences. Lent and Summer Terms, 1897.

Crown 8vo, wrapper, i/- net (postage 2d. ).

2
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RIVINGTON, REV. LUKE (D.D.).

Rome and England : or, Ecclesiastical Continuity. Crown

8vo. cloth, 3/6.

" Fr. Rivlngton's method of exposition is admirable—brief and lucid without

meagreness, pointed and telling without harshness. ... A book to be grateful for :

useful alike to the controversialist, the historical student, aud the general reader."—

Tablet.

ROBERTSON, MARY T.

Dorothy Close. Crown i2mo, cloth gilt. 1/6.

" A dainty little book, and a charmingly told story for girls."—Teacher's A id.

RODRIGUEZ ON CHRISTIAN PERFECTION. For Persons

living in the World. Fcap. 8vo, neat cloth, 800 pp. 6/-. Also an

Edition for the Use of Religious, "Religious and Christian Perfec

tion ". In Three Volumes. Crown 8vo, cloth. 12/-.

ROSE, STEWART.

St. Ignatius Loyola and the Early Jesuits. With more

than 100 Illustrations, by H. W. and H. C. Brewer and L. Wain.

Edited by the Rev. W. H. Eyre, S.J. Super royal 8vo, handsomely

bound in cloth, extra gilt, 650 pp. 15/- net (postage 8d.).

"jThe materials for the book have been gathered together with exemplary care

and labour from authorities old and recent, and more particularly from authentic

sources of information which have only become accessible within the last few years.

Emphatic praise and recognition are due to the manner in which the volume is

illustrated ; the engravings and sketches so freely scattered through the book

elucidate the life of St. Ignatius almost as much as the text."—Scotsman.

RUSHE, VERY REV. JAMES P. (O.D.C.) (Father Patrick of

St. Joseph).

Carmel in Ireland. A Narrative of the Irish Province of

Teresian or Discalced Carmelites. a.d. 1625-1896. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 3/6 net (postage 4d.).

RUSSELL, REV. MATTHEW (S.J.).

Moments before the Tabernacle. Fourth Edition. Demy

32mo, cloth. 1/- net (postage id.).

At Home near the Altar. Third Edition. With Steel

Frontispiece. Cloth, gilt edges. 2/-.

" Another of those exquisite gems which Father Russell is contributing to the

literature of the Real Presence. Its charm of style and beautiful variety of thought,

above all, its deep and tender devotion, will make it a welcome companion to the

meditative moments of the devout, and perhaps awaken a throb of devotion in the

hearts of the lukewarm."—The Ave Maria.

RYDER, REV. H. I. D. (of the Oratory).

Catholic Controversy : A Reply to Dr. Littledale's " Plain

Reasons ". Eighth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

SACRED HEART, ANCIENT DEVOTIONS TO THE. By

Carthusian Monks of the Fourteenth, Fifteenth, Sixteenth, and Seven

teenth Centuries. Cloth gilt, 3/-. Best calf, red edges, 6/6.

" The book deserves to be widely known and used, being a perfect treasure-house

of devotions to the Sacred Heart by choice disciples of St. Bruno."—Tablet.

SALVATORI'S PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEW

Confessors. Edited by Fr. Anthony Ballerini, S.J., and Translated

by Very Rev. William Hutch, D.D. Third Edition. i8mo. cloth

gilt, 314 pp. 4/-.

This work has been approved by His Lordship the Bishop of Cork as a text-Doun.

 

V
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SCHOOL BOOKS, Stationery, and General School Requisites.

Complete Catalogue sentpostfree on application.

SCHOUPPE, RET. F. X. (8.J.).

Purgatory : Illustrated by the Lives and Legends of the

Saints. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" Solid, instructive, practical, and interesting as a romance, this book will go far

to dispel the vague and erroneous ideas entertained among the faithful on the sub

ject of Purgatory. Its careful perusal will repay the thoughtless Christian, the

devout Catholic, and the zealous priest."—Irish Ecclesiastical Record.

Short Sermons for the Low Masses of Sunday. Comprising

a Methodical Exposition of Christian Doctrine. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 5/- net (postage, 4d. ).

Abridged Course of Religious Instruction, Apologetic,

Dogmatic, and Moral, for the Use of Catholic Colleges and Schools.

New Edition. Thoroughly Revised. Crown 8vo, 405 pp. 3/-.

Adopted as a text-book in our training schools, and approved by Cardmal Manning.

SCRIPTURE MANUALS FOR CATHOLIC SCHOOLS. Edited

by the Rev. Sydney F. Smith, S.J. Arranged with a view to the

Oxford and Cambridge Local Examinations.

St. Luke. By the Rev. T. W. Darby, O.S.B., and the Rev.

Sydney F. Smith, S.J. Crown 8vo, 308 pp., boards, with Map. 2/6.

Acts, Part I. (Chapters i.-xii.). By the Very Rev. T. A.

Burge, O.S.B. Crown 8vo, 130 pp., boards, with Map, and Supple

ment containing Chapters xiii.-xvi., pp. 40. 2/-.

Acts, Part II. By the Very Rev. T. A. Burge, O.S.B.

Crown 8vo, 132 pp., boards, with Map. 1/6.

St. Matthew. By the Rev. Sydney F. Smith, S. J.

[In preparation.

SHAPCOTE, EMILY MARY, Compiled by.

Legends of the Blessed Sacrament, gathered from the

History of the Church and the Lives of the Saints. With Illustra

tions. Handsomely bound for presentation. 4to, cloth, extra gilt.

6/-.

" This very beautiful work will find a ready welcome from the Catholic reader.

. . . The earnest feeling by which the whole is characterised, and the simple

eloquence with which it is written, add greatly to its attractions."— Weekly Register.

SHIPLEY, ORBY (M.A.).

Annus Sanctus. Hymns of the Church for the Ecclesi

astical Year. Translated from the Sacred Offices by various Authors.

With Modern, Original, and other Hymns, and an Appendix of

Earlier Versions. Selected and arranged by Orby Shipley, M.A.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 5/- net (postage 4d.).

Carmina Mariana. An English Anthology in Verse in honour

of, or in relation to, the Blessed Virgin Mary. Collected and ar

ranged by Orby Shipley, M.A. Second Edition. Cloth gilt. 7/6.

Carmina Mariana. A Second Series is in preparation.

STANTON, REV. R. (of the Oratory).

Menology of England and Wales: or, Brief Memorials of

the British and English Saints, arranged according to the Calendar.

Together with the Martyrs of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

With a Supplement containing Notes, Enlarged Appendices, and an

Index. Demy 8vo, cloth. 16/-.

The Supplement can be had separately. Wrapper. 2/-.

" As a work of reference it is invaluable."—Month.
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ST. BERNARD ON THE LOVE OF GOD, and Three Rosaries

of our Lady. Translated by Marianne Caroline and Coventry Pat-

more. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 4/6.

ST. FRANCIS DE SALES, The Works of. Translated into

the English Language by the Very Rev. Canon Mackey, O.S. B.,

under the Direction of the Right Rev. Bishop Hedley, O.S.B.

Vol. I. Letters to Persons in the World. Third Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

Vol. II. The Treatise on the Love of God. Fr. Carr's

Translation of 1630 has been taken as a basis, but it has been

Modernised and thoroughly Revised and Corrected. Second Edi

tion. 6/-.

Vol. III. The Catholic Controversy. Crown 8vo, cloth.

6/-.

Vol. IV. Letters to Persons in Religion, with Introduction

by Bishop Hedley on "St. Francis de Sales and the Religious State".

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" Wc earnestly commend these volumes to all readers, and we desire their widest

diffusion, as we desire also that the doctrine and spirit of St. Francis may reign in

all our hearts, both of pastors and of people."—Cardinal Manning in the Dublin

Review.

STEWART, AGNES M., Cheap Uniform Edition of the Works

of.

Life and Letters of Blessed Thomas More. 3/-.

Sir Thomas Gascoigne : or, The Yorkshire Plot. 3/-.

The People's Martyr, a Legend of Canterbury. An His

torical Tale, founded upon the Life and Death of St. Thomas a

Becket. 3/-.

Life of Cardinal Pole. 3/-.

Last Abbot of Thornton : or, Lord Wake of Baynard Castle

3/--

SWEENEY, RIGHT REV. ABBOT (O.S.B.).

Sermons for all Sundays and Festivals of the Year.

Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, handsomely bound in half-leather.

10/6.

" For such priests as are in search of matter to aid them in their round of

Sunday discourses, and have not read this volume, we can assure them that they

will find in these 600 pages a mine of solid and simple Catholic teaching."—Tablet.

TAYLOR, MISS.

A Marvellous History: or, The Life of Jeanne de la Noue,

Foundress of the Sisters of St. Anne of the Providence. Crown 8vo,

cloth, with Portrait. 4/-.

Lost, and other Tales for Children, adapted from the French.

Second Edition. Cloth. 2/-.

Tyborne, and who went thither, in the Days of Queen Eliza

beth. New and Revised Edition. Cloth gilt. 3/6.
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THOMPSON, EDWARD HEALY (M.A.).

Letters and Writings of Marie Lataste, with Critical and

Expository Notes. By two Fathers of the Society of Jesus. Trans

lated from the French. Three Volumes. 8vo, cloth, 5/- each.

Life of Jean-Jacques Olier, Founder of the Seminary of St.

Sulpice. New and Enlarged Edition. Post 8vo, xxxvi. -628 pp. i5/--

" M. Oiler's life is a perfect mine of ecclesiastical thought and suggestion. I

wish all our Ecclesiastical Colleges possessed many copies of it, so that it might

form a kind of text-book, both for Superiors and for Ecclesiastical Students."—

H. E. Cardinal Vaughan.

The Hidden Life of Jesus. A Lesson and Model to Chris

tians. By Henri-Marie Boudon. Translated from the French by E.

Healy Thompson, M.A. Third Edition. Cloth gilt. 3/-.

" It is very satisfactory to find that books of this nature are sufficiently in demand

to call for a re-issue ; and the volume in question is so full of holy teaching that we

rejoice at the evidence of its being a special favourite."—Month.

The Life and Glories of St. Joseph, Husband of Mary,

Foster-Father of Jesus, and Patron ofthe Universal Church. Grounded

on the Dissertations of Canon Vitali, Fr. Jose Moreno, and other

Writers. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" A work which is without its equal."—H. E. Cardinal Vaughan.

The Unity of the Episcopate. Crown 8vo, cloth. 4/6.

" The book which made altogether the most decided impression on my mind was

' The Unity of the Episcopate '. The principle of unity was there unfolded in a way

that was new to me, and which, I think, does away with a whole class of passages

(and they the strongest) which are usually alleged against the Papacy."—The late

Fr. Baker, Paulist, quoted in his Life by Fr. Hewit.

THOMPSON, EDWARD HEALY (M.A.), Edited by.

LIBRARY OF RELIGIOUS BIOGRAPHY.

pern;

Life of St. Aloysius Gonzaga, S.J. Eleventh Edition.

Globe 8vo, cloth, xxiv.-373 pp. 5/-.

" The life before us brings out strongly a characteristic of the Saint, which is,
•haps, little appreciated by many who have been attracted to him chiefly by the

 

Life of Marie Enstelle Harpain: or, the Angel of the

Eucharist. Fifth Edition. Cloth, xxi.-388 pp. 5/-.

" The life of Marie Eustelle Harpain possesses a special value and interest, apart

from its extraordinary natural and supernatural beauty, from the fact that to her

example and to the effect of her writings is attributed, in great measure, the wonder

ful revival of devotion to the Blessed Sacrament in France."—Dublin Review.

Life of St. Stanislaus Kostka. Fifth Edition. Cloth, s/-.

" We strongly recommend this biography to our readers, earnestly hoping that

the writer's object may thereby be attained, in an increase of affectionate venera

tion for one, of whom Urban VIII. exclaimed that, although 'a little youth,' he

was indeed ' a great saint '."—Tablet.

Life of Marie Lataste. Lay Sister of the Congregation of

the Sacred Heart. With a Brief Notice of her Sister Quitterie.

Second Edition. Cloth. 5/-.
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THOMPSON, EDWARD UKAM (M.A.), Edited by—(continued).

Life of Leon Paptn-Dupont, The Holy Man of Tours.

Fourth Edition. Cloth. 5/-.

" It is an original compilation, written in that well-known style of devout

suggestiveness and literary excellence which characterises the writer's former

volumes of religious biography. The life is full of devout thought and touching

stories."—Dublin Review.

Life of Jean Baptlste Mnard, Founder of the Congregation

of St. Edme and of the Monastery of I^a Pierre-qui-Vire. 8vo, cloth,

xix.-540 pp. 6/-.

Life of St. Charles Borromeo, Cardinal Archbishop of

Milan. Second Edition. Cloth gilt. 3/-.

" Well written and interesting, the work of a scholar and a man of judgment, as

well as a devout Catholic."— Weekly Register.

TWO LITTLE PILGRIMS. A Tale. By the Author of

" Gloomy Winter's Noo Awa'," etc. Prettily bound in cloth. 2/-.

ULLATHORNE, ARCHBISHOP.

Christian Patience, the Strength and Discipline of the Soul.

Fifth and Cheaper Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth, 256 pp. 7/-.

Contents : The Work of Patience in the Soul—The Nature and Object of

Christian Patience—Patience as a Universal Virtue—Christian Fortitude—The

Patience of the Son of God—Patience as the Discipline of the Sonl—Encourage

ments to Patience—The Gifts of the Holy Ghost—Prayer—Patience in Prayer—

The Cheerfulness of Patience, etc.

The Endowments of Man considered in their Relations

with his Final End. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth,

404 pp. 7/-.

Contents: The Nature of Man—Why Man is made in the Image of God—

Creation and Providence—Self and Conscience—On Evil and the Origin of Evil—On

Justice and Moral Evil—Why Man was not Created Perfect—The Fall, the Restora

tion and the Regeneration of Man—From the Beginning to the End of Man, etc.

The Groundwork of the Christian Virtues. Fifth and

Cheaper Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth, 411 pp. 7/-.

Contents : The Divine Law of Probation—The Nature of Christian Virtue—

The Difficulties of Virtue—Nature of Humility—The Grounds of Humility—On

Humility towards our Neighbour—The Divine Master of Humility—On the

Detestable Vice of Pride—The World without Humility—The Humility of Faith

—On the Schools of Humility—On Humility as the Counterpart of Charity, etc.

Memoir of Bishop >VilIson, First Bishop of Hobart, Tas

mania. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2/6.

" The compassion of the Bishop for the Convicts and the noble firmness with

which he besieged the authorities, until he obtained an amelioration of their

condition will draw forth the admiration of every Philanthropist."—Weekly Register.

The Autobiography of Archbishop Ullathorne. Edited

by Augusta Theodosia Drane. Second Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth. 7/6.

" As a plucky Yorkshireman, as a sailor, as a missionary, as a great traveller, as

a ravenous reader, and as a great prelate, Dr. Ullathorne was able to write down

most fascinating accounts of his experiences. The book is full of shrewd glimpses

from a Roman point of view of the man himself, of the position of Roman

Catholics in this country, of the condition of the country, of the Colonies, and of

the Anglican Church in various parts of the world, in the earlier half of this cen

tury."—Guardian.
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ULLATHORNE, ARCHBISHOP—(continued).

The Letters of Archbishop Ullathorne. Arranged by A.

T. Drane. {Sequel to the "Autobiography".) Demy 8vo, cloth,

550 pp. y/-.

" Compiled with admirable judgment for the purpose of displaying in a thousand

various ways the real man who was Archbishop Ullathorne. . . . This book is very

cordially recommended, not only for the intrinsic interest, but also for the sage and

prudent counsel which characterises the intimate correspondence of Archbishop

Ullathorne.-'—Tablet.

Characteristics from the Writing's of Archbishop Ulla

thorne, together with a Bibliographical Account of the Archbishop's

Works. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6/-.

" The Archbishop's thoughts are expressed in choice, rich language. We have

perused this book with interest, and have no hesitation in recommending our

readers to possess themselves of it."—Birmingham Weekly Mercury.

VAUGHAN, CARDINAL.

On the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Large Paper Edition.

Cloth, red edges. i/-. Also a Cheap Edition for Distribution.

Wrapper. 2d. net (postage ^d.).

The People's Manuals. In Two Volumes. Cloth 2/- net

(postage 3d.). Or the Manuals may be had separately at id. and

2d. each.

VAUGHAN, REV. DOM JEROME (O.S.B.), Edited by.

The Life and Labours of St. Thomas of Aquin. By Arch

bishop Vaughan, O.S.B. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

S44 PP- 6/6.

" Popularly written, in the best sense of the word ; skilfully avoids all wearisome

detail, whilst omitting nothing that is of importance in the incidents of the Saint's

existence, or for a clear understanding of the nature and the purpose of his sublime

theological works."—Freeman's Journal.

Pax Anim;I.. By St. Peter of Alcantara. Third Edition.

Neat cloth, i/-.

A short treatise on the tranquillity and peace of the soul, and how it may be

obtained.

VAUGHAN, REV. DOM JEROME, Translated by.

The Practice of Humility. A Treatise edited by H. H.

Leo XIII. Sixth Edition. Cloth gilt. 1/6. Cheaper Edition, in

wrapper. 6d. net (postage id.).

WALPOLE, P. GOULBURN.

A Short History of the Catholic Church. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 3/-.

This work may be described as a Skeleton History of the Church. It has been

compiled from notes made by the author for his own instruction, and he hopes that

it may prove useful to those who may not have leisure or inclination to study the

voluminous standard works upon which it is based.
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WISEMAX, CARDINAL.

Fabiola. A Tale of the Catacombs. New Cheap Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth, xii.-324 pp. a/-. Also an Edition on better

paper, bound in cloth, richly gilt, gilt edges. 3/6. And an Edition

dt luxe printed on large 410 Paper, embellished with thirty-one

Full-page Illustrations and a Coloured Portrait of St. Agnes.

Handsomely bound. £I i/-.

This story of the persecutions of the early Christians contains as graphic and

minute a description of the Catacombs as has ever been written.
" • Fabiola ' has well maintained the high place in fiction which it obtained at the

very outset, and to-day it may be said to be one of our English classics. . . . The

present editions are brought out in most excellent style."—Catholic Times.

A Few Flowers from the Roman Campagna. Small 410,

cloth gilt, printed in red and black, i/- net (postage 2d.).

New Visits to the Blessed Sacrament. Edited by Cardinal

Wiseman. Containing Devotions for the Quarant' Ore and other

Occasions of Exposition and Benediction. Cloth, red edges. 2/-.

Morfes by tbe Jesuit jfatbers.

Arrangements have been made by which Messrs. Burns and Oates,

Limited, shall have the entire control of the sale of the Quarterly

Series (of which 96 volumes have been published already), and of

other publications issued by Fathers of the Society of Jesus. The

well-known works by the late Father Coleridge, S.J., and those of

Father John Morris, S.J., and other Jesuit Fathers, and the " Ascetical

Library " include Lives of the Saints and Holy Persons, Catholic

Biographies, Theological Treatises, Books of Meditation, Scriptural

Discourses and Explanations of various portions of the Scriptures.

There are to be found also valuable Historical Books. These volumes

should find a place in every Catholic library, and Messrs. Burns and

Oates will be glad to receive a general order from their clients to

subscribe for each volume issued from the Manresa Press, as it appears,

and thus save delay of any kind.

BURNS & OATES, LIMITED,

28 Orchard Street, London, W.
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